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PREFACE.

The present Catalogue describes the chief and most charac
teristic portion of a large number of MSS. collected by Dr
Daniel Wright, now of St Andrew's, Fife, and formerly surgeon
to the British Residency at Kathmandu, Nepal. They were
received at Cambridge from time to time, as they were pro
cured, from February 1873 to May 1876.
The first discovery of a large unexplored literature in Nepal
was due to Mr Brian Houghton Hodgson, whose untiring zeal
and well-used opportunities have enabled him to supply a
greater quantity of material for the study of the literature and
natural history of India and Tibet than any person before or
since. After such achievements*, immortalized by the great
work of Burnouf, it was but natural to hope that further
material for research might still be forthcoming in the same
country. Accordingly on the suggestion of Professor Cowell,
Dr Wright was requested by Professor W. Wright to procure
specimens of such copies as could be made to order from works
still extant in Nepal. These specimens were sent, and form
Add. 1042 (see below pp. 26, 27) in our collection.
Dr Wright however soon found that originals-}- were pro
curable, and the result of his energetic and persevering negotia* Mr Hodgson's manifold services are briefly set forth in a
pamphlet by Dr W. W. Hunter (Triibner and Co., 1881). See also
the elaborate and graceful tribute to Mr Hodgson's labours in
Dr Rajendralala Mitra's work noticed below.
t Mr Hodgson had obtained a few originals. Specimens of the
more interesting are figured in the plates accompanying Cowell and
Eggeling's Catalogue (R. A. S. Journ. New Ser. viii. 50).
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tion and the well-timed liberality of the University* has been
the acquisition of a series of works which, apart from their
literary interest, will be seen from the following pages to
be from a merely antiquarian and palseographical point of view,
the most important collection of Indian MSS. that has come
into the hands of scholars.
Soon after the arrival of the MSS. Professor Cowell com
menced descriptive work on a number of the earliest and most
interesting of them, chiefly on the lines of the Catalogue pre
pared by himself and Dr Eggeling for the Royal Asiatic Society,
but also adding some references to the bibliography of the
subject. Professor Cowelfs various engagements and studies un
fortunately prevented him from giving the work any continuous
attention. When therefore he suggested that I should endeavour
to complete it, I commenced at first on the MSS. that he had
left untouched, availing myself however of the material that he
kindly made over to me.
As to the plan of my own work, it may be regarded in some
sense as an amplification of that adopted by Professor Cowell,
yet without aspiring to the elaborate scale of a work like
Professor Aufrecht's Bodleian Catalogue, affording a detailed
analysis of unpublished literature. Such a work indeed has been
to a great extent rendered unnecessary for Sanskrit Buddhist
literature by the appearance of Dr Rajendralala Mitra's long
promised work on the Nepalese MSS. of the Bengal Asiatic
Society.
I have however added references, which I believe will be
found fairly complete, to the printed literature of the subject,
including in the latter part of the text two very important
works, which reached me only after the greater portion of it

* At one period of the negotiations the Library was under great
obligations to the liberality of individuals, who took upon themselves
the cost, at a time when it was impracticable to call a meeting of the
Library authorities. Among these may be named especially the
present Bishop of Durham.
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had been printed off ; I mean Babu Rajendralala's work just
referred to, and Mr Bunyiu Nanjio's Catalogue of the Japanese
Buddhist Tripitaka. This may be found to explain or to com
pensate for any undue brevity, not to say bareness, in some of the
descriptions of subject-matter. Indeed, my main object has been
to provide material for identification for students at a distance,
and for such as come to consult the MSS. general clues and
assistance, rather than by detailed narratives to obviate the
necessity for studying the originals. Thus, to take an instance
from one branch of literature, folk-lore ; I have usually given
the names of the chief personages in jatakas or avadanas of
which no account has been published, without as a rule entering
into the details of the plot.
A special feature of the present work, and one on which my
studies have necessarily been almost unaided, is the part
relating to palaeography. To some readers, perhaps, the dis
cussions on this subject may seem barren and tedious ; others
again may find them ill-proportioned or incomplete. To such
strictures my reply must be, that the unexampled antiquity
claimed for these MSS. seemed to require as full an examination
as it was in my power to supply, and that if, after the publica
tion of so many catalogues of Sanskrit MSS., this be the first
which attempts systematically to discuss the age of the docu
ments described, some imperfection of treatment is naturally to
be expected.
Palaeography, and especially the history of alphabets so
extensive as those of India, will always be a study involving
laborious detail, but it is of course only on detailed monographs,
accompanied by a due amount of accurate illustration, that safe
generalisations in so wide a subject as Indian Palaeography can
be founded. How much more material is ready to hand for
work of this kind for scholars who are privileged to have access
to it, may be seen from the Reports on Sanskrit MSS. in
Western India by Dr Biihler and Dr Kielhorn, as well as from
some of the later numbers of Dr Rajendralala Mitra's "Notices."
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From such study, joined with accurate work on inscriptions,
we may look for some treatise which shall do for the wider field
of North India what the late Dr Burnell's great work* has done
for the alphabets of the South.
My essay on the historical and chronological points brought
out by the colophons of these MSS. has of course a bearing on
the paleography, which may serve as a justification of that part
of the work (if any be needed), independently of the considera
tions urged on page iv.
With regard to the scope of the work, the present volume
deals, as I have said, with the most characteristic portion of
the collection. This includes Buddhist literature in the widest
sense, so as to take in on the one hand mystical or religious
works of the tantric kind, where debased Buddhism is hardly
distinguishable from Civaism ; and on the other, works of
no special religious tendency, but merely the supposed products
of Buddhistic civilization, e.g. the Amarakoca (though some
suppose its author to have been a Jain), as well as the local
Nepalese literature, some of which bears more on- Hindu my
thology than on the Buddhist system. Some few of the MSS.
falling under this latter head are written in the vernacular.
Of such I have nothing by way of description to offer but names
and titles of chapters. These are however the latest and least
important part of our collection.
None of the palm-leaf MSS. are in the vernacular, but some of
them have vernacular colophons, and in almost all of them the
Sanskrit notes etc. written by the scribes are more or less faulty.
In cases of the most glaring blunders I have added " sic " ; but
on almost every page of this work will be found violations of
strict Sanskrit phonetics, familiar to all who are conversant
with MSS. from Nepal. On this subject the valuable observa-

* Dr Burnell's South Indian Fcdceography was originally intended
for a preface to his Catalogue of the MSS. at Tanjore (S. Jnd. Pal.
Introd. p. ix).
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tions of M. Senart in the Introduction to his edition of the
Mahavastu (pp. xii—xvii) should be consulted.
With reference to the compilation of a full catalogue of
the Wright collection, the task to which I was originally invited
by the Library Syndicate, and for which I have prepared a
considerable amount of material, I can only say that I hope to
complete it before very long, according as time and opportunities
may allow. Such work is of course carried on at some dis
advantage by a non-resident; and the wisdom of recent re
formers has clearly tended practically to discourage the prolonged
residence in our University of those of its members whose
special literary pursuits cannot at once be utilised for the
conduct of the ordinary round of its more obvious studies.
It now only remains for me to make acknowledgement of
the kind assistance I have received from various friends.
Amongst the foremost comes Professor William Wright, who
has communicated to me many valuable particulars as to the
history of these MSS., derived from his brother Dr Daniel
Wright, and has materially contributed to the usefulness of
the work, by many suggestions and corrections made on the
proof-sheets of this book, which he has most kindly and
promptly revised throughout. Similar help has also been
given by several Cambridge Sanskritists, especially by Mr
R. A. Neil, and Mr W. F. Webster. Occasional assistance from
several scholars is acknowledged in various passages of the Text
and Introduction. Help from science, as represented by Pro
fessor Adams, has also been afforded in several points, of which
the chief will be found on page 183. On all matters wherein the
experience and insight of the scholarly 'librarian are of avail, I
have been able to invoke the counsel of Mr Bradshaw, University
Librarian, whose sympathies seem to embrace the wants of all
students of the works under his charge from the Buddhism of
Tibet to the Christianity of medieval Ireland.
Lastly, my thanks and those of all interested in this
collection are due to Professor Covvell, who first suggested the
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acquisition of these MSS., and, as has been said, really made
a beginning of the present catalogue. In view of his unfailing
helpfulness, I may, perhaps, fitly (as a pupil) and significantly
conclude this preface with the familiar concluding words of
the Buddhist scribes :

CECIL BENDALL.
London,
May, 1883.

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION.

One of the most interesting sides of the careful study
of Oriental MSS. is the insight we occasionally gain into
events that were happening at the time of writing. It would
be, of course, from the nature of the case, unreasonable to
expect that anything like a detailed or coherent history could
be gathered from fragmentary and scattered notices in the
colophons of MSS. ; yet by the very garrulity or effusiveness
which prompts the ordinary Indian scribes to repeat certain
traditional lines of self-commiseration*, or, if Buddhists, to
append the profession of faith so familiar to us from inscriptionsf,
we often gain fresh and valuable pieces of contemporary testi
mony to current events.
That no excuse is needed for detailed study of this kind is
sufficiently proved by cases of discoveries like that of Professor
W. Wright in his Catalogue of Syriac MSS. in the British Museum
(p. 65, col. 2), where a short note on the cover of a MS. gives
the earliest known and probably contemporary account of the
capture of Damascus by the Arabs. Notes of this kind are of
course rare ; but Nepalese MSS. are, like Nepalese inscriptions
(see the "Indian Antiquary," Vol. IX.), particularly rich in royal
genealogies. The main historical importance of the present

* The verses of complaint as to the writer's "broken back and
dim eye," etc., cited on p. 50, are of common occurrence in our books.
f
\[ilJ etc. ; v. p. 14. Another formula begins
(see Add. 1688) ; it is often corrupted in later MSS;
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collection consists in the names of kings given, in so many
cases, along with the carefully and minutely expressed dates of
writing. To draw out more or less in detail and to tabulate
the chronological information thus derived, formed the chief
scope of my contribution to the International Congress of
Orientalists at Berlin, 1881. Much of what follows will there
fore necessarily be a repetition of remarks made on that occasion.
Keeping in view the double local origin of our collection, the
subject of History, like that of Palaeography, falls into two main
divisions, relating respectively to Bengal and Nepal. In this
place it will be best to treat first of the MSS. written in Bengal,
as the subject is shorter, simpler, and perhaps of more general
interest, than the history of Nepal itself.
The five earliest of our Bengal MSS. belong to the Pala
dynasty, on which see General Cunningham's "Archaeological
Survey," III. 134; some criticisms, etc., by Dr Rajendralala
Mitra in the Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, xlvii. 385, and
the rejoinder by General Cunningham in the "Survey," XI. 177.
These MSS., like the inscriptions of the same place and
time, but unlike our MSS. written in Nepal itself, are dated not
by years of any era, but by the year of the reigning monarch*.
By a somewhat fortunate accident, four of these five MSS.
fall in the two reigns of which we possess dated inscriptions,
cited of course by the authors above named. We arrange
them as follows.
Add. 1464, circa A.D. 1020.
The MS. is dated in the 5th year of Mahipala, whom
we find from the Sarnath inscription reigning A.D. 1026.
Cunningham places his accession c. 1015 ("Survey," 11. cc).

* It was the difference of usage in this respect between the two
divisions of our collection,—divisions which were not recognized by
any of those who first examined these MSS.,—that gave rise to some
erroneously early dates in the first rough printed list ("History of
Nepal," p. 321, 11. 5—8, etc.).
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Add. 1688, c. 1054.
14th year of Nayapala. If, as seems likely, the Daddaka
of this MS. is the same person as Ladska of the last, we
have some confirmation of the Dinajpur genealogical
inscription which makes Nayapala to be Mahipala's
immediate successor.
Add. 1699, Nos. I, II and III, a.d. 1198—1200.
These three MSS. are dated in the 37th, 38th, and 39th
years respectively of Govindapala, whose accession (A.D.
1161) is known from the inscription in Cunningham's
Survey, III. 125*.
A very curious and historically interesting point occurs in the
colophon of the second of the last group, which runs as' follows :
paramecvaretyddi rdjdvali purvavat criniadgovindapdladevdndm
vinashtardjye ashtatrimcatsamvatsare 'bhilikhyamdno. The first
clause probably represents the scribe as declining to recite as
before (purvavat) the long list of royal titles beginning—as
they do, in fact, in the first three MSS. noticed—with the title
paramegvara. The great interest, however, of the colophon lies
in the phrase vinashtardjye, instead of the usual pravardhamdnavijayardjye. I take this to be an acknowledgment that the
star of the Buddhist dynasty had set and that their empire was
in A.D. 1199 "vinashta," "ruined"; a view which well accords
with the fact that Govindapala was the last Buddhist sovereign
of whom we have authentic record, and that the Mohamme
dan conquest of all Bengal took place in the very first years
of the xmth cent. A.D. Hence it would also appear that,
unless Gen. Cunningham has some better authority than tradi
tion ("Arch. Surv." III. 135) for his last Pala monarch Indra-

* The Hodgson collection has also a MS. of this reign (No. 1,
dated in its 4th year); but the inscription escaped the notice of
Professors Cowell and Eggeling ("Journal R. A. S.", Oct. 1875, pp.
2 and 51), as well as of Dr D. Wright ("History of Nepal," p. 317).
b 2
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dyumna, the reign of such a king in Magadha must be re
jected. At all events, he can hardly have come to the throne
in 1180 or 1185, as supposed. No other names of sovereigns are
to be gained from our later MSS. written in Bengal, but the
colophon of one of them, Add. 1364, a Buddhist tantra, written
by a Kayastha of Jhera in Magadha in A. d. 1446, is interesting
as showing how long Buddhism survived even among the
educated classes of Eastern India.
Passing now to the second and far larger part of our collection,
—the MSS. written in Nepal itself,—we may notice that they
are dated not by regnal years, like those originally coming from
Bengal, but always by the year of some era, the name of the
reigning king being generally added.
The absence of an historical literature in Sanskrit has often
been commented on. It has been reserved for the dwellers on
the very outskirts of the Aryan territory in India, such as Kashmir
or Nepal, to chronicle their somewhat uneventful national life.
Judging however from the amount of energy and acumen
already bestowed on the elucidation of Kashmirian chronology,
it would seem that all contributions to an accurate system of
Indian dates are valued by scholars. The practical literary
value of such researches is attested by our experience in the
present collection, where the date of the composition of an
interesting work is known through this very Kashmirian chron
ology. Especially, then, as we possess several groups of docu
ments on Nepalese chronology and history, besides some recently
acquired dated inscriptions, no apology is needed for investiga
ting the relations between these and the dated colophons of
MSS. The results of my investigations are tabulated and
summarized in the Appendices to the present Introduction.
The era by which our strictly Nepalese MSS. are almost
invariably dated is the Samvat still used in Nepal. This
commences from a.d. 880, a year which is attested as well by
modern usage as by the astronomical and calendiic data
furnished by many of our oldest MSS.
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The two eras most commonly used in India generally—
the Qaka and the Vikrama Samvat—were also known in Nepal.
Several of our MSS., especially the non-Buddhistic ones, are
dated by the former. On another era—that of Criharsha—see
the account of Add. MS. 1049 in the special excursus appended
to the Palaeographical Introduction.
We now pass to chronological details as supplied to us by
MSS., and as checked by inscriptions and the somewhat waver
ing or conflicting testimony of the various histories. It may be
noted that our historical authorities are divided in the Chrono
logical Appendix No. 1 into two' main groups. (1) The Vamcaval! (Add. 1952), translated in Dr D. Wright's "History of
Nepal," and its Gorkha redaction (Add. 11G0, see p. 31). (2)
The group tabulated in the next column, which do not aspire
to the rank even of historical sketches, but are mere chrono
logical lists of kings, with notes of a few important events and
changes interspersed. As regards Add. MS. 866 (dated A.D.
1008), hitherto* regarded as the oldest of all extant Sanskrit
MSS., I give elsewhere reasons for my views on the character
of the writing, differing from those put forward by the learned
compilers of the account of the MS. cited in my description on
p. 2 of the present work. It will also be seen that the reading
of the colophon of the MS., given as fully as the state of the
leaves allows on pp. 3—4, and reproduced in Plate L, places the
history connected with the MS. in a new light. In the early
account of the colophon, only the name of Rudradeva was de
ciphered, but my recognition of the name of Nirbhaya,—
apparently the chief of the co-regents,—brings the colophon
into connection with our second group of historical authorities-f-.
Our next dated MS. (Add. 1643, A.D. 1015) speaks of three
kings ; the one, Bhojadeva, governing apparently one half of the
* See now the excursus just cited.
t See Chronological Appendix I, Column 4 (Reign acc. to
Kirkpatrick, etc.).
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kingdom, and the other two, Rudradeva and Lakshmikamadeva,
being co-regents of the remaining half. The metrical colophon
of Add. 1664 bears interesting testimony to this system of
co-regency as being a constitutional usage, at all events in later
times (see below, p. ix.).
The next MS. (Add. 1683, dated A.D. 1065) speaks of La
kshmikamadeva alone as king. As to the king next on our list
of whom we have a dated MS., I formerly read his name
Padmyamrakamadeva, and this form certainly agrees best
with the form Padmadeva found in Wright's "History of
Nepal " as well as in Mr Hodgson's lists. But the other reading
proposed, Pradyumnakamadeva, has the advantage, as I now
think, not only on palseographic grounds, but also as giving a
name of far more intelligible and probable form. Moreover the
form Padyumna found in our MS. shows how the contraction
to Padma might have arisen. Kirkpatrick has a more than
usually barbarous form, 'Puddiem.' The date of this MS. (A.D.
1065) very nearly accords with the chronology of Kirkpatrick,
who makes Manadeva—whom we find from a curious and
interesting note in Add. 1643 to be on the throne in 1139—
not to be reigning till 85 years after Pradyumna's death, while
the dates of these MSS. are only 74 years apart. This difficulty
may be just got over, if we can disregard the 12 years given by
Kirkpatrick to Indradeva (Mana's predecessor), whom the Yamcavall does not mention. With the reigns assigned to the
monarchs immediately preceding, this date does not accord so
well; but a change of dynasty and some other unsettling
influences occurred in the country just before this time, which
may account for some discrepancy in the historical sketches as
well as in the chronology.
After 1140 the dates proceed with great regularity, and are,
on the whole, strikingly in accord with the historical accounts
for nearly two centuries.
After Manadeva (1139) we get two dated MSS. of the reign
next but one, that of Anandadeva, called in the Vamcavall
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Nanda-deva. Of the second of these (R. A. S. Hodgson No. 2)
a leaf has been reproduced by the Palseographical Society
(Oriental Series, Plate 43). As to the account therewith given
by the late Dr Haas, it is now clear that Prinsep's table—taken
in its earlier part, it would seem, entirely from Kirkpatrick—is
defective in names of kings, and so very roughly correct as to
dates that no one system of adjustment will put it right. Thus
Dr Haas's proposed correction will not fit the case of Anantamalla, to whom we come presently, and whose date Prinsep
gives tolerably correctly (A.D. 1280) ; nor, on the other hand,
that of Lakshmikamadeva, whose date he makes more than
a century earlier than we above determined it.
At the commencement of the next century, the xinth, we
have MSS. of Arideva-malla and Abhaya-malla, but unfortun
ately the dates have in no case been certainly discovered.
Of Ananta-malla (called in the Vamcavali Ananda-malla,
but not to be confused with the former monarch really of that
name) two MSS. are extant, with dates respectively corresponding
to A.D. 1286 and 1302. This reign has 25 years assigned to it
in the VamcJvall, so that these MSS. belong to its opposite
extremities. For the first (Brit. Mus. Or. 1439) see the account
in the Palseographical Society's Oriental Series, PI. 32 ; on the
second (Add. 1306) see pp. 42—3.
There is now a gap of 70 years in our MSS. that bear kings'
names. It is probably more than a coincidence that this gap,
like the one of similar length a century and a half before
(1065—1139), is contemporaneous with the introduction of a
new dynasty. Although our scanty historical accounts give us
but little insight into such matters, there can be no doubt that
changes of this kind were attended with very considerable
disturbance in the country; and that either literary studies
altogether declined, or the scribes were at a loss whom to
acknowledge as the real and chief ruler of a country which,
as we know, has frequently been under divided rule. For
it should be borne in mind that everything shows that most of
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our MSS. were written more or less directly under royal or
court influences. In many cases, as we shall see, kings are
stated to be the authors*; in others, lists of the royal family are
given, or the command of some royal person for the writing.
The great event which happened in Nepal at this time was
the conquest of the country by Harisimha of Simraon. On the
names of his dynasty, none of which appear in our MSS., see
the special Table in Chronological Appendix II.
The first two names of the next group, Jayarjuna [A.D. 1374
and 1384 (see Add. 1689 and 1488)] and Ratnajyotirdeva [A.D.
1392 (see Add. 1108, written in an obscure town)] are unknown
to the histories. These kings were probably predecessors of
the "refractory Rajas of Patan and Kathmandu," who were
"completely subdued" by Yaksha-malla soon after this time
(Kirkpatrick, p. 266).
The next three reigns, those of Jayasthiti, Jyotir-malla and
Yaksha-malla, appear to have been a time of prosperity in
Nepal. MSS. are abundant, and mostly contain the names of
the sovereigns and, in some cases, further particulars.
We are also helped for this period by a most interesting
inscription lately discovered at the great temple of Pacupati in
Nepal and published in the "Indian Antiquary" for Aug. 1880.
It is dated N. s. 533 (a.d. 1413), and gives not only the name of
the king, Jyotir-malla, but also that of his father Jayasthiti, and
the names of various other members of the royal family, which
occur in several MSS. with similar honorific titles and other
indications, and form one of the many proofs of the trust
worthiness of the colophons of these MSS.
As to the doings of Jayasthiti-malla, the first of the three,
the Vamcavali is particularly eloquent ; certain pandits specially
employed by him are mentioned by name (Wright's "Nepal,"
p. 183, fin.). The MSS. of this reign are, as might be expected,

* Compare also Dr Pischel's remarks in the "Katalog der
Handschr. d. d. morg. Gesellschaft," pp. 8—9.
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numerous. We possess in the present collection four with
dates, ranging from A.D. 1385 to 1391 ; hut besides these, there
is a MS. (Add. 1658), undated it is true, but easily fixed as to
time, and historically one of the most curious and valuable in
the collection. This, as may be seen from the account at p.
159, is a copy of a play, the Abhinavardghavdnanda, by a certain
Manika. In the ndndl the goddess Manecvarl is named—as
also in Add. 1698—in a manner which quite confirms Dr
Biihler's conjecture, in his note on the name as occurring in
the inscription, that she was the king's "Kuladevata." Further
on, in the prastdvand, we find the names of the queen, the
heir-apparent, and the second son Jyotir-malla, who is called
bala-ndrdyanah. If this implies that he was a mere boy, it will
put the play at least 20 years earlier, as we find him in the
inscription (dated = A. D. 1413) apparently the sole reigning
king and the father of three adult children. Besides this,
we have a curious metrical colophon in Add. MS. 1664 (a nonBuddhistic work, and therefore not described in the present
catalogue), dated A.D. 1400, and describing a triple sovereignty
of the same Jyotir-malla with his elder and younger brothers.
Of Jyotir-malla's own reign we have only one MS. (Add.
1649), attributed however to the king himself. The date
corresponds to A.D. 1412. This may seem, at first sight, to
. curtail too much the reign of Jayasthiti, who perhaps came to
the throne in 1385 (Add. MS. 1395,—Jayarjuna was reigning
in 1384), and yet is stated by the Vamcavall to have reigned
43 years. If this be so, we have here probably a case of the
peculiar error noticed in the learned review of Dr D. Wright's
"History of Nepal" in the "Litterarisches Centralblatt" for Dec.
15th, 1877; viz., that when the chronicler was uncertain as to
the exact length of some of the reigns in a dynasty, he took one
or more of the later reigns of that dynasty as a pattern, and put
the others down as the same. It is accordingly very suspicious
that both Jayasthiti and Yaksha are credited with the large
allowance of 43 years. Little reliance can be placed on the
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Vamcavall just here, as we find Jyotir-malla completely ignored
and Yaksha called Jayasthiti's son. Of Yaksha- (or, as he is
generally styled in the MSS., Jaksha-)malla we have four MSS.,
ranging from A.D. 1429 to 1457, so that a reign of 43 years
seems here not improbahle.
After the death of Yaksha the history of Nepal, as a united
kingdom, ceases for several centuries ; and, curiously enough,
nearly all our chronology from MSS. ceases also, for nearly
two centuries. The kingdom was now divided, and possibly
considerable disturbances again ensued which were unfavour
able to the preservation of literature by the copying of MSS.
Compare verse 18 of the inscription in " Ind. Antiq." IX. 185.
During the xvith century MSS. are scarce, and only one
king (Sadaciva of Kathmandu, v. Add. 1355 and Brit. Mus. Or.
2206) is referred to by name. The names of the kings from
this period onwards will be found in Appendix III.
At the beginning of the xviith century a fresh division
occurs, as Lalitapura (Patan) becomes independent of Kath
mandu. Literature however was patronized at this time, es
pecially under Pratapa-malla at Kathmandu (see Wright's
"Nepal" and Inscriptions, Nos. 18 and 19) as well as under
Jagajjyotih at Bhatgaon. Both of these monarchs are spoken of
as authors of extant works (Add. 1641, 1696, and D. M. G. 6 at
Halle). After this time we find traces of further dissensions
amongst the rival sovereigns until the time of the Gorkha
conquest.
A special difficulty arises owing to the similarity in form
and meaning of the names of some of the sovereigns in all three
cities at the beginning of the xvnith century. This difficulty
was noticed in the review of Wright's " Nepal " already cited.
The very acute suggestion there made, however, of identifying
Mahipatindra of Kathmandu with the contemporary monarch at
Bhatgaon of synonymous name, Bhupatlndra, seems however
hardly so simple as to suppose Mahipatindra to be a mere title
of Jagajjaya ; since we find the word Mahipatindra on the
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reverse of his coins. Indeed the fact that all this group of
names would pass for mere kingly titles greatly increases the
doubt and difficulty. Further discussion of this point hardly
falls within the scope of the present work, as the time is one of
little importance from the point of view either of literature or
of palaeography.
Our third Chronological Appendix gives the remaining
kings, from the division of the kingdom to the Gorkha invasion.
The number of years in the reign of each is not given, partly
because the chronicles are inconsistent with each other and
with themselves and contain suspicious repetitions of round
numbers like 15*, as well as impossibly long reignsf; partly,
also, because after the xvith century we get a tolerably complete
series of dates from coins. Indeed the settlement and adjust
ment of the more minute points of chronology at this period
may be perhaps more appropriately left to the student of the
monuments or the coins of Nepal. After the brief literary
revival in the middle of the xvilth century already referred to,
literature and the arts seem to have gradually declined amid the
constant internal discords. Since the Gorkha invasion the old
and characteristic Buddhistic civilization, already much cor
rupted, has been, it would seem, fast passing away, and giving
place to a mixed Hinduism and autochthonic superstitions.
A list of the Gorkha sovereigns is given, for reference, in
Chronological Appendix IV.
* Wright's "Nepal," p. 190.
t Ibid. p. 203.
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Chronological Appendix II.

Reigns said to intervene between those of Anantamalla (a.d. 1302)
and Jayasthiti (1380).
The account given in the Vamcavall is very confused and the
chronology quite wild (e. g., both the dates in Wright, p. 167, are
more than three centuries too early).
The only chronologically certain event seems to be the invasion
of Hari-simha of Simraon, which is given probably enough as N. S.
444 (a. d. 1324) ; and this is exactly confirmed by the postscript of
the Nepalese Sanskrit MS. No. 6 of the "Deutsche Morg. Ges."
(see Dr. Pischel's catalogue, p. 8).

Compare also Kirkpatrick.
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Chronological Appendix IV.

List of the Gorkha Kings.
Prith(i)vi Narayana Sah (a. d. 1768—1774).
Pratapa Simha Sah (1774—1777).
Rana Bahadur Sah (1777—1779).
Glrvana Yuddha Sah (1799—1816).
Eajendra Vikrama Sah (1816—1847).
Surendra Vikrama Sah (1847—1881).
Prithivl Vira Vikrama Sah.
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Office. D = MSS. 5 arjzrj/ , Aug. 1880. The coins referred to are in the
British Museum, except
[To follow page xi
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It is now perhaps generally known amongst Sanskritists and
other Orientalists that one distinguishing feature of the present
collection is the high antiquity of its MSS. as compared with
any Sanskrit MSS. previously discovered. Some doubt, indeed,
has been expressed as to the genuineness of these dates; and
it was one of the objects of the paper read by the present
writer at the Fifth Congress of Orientalists, referred to in the
Historical Introduction, to establish the antiquity claimed for
them by showing the great variety of testimony on which that
claim rests. It will not, therefore, be out of place to repeat
here the general heads of argument there* enumerated, before
proceeding to note the various details which it is the special
object of the- present Introduction to collect and classify.
(1) The climate and remote position of Nepal, as compared
with other parts of India, have favoured the preservation of
MSS.
(2) The decline of religion and learning in the country for
the last five centuries has caused many ancient works to be
forgotten and quite unused. Nor are we left to conjecture
here. In many of our Cambridge MSS. of the xivth, xilith,
and even the xith century, I have found the powdered chalk,
put in by the scribes to preserve the leaves, still quite fresh.
But even if not read, old MSS. were, and are, often preserved as
heirlooms and the like, with all the superstitious care that an
ignorant people can sometimes give to the monuments of an

* See Verfutndlungen des fan/ten Orientalisten-Congresses, 2ter
Theil, 2te Halite, pp. 190-1.
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unknown learning. Compare the passage of the old native
Chronicle, the Vam<javali (Wright's Nepal, p. 159), in which
we read that, in the reign of C/ahkara-deva (xith cent. A.D.),
" at the time when the village of Jhul was burning, Yasodhara,
the Brahman! widow, fled to Patan with a small model of a
chaitya, the book Pragya-paramita (written in gold letters
in Vikrama-sambat 245 [= A. D. 188]), and her infant son
Yasodhara."
(3) The evidence of inscriptions discovered in Bengal, and
recently in Nepal itself, remarkably confirms in several highly
interesting cases, the sometimes detailed information given by
scribes as to contemporary dynasties, etc. See the Historical
Introduction, pp. iii, viii, ix.
(4) Evidence from astronomy and the (lunar) calendar.
An eclipse in one case, and in several others the days of the
week and month,—stated according to the complicated lunar
calendar, which a forger would have required far more learning
than modern scribes possess, to work out correctly,—have been
calculated by Professor Adams, and are found to tally.
(5) Lastly, the whole chain of palseographical and monu
mental evidence is as convincing as it is instructive, seeing that
we have here to deal not with isolated MSS., but with a regular
series, showing a progressive development of handwriting corre
sponding to the dates given.
The review of the testimony under this last head is of course
at present our more immediate object. It may, however, not be
out of place to notice here one objection urged against the
antiquity of these and other early Indian MSS.
. In an interesting article on Nepalese history and antiquities
in " Indische Streifen " III. 528, Professor Weber suggests grave
doubts lest the boasted antiquity of MSS. from Nepal may not
fall to the ground in the same way as did that of a Sanskrit,
MS. at Paris, where the date of the archetype has been heed
lessly reproduced by the scribe, not from any desire to forge o
otherwise deceive, but from sheer unreflecting thoughtlessnes
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A few weeks before the death of the greatest authority on
Indian palaeography, the late Dr A. C. Burnell, I received
from him a letter which showed that even he felt misgivings
on the same ground. Dr Burnell wrote: "I was hardly prepared
to believe that these palm-leaf MSS. [at Cambridge] could
be so old as was said ; but I think you have made it clear [in
the article cited above] that some are really of the dates they
bear. I fear still that some are merely copies with the date
of the original given in the copy, as is commonly done in India.
I am led to this by the modern appearance of the palm leaves,
so far as I can judge from the engravings etc. that I have
seen; I have not seen one of the originals as yet. In the
dry parts of S. India, the palm leaves become nearly black in
400 years, and in the damp parts (Malabar and Canara e.g.),
the same time turns them to the colour of mahogany. In
every case, they become so fragile that it is impossible to
touch them." I have quoted more of this interesting passage
than strictly bears on the point now in question, as being
perhaps the last utterance of its distinguished author on palaeo
graphy, his greatest study, and as showing that the preliminary
considerations (1) and (2) urged above are far from irrelevant.
Returning, however, to the subject of copied dates, our
chief answer to objectors must of course be of a palaeographical
nature. Let any candid critic, even if his patience fail him for
the perusal of the minuter examinations of the gradual develop
ment of letters which form a large part of the present essay,
simply turn to the table of selected letters appended, and then
say if on the hypothesis of copied dates so regular and gradual
a development would be traceable. On such a hypothesis we
should rather find the latest and most modem forms of letters
in MSS. professing to be of early dates. Certain at least it
must needs be admitted to be, that our MSS. in the older forms
of character have been in no sense written recently ; for at the
present day, there is scarcely a person in Nepal who can, read,
imuch less write, such a hand.
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But-we are not left entirely to inference or conjecture. We
have indeed two cases of copied dates; but the circumstances
under which they occur are most instructive. In each case the
last leaf of a palm-leaf MS., as so often happens, has suffered
by time and usage, and we have a paper supply-leaf recording
the date of the original, which was in a perishing condition,
preserved together with it. See especially the account of Add.
1644, p. 153. Here then we find not the inconsiderateness or
stupidity attributed by Prof. Weber to the scribes in this
matter, but, on the contrary, a most considerate regard for
posterity and indeed a surprising amount of genuine antiquarian
feeling. For a case of mere retracing, truthfully executed
however, see p. 155, 1. 25.
Strong auxiliary evidence as to the real date of MSS. may
be also gained from a careful examination of their material.
On this point I may again repeat remarks already published.
'Progressive development may be traced in material, as has
been long acknowledged in the case of European MSS. Even
in palm-leaves the earlier show differences from the later in
colour, form and texture; and in paper this is especially
noticeable. The two MSS. [Add. 1412. 1 and 2] are written
on paper no more like the modern paper of Nepal than Caxton's
paper is like that of a modern journal. The xviith century
too, when paper had become common, has its own special
paper.' See Add. 1611 and 1405, both archetypes.
Before proceeding to examine, century by century, all the
local and other palseographical peculiarities of our collection,
extending, as we shall hereafter show, over more than a thousand
years, it may be well to notice very briefly the chief stages in
the history of the development of the alphabet in North India,
so far as it can be traced.
The earliest period (B.C. 200—A.D. 100) of which we have a,
connected series of monuments, the Acoka inscriptions, is that',
of the Ariano-Pali and the Indo-Pali alphabets. This is wel|l
illustrated in Cunningham's " Corpus Inscriptionum Iiidicarum,'|'
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"where also references to the various theories of their origin
are given (pp. 50 sqq.).
Following the line of the Indo-Pali, we find that, at the
time of the ascendancy of the Gupta dynasty, a fresh stage of
writing, now called after them, is reached. The era instituted
by the Guptas has been recently fixed by General Cunningham
as beginning a.d. 167. The character was in general use
throughout Northern India from this time till about A.D.
600, the time of the appearance of the great conqueror Criharsha, of whom we shall have more to say in the Excursus
appended to this Introduction. We find that it prevailed in
Nepal from the earliest* monuments of that country at present
known to us. It is also found on the Nepalese coins of the
vnth century, of which I have treated in the " Zeitschrift der
deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft " for 1882, p. 651.
Towards the end of this century, however, changes begin to
arise, as may be seen from the same series of Inscriptions,
Nos. 9—14 (compare the editors' introduction, p. 171). Simi
larly modified forms occur in contemporary inscriptions from
other parts of India.
No traces of the Gupta character have as yet been found in
MSS., nor indeed of any form of writing approaching it in
antiquity. Two MSS. (one dated) presenting a modified form
of this character are preserved in the present collection, and
to them a special Excursus, appended to the present essay,
is devoted. In the ixth and xth centuries the Gupta dis
appears, and gives place either to the ordinary square and
straight-topped writing of North India, known generally as
Devanagari, or else to the early, yet ornamental and somewhat
fanciful variety, called Kutila. This variety was possibly due
in the first instance to individual caprice, and then passed
through the stage of a fashion into a currency which was general,
though not of long duration. This character again, hitherto
* See the Indian Antiquary, Vol. ix. pp. 163, sqq.
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only known from inscriptions, is found amongst the MSS. now
described, more markedly in some not originally written in
Nepal.
This brings us to a feature in our collection most important
for its classification; viz. its double local origin. The favourable
influence of the remote position of Nepal has been indicated
above. This is seen in the fact that both Dr Wright and Mr
Hodgson* found in Nepal MSS. actually written in Bengal, but
older than any brought to light even by recent investigations
in the latter country itself. On the other hand, we find one
case at least of a MS. (Add. 1693) written in Nepal by a hand
precisely similar to that in vogue at the time in Bengal and not
in Nepal. We shall have also occasion hereafter to note what
may be called 'Bengalisras' in the writing of MSS. otherwise
thoroughly Nepalese. Palseographical testimony thus bears out
what we should naturally have expected, that adjacent countries,
allied by a common religion, as well as doubtless by political
and commercial relations, had considerable mutual influence up
to comparatively late times. Besides, Nepal was no doubt in
some sense a place of refuge t. For although we find, in the case
of Add. 1364, Buddhist monks and laymen still existing even
among the better classes in Eastern India, yet no doubt the
Mohammedan conquest brought some persecution and danger
to Buddhists and their books. So at least we may infer from
the postscript of Add. 1643, which tells us how the book was
rescued when 'fallen into the hands of a people alien to the
faith.'
The next century, the xiith, witnessed at its close the entire
subjugation of Bengal by the Mohammedans; and from this
time each of the two countries develops an individual style of
writing. In Bengal we find the first beginnings of a variety of
* See MS. No. 1 in the R. A. S. Hodgson-collection, noticed
below.
f Compare Wright's Nepal, p. 72 at the foot.
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writing now called Bengali, of which the present collection
affords the earliest dated specimens. In Nepal also, where up
to this time no local peculiarity is observable in inscriptions or
MSS., a distinct writing is developed. This seems to originate
in a caprice or fashion analogous to that observed in the case of
the Kutila. At the same time, as might be expected from the
geographical remoteness of the country, as well as, in later
times, from its political and religious isolation, many archaisms
are preserved even to modern days. The special trick or fashion
referred to is the addition of a curve or hook to the top of each
letter.
This fashion becomes general in the xmth century ; in the
xivth, however, we find the ordinary horizontal and the hooked
tops in about an equal number of cases ; in the xvth century
there is again a decided preponderance of the hooked form, but
by the xvith century it has disappeared altogether. This
hook was regarded by Dr Haas as the 'dominant feature' of
the Nepalese hand (Pal. Soc. Or. Ser. PI. xxxil),* which
furnished 'the connecting link between the ordinary Devanagarl
and the Uriya alphabet.' The circumstances of the case as
just summarized, and more fully investigated below, put it in
a somewhat different light. The hooked top in Nepal lasts
only for three centuries and a half, and was never universally
used there. Its total disappearance after the xvth century
thus makes the connexion with the modern Uriya doubtful.
Unless, then, some direct connexion between the two alphabets
can be shown, it seems safer to regard both as mere local
fashions of independent growth. Owing, however, to the con
servation of archaisms above referred to, and to several other
features more fully described below, a distinct and characteristic
Nepalese hand has been maintained to the present day.
We may now proceed to treat of the manuscripts in detail,
* See also his 'pedigree' of alphabets in the same series, Plate
XLIV.
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considering them in their two main classes of Nepalese and
Bengali, and by centuries or other periods of development in
writing. Reserving our curiously isolated examples of the ixth
century for separate treatment, we come first to MSS. of the
xith century.
Of MSS. written at this time in Nepal we have six dated
examples. These are all written in a square, clear, and often
beautifully clean hand, the contrast between thick and fine
strokes being strongly marked. In the first MS. (dated = A.D.
1008) the right-hand twist at the bottom of the vertical strokes,
which seems to have suggested the name Kutila, is clearly
discernible; in the second (A. D. 1015) somewhat less so. The
transition seems marked by the third MS., of A.D. 1039, written
by more than one scribe, where the body of the letters is
uniform throughout, but the Kutila curves are far more pro
nounced towards the middle of the MS. (leaves 356—68) than
elsewhere. In the three remaining MSS., all of the latter half
of the century, this characteristic disappears.
Of MSS. written in Bengal we have two examples from the
middle of this century. These show the Kutila twist very
markedly, but instead of the vertical stroke curving or sweeping
round in the form that would naturally be produced by gravingtools or the like, we get an angle formed apparently by a
sudden turn of the kalam, so that a fine stroke at an angle of
120° with the vertical thick stroke is the result. It may be
here observed, in general, that the alphabet employed exhibits
hardly any of the forms of what is now known as Bengali
writing (as distinct from Devanagari), that writing having
arisen apparently at the end of the next century in MSS.
A specimen of the earlier of the two is given in Plate II.
The chief palaeograpbic details of these MSS., to be taken
in connexion with the tables of letters and figures appended to
this Introduction, are subjoined.
Add. 866 (a.d. 1008) preserves several remarkable archaisms.
The forms of j, t, and I, if compared with those of- our two
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MSS. of the ninth century (see tbe Excursus appended to
the present essay), are most interesting survivals of a stage of
writing antecedent even to the Kutila, as known to us from
the inscriptions of Bareli (see Prinsep's Table of Alplhabets)
or Dhara (Burgess, Arch. Surv. W. Ind. for 1875, p. 101).
A reproduction of part of the last leaf is given in Plate I.
Add. 1643 (a.d. 1015*'), less like Kutila in general appearance
than Add. 866, shows in several cases Kutila forms (gh, j,
n, etc.), in some cases where that MS. shows still more
archaic ones. See the Table of Letters.
Add. 1683 (a.d. 1039). This MS. is in several hands. From
leaf 66 to the end, though less curved, as has been said, than
the 30 leaves preceding, it is in many respects more archaic,
e.g. in preserving the earlier form of th, as in Add. 866. The
forms given in the table recall the Tibetan and Carada forms.
Add. 1684 (a.d. 1065) exhibits the first examples of the modern
r conjunct and the modern Nepalese 9. Of the latter we get
an early anticipation in the Deogarh Inscription (Cunning
ham's Survey, x. PI. 32).
Add. 1680.1 (a.d. 1068) is a small, clearly written MS., and is
similar, as might be expected from the nearness of the date,
to the last.
Add. 1161 (a.d. 1084), to which much the same remarks apply,
preserves however the archaic th.
Add. 1704 is a well written MS., strongly resembling Add.
1680. 1.
Add. 1464 and 1688 (c. 1025—1055). Among the most notice
able forms in these are the two forms of e and ai medial, kh,
gh (peculiar, but less archaic than the contemporary Nepalese),
il, n, and especially 5, the rounded top of which is an in
teresting survival.
* It should have been observed in the account of this MS. in the
text that possibly the main date, and probably that of the later note,
constitute cases, isolated in our collection, of the iise of atita or
'elapsed' years (cf. Burnell, S. I. P., ed. 2. p. 72). If this be so, we
get a.d. 1016 and 1140 respectively.
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The xnth century is extremely interesting and important
for our present investigation. Both in Nepal and Bengal we
find the last specimens of an old style of hand, followed with
surprising abruptness by a hew writing, possessing in each case
a marked individuality for which the older style gives little or
no preparation. The only dated MS. that we possess of the
first half of the century (Add. 1645, A.D. 1139) is written in
practically the same hand as the Nepalese MSS. of the last
half of the xith century (see the Table of Letters). The first
half of the year 1165 (month of Cravana) gives us another last
survival, viz., that of the square hand as then written in Bengal.
Of this we shall speak in connexion with the Bengali MSS.
of this time. To this year also belongs a MS. written in
Bengal (R. A. S. Hodgs. No. 1) in a strikingly similar character.
The latter half of the same year (month of Pausha) gives us
the first certain example of the hooked hand peculiar to Nepal.
There are four more examples of this hand in the same century ;
the dates of two of these, however, are somewhat doubtful.
It is from this time, then, that we find Nepalese on the one
hand, and Bengali on the other, as distinct alphabets or styles
of writing. It has been already observed that the hooked
feature cannot be regarded as the distinguishing note of Nepalese,
as this was never universally employed, and has now disappeared
for several centuries. If again we observe the forms of indi
vidual letters, we fail to find any distinct original development.
One of the few scientific observers of this style of writing,
Dr Johann Klatt*, gives a list of ten letters which he finds
in XVIlth century MSS. as characteristic of Nepalese. He
observes: "Plurimum notae i, e, n, jh, fi, n, ph, bh, r, c, ab
Nagaricis nunc usitatis differunt." True ; but the Nepalese
forms of each of these letters may be paralleled from earlier
Devanagari, even from distant parts of India. The Nepalese
must not, then, be regarded as a distinct and original develop* 'De CCC. Canakyae sententiis.'
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ment of the Indian alphabet in the same sense that Bengali,
for instance, is so. The fact rather is that, from the xnth—
xinth century onwards, the geographical and political isolation
of Nepal resulted in the conservation of early forms, accom
panied by the prevalence of several more or less transient
embellishments or calligraphic fashions peculiar to the country.
From this time, therefore, we treat of Nepalese MSS. alone,
and reserve the remaining examples of Bengali hand for
connected treatment later on.
In the Table, note that Add. 1686 is the first MS. written in
Nepal that shows the regular Nepalese bh ; though the earlier
form is also in use. The later form is also found in Central
Indian inscriptions of the twelfth century ; see Cunningham,
Survey, ix., pi. XVI.
In this century also we find the first examples of the modern
Nepalese e initial and kh, akin to the Bengali forms. The
open top of the dh seems a preparation for the modern shape.
The list of initial vowels is valuable and interesting (see
Plate m).
The curious Kutila subscription of Add. 1691. 1 (see text) has
quite exaggerated slanting and angular strokes at the bottom
of the letters, and looks somewhat like the protest of a more
conservative scribe of the old school against the incoming
hooked style in which the MS. is written.
Add. 1657 no doubt belongs to the end of this century. Its
date (=1199 a.d.) is reproduced in a note to the Table of
Numbers. As to the letters, we find that gh, j, n, 1, 5 and sh,
take the forms given under Add. 1645 ; bh varies, as in Add.
1686; dh is of the transitional form given under Add. 1691.2
(cf. u, e and th in that MS.).
In the next century, the Xlllth, the hooked form of character
is thoroughly in vogue ; for there exists, as far as I know, only
one dated Nepalese MS. of this time otherwise' written. The
large bold handwriting usual in the Xllth century, with strongly
contrasted thick and fine strokes, continues through most of
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this century, though in some later MSS. we observe a transition
commencing.
The dated MSS. of this century are Add. 1644 (a.d. 1205),
1648 (c. 1216), 1465 (12.. 4), 1412. 1. 2 (1276 aud 1278),
1707 (1276), 1706.1 (1261 J), 1706. 2 (1279).
Add. 1644 has been already referred to on the question of
copied dates. The year assigned (a.d. 1205) is fully borne out
by the palseographic phenomena of the MS., as this is one of
the finest examples we possess of the bold and clearly written
early hooked Nepalese. Amongst individual letters, it may
be noted that e takes the form given in the table from Add.
1693; dh has the early form similar to the modern *T ; bh
varies between the older and newer forms. The general
character of the letters may be seen from the letter-numerals
in the table of numbers, where also the character used for 7
is noteworthy. Compare the Bengali
Add. 1648 (c. 1216, vide text) is the one MS. of this century
with horizontal-topped characters. The hand is in other
respects exceptional, as it shows considerable affinity to the
early Bengali hand of which we shall treat below. Note
especially the forms of bh, 1, sh and y, and of i and e medial
as given in the table. The variation in the figures is difficult
and often confusing.
Add. 1465, though the middle figure of the date is not clear to
me, belongs to the middle of this century (see text). The
hand is very similar to that of Add. 1644, though rather less
bold.
The early parts of the remarkable paper MSS. Add. 1412. 1
and 2 are very similar to the other MSS. of this time ;
the form of dh, however, is often more modern.
Add. 1707 is mostly written in a hand less bold than the pre
ceding, the strokes being more uniform and finer, and the
letters usually smaller. Bh and dh both appear in the later
form ; altogether, the MS. shows the transition to the style of
the next century.
Add. 1706. 1 and 2 are unimportant MSS., written in a small
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liand on small leaves and with no great care. 1706. 1, the
earlier of the two (though the middle figure of the date is
not quite clear), has the early dh and transitional bh ; 1706. 2
has also the early dh.
The bulk of Add. 1656 also is a fine example of the bold hand
of this century ; but the date is not ascertainable, as the last
leaf of the original MS. has disappeared. Compare also Add.
1680, fragments 8 and 9.
The xivth and xvth centuries may be treated as a single
palseographic period. Books seem to have been commoner
at this time* than in the centuries immediately succeeding or
preceding. Our MSS. are plentiful and generally written on
leaves of serviceable size and quality. We neither find scarce
ness of literature, as in the xvith century, nor the merely
ornamental MSS. which we shall notice hereafter in the xvnth
century. On the other hand, writing as a fine art seems to be
more or less on the decline. We no longer meet with the large
boldly written MSS. of early times; nor have we any single
instance of illumination. With the diminished size of the
material, the handwriting is also diminished. The characteristic
hooked form of the letters generally, but by no means univer
sally, prevails. Thus in the xivth century about one third of
the MSS. have letters with straight tops, and in the next century
we find nearly the same proportion. It should be observed,
however, that we do not get the horizontal regularity of good
modern Devanagari MSS. In some cases the tops, though
not hooked, are very irregular, and in no case are they quite
joined so as to form a continuous line.
The handwritings of the MSS. of this century hardly require a
minute separate examination. A few important and repre
sentative ones only are selected and given in the Table. As
to individual letters, note that the second form of e (see Add.
* Compare the passage in Dr D. Wright's Nepal, p. 183 sqq.,
cited in the Historical Introduction.
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1693 in the Table) gradually gives place to the form still
common to Nepal and Bengal (see Add. 1648). The early dh,
resembling Xf, may be observed passing through various stages
(found also earlier, see 1691. 2 and 1648 in the Table) to its
modern form. Bh is likewise seen in various forms, though
the old form, often (as in Add. 1665, A.D. 1487) side by side
with the modern, lingers on into the xvth century. The
Bengali form is also found in not a few instances. The
ordinary Nepalese shape is however generally prevalent.
Taking first the four examples of straight-topped characters,
we notice that all present Bengali forms. Add. 1306 (a.d.
•1302), like Add. 1409 (a.d. 1360), given in the Table of
Letters, has the Bengali bh, e medial, i initial (see Add.
1690. 1. 2), and occasionally t; it has moreover the Bengali p,
which is very rare in MSS. from Nepal. In the Table of
Numbers note the strange and somewhat ambiguous letterform used for 5 in Add. 1409.
Add. 1689 closely resembles Add. 1409 in style of hand; but
the forms of bh and e medial vary between Bengali and
middle Nepalese. There is also a curious survival of the
early gh, similar to that in Add. 1645 (a.d. 1135) ; see Table.
Add. 1406 * furnishes our only example of the system of notation
for dates by syllables, noticed by Burnell (S. Ind. Palaogr.
ed. 2, p. 72) and Mr L. Rice (Mysore Inscriptions p. xxii.).
If the colophon, which reads crimat-karnaprakaga vyavaliaranaydm sasama samvatsare, be correctly interpreted on this
principle, the date comes out N. S. 557 or a.d. 1437; though
from the archaic forms of e, dh, bh, and s, we should have be^n
prepared for an earlier date.
Of the remaining MSS. of these centuries little need be said ;
they are mostly written in a rather small, but clear, hookedtop character. The earlier of two, Add. 1395 (a.d. 1385)
(see Plate in) and Add. 1708 (a.d. 1450), selected as ex
amples in the Table, show some tendency to the long down* A non-Buddhistic MS. and therefore not described in the
present volume.
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ward flourishes (e.g. in bh, s and h) so common in late and
modern Nepalese MSS. The numerals are more or less in a
state of transition, as may be seen from the examples in
the table. In Add. 1685 (a.d. 1380) W is used for 40,
apparently under the influence of the use of «?T for 30 (compare
the signs for 100 and 200 in Add. 1643).
Dated MSS. of the xvith century are almost too scarce to
afford a basis for generalization, as we possess only five examples.
These, nevertheless, have in common the important feature of
showing the horizontal top line nearly continuous, while the
vertical strokes often slightly project above this line, thus, *ll W.
Paper seems to have come into general use at the end of this
century. Two of our palm-leaf MSS., Add. 1659 (a.d. 1501)
and Add. 1479 (a.d. 1546), are written in a hand the individual
letters of which hardly differ from those of the preceding
century, yet the regular square and horizontal appearance
gives the general effect of Devanagari. There is also a paper
MS., Add. 1597 (a.d. 1574), similar to those which we shall
treat of in connexion with MSS. of the next century.
This century, too, gives the first two instances of what seems
like an archaistic revival in Nepalese writing. These MSS.
recall in a remarkable manner the square hand usual in Bengal
in the Xlth— Xllth century, but also, as we saw in the case of
Add. 1693, employed in Nepal. Besides several remarkable
reproductions of letters noticed below, there is a decided
resemblance in the square uprightness of the characters (albeit
the later hand shows a certain attenuation and want of boldness),
and also in the peculiar pointed form on the left horizontal topstroke (as in the <5T of Add. 1693 in the Table).
The two MSS. just referred to belong to the last quarter of the
century. The first, Add. 1355, dated a.d. 1576, is on palm-leaf,
the last complete MS. of that material. Among the letters
given in the Table, those which most forcibly suggest a con
scious revival of the square hand of the XI—xnth century
are n, 9 and e (ai) medial.
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Add. 1556 (a.d. 1583) is written in the same style (see Plate
in). The letter-numbers in the Table, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10,
should be noted as remarkable revivals of xith century Ben
gali forms.
Add. 1556 is important also as being the earliest specimen
of a class of MSS. of which our collection affords several
examples; those written on black paper in white or yellow
letters.
The use of silver and gold in writing was early known, as
we see from the passage of the Vamcavall cited on p. xviii. No
examples of palm-leaf MSS. written in anything but ink are
extant ; but after the introduction of paper, writing in the
materials just mentioned becomes frequent down to the end of
the xviilth century, though these MSS. are not very often
dated. At present, as I learn from Dr Wright, this kind of
writing is only practised in Tibet.
We may now pass to the xvilth century, which contrasts
markedly with the last in the great abundance of MSS.
Literature was at this time evidently nourishing under monarch s
like Pratapa-malla, whose name will be found amongst the
authors of works in the present collection. The various hand
writings fall into two main groups, corresponding to those noticed
in the last century.
The first may be called the normal or natural style, in
contradistinction to the artificial and partly ornamental archaic
style described above. It includes the great majority of the
MSS., and'falls into several subordinate varieties, not distinguish
able in the form of the letters but in the general character of the
hand. The first is a thick, bold and square style, which carries
even further than in the case of MSS. noticed in the last
century the tendency to approximate to the general appearance
of Devanagari, while preserving the individualities of Nepalese.
Good examples of this variety are Add. 1405 and 1475
(a.d. 1614 and 1682 respectively), and also the palm-leaf ,
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supply to Add. 1662 (a xiith century MS.), written in 1619,
and constituting our latest dated specimen of palm-leaf.
In contradistinction to this, we find several MSS., as M. Feer *
says of one of them, Add. 1611 (A.D. 1645), "d'une denture fine
et serrde." These MSS. are usually written with ruled lines,
which are exceedingly prominent.
Other examples are Add. 1586 (a.d. 1661), and to some extent
Add. 163 i (a.d. 1652) and 1638 (a.d. 1682), though in these
last the writing is less fine. To this century may also possibly
be assigned Add. 1041 (see the account in the text).
Between these two varieties lies a third, the distinguishing
feature of which is a thick and regular top to each letter, the
body of the letters being more or less fine.
One example of this hand occurs in the previous century, Add.
1597 (a.d. 1574). In the present century good examples are
Add. 1695 (a.d. 1629) and Add. 1588 (a.d. 1669).
The individual letters common to the three varieties of this
group will be found accurately described in the plate ac
companying Dr Klatt's dissertation on Canakya already cited.
The MS. there used for illustration (which I have not examined)
seems to lie between the first and second varieties, being boldly
written, yet with somewhat thin, fine, and uniform strokes. In
Dr Klatt's table, as generally representing this century, we may
note especially the relative distinction of i and I initial, and the
long sweeping form of t conjunct, as well as the form of r.
Our second group contains only about three dated examples,
but these are important for the history of writing. The con
ventional hand becomes still more stiff and, so to say, decorative.
Our black-paper MS., Add. 1485 (a.d. 1677), has the appearance
of being written to be looked at rather than to be read. The
usual case, indeed, with these MSS. is that the letters are
hard to distinguish and the readings corrupt and barbarous.

* Journ. Asiatique, Aug. 1879, p. 144.
d
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The other two MSS., Add. 1536 and 1385, are on ordinary
paper, and, though apparently under the influence of the
conventional archaic style, revert to the modern forms of some
letters, as n and 9.
In the xviuth century, the same traditions continue in the
black paper MSS., and the same general style of hand (though
without any specially archaic forms of letters) is followed in
some ordinary paper MSS.
In Add. 1623 (A.D. 1700), a black and gold MS., both the
archaic and modern Nepalese forms of 9 are found ; Add. 875
(a.d. 1794), however, of the same materials, presents all the
archaic forms.
With regard to the ordinary paper MSS. of this and of
the present century little remains to be said. A few of the
earlier MSS. of the XVinth century (e.g. Add. 1595, A.D. 1712)
preserve something of the fineness and regularity of the preceding
period, but the majority of them seem to show that the art of
writing, as indeed arts and civilization in general, have declined
since the Gorkha invasion. In contrast to the beautifully
drawn, coloured, and sometimes gilded illuminations commonly
occurring down to the xmth century, the illustrations are coarse
in colour and so feeble in drawing as to be unworthy of the
name of art. Instead of colophons written in metre, correct
and elaborate, such as we find in some MSS. of the Xlth century,
or at all events attempted, as is the case down to the xvth
century, the postscripts are now often in the vernacular or in
Sanskrit hardly distinguishable therefrom.
Since the predominance of Hindu influence consequent on
the conquest of the country, we find the Devanagari hand
not uncommonly employed, especially for non-Buddhistic works.
Indeed the leaves sent to the library as specimens of transcrip
tion (see the account of Add. 1042, p. 27) are in Devanagari,
though the copies that were actually made for us are not
usually in that hand.
We may conclude this part of the present essay by examining
\
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the characteristic letters of the Nepalese alphabet as at present
employed. These are, as Dr Klatt gives them, i, e, n, jh, fi, n, ph,
bh, r, <j. The present Nepalese forms of these letters will, as
before remarked, be found to be survivals, rather than original
local developments. "We may remark specially i (initial).
This letter is not given in the columns of the table, because,
though characteristic of Nepalese throughout, its shape varies
but littje. On the earlier forms, see the Excursus on the MSS.
of the ixth century. Its shape in A.D. 1179 hardly differs from
that given in Klatt's table (and still used), except that the
stroke like a comma beneath the two circles, formerly dis
tinguishing I, is now used for i. The forms of e, n, n and c are,
as Dr Klatt notices, paralleled by the Bengali developments,
and the same may be said of ph.
Perhaps the only letter really characteristic of Nepalese
MSS. of all dates is one form of e medial, that with the curved
or wavy line, a very slight development or modification of the
form of the letter as found in inscriptions of the Devanagari
period. Indeed the most archaic of our MSS. (Add. 1702, see
Table of Letters) shows a form exactly corresponding with that
of the Samangarh inscription of A.D. 753 (Bombay Asiatic
Journal, ii. 371).
We pass now to the consideration of MSS. distinctively
Bengali. From the xnth century onwards, this writing,
though apparently of less antiquity as a separate hand and
perhaps on the whole less archaic than the Nepalese, has a
stronger claim than it to be considered a separate alphabet:
for we have here both letters in more archaic forms than are
found in the contemporary Devanagari, though these are fewer
in number than in the Nepalese, and also original and peculiar
local developments and modifications. Again, we have what is
more than a passing fashion in writing, like the Nepalese hooked
tops, namely a distinct tendency continuously in force and even
increasing down to modern times : I refer to the use of pointed
d2
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appendages, especially at the bottom of several letters, e. g.
k, v, y.
It is interesting to note that this hand seems to have been
specially developed by scribes, for we find many inscriptions
from Bengal, several centuries later, in a character hardly, if at
all, differing from ordinary Devanagarl.
Our collection claims the earliest examples yet noticed of
genuine Bengali handwriting (Add. 1699. 1, 2, & 3). The dates
of these three MSS. are A.D. 1198, 1199, 1200, respectively
(cf. pp. iii. and 188).
To this century belong also two MSS. in the square character
similar to that observed in MSS. from Bengal in the previous cen
tury. One of them, apparently written in Bengal, is in the Hodg
son collection of the Royal Asiatic Society (No. 1, see Plate
2 in the Catalogue) ; the other is in the present collection
(Add. 1693). The two hands are as much alike as if written
by the same scribe, and it is not the least curious or significant
among the palseographical and chronological coincidences of
these collections, that the MSS., though dated according to the
different systems of the two countries, belong to the same year,
a.d. 1165.
The general style of the writing, as may be seen from our
tables, and Plate II, as also from the Plate in the R. A. S. Catalogue,
already cited, is that of the quasi-Kutila MSS. written in
Bengal in the previous century. It will be noticed however that
the ornamental and characteristic fine strokes at the bottom of
the letters have almost disappeared. There is a tendency to
modern Bengali forms in the letters e (initial) and bh.
Specimen leaves of two of the group (Add. 1699. 1—4) of early
Bengali MSS. were reproduced by the Palseographical Society
(Oriental Series PI. 81) soon after my discovery of their true
date [see also Plate n]. The letters which I have called
in the accompanying description "distinctively Bengali" are
initial ii, lri and In, initial and medial e, ai, o, au ; k, kh, c,
fi, dh, y, r, v, and sh. Several of these forms may be found,
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however, in our Table from Nepalese MSS. Q approximates
rather to the Nepalese or the early Devanagari, as seen in
the inscription in the Indian Antiquary, I. 81 : h has the
ordinary Devanagari form; n, d, and p are all more or less
transitional. Initial i may now be paralleled from Add.
1691. 2 (see Table).
The next MS. of certain date in this department of our col
lection is Add. 1364, dated Vikrama Samvat 1503 (a.d. 1447).
The last leaf of this MS., perhaps the most beautifully written
of the whole collection, is given in the Palseographical
Society's Oriental Series, Plate xxxiii. The general appearance
of the writing is more like the early MSS. just noticed than
the contemporary and later MSS. of which lithographs are
given by Dr Eajendralala Mitra in his Notices of Sanskrit
MSS., Vol. v. Amongst individual letters we may note that
initial i has nearly reached the modern form ; 9 still resembles
the Nepalese letter ; 1 is still distinguishable from n, but n, d,
and p have nearly or quite assumed their regular Bengali
forms.
For a full examination, however, of Bengali writing the
materials exist at present only in India. Our collection presents
only a few other examples, more or less isolated; and other
Bengali MSS. in Europe reach back only about two centuries.
One of our later MSS. Add. 1654. 2, dated 452, 1 described in
Plate lxxxii of the Oriental Series of the Palseographical
Society, together with a MS. sent by Dr Eajendralala Mitra and
considered by him to be his earliest specimen. I was then obliged
to point out some inconsistencies in the learned Babu's first
interpretation of the colophon, especially in view of certain
alterations given in his 5th Vol. of " Notices " above referred
to, which reached me as my account was in the press. On
further examination, it seems not unlikely that one or both
MSS. are of the xvith century. The date of our MS., at all
events, is expressed in characters almost identical with those of
the MS. given in Dr Rajendralala Mitra's new volume, Plate III.
if the lithograph can be relied on, viz.
The Bengali et
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I had read as sf (from which it is often quite undistinguishable),
and naturally concluded that sj ^ indicated " Nepal Samvat "
(452 = A.D. 1332). If however the Lakshmana Samvat be es
tablished as commencing in A.D. 1106 (see Dr Rajendralala
Mitra in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, XLVII. 399,
sqq.), the date 452 corresponds to A.D. 1558.
Our collection contains several other MSS. and fragments,
both palm-leaf and paper, in this hand, but our present unsys
tematized knowledge of later Bengali palaeography, renders it
difficult to assign to them certain dates. What is required is, no
doubt, that some of the oldest MSS. in Bengal should be
collected and systematically arranged, somewhat in the manner
that has been attempted for our more continuous collection of
Nepalese writing.

EXCURSUS ON TWO MSS. OF THE IXth CENTURY,
ADD. 1049 AND 1702.
As these MSS. are almost isolated survivals of an altogether
earlier stage of writing, and lie away from our dated Nepalese
series, they require special examination both as to their date
and other peculiarities. A few words first on the history of
the dated MS., Add. 1049. During Dr D. Wright's sojourn in
Kathmandu, one of the ancient temples in the durbar fell into
disuse, owing to the extinction of the family who were its
hereditary guardians, and Sir Jung Bahadur gave orders for
the building to be restored. "Restoration" being almost as
summary a process in Buddhist temples as in some of our own
sacred buildings, the temple furniture, including buckets full of
coins and bronze tablets, and a huge pile of manuscripts, was
brought out into the court—just as the European churchrestorer hurls forth his ancient paving-tiles or tombstones into
the churchyard, in favour of the " improved " modern flooring.
Of the coins some few were saved from the smelting-pot by
Col. F. Warren, who was then at Kathmandu, through whom
and Dr Wright they have reached Europe. In the " Zeitschrift
der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft," 1882, I have
identified some as of Amcuvarman (vnth cent. A.D. ; see above
p. xxi). The great mass of the MSS. were abandoned to rot,
at the instigation of the jealous Brahmans; but a handful of
fragments, including this MS. and portions of others of various
dates and subjects (see Add. 1679 and 1680), were given to
Dr D. Wright.

EXCURSUS ON TWO MSS.
The circumstances of the discovery of Add. 1049 were thus
exceptional. Its date, as given in Plate I., is beyond question
' Samvat 252' ; for as regards the first letter, a is the undoubted
equivalent for 200, and that
is in this MS. the mode of
expressing a may be seen from the alphabet on the other leaf.
See the plate, where the alphabet-leaf has been photographed
entire, together with the important part of the date-leaf. The
character for 50 turned to the left, though unusual, has been
noticed by Gen. Cunningham in his "Corpus Inscriptionum
Indicarum," I. 22*. The figures being clear, it only remains to
consider to what era they refer. That this is not the ordinary
era of Nepal (which would give the MS. a date equal to A.D.
1132) is, it may be almost said, obvious, from a comparison of
the letters with those of xnth century Nepalese MSS. as repre
sented by the specimens in our Table, which show the adoption
of a very marked local peculiarity, the hooked top, fully described
above, and further exemplified by Plate 3 iu the Catalogue of
the Hodgson MSS. of the E. A. S. From the detailed examina
tion of the letters which we shall presently give, it will be seen
that some of the forms cannot be at all paralleled even in the
xith century, of which we have so many well preserved and
archaic examples.
Paiaeographical considerations, again, forbid us to place the
writing earlier than A.D. 600 at the furthest, even supposing
that the palm-leaves could have lasted so long. This disposes of
the Vikramaditya, Caka, Gupta, and Vallabhi eras. One era
remains, which we know to have been used in various parts of
Northern India—that instituted by, and called after, the
great conqueror Criharsha. This era, which commenced in the
* A more recent notice of the use of this symbol, in MSS. of
Western India, is to be found in Dr Kielhorn's " Report on Sanskrit
MSS." (Bombay, 1881), p. ix. ; but from the whole passage there no
very decisive result can be deduced as to its general usage. See also
Sir E. C. Bayley's paper on the Numerals in the R. A. S. Journal
for 1882.
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year 606 A.D.*, was known in Kashmir in Al-Beruni's time, and
we find it used in inscriptions of the xth century in Central and
Eastern India (see Gen. Cunningham's Archceological Survey,
IX. 84 and x. 101).
But further, there has recently heen brought from Nepal
itself a series of inscriptions (already referred to in the
preceding essays), published in the Indian Antiquary for
Aug. 1880 by the discoverer Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji, and by
Dr Biihler, the dates of several of which are assigned by
them to the era of Qrlharsha. The sequel of the article,
containing the full justification of this decision, has not yet
appeared, but I have been favoured by Dr Biihler with some
notes on the subject. The first dated inscriptions of this part
of the series (Nos. 6—15) belong to the reign of Amcuvarman,
whom Dr Biihler has no hesitation in identifying with the
Amcuvarman whom we find mentioned by Hiouen Thsang as
reigning in Nepal at the beginning of the vnth century. In
support of this identification we may now refer to the coins noticed
above. Further, in the inscriptions Amcuvarruan acknowledges
a sovereign lord, so that the era can hardly be his own, nor is any
sovereign likely to have established an era at this time in
opposition to that of Qriharsha, who conquered all India from
Gujerat to Assam. We may also compare the statement of the
Vamcavali (Wright's Nepal, pp. 131, 132) that previous to the
accession of Amcuvarman the country was invaded by " Vikra
maditya," who introduced his era, which however fell sub
sequently into disuse (ibid. p. 134). There is probably some
confusion here with the great Vikramaditya, but still I observe
that in the Rajatarangim the names Harsha and Vikramaditya
are applied to the same king. It is also worth noticing that, in
Inscription No. 15, the great Criharsha is mentioned with much

* So Dr Biihler; Gen. Cunningham makes it a year later. In
the account of the MS. in the text correct a.d. 859 to 857 or
857—8.
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solemnity as the ancestor of the queen. By this reckoning,
then, the date of the MS. will he A.D. 857.
One other MS. of this period, Add. 1702, is undated, but
is in two hands, one of which especially is even more archaic
than that of the MS. just noticed. The leaf selected for repro
duction in Plate I. shows the end of the first hand and the
beginning of the second.
For the purpose of comparison with the writing of these MSS.,
I have selected three inscriptions from the small number of
dated examples that seem to be available foT the illustration of
the period of transition from Gupta to Devanagari. It will be
observed that evidence derived from these examples is of the
more weight from the fact that they represent a considerable
variety as regards locality, material and subject.
The earliest of the three is No. 15 of Dr Buhler's series,
dated Criharsha Samvat 153 (a.d. 758), and thus 99 years
earlier than our dated MS. The material on which the
inscription is graven is slate. The character is described by the
editors of the series of inscriptions to which it belongs, as a
modified form of the Gupta alphabet. Although some further
modifications have taken place, as might be expected, our
dated MS. has many distinct Gupta features, and the whole
bears striking resemblance to the forms of this inscription.
The next example is the copper plate of Morvi in Gujerat (see
Ind. Antiq. II. 258) dated in the 585th year of the Gupta era,
and this is certainly of the same palasographical period as that
to which we assign these MSS., even if the elaborate investiga
tions of Gen. Cunningham {Survey, Vol. X. preface, etc.) be not
regarded as finally established. Lastly, I have selected the
pillar-inscription of Deogarh, made known to us in Gen.
Cunningham's Volume just cited, where we find a reproduction
(Plate xxxm), apparently tolerably faithful in spite of the
faultiness of the transcript (p. 101). The date is clearly
expressed in two eras, and equals A.D. 862.
The general feature that most obviously distinguishes the
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character of these inscriptions and of our two MSS. from that
of both inscriptions and MSS. of the xilth and succeeding
centuries is the absence of the regular horizontal top for
each letter, -which, as -we found in later MSS. even in Nepal, and
still more of course in ordinary Devanagari, tends to form a
continuous line.
In these MSS., as contrasted with later ones, we must
observe first the separateness of the letters, reminding us more
of stone inscriptions than of written documents : and further
we shall find in the examination of details, to which we now
proceed, that the want of regularity as compared with modern
writing is further increased by the fact that most of the letters
have altogether open tops (thus m approximates to the form
of modern bh) ; while the letters that have only a single main
down-stroke, as k and t, show rather an approximation to the
nail-headed form of character, commonly found in inscriptions
of the early transitional period, than to the ordinary straighttopped form so pronounced in the Devanagari. I have also
compared our MSS. with the Tibetan, and with the early North
Indian alphabet as preserved, yet (as in the case of Tibetan)
more or less modified, in Japanese works. The clearest examples
of this are to be found in the Siebold collection at the British
Museum (for my knowledge of which I have to thank Prof.
Douglas), and also in Prof. Max Miiller's edition of the
Vajracchedika.
We now proceed to examine the forms of letters in the
MSS. in detail.
jV denotes our first inscription, that from Nepal ; M that
from Morvi ; D that from Deogarh.
For the MSS., A denotes Add. 1049, B1 and Ba the first and
second hands respectively of Add. 1702.
§ 1.

Initial Vowels.

a. This letter preserves the detached and open top found
in Gupta and Tibetan. In Kutila, and in alphabets generally
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after the xth century, the closed top is found ; though in
the West of India the open top has survived to the present
time.
a. The long vowel is expressed by a curve below, as in
inscriptions JV and D. In other MSS. this is unknown, except
in the archaic (^arada character (see Haas in the Palasographical
Society's Oriental Series, 44). In a few MSS. only it adds
to the number of curious archaisms, surviving amongst the
letter-numerals (=200, see the Table).
i. The triangular form of this letter, formed by dots or
small circles, sometimes with a top-line, is an archaism in
general Indian palaeography ; but as it survives to the present
time in Nepal, no argument as to the date of these MSS.
can be founded on it.
I is of course extremely rare as an initial. The curve on
the top, very similar to the one before us, occurs in Tibetan,
which represents, as is well known, the North Indian character
of the Vllth century, with local modifications.
u, u. These letters have varied little from the Gupta period
to the present time.
ri, ri. I have only been able to find analogies for these
necessarily very rare letters, in the Carada alphabet, and,
somewhat closer, in those of the Indian alphabets preserved
in Japanese works. These have been as yet little studied, but
as far as I can judge, their palaeographic position is very similar
to that of the Tibetan, though they seem to reflect a somewhat
later stage of writing.
e. The triangular Acoka form, already lost in the Kutila,
lingered on later in Nepal than elsewhere.
ai. The curve, though especially characteristic of the
Kutila period, is found in all three inscriptions.
o. This form is nearly identical with the modern Bengali,
with which however the Japanese corresponds. The earlier
Nepalese Gupta inscriptions have this form in the syllable
om.
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au. Some analogy to the mode of lengthening this rare
letter (to distinguish it from o) is found in Carada. The Bengali
also shows the same thing, in a later development.
§ 2.

Medial vowels.

a. Besides the ordinary full vertical stroke, we get in MS.
B (see the examples in table of letters) (1) the half stroke,
commonly, but not invariably, used in the inscriptions ; (2) the
small up-stroke above the letter, usually, as in the specimen in
the Table, employed with conjunct consonants. This seems not
only to be unknown in any other MSS., but also to be wanting
even in our selected inscriptions, being in fact a remarkable
survival of an altogether earlier stage of writing. Compare, for
instance, the series of Inscriptions from Mathura given in
Cunningham's Survey (Plates xni—xv), where it is the regular
form.
i. Here B1 shows an earlier form, similar to that used in N
and in Gupta generally. The form of A and B2 is however used
in M and D as well as in the Japanese. In Nepal however
the regular modern form is not reached for some centuries later.
L B preserves the Gupta form, consisting of a simple hook
or curve above the general level of the letters and springing
from the top of the consonant. A has a transitional form, in
which the curve springs from the top of the consonant but is
carried down to the lower line of the letters in a sweep. This
form is seen in D and in the Gopala inscription cited below
in the account of j. iVhas both forms.
u in B1 is again archaic, corresponding with the forms of
two of our inscriptions, N~ and M, a form not otherwise known
in MSS. A, however, has the modern form, as also has D.
e. There are several modes of expressing this letter in our
MSS. Only B1 shows the most archaic form—the triangular
pendant, resembling the left-hand member of a Roman T.
This is the usual form in N, as in earlier Gupta, and is
preserved likewise in the Japanese. In A we have (2) the
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line above as in Kutila. In M and D we have (3) a wavy
line terminated in a dot, which generally hangs slightly below
the line, so that we get something between modern Nepalese
and Kutila. This is also found in Nepalese of the xith and
xnth centuries.
ai. This vowel is also expressed in three ways, corresponding
to those given for e. B1 takes, in addition to the form for e, a
sloping stroke above, approximating to the modern form, while
B2 and A double or add the curving or wavy line above.
o and au have the same forms plus the mark of a ; though
B1, strangely enough, often has a form like that used in modern
Devanagari.
Visarga and Anusvara are often expressed by small circles,
as in early inscriptions and in modern Bengali, instead of by
mere dots, as in later MSS.

§ 3.

Single Consonants.

k. Both the inscriptions and the MSS. show generally in
this letter a marked departure from the Gupta and earlier form,
where it was a mere cross or dagger-shaped sign. This form
occasionally however survives in the sign for ku.
kh. The shape of this letter calls for little remark. The
first member in N, as in our two MSS., is somewhat smaller
than the second.
g also has changed very little. Some slight remains of
the round-topped form are found in B.
gh. In this letter appear some of the most striking
archaisms of these two MSS. They exhibit a form which down
to the minutest details corresponds with that of inscription N
(see last line). The left-hand part is open and slightly curved
on the outside, resembling a modern V, while the other half of
the letter is pointed at the bottom.
n. This letter has in A the simple form with pointed
pendant, which is found in N and approximately in D. B has
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in place of this pendant the downward curve shown in the
Table, which looks like a precursor of the modern dotted form.
c has changed little from the earliest times. Note, that,
in the MSS., as in inscriptions generally as far back as those of
Atjoka, the stroke above the loop is not horizontal, as in modern
Devanagari, but slopes somewhat downwards. In the Japanese
this slope alone differentiates the letter from p.
ch. The archaic form of this letter is preserved in Nepalese
writing of all dates.
j. The forms of this letter afford an interesting study for
the transition. We get (1) in B1 the archaic Gupta (hitherto
quite unknown, I believe, in MSS.) resembling an E, found
also in Tibetan. (2) In A we have the curious intermediate
form, found also in some of the earlier Nepalese MSS.,
showing a small pendant to the right of the letter. In the
inscription of Gopala (Cunningham, Survey, Vol. I., plate xm),
circa A.u. 820 {ibid., xi. 181), we get an exact counterpart of
this form (compare also the Japanese). In Ba the forms
waver. Among our select inscriptions, N has the older form,
while D and M show a transitional variety.
jh. In A this letter is intermediate between the Acoka
and Kanishka and the modern Bengali forms. I have not
succeeded in finding an example of this very rare letter in B.
2. This letter does not occur of course separately in
inscriptions, or in non-alphabetic MSS. Where it appears as
a conjunct in A, the form approximates to that of the cerebral
nasal, which differs from it only in having a somewhat deeper
depression in the middle of the top portion. This exactly
agrees with N (cf. 1. 26 ad fin., etc.). Anusvara seems always to
be used for this letter in B.
t. The curious archaism of the pendant to the right (compare
the form of j in A) is distinctly visible in M (1. 13, bis).
Compare the Kashmirian.
th. This letter appears in the same form in which we find
it in all the early alphabets, namely a simple circle or ellipse,
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without any vertical or horizontal up-stroke or connecting line
at the top.
d. The Gupta form survives almost unchanged in both
MSS., the chief difference between this and the modern form
being the angular character of the letter, which is not curved
as at present. In B1 we have the pointed back of the old
form with an anticipation of the modern curve below it.
dh. This letter has changed little from Gupta times to
the present. Note however that our MSS. agree with JV (1. 13)
in the peculiar pointed back, instead of the ordinary rounded
shape. This last feature occurs in an exaggerated form in the
Japanese.
p. The forms in B fall between the Gupta and Kutila
though nearer to the latter, especially in the case of B2, where
the wide and horizontal bottom of the middle portion of the
letter is especially noteworthy, and seems quite unknown in
Devanagari. A, though more modern in general form, shows a
curious and minute correspondence with all three inscriptions in
the curious ear-like projection at the top of the right-hand
horizontal stroke.
t. The form of this letter in our MSS. is a hook-like curve,
either touching a horizontal top line immediately, or suspended
from it in the centre by a small vertical down-stroke. Both
these varieties occur in Gupta inscriptions : the second lingers
on, though in rare instances, in some of the earliest Nepalese
MSS.
th. This character, which accords with If (1. 5 ad fin.),
affords another instance of a form exactly intermediate between
the Gupta and our earliest MSS. The former has a dotted
circle, the latter show a character like the modern sh, while the
present letter is semicircular and shows the dot increased to a
small dividing line.
d. Our MSS. and inscriptions agree in showing a pointed
form in this letter precisely similar to that just noticed in the
case of dh.
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dh. This letter differs from the early Nepalese form only
in being somewhat more rounded at the top, and having in
most cases a smaller vertical stroke; thus approximating. more
nearly to the Acoka form. Of our inscriptions, which vary
somewhat here, D is the nearest.
n. This letter differs hardly at all from t except in the
shortness of the left-hand member. The really distinguishing
feature of the letter, as seen in Gupta, Tibetan, and Kutila,
with which this otherwise accords, is the front loop, which is
lost through the smallness of the handwritings.
p. The form in the MSS. is the same as that of our three
inscriptions. The open top is found in all early inscriptions,
as well as in PanjabI and Kashmirian, but never in later
Nepalese or ordinary North Indian MSS.
ph. We have here two interesting stages of development.
B1 preserves nearly intact the Gupta form, or at all events with
such slight modification as we find in M. In this form the
direct connection with the p of the period can clearly be seen :
Compare the Tibetan. The next stage, which we find in Ba
and still more plainly in A, is midway between the last and the
modern Bengali. With it we may compare the PanjabI and
Kashmirian forms. The nearest approach to these is to be
found in our two earliest MSS. from Nepal, where the letter
nearly approximates in shape to h.
b, v. There is little in the single form used for these
two letters that calls for remark, except that the loop is
somewhat larger than in the modern letter. The use of the
single form for the two letters is parallelled by M.
bh. This letter in the somewhat minute writing of our two
MSS. is often hard to distinguish from t, the only difference
being the wedged shape of the left-hand member. In inscrip
tions, as D and M, we find the wedge left open, so that no
difficulty is presented ; so too in Kutila. The Japanese forms
of the two letters are also interestingly illustrative.
m. The form with open top is found in our three inscrip
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tions, as also in Gupta and Tibetan, but not in later MSS. It
occurs in B1, and generally in B2 and A1. The small hori
zontal projection at- the lower left-hand corner (rounded in
later MSS.) is a survival of Gupta usage.
y. This letter exhibits one of the distinguishing archaisms
of B. The projection on the left with its minute cross-stroke
is an early usage not even preserved in our three inscriptions,
which agree with A in showing a form like that of the modern
letter, but with open top and somewhat more curved in front.
r. The variations in this letter are too minute to require
comment.
1. Our MSS. display considerable variety in the forms of
this letter, showing the transition from the Gupta to the modern
form.
9, s. These letters are somewhat hard to distinguish from
one another and from m. The normal shape of c seems to
be much like the modern s (*j), but rounded instead of
square at the top. This is the usual Gupta form, which
survives also in xith century MSS. and in the Japanese. As
might be expected however, from the frequent confusion of 9
and s in North Indian MSS. of all dates (especially in Nepal),
as well as from the small writing of our two MSS., the curve is
often lost, and we get a straight top as in the modern s.
The proper form of s, and that usually found in both MSS.,
has the open top, 'but from the causes just mentioned the
distinction is often wanting in A and occasionally in Ba. The
distinction in M consists only in a mallet-like projection
from the lower left-hand corner (compare the forms in D
and M and in the Japanese), as compared with the merely
produced line (cf. the Japanese) or the loop (cf. D) character
istic of m.
sh. Here again the open top of the letter constitutes an
archaism and a survival of a Gupta form, not found in later
MSS. It distinguishes the letter from a form otherwise very
similar, that of th.
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h. The form is a very slight modification of the Kanishka
and agrees with our three inscriptions. The absence of the
lower stroke found in the modern letter is especially note
worthy.
§ 4.

Conjunct Consonants.

B has very noticeable archaisms in the cases of r preceding,
and y following, consonants. The perpendicular nail-headed
shape of the former exactly coincides with the forms in N
and B, as well as in earlier inscriptions, but seems unparalleled
in MSS.
The y by its peculiarly pointed form, curving under the
letters to which it is joined, strikingly recalls the Tibetan y
conjunct as distinct from y single. N and D again furnish
exact parallels.

NOTE ON THE TABLES OF LETTERS AND
NUMERALS.
The Tables given in the present volume (Plates iv, v), which are
lithographed from tracings made from the MSS. under the supervi
sion of the compiler of this work, are designed to give a summary
view of the progress of writing, as illustrated by these documents.
From the xvnth century onwards no specimens have been given,
partly because the peculiarities of xvnth century MSS. have been
well discussed and illustrated in Dr Johann Klatt's work on
Canakya already cited, partly because from that time onwards MSS.
offer no fresh points of pala?ographical interest, nor, at all events to
those accustomed to the more archaic, any practical difficulty of
decipherment. Thus both tables end with illustrations of the
archaistic revival of the xvith century described at p. xxxi. This
of course must be borne in mind, if they be used merely in the
manner supposed at p. xix. ad fin.
"With regard to the Table of Letters, in view of the great, extent
of the Indian alphabet, an apology will scarcely be needed 'for
giving here only such letters as seemed best to illustrate the gradual
development of forms. The autotype illustrations* convey an
accurate notion of the general style of writing of some of our most
important MSS. ; while the regular columns of the lithographic
table are supplemented by the general column headed " other letters,"
in which I have endeavoured to group all the remaining forms that
seemed likely to prove of interest.

* These, it will be observed, are all of the actual size, with the
exception of Add. 1691. 2 on Plate III., which is slightly reduced.
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As to the Table of Numbers, many interesting deductions are
suggested in view of recent investigations on the subject, especially
those of Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji and Dr Biihler (Ind. Antiq.
vi. 42), commented on in Burnell's South Indian Palasography, 2nd ed.
p. 65, and those of Sir E. Clive Bayley in the R. A. S. Journal, New
Ser. Vols, xiv, xv. Bearing in mind that the object of the present
work is rather to provide material for research, than to originate or
modify theories, I subjoin in this place only a few notes and suggestions.
"We observe then, first and generally, the remarkable conservatism
of the Nepalese Buddhists* in preserving side by side with the new
system of digit numerals the old system of numeration by aksJiaras
or syllables which I have termed " Letter-numerals."
The two systems were no doubt confused, so that we certainly find
in many cases what Sir Clive Bayley (xv. 28) calls "a singular medley
of the old and new " systems. Thus for the first three numerals, in
earlier MSS., the figures for the first three digits are the same, or
nearly so, in both systems. We do not find the newer system of
"figures," in our sense of the term, used at first in Nepal for number
ing the leaves of MSS., and in the passages of the text of the MSS.
from which we draw our first examples the forms vary somewhat. It
is important however to notice that at leaf 75 (^^0 of Add. 1702,
our most archaic MS.,
and <«T^ are used for 12 and 13 showing,
in qualification of Sir Clive Bayley's remarks (xv. 27 & 45), that
the value of position was early understood in Nepal.
There is some variety of form, as in the case of 7, and in that of
4 and 5, as employed in the letter- or akshara-system.
Again we find in several MSS. the round mark for zero used
with the akshara for all the even tens, 10, 20, 30, etc. (it is only
indicated in the Table in each case for the 10). In Add. 1643 we
even find the double zero with 200. The same MS. gives us the
remarkable expression for 447 given in the note at the foot of the
Table. It occurs at the end of Chapter L All the other versenumbers t are given in figures, on the new system. This case is
* The same thing has been found recently by Dr Kielhorn in
early MSS. from Western India : see his Report for 1880-1.
t See the text p. 2, 1. 21.
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especially curious from the unit and ten-numeral following the old
system, while the four hundred is expressed by a mere unit-four
figure, but of the forms employed for the unit under the old plan.
With these exceptions, distinct sets of characters are preserved for the
two methods throughout.
As to the letter numerals : with regard to their progressive
variation, we notice in some cases mere perversion of form, as
where tri (5) changes to hn, or gra (7) to apparently a form of na ;
in others, a change in the akshara as a spoken* sound, as when phra
(6)t becomes bhra.
In the 200 of Add. 1 049 the curve below must not of course be
confused with the curve of the u in the probably original form su.
See above p. xl.
As to the newer system (" figure-numerals "), the chief difficulty
and interest lie in the forms used for 4, 5, and 6. The set of forms
that I regard as characteristically Nepalese are most clearly seen in
Add. 1395 (a. d. 1385) in contrast with the ordinary forms found in
a considerably earlier MS., Add. 1644. These forms, apparently
local, linger on in the coinage, though they are rare in the MSS., of
the xvn—xvmth centuries. As to the last of the three, it will be
found, I believe, to be a case of the preservation in Nepalese usage
of a form developed from Gupta forms, the connecting link being
furnished by the remarkable MS. Add. 1702. If the form for the
figure 6 given in the second series of the Table be compared with the
second of the forms given by Pandit Bhagvanlal (Ind. Ant. vi. 44,
col. 4) it will be found to add still another instance to the number
of remarkable survivals of the Gupta usage noted in the Excursus as
found in that MS.

* Cf. Dr Biihler quoted by Sir Clive Bayley (xiv. 343).
t The evidence of the first of the two forms (both —phra) in our
most archaic MS., Add. 1702, seems to me to go some way to disprove
the objection of Burnell (S. I. P. p. 66) to Bhagvanlal's theory, on
the ground that the resemblance of the figure originally used for 6
to the syllable phra is accidental. The archaic looped form seems to
supply just the connecting link that one would expect in support of
the Pandit's theory.
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catalogue of the Hodgson MSS. at Calcutta], cited as Nep. B.
L. (Calcutta, 1882.)
Senart (E.). Le Mahavastu. (Paris, 1882.)
Wassiliew (W.). Der Buddhismus [partly founded on Taranatha's
Tibetan History of Buddhism] (St Petersburg, 1860.)
Wright (D.). History of Nepal. (Cambridge, 1875.)

CORRIGENDA.
Page 6, line 5. For M\ fa?T*TW0 read
„ 27, „ 11. „
859
„ 857. See p. xli, note.
,, 34, „ 7. Dele DevanagarT hand.
„ 75, lines 26, 27, 34. For Boddhi- read Bodhi„ 76, „ 23. For #^T*ITcR'5^T0 read "Tr^TR0
„ 76, „ 26.
„ 0^rrTT^TTi[fT0
„ 0*T7rrem*dd0
Pages 82, 83. On the Chapter-titles see now Prof. Beal's
translation in the "Sacred Books of the East."
Page 135, line 4. For -loka, read -lata.
„ 152, „ 7. „ iWt „ TfftWT.
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Add. 865.
Paper; 258 leaves, 14—15 lines, 14 x 6£ in. ; modern Nepalese hand; written 1873.
DlVYAVADANA.
Copied to order for the University Library, through Dr D.
Wright, from the only early copy known to exist, still preserved at
Katmandu. Written in the ordinary modern handwriting of Nepal,
as are all the MSS. described in this Catalogue, unless something in
the character calls for especial notice. Leaves numbered on the left
hand margin of the verso (as is commonly the case), 1—23, 25—79,
81—235, 235* 236—259.
This collection of stories is noticed by Burnouf in his Introduction
h Vhistoire du Buddhisme indien.* An edition of the text, with
introductions, &c, by Prof. Cowell and Mr R. A. Neil, is in course
of publication at the University Press.

Add. 866.
Palm-leaf ; 202 leaves, 6 lines, 21 x 2 in. ; early Devanagarl
hand, with some Kutila characteristics ; dated Nepal Samvat
128 (A.D. 1008).
ASHTASAHASRIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA.
Leaves somewhat damaged at the beginning, but on the whole in
excellent preservation. Written during a joint-regency, apparently,
* Wherever Burnoufs Introduction (Burn. Intr.) is cited in this
catalogue, reference is made to the first edition (Paris, 1844, 4tO.).
1
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of Nirbhaya and Rudradeva. See the Historical Introduction to
this Catalogue.
A facsimile of leaf 1436 of this MS. is given in Plate XVI of the
Palseographical Society's Oriental Series (Part 2, 1877), with a notice
of the MS. by Professors Cowell and Eggeling. "What is there said
on the handwriting must however be corrected by the results of
further examination, which will be found in the present writer's
remarks on Plate LXXXI of the same series (Part 7, 1882). See
the Palseographical Introduction to this Catalogue.
Copies of this book are numerous and often ancient; see Dr D.
Wright's History of Nepal, p. 159 (a bibliographically curious
passage). On the work itself, the 8000- line recension of the Prajnaparamita, see Burn. Intr. p. 464.
Begins :
faP4<*^

u-5ji<-Kif+Hsf*m i

*rr g *#RwPf ftn^HM-O^ ii
After a page of introductory clokas :
itf *T*rr ^wrfrof ^'mmv ttw^ f^rfir w
"^SffrS

(leaf 2a. line 1.)

The work consists of 32 chapters, with subscriptions as follows (the
number of verses in each being given in figures at the end) :

di^*fiMl\«-rif «rro
2.

11

n m.

"Wrft^ff WW fWr: H W II 20a.

S^tVl II *>*^ II 386.
4.

°^mr<«fi^«mr<«j-T?f

5.
6.

°wNrT^rrftTTrff fTO T^T: II
|| 556.
0^d^dNr<iui4HiM(\
to: ii *>$£-ii 696.

7.
8.

°fa<«Ml\c|Tf:*TnT: II ^ II 75a.
•f^f^rft^nrf TT^rgTi: n \£_s n 796.

9.

°^PdMfXc|Tlt TUT *R*T: II

10.
91a.

11 v^n 42a.

II 826.

"VTi^iJiuiMfX^TfdMiX^TiT^nT ^pt: 11 ^ 11
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11.

^K+^MfMTrf •flfthl^'H.' II

986.

12.
13.
14.

°^T^5^RftT^f *TT*T ^T^ar: II ^ II 108a.
0^r^T*jqr<^-rtf «rni
ii \ox: I no6.
°^m«JMr<c|-Hf ^rro ■^^{•n: ii
iik

15.
16.

°^Mr<<lTiTTnT
°fT^rTTtrf<wf

II ^ II 119«.
wrm: ii ^8 ii 1246.

17. "^M^HV^nrf^TfTTftTrff *TT*T HW^m II
^8 II 1316.
is. °s^dmr<«i-rtf TnrrgT^r: ii v0^ n 1356.
19. 0 *I ^-3 4 1 M ftI «fl M (\ 4 -rTf *l I ?l *) <i RI !U fa d *l : II ^ II
1416.
20. °vim*i^ai*4n*ii4iiMr<^iTf ttjt RatTdd*!: 11
^ II 148a.
21. °*iK*^M(X5«-df tt*t ■q^f^rfrpnr: 11 vs>£-ii 152a.
22. 0^TWf*PPrft7TTff *fT* tiRiifrrHi: II ^ 11
157a.
23. °si*nf\«iTtf *rnr wrffarfrnm: 11 c^ 11 1596.
24. °^fa*IMMf<cl-dT *TT*T ^fiP^rdd*!: II V° II 162a.
25. °flwmr\«"«Tf in? M^Rsifdd*!: II Wll 166a.
26. °1T^twrf^raf 1R t<f^!Ufdd*i:il \8*>ll 1696.
27.
28.
1816.
29.
30.

°*JKHf<<l-df *TT*T MW^Gir\*il II \£-^ II 174a.
°^lfh%^T*TTJT MP^TifsairaiUPdd^: II
II
°WI*IMfX«lfif THT IT<t*rf^hnFrR: II c° II 1886.
o*i4i«^r<dMr<ciTrf mi hnr^ro: n 8*>8ii 1956.

31. °*Hlff71Hf^Fff «1I^*R!UtI^: II ^ II 201a.
32. "^ft^^TRf^Trff (sic) ^TH lrf*(Wf{W. II ^-11
wrrrr

*r'Hcyi ^T^rrfwr irsrnnTf^TT ^frroT-

'ld*M«ft «j44inM*jT<M(4i*^W«|N*H!!l'y JTHTT I
After this, come three more lines in the same style (cf. Add. 1163)
and then the verse
etc. ; and then the following particu
lars as to time of writing :
1—2
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■ftpra^ft^?*! ^^WlPMMd^T^I TT^f^^l^eh^^^fT
(?) m ^cfj? ii

. . . «* n*d«n r< ^ i ^^ph^k (?)

What follows is too faint to be read with certainty, but the words
?TT^I and MI4 and the title of the book can be discerned, so that
it is probably a line in praise of the '1fruit ' of reading the book.
After a full stop conies another line in rather fresher ink but
similar handwriting :
«KMI<J*i<5«l rTW*PTR W^J *K<Hv*MMdl: TOT (?)

Add. 867. 1.
Paper; 1 leaf, 8 lines, 12| x 3fin. ; xvillth. cent.
Fragment of the Candrapradipa-sutra (?).
This leaf was substituted by mistake for leaf 1 of the next MS.
and is bound with it.
Begins :

In 1. 7 we find :

Add. 867. 2.
Paper ; 124 leaves, 7—9 lines, 12f x 3f in.
(a. d. 1752).
DA<?ABHUMi9VARA.
Leaves 1, 25, 54, and 105 are missing.

Dated N. s. 872

Another copy in R. A. S.

Add. 867.2.]
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Cat. 3. The work is called by Burnouf,
"exposition des dix degres de perfection,
Buddha." It is one of the 'nine dharmas',
beginning, and the colophon of Chapter 1 see
remaining 10 Chapters end as follows:
2.

5

Introd. pp. 68, 438,
par lesquels passe nn
(id. ib. 68). For the
the B. A. S. Cat. The

fa*i<!U *TT*T f^ffmT WtfvWi^fa: li 34a.

3. WRHCt fHT cfffl^r 44a.
4. ^ft^I/ft] TTTI ^5^f° 52a.
5.

4^4«(TiTTO M^*fl° 61a.

G. "SrftfJTWY ^Tf\ *r£t° 72a.
7. ^t^I^TT Tni WTWt° 84a.
a ^tott Tmrgrft0 98a.
9. qm**rftTT?T*re*ft0 1076.
10. *l*l*i«M ITO^Tpft0 120a.
11. TfH ^MtfVw^rwr^T ^JT^^gft *n*r w%r-

f%f%7f OT$R?i II

Add. 868.
Paper; 43 leaves, 7 lines, 10^ x 3£ in.; XVII—XVHIth century.
SaPTA£ATIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA..
Last leaf recent supply. Leaves originally numbered 14—56,
later 1—43.
The work exists in Tibetan (Csoma in As. Res. xx. 395). It
consists of a dialogue on prajnd pdramitd between the Bhagavat and
Manjugrl (Kumara-bMta), accompanied by Caradvatlputra, Piirna
son of MaitrayanI, Maudgalyayana, Kacyapa, Katyayana, Kaushthila
and others.
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itf tm «M*i*r<*Hv

^tttt*tv

[Add. 868.

falHfa

Ends, with the common formula :
"TOT ^lftd*idH^f*rf<T I
After which :
^I^HaiPfl+l M'sHMKfadl WTTTT I 436.
As a specimen, the opening of the dialogue (3a), is subjoined:

f^ra: i T^lrr? i rrwranrw (sic) H^Mid wrwfa-

Tljt cTWTfT WTT> I 1 fTWT ^[1T T M<!U^|I[: I]
rf^JTTrj WTT> I T rT^TT ^1 cfl HI *1 1 *l rfl *T TT?=*I rt| «s* I [:]
t0 rf«ti«i<i vmtM i 1 d^rii 3r*rwrf%rrr ^^rwrfWr i

Add. 869.
Paper; 66 leaves, 7 lines, 10£ x 4£ in. ; modern, ordinary
Devanagari hand.
BODHICARYAVATARA.
This is the ninth section of the Acokavadana-mala (see MS. Add.
1482). It is in verse, containing ten paricchedas. See R. A. S. Cat.
No. 13; and copies are also at the India office, Paris and Calcutta.
Begins :

The sections end thus :
i. Tfa ^rfrfV^TWfTTt ^tt\rf^rTRwr ^rft^T •
WW. II 4a.

Add. 869.]
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2. °MiM^ai*ii m(\^<1 Orfl«i:° 86.

4. °4lfaf^dlHm<^ 'TT ^5:° 15a.
5. °^M4|«<IH^U!:
226.
6. °^Hr«r(MKf^dl TO:0 31J.
7. °fl<5MKf^dl Mf<^<: Wr: II 366.
8. °^MMKr^r|l ilTHTCT:0 49o.
9. °n*jmi<farii mP<^<:
10. °Tf<l!!l*HI M(\^0

h 616.
H 66a.

Add. 870.
Paper; 225 leaves, 7—8 lines, 13£ x 4£ in.; dated N.S. 974
(a.d. 1854).
VrIHAT SVAYAMBHtJ-PURA^A.
A work in verse on the sacred places of Nepal. See Hodgson
Ess. Lit. Nep. 17; Burn. Intr. 581 ; Lotus 502—504; K. A. a Cat.
Nos. 17, 18, 23; Pischel, Catal. der Hdss. der Deutschen Morgenl.
Gesellsch. 2—3. Of this purana there seem to be at least three,
and possibly four, redactions:
(1) The Vrihat svayambhu-p", see also MS. Add. 1468.
(2) The Mahat-sV; R. A. S. Cat. No. 18. This is perhaps rather
a different recension of the text of No. 1 than a separate redaction,
since most of the chapters coincide with No. 1 both at the beginning
and end; though the beginning of the work coincides with No. 3, and
that of ch. 2 with No. 4.
(3) The Madhyama-sv°; see MS. Add. 1469, R. A. S. No. 23,
and Pischel, Cat. 1. c.
(4) The smallest, see MSS. Add. 871, 1536, and R. A. S. No. 17.
Of these redactions Nos.. 1, 2, and 4 have the same number of
chapters, eight, with names in most cases identical; and No. 3, though
in 10 chapters, is substantially the same.
The text of the present MS. is independent of Add. 1468;
Compare the two lacunae which are marked in that MS. at the end
of ch. 5; and the title of ch. 4 which in this MS. corresponds with
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ch. 4, of the 'madhyama' recension, while in Add. 1468 it is the same
as in the others.
Begins :
i try *rg"Rf ^t*j
I «nr: i

*R<iqi4VH«r ?mi
The chapters end :

w^j it

wfq^r^TRrr TTwysrra: 11 i9a.

WXRW^NT *TTO f^rfNtSW^: II 57a.
3. xfH

^-^ruV^nrqi wfftmswrq: n 82a.

TinrerHt wrw "^r^rfswr?*: h ipsa.

<ft^frn¥t^#^tqTfhrf^wprr m^*Ttsw^: ii 135a.

w?: ii 1916."
8. Tf<T ^^^C%W?K<*i^ai (sic) tt^TtwtwKT
•imiii+fistsre: «jf\*wiH: ii w*n$ ^ <fUKi
tfiajm* ii ^tisRwt: tttw *r^rf^rr imfaOr ii 225a.
Then follow two lines in vernacular.
A table of contents, and the title ' 3."5«g«i33^Kl *S!m(3I<* I '
are on the cover at the beginning.

* Often corrected later to <$l I
or

It is also sometimes written

Add. 871.]
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Add. 871
Paper; 26 leaves, 5 lines, 10£ x 2£ in. ; modern.
Svayambhu-ptjeana (smallest redaction).
For an account of the work see under Add. 870.
Begins :

sfMr^r siifri i?rr^ ?ttc^tt iro vfci: i
Ends:
jam: tT<^<: i 46.
3. Tfff 0 ^^"^rtl rq i ^ <r ?rre ^Tfta: tt° i ga.
4. TffT 0*H*iir<*i*i^c|^ri^: *T° I 12a.
5. TffT 0 fft^f1 «fH fa
UJ W^Ht TT^T M^^.'
I
16a.
6. TfH °'%l*lyici<=IHFl5y<He<^«n TUT W*T.* tj<» | 21a.
7. TfH °^wifi^Hrhgtt wt

¥tt*t: t?° i 226.

8. TfH 8wwi#it ^TTTrr^: mPv^k: ^mr: 11
26a.

Add. 872.
Paper ; 234 leaves, 7 lines, 14x5 in. ; modern, ordinary
Devanagari hand.
AvALOKITEgVARA-GU^A-KARANDA-VYtjHA.
The leaves are numbered 1 —235, as 209 is omitted in the
numbering.
On the work, a poetical version of the Karanda-vyiiha, see
Bum. Intr. 220—230, Lotus 352: see also R. A. S. Cat. No. 19.
Copies are also at the India office, in Paris and at Calcutta.
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Begins :
^twr 4^144: *j^T-n*i (\nfr f^rc: i
<r *rro irrw iot ^ tfRaidHivii*^ n

?iiT *ff*nm^*i T^rrf^r ftftpmFras 11
wf%?r *f ^iiri*f*K *r*m^ i
w

^ *^faTvrov ii

wifW^fnpT w sRf^pf wp5r*mv 11
The work is entirely composed in clokas. The following sections
are marked, but not numbered (see however Add. 1322) :
l. TfH 4ftp4<*i«<aMM!UiM4l4 Tra*TtS"sire: II 12.

3. TfH ^fl^^^<ir<<^^*injl4»lM*<ui 38.
4. TffT^4l*K*J<}*JH««n^*i^4*I^KU!M«*<U!ll 546.
5.

irrt^l^<H<m^lV|*l4lftl^4MrlK»llH*<U!ll 60.

6. ViJ^4sl«Hl^K<UM<*<til II 646.
7. Tfa ^Wfbi^fl ^ ri ^ K

i<

M * <W || 68J.

8. TffT^f'?1^41V|«l?lf^*il^H«l«H<l!!M*<*(l II 106.
9. TfiT rT^^WTT>Cf^^TT^MR4rfcJ*1^^^Ndl<HM*<i!i II 113.
10. TfH ^TTftr+^^^^^^l^l<illM*<i(l II 117.
11. Tf^WW^^TT^hrf^t^t^TTWW'CWII 1216.
12. TffT ^KIH*n*f^*1ii^KUJH*<i(l || 1226.
13. Tfrf ^mrfW^^TTWt^ ^ l< y^TW || 1266.
14. Tf>T^^ldKl^Rljy*3;<aI*I^Nfflilr^4iM*<uj||
1316.
15. TfH f^^H^I^^I^I^KI'M+i^ II 1616.

Add. 872.]
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16. TffT *j4*!Hl4l<»!!*i4lfW^H^m«f*1^^044l^cn4i.

TTffT^RinrTW II 211.
18. Tft fai^l*j««<M*l^!ilH*<,i5 II 227.

^ 3 iT*d ^ < m * i< ^ o

^ ^ <^ i j w[*TT]?r 11 2.35.

Add. 874.
Paper; 76 leaves, 5 lines, 10 x 3 in.; dated N. s. 913 (A.D.
1793).
Manicudavadana.
The leaves are numbered as 75, 26 being written twice. The
text is very faulty. There are also copies at Paris and Calcutta.
Begins (after the invocation) :
*reT «|r|3* ft««tj*i ij ^Nl«fv ?fRlt fatHfa W I

The tale commences by the introduction of King Brahmadatta and
his wife Kantamati at Saketa; her pregnancy and various longings
therein ; the birth of a son who is called Manicuda, because born with
a jewel on his head; his marriage to Padmavati, daughter of a rishi
Bhavabhiiti; the birth of a son Padmottara. In the subsequent course
of the tale, Brahmasahampati and Qakra are among the speakers and
actors, also a rishi Marlci (sic).
At If. 70 the characters in their present births are thus identified :
The /king Manicuda is the narrator, the Buddha ; Padmavati is
Yacodhara, the yuvaraja Padmottara is Rahula; Brahmaratha was
Qariputra; Bhavabhiiti is Ananda; Marici is Kagyapa; Brahmadatta
is Quddhodana, and Kantamati, Maya; Mara is Maudgalyayana ;
Indra is a bhikshu Nagira; the king Dushprasaha is Devadatta. In
an earlier birth, Manicuda had been a sarthavaha who had built and
adorned various stupas.
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The final colophon in Skt. and vernacular begins :
TfrT ^fU!^M<KM ^TTR 76.
The remainder is to the effect that the MS. was written at Katmandu
in the reign of Rana Bahadur, in the year above mentioned, at
Gophalatora-vihara by Vigvabhadra.

Add. 875.
Paper ; 90 leaves, 5 lines, 13J x 3 in. ; dated N. s. 914 (A.D.
1794) reign of Rana-bahadur.
SUVARNA-PRABHASA.
Written in gold on black paper, in a square and somewhat crabbed
hand, in the reign of Rana Bahadur. See Burn. Intr. 529 sqq.
(where an abstract is given); and Wassil. 153. From Beal's Buddh.
Trip. 15 it appears that there is a Chinese version, of the vith cent.
Cf. R. A. S. Cat. No. 8.
Begins (after invocations) :
^rt
Tnr^z f^mr *F&*rnff T^tt....
The work consists of twenty-one Parivartas which end as follows :

ir«m: 3.
2. TfH
3.

^° rl^HMI<J»il*ilr|ir«i<am0 f^ffal 8.

°^5R° ¥rfN: 9.

4. °TT^^lprRft^f
°<*+Ml<*<l

^ffj^: 156.

^trRTRfTWT0

18b.

6. 0S£*tidm° wi: 206.
7. 0^r4^Kl*TO° **Rf: 406.
8. °Wftt^° TTTTTS^: 44.

10.

° «J

4tfw<^TTTT WR^T (sic) V ^SPT.* 47.

11.

°1^T¥fMtf^TTtf0

12.

0*i^4IM0 ^T^IT: 53.

51.
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13. 0ft^*nr ^nr tt^hto ^ft^N^lTar: it 57.
14. °w
59.
15. °WP5T*fT ^TTTT W° M^<ai: 63.
16. o«r^TwwwwTf^r «n*<nmo firm: 66.
17.

°^rrftiuaj*HM0 ^x^n: 695.

18. °^T^T?W *T^HnTO°
77.
19. °^r#rno «i i tfH Pi a* fad**: 876.
20.

"^trTmTrRR1?0 f^arffTfTT.' 89.

Tsn^r^trmTftrrTi.-^^TT^: ^T<*i*htt: 90*.
After quoting the verses
etc., invocations of bless
ings on his Acarya parents etc., the scribe proceeds :

(?) ^ht 44 Mi

w^f^rf^Tt f^nj^ i

ffww^rt (?) f^T^t ^
^ ^pffsrfwtff^ (sk) i
<mmm cmPtjmJ; *TTR*rt vflraTf*Rt*r "trr^rf^rT

The translation into the vernacular accordingly follows, and the
work concludes with an invocation to Mafiju9rl.
Like other MSS. in black and gold, the readings are difficult to
decipher and little to be depended on.

Add. 899.
Paper; written continuously on 22 unnumbered leaves folding
backwards and forwards ; 7 lines, 6| x 3| in. ; modern.
I.

NAIPALIYA-DEVATA-STUTI-KALYA^A-PANCAVIMfATIKA.

This is translated by Wilson, Asiatic Researches, xvii. p. 458.
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Begins (page 3) :
Ends:

^TTf^n *i*HHI II
II. Bhadracaeimahapranidhanaraja.
See R. A. S. No. 33 and Add. 1681 ; copies are also at Paris and
St Petersburg. A wood-cut text was published in Japan in 1832, and
there is a Chinese version (Tripit. 1142) by Amoghavajra (ob.
A.D. 771).
Begins (page 15) :
"WQ TsT^T ^PfW^t ftfil*W* *^l*M UTTT^ Wt*VT-

*<s*IMs *^H*)<MfaCM^*iHT

TTm-

Ends (page 31) :
^|l4*t^^O*i^mnUfa|M<l^ ^TTff II
III. 5EYAV9ITTAM.
Four short commentaries on the cloka of the four truths (cf.
Burnouf, Lotus 522), each of which is called a paksha. The Cloka
is given thus, in its later form :
3 *pfrr ^JTRT^T ^fJ^Wt d'ilHM: I

IV. Sapta-buddha-stotra, in nine $lokas.
See R. A. S. No. 30, part 2. It is translated by Wilson, Asiatic
Researches, xvi. p. 453.
Begins :
Ends:

* For anabhilapya cf. the nirabhilapya of the Sarvadarc,. p. 15,
line 1.
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Add. 900.
Paper; 35 leaves, 11 lines, 9 x4£in. ; modern.
Ashtami-vrata-vidhIna-katha.
A work in clokas, being a dialogue between Acoka and Upagupta;
and forming the last two tales (29, 30) of the Kalpadrumavadanamala;
see Add. 1590 (271 to end), a MS. of the same family as this ; cf. the
lacuna on 34, line 8. It is a different work from that translated by
Wilson, Asiatic Researches, xvi. 472.
Begins :

w w f^yrH

Toknr inyH^fM 11

qfa^lfl I^TfH rRWRrT II
Ends :
1^r|ftvjH*"«IT WHTT»g;fTv II

Add. 901.
Paper; 41 leaves, 11—13 lines, 14 x 5 in.; modern.
GUHYA-SAMAJA (PURVARDDHA).
A modern copy of a faulty archetype: cf. Add. 1329. This is the
first of the three parts of the Guhya-samaja ; for the others see Add.
1365 and Add. 1617. This part seems to be sometimes reckoned
as part of the Tathagataguhyaka ; see Add. 1365.
Begins :
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The work consists of 18 chapters, ending thus :
1. ^ d«ll 'I d* l*H m»R tKM^t^ ^l* «j4d*ll'lrTwrfw^^rrf^T'nT^r: TRTRTswre: n 36.

f^rn^t f^fft^ts ^vn: ii 4«.
3. TfH

3sn*j4d«ll'ld'l,l*J««rt^>*<«!!N*il*Jc|^|o<j^

«rra wrfiiMd^^rfHts wre: ii 4b.

5. TfH ^5!W0 wr% ^ppfT^njt^^r: trwrs■SIT^: II 56.

tc^t: wts "stt^: II 66.

8. TfH

^rT^NrrwR^r sic ^rg?frs wrj: h 8a.

9. TfH ^ft° WT% M^flT^^^^MA^cl^S WT^r: || 9a.
10. TfH
WT§T ^frSTTTfT^ *^
«?T ^THFT
■^ai+Hs "«iT*r: ii 10a.
11. TfH

wra ^4d«jMM*i^^*i^d^ct^ni^m-

^Tj^ndH u*K3fis wra: ii ii6.
12. TfH
^*l^d«JHIfi'l^*l<<«ll*r^Ti^^«4JIW^rf^anR^t tto Tirafi'S'srre: ii 136.

?nqT^N^T*j4tf^M4t?i^<Jl^art s "sire: ii i86.

* °tR^TT^^ rTWT^W^R^T0 Add. 1329.
0 Add. 1365.
°faTll^fl (recte) Add. 1365; gtT^: Add. 1329.
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15. TfH *ft° WT§T ^tVrTO^^TT^^f^TlT[t^]T?^r: xH^ai: n 26b.

vz*t: trsw **mr: ii 296.

tc*t: ww%n: ii 356.
is. TfH
wr% *h *i r«f< si ^w^iIV&t^t (8ic)
^ i <h i ii i < ui : x^r: wra: ii 4i&.

Add. 912.
Paper; 4 leaves in book form, 30—35 lines, 8£ x 13| in. ;
modern.
List of Books.
The list is classified under the following heads :
1. Pur&nas
con taining 51 books
2. NIti '
4 „
n
3. Itihasa
3 „
n
4. KavyanI (sic)
36
„
n
5. Natakani
15 „
»
6. Samhityani (aic) ))
16 „
7. Vyakaranani
41 „
ii
8. Kosha
11 „
)i
9. Chandamsi
6 „
ii
10. Jyotishani
38 „
ii
11. Tantrani
29 „
ii
12. Vaidyakani
40 „
ii
Inside the same cover is a shorter list in English writing,
somewhat similarly classified, and headed ' List of books in Maharaja's
library.' It is impossible to say whether any such collection really
exists. The fact is that these were received at Cambridge in answer to
a request for information as to the books of which it would be possible
to procure transcripts for the University Library. See under Add.
1042.
2
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Add. 913.
Paper; 152 leaves, 10—11 lines, 12 x 5 \ in.; modern.
Bodhisattvavadana-KalpalatX by Kshemendra.
A copy of a copy, more or less direct, of Add. 1306; see the
lacunae 1416, corresponding to a faded part of Add. 1306 (3736).
On the work see Burn. Intr. 555 ; also Feer in Journ. Asiatique 1879
p. 299; who also adds remarks on both our MSS. The complete work
consists of 108 avadanas, and is divided into two parts or volumes,
the first containing 1—49, the second 50—108. It must be borne in
mind that Add. 1306, which is the original, though not the immediate,
archetype of this copy, begins imperfectly in the middle of Tale 41
(Panditavadana). For details not given here see the description of
that MS.
The author is Kshemendra, and the date of composition the 27th
year of the Saptarshi era (a.d. 1052); see below, and on Kshemendra
and his other works, one of which is partly Buddhistic, see BUhler,
Report of Tour, Journ. B. A. S. Bombay, 1877, pp. 46, 47.
The work is in glokas throughout.
The present copy is curiously miswritten, and the chapters are not
numbered. It begins with Part 2 (Tale 50 in Add. 1306) and runs
on correctly to the end of Tale 67.

fnre: ii

The subscription to each tale runs thus :
4Kfc|*MH<, l«t<*qMHr|13i .... W^H^ I (In Add. 1306 each
is called a pallava). The titles are as follows : Dagakarmaplutyavadanam (6a); RukmatT (8a); Adlnapunya (11a); Subhashitagaveshin (14a); Sattvaushadha (15a); Sarvamdada (176); Gopalanagadamana (186); Stupa (19a); Punyabala (206); Kunala (296);
Nagakumara (306); Karshaka (316); Yagoda (356); Mahak&gyapa
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(38a); Sudhanakinnari (516) ; Ekagringa (55a); Kavikumara (596);
Sarigharakshita (685).
Then follow Tales 41—49, which (be it observed) are precisely
the remnant of Part 1 still preserved in. Add. 1306. The titles are ;
Pandita (72a); Kanakavarna (73a); Hiranyapani (74a); Ajatacatrupitridroha (766); Kritajna (786); Qalistamba (806); Sarvarthasiddha
(83a); Hastaka (87a); Shaddanta (916). To these a note is prefixed,
stating that the beginning of the Panditavadana 'though hunted for
could not be found anywhere' (^SJJWR
^J^f^f TTTH).
Tales 68—77 and the beginning of 78 are omitted altogether,
though, as the end of Tale 67 does not occur at the end of a leaf in
Add. 1306, it seems clear that there must have been a defect at this
point in the copy of that MS. which our scribe had before him.
Then follows, after a blank page, the latter portion of Tale 78
(Cakracyavana), a note being entered on the blank space to the effect
that the beginning of this tale could not be found ; another proof of
the defective state of the immediate original of this MS. The tales
from this point run on correctly to the end of Tale 107, with which
Kshemendra's own work ends. The titles are as follows : Qakracy[avana] (93a); Mahendrasena (956); Samudra (996); HetiLttama
(1006); Naraka-purvika (102a); Rahula-karmapluti (1036); Madhurasvara (1046); Hitaishi (1056); Kapinjala (1076); Padmaka
(109a); Citrahasti-gayyatiputra (112a); Dharmaruci (119a); Dhanika
(1196); Subhashita [Qivi-subhashitam Add. 1306, leaf 343] (121a);
Maitrakanyaka (1236); Sumagadha (128a); Yagomitra (1286);
Vyaghra (129a); Hasti (130a); Kacchapa (1306); Tapasa (131a);
Bodhisattva (1316); Punahprabhasa (1326); Cyamaka (1346); Simha
(1356); Priyapinda (136a); Cagaka (137a); Raivata (139a); Kanakavarman (1396); Cuddhodana (141a).
On 151a we have the subscription
and the
beginning of that section (141a, 8) relates that Kshemendra had
completed 107 avadanas (^Ht T) <, 31?T%r?i *f Si?t ^tfV^■'J f\ f| M I l) and that his son Somendra made one more to oomplete
a fortunate number (this is the same legend as that told in the
Nagananda). The last colophon (151a) gives Kshemendra's genealogy;
cf. Biihler 1. c, and goes on to say that Kshemendra undertook the
work at the instance of a Buddhist friend Nakka, who represented
2—2
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that Gopadatta and others had compiled 'jatakamalik&s' in a difficult
style *l l*^fl «itHeft *! I ; he therefore recommends him to make a
selection in a pleasing style. He writes a few avadanas and is
encouraged to do more by a vision of 'Bhagavan' in a dream; and
is also assisted in Buddhistic research by an acarya Viryabhadra.
What appears to be the original colophon is thus copied :
km 1 4: *fnc ^Htf^f^rrerW^fT: 11

f^gr?: f^rftr ^mt #rcr?rrsrcj w 11

wttrro Tranrof^prt f*rfiHTs^ n^r: 11 151&.
The MS. ends:
«WHT «ir*mr>IM<Maid+*<!M<!MI I *fdf<<i
xrxrm xnj^fare *rfr§ ^fg^ ttttt

i 152.

Add. 914.
A roll of Indian paper ; 5 ft. x 7 in.
Copy of an Inscription.
This copy was made by a pandit for Dr D. Wright. The original
is on a large stone in front of an. old temple on 'Sambhunath,' a hill
about a mile west of Katmandu. With the exception of a few words
of preliminary invocation, the inscription is in a vernacular dialect.
The date n. s. 879 (a.d. 1759) occurs.

Add. 915.
Paper; 160 leaves, 8 lines, 14 x 4| in. ; dated N. s. 916
(A.D. 1796).
Saddharma-laSkavatara.
See R. A. S. Cat. MS. 5, Burn. Introd. pp. 514—520, 542,
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Begins :

wsrfw*: f^T^r
i°
It consists of ten Parivartas, which end as follows :
i. TfH TT^w^wTTrft^rif ^rra TT^m: 95.

f^rffa: *T° 61a.
3. TffT ^TWt W^T^^ ^if'ifydlMl'X^T?^fffa: II 956.
4. ^rfHw?rtrfTT#g75^: 98o>
5. rr*rHMfacyifarfj(Jrwf : mP<4-h":

996.

6. ^rf^nrft^r?: to: 109a.
7. ^trP!!*M(\<tT$:
110&.
8. TfrT'!l^N«1l<lftj4^Hc|^'J^4^l<*1l4j*i^*imP<TrffS¥T: 1176.
9. TfW H^-Mrrn: vn^Wf^r^f f^r: 11 9a.
10.

ld|l<5*J4^*Ndl<«im Tr^rmr^

wnrfrrfrT 11
As might be expected from Burnoufs citations and criticisms,
other schools and authors are often named, especially the Sankhyas
and Vaiceshikas (e.g. 1486, 3), with the sect called Pacupatas; and
again (153a, 3), where the same schools are called nrrwf^rr
i^Of^'di: (here Add. 1607 2136, 1 has the better reading
0
I f<^eai '.). The Lokayatikas, also, are spoken of in 786 sqq.
Towards the end (1576) occurs a strange passage of prophetical
rhapsody in which many of the chief writers and sages of Hindu
literature are named, as Katyayana, Panini, Yajnavalkya, Valmlki,
Agvalayana, etc.
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On 117a the works Haslikaksha and AngaMmalaka are referred to.
The colophon, besides the date, (see above), gives the scribe's name,
Sundara.

Add. 916.
Paper; 219 leaves, 7 lines, 14£x4in. ; dated N. s. 916
(A.D. 1796).
Samadhi-baja.
One of the Nine Dharmas : see Burn. Intr. 54, 68, 438 ; Wass.
302 ; Hodgs. 117. Compare R. A. S. Cat. No. 4, with which this
MS. closely agrees.
The work begins:

It consists of forty chapters, which end as follows :
1. TfH 4MMr<c(<lf TTO UTO 11a.
2. «iiSK<iaimft0 t>rfT^: 136.
3. ^rTW^TUM^MchiaMM0 ^fffa: 166.
*• ^IT^^frR0 -ilrrf: 186.
6. **TTfW 26.
8. "WTW^ffnR0 30.
io. q<u3am° 476.

5. vTm<TlM0 23.

7. fWIHlMMKM0 275.
9. ^RflTV^Tf^rR0 38.

12. WPSTCfSlWPT0 54.

11. ^T**TTW 516.
13. ^TTfVf^an?0 55.

14. t^Rr^^N1*0 606.

15.

r^r|<=MI*<*S!M° 616.

16. *rHt*P}° 64.
17. ^l?W^fa'iK*J*ITftmw> 796.
18. WT'SH^rfT'^TR0 ^Tg^"° 826.

20.

lT3T° 98a-6. [°3<4H*K° Add. 1481,
956].

22.

21. w4*TMM° ^1^^ 91.

rfmirl* I ^"RlflR0 ^jf^° 946.

23. fTm^rfTf^'Rlf^fspi0 1036.

Add. 916.]
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24. ITffPtffeKclTfKM0 107.
25. U*TOK«im° 1086.
26. ^'T^i-iaf^mo no.
27. "sft*rf^3FT° 1106.
28.

ai I *f3!Wro 117.

29. WWRTU!<I^0 1246.

30. "?R"3t^R0 1256.
32.

31. ^V^NWRf^lR0 128.

^WK^MsNN0 141.

34. "sJMMrfN0 1536.
36. ■afOHefcATO0 1836.
38.
39.
R. A.
40.

33.

$+KTtM° 1466.

35. ^M«M^«^M° 1776.
37. ^TSIWT0 (sic) 1906.

^RT^T.'W^0 205.
[^T^0] 2176. (title omitted: but see Add. 1481, If. 232, and
S. Cat. No. 4).
^^WR^Trrrf^7f^7TT^n^mW^ wrfV-

Here follow date and scribe's name (Sundarananda).

Add. 917.
Paper; 309 leaves, 11 lines, 13| x 6| in. ; modern.
Ganda-vyuha.
The leaves are numbered 1 —311, 106 and 111 being omitted in
the pagination.
For the work, see Burnouf, Introd. pp. 54, 68, 125, and R. A. S.
Cat. No. 2; also compare Hodgson, Ess. Lit. Nep. 16, where
Aryasanga is given as the author.
Begins :
?! °
i uf4
r*H i
*n n>i «nd d m i i

Eight introductory (jlokas, after which :
*WT >JM*i*ftil^*|4(....
Ends :

24
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Add. 918.
Paper ; 256 leaves, 7 lines, 14| x 4J in. ; modern.
Lalita-vistara.
A very poor text has been published by Dr Rajendralala Mitra
in the Bibliotheca Indica. It has also been translated by Foucaux
(Paris, 1848) through the Tibetan, and by Dr Lefmann (Berlin, 1874).
Begins :
Ends :

Add. 1032.
Paper; 90 leaves, 15—18 lines, 14 x 6J in. ; modern.
Saddharma-pundabika.
'Le Lotus de la bonne Loi', translated by Burnouf. A revised
version will shortly be published by Prof Kern.
Begins :

WZVrt^W

yd*** tH\ «JS**T^ HWl, TT3T^

Ends:
W<«(Nc|l< ^^gMrV-W

* The R. A. S. MS. reads UTTT^

wt^f^T^ ^^¥1-
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Add. 1039.
Paper; 7 x 6§ in. ; modern.
Astronomical diagram.
Refers to the eclipse of Oct. 10, 1874; see note by Dr Wright.

Add. 1041.
Paper; 362 leaves, 11, 12 lines (ruled), 14 x 3f in. ; dated
(see below).
Sphutartha Abhidharmakoca-vyakhya by Yacomitra.
The writing resembles that of MS. 1586 (a.d. 1661). The hand
is finer than usual, producing indeed the effect of having been written
by an ordinary European pen. This was said to be the only copy of
the work existing in Nepal, and the owner had a copy made for
himself.
An accurate copy of the celebrated commentary on Vasubandhu's
Abhidharma Koca. See Burnouf, IiUrod. pp. 563—574. He calls
it, p. 447, "cette inepuisable mine de renseignements precieux sur
la partie speculative du Buddhisme." The work was translated into
Chinese by Hiouen Thsang : see S. Beal, Trip. 80.
Begins :

*HM<?ft WfWfV^ 0 Cod. <prft)
v: ifat
(?)
i

<t wnr fsn^JT wrfa 11
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^rf^rq *r TOfciii alt ?f%: n
The 8 chapters end thus :
1.
I I %H all fa ^*<?t (elsewhere °*r| 1 *i I)

46a.
2. °Tf^rf^3?r ^TTTT facfM

[Add. 1041.

*4 I *J l-

I 136&.

3. °d!<fl*l ^t° (no special name) 183a.
4.
5.

do.

2365.

°^Maj*ifa^aH «ttjt t^jt

2705.

6. TO^t° 3125.
7. WfW
3356.
8. ^Mi<5<<arifa^»fii«i

^tfiZTOraftTO^srapstT-

JSTT^TCT ^tJT^TR Wr^frrf>T I 362&.
Then follow some verses by the scribe on completing his task,
followed by the lines
in the earlier form. (See Introduction.)
The MS. was copied by Pandita Siddhasena in the year
3ufi»l*jf*T^tIT^; (671 = A. d. 1551), but the date is not wholly
trustworthy, as there this line and that above have been retouched.

Add. 1042.
Paper; 5 leaves, 10 lines, 13 x 6 in.; written in 1873.
Specimens of transcription.
(1) Two leaves of the Divydvaddna, containing part of the
Maitrakanyavadanam.
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(2) Three leaves of the Zankavatdra, two from the beginning,
and one from the end of the work.
These specimens were sent over from Nepal by Dr D. Wright in
1873, when it was proposed to obtain copies of various Sanskrit
manuscripts existing in Nepal, for the University Library. It was
from these leaves that the whole of the present collection took its
rise.
Add. 1049.
Palm-leaf; 64 remaining leaves, written at first in 2, then
in 3 columns, 3—5 lines, 16 x 2 inches; transitional Gupta cha
racter; dated (Criharsha) samvat 252 (a.d. 859).
Fragments of the Parameqvara-TANTRA and of other
Tantric works.
The leaves are of curious narrow and curving form, much mutilated
at the edges. The original numbering of the leaves is thus in many
cases lost, and the references given below are to the pencil numbering
of the 61 leaves that remain. On the handwriting and era see the
Introductions to this Catalogue.
I. PaRAME£VARA-TANTRA.
This work seems to treat partly of the mystical value of letters:
see especially leaves 9 (^), 27, 286, 52a (\^) in the first two
of which full and very interesting alphabets will be found. The
speakers are Parannecvara or Iijvara and Brahma. A great part of
the work consists of ejaculatory prayers (Om...) to various person
ages. It is divided into at least 3 main sections (jprakarana).
The beginning is mutilated and almost entirely obliterated.
Chapters or sections of verses end as follows (the English numbers
referring to the modern pencil numbering of the existing leaves, and
the Devanagari numbers to those of the original, wherever they have
been preserved) :

^ffafT:

eft 4 si: 2b (\).

T° *T° *T° «il*ll«*lH<KU! ^MMd^i ^PPT W^r:
«*n"fw 1 4 (? \°).
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To x?° t{o *° ^v40^i*jm° ^° ^rgrNirrsriTim (sic)
^ 176
T° v° W0 *° f[^]f^r^f ft^rr: t|t^: (sic) is (^8).
TfH t'^wrar: 19.
x° v°
f^^R° w farrg *rr*rr ^ 1 20 c©\).
T° i° i° *n*iMU0
^°
^rrn*fter:*i 22.
T° "TV..
m^Tm0 ^° ^ffsrffT I 23a236.
T° TT° 1° ^IM«1H*<U) WT^qffq^cM

I 35.

T° *T° T° f*T<TPHt^ ¥^T^trrftrTt (sic) ^^Tf<aifa+<: 36.

Tfrr

^r^fitM^i^q0

T^rf^rT^rrg i 38.

T° 1° *r° ^Nttt° ^Ni^iDn^^0 ^° -j.iRacfrT: i
42 (W).
Leaf 45 (W^) seems to contain the end of a section or volume as
there is no writing on the verso.
^fr^T^r^^^M* ^J^nrr: i 53.
The final colophon, including the date, runs thus :

IpRTf^Tf^Tf%fT

II 626 (\«-$).

II. One leaf of the Jnanaknava-tantra.
Same writing as the preceding. String-holes in slightly different
position. Numbered \*^\ on blank verso.
On the work see Burnell, Tanj. Cat. and Aufr. Cat. Bodl.
Ends:

* A curious vernacular form: compare Beames, ii. 137.
t Expressed in letter-numerals: see p. 32 foot-note.
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Add. 1104.
Paper; 25 leaves (folded backwards and forwards), 6 lines,
8 x 2£ in. ; xvill—xixth cent.
Nama-sangiti and SragdharI-stotra.
Writing of various dates within the last two centuries ; mostly
very bad and indistinct.
I. Nama-sangiti.
Begins like Add. 1323 (which see for colophons, etc.).
Ends:
lr<IM*HK0...Ml\*J+HH: I (see Add. 1323), ^ W§T<> fol
lowed by a scribe's verse.
Then, beginning at the opposite end of the reverse of the paper :
II. Sragdhara-stotra or -stuti. See Add. 1272 (also It. A. S. Cat.
No. 29) for beginning &c.
Ends :
Trijl^KI^M: WCTWH(sic)*R%l SrfrTTT-

liVtV^^TTWt (?)

Add. 1108.
Palm-leaf; 53 leaves, 6—7 lines, 13 x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 512
(a.d. 1392). .
Nama-sangIti-tippanI or Amrita-kanika.
Some leaves are rather broken at the edges, and many pages,
especially those at the beginning, are blurred and illegible.
For this Commentary on the Nama-sangiti entitled the AmritaKanika, cf. R.A.S. Cat. No. 35.
Begins :

After two introductory ijlokas, follows :
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rf^fTT^T TRH"fl[7T ^f^RT-

^rr? i ^ffT i
A colophon, partly obliterated, on 386, runs thus :
IkT^W . . . J^TT^^f^UT (?) ^^TftlTrT^T^T W-

^T^Tl^l^fif^Jlfrr: II 446.

TJH T^WTWR"^frPTT*IT:

505.

526.
After this follows :

TT*Mi««isi (sic) ^V^r^«r^tt>r^^

f%*r*nj§r n

^t-

^TS (?)
W?fWR ftTf^TT^^W 4jl*M<«r^%*T (sic) wffffT f%f%7T
^TT^TIT^irff^WT WWf*Tf%ri i^T II 53.
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Of Ratnajyoti we have no other notice; he was probably one of
the upstart local rajas, of whom we hear several times in the
Vamcavall and elsewhere, as being subdued by the regular monarchs.

Add. 1160.
Paper; 42 leaves in book form, 12-13 lines, 10£ x8iin. ;
good Devanagari handwriting ; modern.
A history of Nepal in Parbatiya; a redaction of the
Vamgdvali.
This is the work referred to in Wright's History of Nepal
Pref. p. vi, as "another redaction, or at all events a similar work
[to the Vamgavall] recognised by the Gorkhas and Hindu races of
the country."
Begins :

The MS. seems to end abruptly.
Some additional chronological particulars may be gained from this
work: e.g. the lengths of the reigns of the monarchs (Wright p. 158),
and various dates in the Kali-yuga reckoning ; but the history follows
strictly on the lines of the Vamcavali, and solves few or none of the
chronological difficulties suggested by the colophons and inscriptions
of the years between a.d. 1000 and 1600. Note however that the
chronology does not, as a rule, accord with Kirkpatrick's account in
his Nepal, in cases where he differs from other authorities. See
the Historical Introduction to this Catalogue.

Add. 1161.
Palm-leaf; 8 leaves, 8 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 204
(AD. 1084).
(^ISHYALEKHA-DHARMAKAVYA by CANDRAGOMIN.
The first page is mounted on paper and touched up here and there.
The hand is small and square with some interesting archaisms. The
last page is reproduced in Plate XVII of the Oriental Series of the
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Palaeographical Society (Part 2, 1877), where a brief notice of this
MS. will be found. On the author see Wassiliew, Tdrandih, 52,
207 etc.
The work is in verse, and the style is somewhat artificial and
elaborate. It forms a general exposition of the arya-satyani, treating
of the ills of life and their true remedy.
Begins (after invocations) :

Ends:

dfa Prill

Add. 1163.
Palm-leaf; 206 leaves, 6 lines, 21 x 2 in. ; XI—Xlith
century.
ASHTASAHASRIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA.
See under Add. 866, for the beginning, and other details.
The first four leaves and the last have been filled up by modern
paper supply.
Ends :

V^T^TVTTTI^ (sic) *TTt V^^ttt V^TNWfpT^lN-

* Expressed in letters
"5JJ (not "Efi).
Bhagvanlal in Indian Antiq. 1877, pp. 44, 46.
t ^f^?

Compare Pandit
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Add. 1164. 1.
Paper; 154 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 3£in. ; xvilth cent.
Panca-raksha.
There are illustrations of the five Buddha-Qaktis. At 996 a new
hand and an additional numbering begin, but the first hand is resumed
on the leaves where the pictures occur.
For the beginning, and the endings of the chapters see Add. 1325.
The end of the book is much torn, and the final titles etc. entirely
obliterated.

Add. 1164. 2.
Coarse brown paper ; 4 leaves, 6 lines, 13 x 3 in. ; modern.
DhIranis.
I. Tathagatavydptagatam (?) in 23 numbered verses.
Begins :
Ending (corrupt and partly obliterated) :

<*UH*m (sic) ^tttt: ii i^t ii
II. Pancai%7n^atikd^ajndpdramitd-hridayam.
Begins :

^?T^rfW^^ *T?TWT*T TT^"^ f^TfrT

II ^^dM^d

Ends, after two lines of praise to Avalokitecvara etc. :
^T^^^fW^Tir^TTTTTfarTrf^ ^wn: 11 46.

Add. 1164. 3.
Brown paper ; 3 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 3 in. ; modern.
NAIRATMAGUHYEyVARI-MANTRA-DHARANI.
3
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Begins :
Ends:

^^\(H\*vm^^f^

vtt^ (sic) *tt*t wtw. i

Add. 1267.
Palm-leaf; 90 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; Devanagari hand;
xiv—xvth cent.
KARANDA-VYtfHA (prose version).
The work was printed at Calcutta in 1873.

Add. 1270.
Paper; 211 leaves, 6 lines, 14J x 3f in. ; xvmth cent.
AVALOKITEgVABA-GUNA-KAKANpA-VTUHA.
A pencilled note on the cover by Dr Wright states that the MS.
is 105 years old, i.e. written in 1770; but the leaf which contained
this date seems to have been lost.
For the sections etc., see Add. 872.

Add. 1271.
Paper; 17 leaves, 8—9 lines, 18J x 3f in. ; Devanagari hand ;
xvii—xvmth cent.
VAGigVARA-POjA.
A work of Tantric ceremonial.
Vaglovara seems generally known through Hindu Tantras : this
however seems Buddhistic ; unless Manju§ri, like Mafijughosha, be a
personage common to all Tantras.
Begins :
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*ws?*r...
Ends:

*j4l*K^^ ^ <ur<<M TWTWt II
*rf%^R ii Tfa ^nfrw^rr wrrrr 11

Add. 1272.
Paper; 25 leaves, 5 lines, H£x3in. ; dated N. S. 904
(a.d. 1784).
Sragdhara-STUTI (with vernacular commentary).
On the work, see Burn. Intr. 555.
The author is Sarvajiiamitra of Kagmlr ; see colophons of Add.
1104 and 1362.
Begins :
<iM^<HIMfrlP«J«r^flK**«*l7**<r*l
Ends :

Add. 1273.
Paper; 49 leaves, 7 lines, 13J x 4iin.; modern.
SUGATAVADANA.
A work in verse, cf. Burn. Lotus, p. 333; Cat. B. A. S., No. 12.
A redaction of this tale in 10 chapters is in the Paris MS. 98
(Divyavadana-mala). The work (cf. Hodgson, Ess. Lit. Nep., 19)
3—2
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is an avadana with regard to various points of vinaya, e. g., monastic
buildings, the observance of feasts, etc. (cf. colophons). The chief
characters are Indraprishtha and Punyavati, King and Queen at the
city Gandhavati ; other prominent personages are Vasubandhu and
Jnanaketu.
Begins :
fr?TT% **rarnff ^iw<rfr ^T^T$Tft:f*Trr3Twt:
%^TRt ^ht%: (sic) i
The chapters end :1. TfrTWTT^

r«KMMPt^ff TTO TTUTT: II 4a.

f^TT^W^f^^rff TTTI f\#Ri: 7a.
2. TfH U<MM<
3. ^A^^tJIMPi^Vrf TT? W$tm II 10a.
4. t°T^f?TTT^^T(?)Tft^ff TTfT^^: II 136.
5. °fW%T< » P< m I M«1M P^^f ^TTTT q^Tfl II 216.
6. °Ot^MMr<«<Trf TTJT ^FTf: II 236.
7. B^WRft° TOfl II 27a.
8. °f^^WTf^TJT%WfT° WT: II 356.
9. oTiwf«rT?^'nrsrdrM<Mft0 wt: ii 406.
10. °^^^^rft° ^spr: 11 426.
11. °Ht^rrft[ w ^ Mp^-rTf «ii^<*i<:w 11 46a.

WTTTTf: II

Add. 1274.
Paper; 46 leaves, 13—14 lines, 13| x 5|in. ; modern.
DVAVIM^ATYAVADANA-KATHA.
Inaccurately written. Cf. R. A. S. Cat., No. 27. On the work
see Feer in Journ. Asiat., Sept. 1879, pp. 295 sqq. and 305.

t Add. 1377 reads : Tf<f ^frHJ^TtTft0 I
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Begins :
TSTT ^ft*m»l%?S ^i'lUJfjf^H ^^mfVt^ I
wrft%: "SR^f w^nrwf^N ftrw ^irt il

The chapters end as follows :

2. TfH ^Nr^ irr^r^fmf^ft^r0 1 3a.
3. TfrT IPRq^Wm (TrfhT0 I ib.

36.
5. TffT ^ir4airtJ^<M*irrat WKT*T: M^*iM° I 5a.
6. T° ^° sfNffl I <^>ni*»4<*^l Mf^Wr

(-Trft)

I 9a.
7. T° ^° ^rR^rnrf^T^ff tttt wtpr: v° i 12a.
8. T°

^=6^ir<<l«1<*^mr<^rrf *U*il&*i:

9. TffT ^WWT^PI^Tffar0 ^TOT

1 156.

t?° I 17a.

10. TfH TTf^P ^>m^t VTfqTCTTW*IT ^if: t?° I 20a.
11. T° ^f0 *i^<!l*^T T^l^SlM0 1 22a.
12. T° ^° Ht^W^rr ^T^SX: q° I 24a.
13. T° ^° TTT^R^m ^<Tl^ai^M° I 256.
14. T8 ?i0 «Ud*«H ^^^W I 276.
15. t° ^° t^^it t^^w i 296.
16. t° ^° wra^rr freirq0 1 32a.
17. T° ^° ^^Tf%^7W*IT*?T^WI 34a.
18. T° ^° [fWi] ^»1T ^-gT^W I 36a.
19. T°

fTfTT^^T ^NlffrTrl^0 I 38a.

20. T° ^° ^nSnT'R^T'T (sic) f^irfiTfmxT0 | 39a.

t Omitted in this MS.
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21. T° ^° «MH<«<M*1«U ^^llfrTrR: I 40&.
22. T° ^° 1TO«IN<M (sic) 4 1 Hi SI Trlrl^: I 416.
TfH ?iin<!Uni*l«l4l*l*^l^t ^TT^TCIT I 456.

Add. 1275.
Paper; 68 leaves, 7 lines, 131 x 4J in. ; modern.
KarasttjA-vyuha (prose version).
Begins and ends as in Add. 1330.

Add. 1276.
Paper; 65 leaves, 7 lines, 7f x 3| in. ; modern.
Papa-parimocana.
A Sanskrit book with a Newari translation; it is a treatise on
ceremonial, uttered by Manjugri, and is said to be extracted from the
Begins :

T(W*f *JWWt^TN
Ends:

[:] *WflH*: 'I I 'I

Add. 1277.
Paper (black, with gold letters) ; 20 leaves and cover, 5 lines,
6x2| in. ; xvil—xvnith cent.
Aparimitatudharani-sutra.
On leaf 1 there is an elaborately-painted picture of a Buddha
holding a flower in a vase on his clasped hands.
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If this be the work referred to in Beal's Buddh. Trip., p. 60, the
sutra was translated into Chinese before a.d. 1278.
Begins (after an invocation to Avalokitecvara) :
Tjo
j^o
^nftfSf jJiMdn (sic) P<>S<fr| W I

The substance of the work is a dialogue between the Buddha and
M&njuQri, which begins thus (2a):
^lf% ^T^fV ^rTT Xff<fHr<rai (Add. 1623. 1 °^^T5T-

1623)
^twTfj^ ^n<*idi^: >iM^n<r*ir^dd^n
(or*idl<lT|0 1623) T^T^fT^TRmr^T etc. (the text being cor
rupt throughout).
On the next leaf a blessing is invoked on such as shall copy, read,
or do honour to this sutra. A similar passage occurs in two other
places in the sutra. One third of the work consists of invocations
('Om...,' to various personages).
Ends :
TffT ^UfaJidl*! (sic)
^K«sn *HMM!J^ WHTII
Add. 1278.
Paper ; 82 leaves, folded backwards and forwards, 6 lines,
6| x 3 in.; dated N.s. 986 (A.D. 1866).
Adiyoga-samadhi.
This MS. cannot be described better than in Dr D. Wright's
words : "this book is called the Adiyoga-samadhi, and consists of
pictures of the positions on which the hands are to be placed in
mudrds, whilst muttering mantras after bathing and before doing
puja ; the mantras are also given." The pictures are numerous and
clearly drawn.
Begins :
*i*^l"3<«rJ[*ri]W^T WT

wfFfTT: I
(sic) ||

'^NrFTCSU ^ vtT ^WT^fT Si (sic) II
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Ends:

Add. 1279.
Paper ; 82 leaves, 9 lines, 9 x 4| in. ; dated N. s. 995
(A.D. 1875).
NlSHPANNA YOGAMBALI (NlSHPANNA-YOGAMBARA-TANTBA).
Inaccurately written.
Begins :
The following ends of sections may be noted :
THT
(?) W^W^T I 6a.
° f%^TtelT ifa: *j^<*f^ch: (Sic) I 226.
0

4<3i$^<!ft*H: *ji4<* ft*: (sic) i 246,

8

^d^fw^: **i=4*f^far: i 5G6.

Ends :
TffT ^T^t"q^TTT^wY (sic) Wrn$ I Wf^rf^ t^tVm
This work agrees with that described in R. A. S. Cat. No. 39 ;
but No. 73 is a different work, though bearing the same title as
the present MS.

Add. 1305.
Paper ; 34 leaves, 7 lines, 12 x 4J in. ; modern.
PlNDAPATRAVADANA.
Some blanks are marked as occurring in the original.
An avadana directly bearing on vinaya, (Burn. Intr. 39); for the
tale cf. id. ib. 223.
Begins :
STrT^I WfWg

W (sic) iW^TT

II
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A Qravaka, named Sunanda, addresses Buddha :

*nrx ^ftflra
wm w w^rH 11
Buddha replies to this and other questions, and on 12a tells the
story of Bali, and his final conversion to Buddhism.
At 33a Bali exclaims :

The book is in verse, but without any division into chapters.
Ends:

Add. 1306.
Palm-leaf ; 229 remaining leaves (besides 6 of paper-f-), 5—6
lines, 13 x 2 in.; dated N. S. 422 (a.d. 1302).
BODHISATTVAVADANA-KALPALATA by KSHEMENDRA.
Excluding a palmleaf at each end, one containing a note of the
defect at the beginning, the other a list of the tales in Part 2
(Nos. 50—108), the leaves of the MS. may be thus described :
Leaves 1 —174 of the original MS. are wanting, and with them
Tales 1—40 and part of 41. What the lost tales were may be seen
from the metrical list at the end, as noticed below.
Leaves 175— 198 contain the end of Tale 41, and the whole of
42—48, ending in 1986 (middle of last line). These tales are
numbered 42—49, but that this is a mistake is evident from the
metrical list.
Tale 49 (here misnumbered 50) begins on 1986 directly after the
end of the preceding, and occupies the leaves now numbered 199*—
t Of the 6 paper leaves, one (185) supplies a defect, the others
are clearly-written transcripts of the somewhat faded leaves of the
original after which they are severally inserted.
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205*. As the next tale is numbered 50 and begins Part 2, while the
original numbering of the leaves is continued, it is evident that the
scribe had by accident omitted this tale, and copied it in afterwards.
Leaf 199a, originally left blank as the opening of Part 2, now
contains an unfinished list of the tales in this Part.
Leaves 1995—250, 248*—250* (the numbering accidentally
repeated), 251—279, 279* 280—390, contain the whole of Part 2,
or Tales 50—107 of the original author's collection, followed by Tale
108, added by Somendra, and a metrical table of contents of the whole
work.
The MS. was written by Manjubhadrasudhi in the reign of
Anantamalla of Nepal, who must not be confounded with the
Anantamalla of Kacnrir in whose reign the work was composed.
The first remaining tale of Part 1 begins thus imperfectly :
...<*R**u«: (?)ii
,?rNr

f^jf f^rrr: i

The several tales, each here described as °35'<!M<nrH<4l H tfl qt,
end as follows (the numbers in the MS. being 42—50, as noticed above) :
190a.
41 Panditavadana 175a—179a. 46 Qalistamba
1936.
180a. 47 Sarvarthasiddha
42 Kanaka,
1986.
181a. 48 Hastaka
43 Hiranyapani
205*6.
Shaddanta
1846.
49
44 Ajatagatru-pitridroha
1876.
45 Kritajna
Here Part 2 begins i
241a.
61 Karshaka
50 Dagakarmaplutyavadana
246a.
1996--206. 62 Yagoda
250a.
Mahakagyapa
2096. 63
51 Rukmati
266a.
2136. 64 Sudhanakinnarl
52 Adlnapunya
272a.
Ekagringa
65
217a.
53 Subhashitagaveshin
2776.
2186. 66 Kavikumara
54 Sattvaushadha
2806.
Sangharakshita
67
2216.
Sarvandada
55
2866.
2236. 68 PadmavatI
56 Gopalanagadamana
2246. 69 Dharmarajikapratishth a 2886.
57 Stupa
289a.
2266. 70 Madhyantika
58 Punyabala
290a.
2386. 71 Qonavasi
59 Kunala
2946.
240a. 72 Upagupta
60 Nagakumara
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73
74
76
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Nagadutagreshana
343a.
296a. 91 Qivi-subhashita
PrithivTpradana
297a. 92 Maitrakanyaka
347a.
Pratltyasamutpada
298a. 93 Sumagadha
3536.
Vidura
3546.
299a. 94 Yagomitra
3556.
Kaineyaka
3006. 95 Vyaghra
3566.
Qakracyavana
302a. 96 Hasti
Kacchapa
97
358a.
Mahendrasena,
3056.
3586.
311a. 98 Tapasa
Samudra
3596.
Hetuttama
3126. 99 Padmaka
3606.
Naraka-purvika
3146. 100 Punahprabhasa
Rahula-karmapluti
363a.
3156. 101 Qyamaka
364a.
Madhurasvara
3186. 102 Simha
3656.
Hitaishi
321a. 103 Priyapinda
Kapinjala
3226. 104 Qagaka
3676.
Padmaka
3696.
325a. 105 Eaivata
Citrahasti-gayyatiputra 330a. 106 Kanakavarman
371a.
Dharmaruci
3396. 107 Quddhodana
373a.
Dhanika
3416.
Then follows Somendra's supplementary tale, 108, entitled
Jimutavahana (386a), at the end of which comes the genealogy
noticed under Add. 913 f, and then the table of contents in glokaa,
ending on 3896.
The scribe's own subscription runs thus :

Shfr^jf^prn^ ^ w*&t ttv

i

^laii^i^- frf?ff f^RR^T ^TTf^f^^% (?) II

¥^TfR *TTTnf (?) TT5TTf?mT WgT

W II

f The author's immediate ancestors, Prakagendra, Sindhu and
Bhoglndra are given as in Dr Buhler's MS. (see his Report, cited
under Add. 913).
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Add. 1315.
Paper ; 33 leaves, 5 lines, 7J x 2J in. ; xvillth cent. (?)
Dharanis.
Inaccurately written (as the extracts may shew).
Cat. No. 79.
Begins :

See R. A. S.

The following ends of sections may be noted :

*R ^fT^TTTT-' I 36.
W^^t^^TT^TT 5TT?TrStTl<air|<* *rft° I 7a.
■4||^c(^^ir<ufr TTO l^sj WTR I 10a.
^r«Ja|l!!MrrI^<*i TfT° I 13a.
^TT^ [^HjnqPej^^T TTR VIT^ WT?f II 17a.
'^T^WnrfrT *TT*T VTT^° I 19a.
'^rnfcmfNt ^ vr^wt0 1 21a.
*?rr*mw^ffT
*nrwt trf\wnr: 1 33a.

Add. 1317.
Paper; 29 leaves folding backwards and forwards, 6 lines,
9 x 3| in. ; various hands, chiefly xvillth cent
Tantric mantras, etc.
The manuscript is in a dilapidated condition ; some of the pages
are torn, and the writing is often illegible. It is a collection of
prayers and mantras, used apparently in Tantric ceremonials.
The following ends of sections may be noted :

0 *frTOT*rc^T ^mr i
The title of the work and the date are illegible.
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Add. 1318.
Paper; 8 leaves, 5 lines, 7| x 2 J in. ; modern.
ArYA-TARABHATTARIKAYA NAMASHTOTTARA.QATAKAM.
The work is in clokas, but inaccurately written.

HMtIK rRt: ^ftTTRN ^I^T^fWT: (f read W^^JHT^rNm:) 11
Ends :

Add. 1319.
Paper ; 70 leaves, 6 lines, 10£ X 3 in. ; dated N. S. 944
(A.D. 1824).
Ekaravira-tantra (Canpa-maharoshanatantea).
The MS. is carelessly written. See R. A. S. Cat. No. 46, where
the book is called JEkaMa-vira. For some account of it see Csoma
Korosi (As. Res. xx. p. 426).
Begins :
It consists of twenty five patalas, ending as follows :
1.

irtj*<4Hn£)

2. T°

*^HHdHT f^fft^T I 46.

3. T°

^rf>TWi7^r^"rf^ I 7b.

4. T° ^° ^^TTCW^fJ^I 11a.
5. t°

i^r^^r: t^ti 126.
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6. T° T° f*nreWt*Prew: W»T I 186.
7. T" T°
8. T°

(t)

to* i 196.

*s<%MIMd^: ^TS^r: I 226.

9. T° IT0 WPTC^t WT: I 236.
10. t° ^° ^tirwpiT^T (sic) «pw i 266.
11. T° ^° f^^Md'd Tr^rr^at: i 27a.
12. T° ^° w3*T*?P^ VZWt TT^JT I 356.
13. T°

^rre^r

I 376.

14. T° ^° WTI^Md^^rJ,^ I 39a.
15. T° ^° Pc^f^MA^: T^^PT: I 426.
16. T° W TTrfloy+j+irMI^MAH: fmi: I 46a.
17. T° f° a^shi^niMd^: wrcrw i 496.
is. t° T° ^rrfV^i^Tf'n^ts'SiTsw: 1 53a.
19. T° ^° 34sh*5l'inn'f«?.'Mi^ ^TfranrrrnR: I 566.
20. T° T° *1 1*1 1 fa *i <
<WI 616.

f^(JW*IW9t

fflrffT-

21. T° T° W^H^ ^TS^T ^*Raifr|ri*j: I 646.
22. T° 1° <4l«IH*rMI«4l Rsufrlrl*!: I 666.
23. T° T° 'i'rtJ^I^Md^^^l HiaifrlW: I 676.
24. T°
Ends:
25.

^W^W^rgTjffSTffTfRT: I 68a.

<TO WTTT I
Add. 1320.

Paper; 38 lines, 6 leaves, lOf x 3| in. ; dated (see below).
Adiyoga-samadhi.
The first portion of the work described under Add. 1278. It
begins like that MS., and contains numerous drawings to illustrate
t <MlfHl Add. 1470.
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the position of the hands in various pujds. The writing is very
careless and incorrect. The book has no title and no conclusion.
There is on the fly-leaf apparently the date N. s. 958 (a.d. 1838), but
the second figure is not clear.

Add. 1321.
Paper ; 96 leaves, 6 lines, lOf x 3| in. ; dated N. S. 931
(A.D. 1811).
Karanda-vyuha (prose version).
Begins and ends as in Add. 1330.

Add. 1322.
Paper; 207 leaves, 6 lines, 14| x 3f in. ; XVllith century (?).
AVALOKITE9VABA-GUNA-KAEANl?A-VYUHA.
In this MS. the chapters are numbered.
On the work, see Add. 872.

Add. 1323.
Paper; 40 leaves, 9 lines, 9 J x 4 in. ; dated N. s. 979 (A.D.
1859).
Nama-sangiti (with Newari Version).
Begins : •
^ w^K^M, ^i* r-rK^+irpn;: i

It is divided into sections, with colophons such as the following :
^rSiwrrrerr tfl^ai i 5a.
n(?i^H}sj*ir^r

i 6a.

^Niri^^i^^^TT^T Tj^ai i iot.
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Ends:

iwt ^rnm^frt: MiX^^iTrr: (sic) i wtt ts>i_ f*rf?r i
Add. 1324.
Paper; 96 leaves, 15, 16 lines, 14^ x 6 in. ; modern.
Saddharma-pujstparika.
See Add. 1032.
Add. 1325.
Paper; 178 leaves, 5, 6 lines, 9f x 2f in. ; dated N. s. 939
(A.D. 1819).
Pancaraksha.
Inaccurately written. Compare E. A. S. Cat. No. 56.*
This work is thus described by Mr Hodgson (Essays, p. 18), "an
Upadesa Dharam, an account of the five Buddha-Saktis, called
PratisarS., &c. ; prose ; speaker, 'Sakya ; hearer, Aiianda Bhikshu."
Begins :

366.
^n^Nr^TTrfrWTr?rr ^rwTf^RiiTr^rr

2. ^rr^^t ^Trwr^riTTff^ft

T^rfwr^wr

<RTr[*n"]*r^

WTHI 109a.
* The great number and antiquity of the copies of this intrinsically
uninteresting work are doubtless due to its use in Buddhist swearing
(Wright's Nepal, p. 147 note).
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3. ^rr^^V^Mi*ii*rO fa^Ki^Y^^r^rw'ft wttti
167a.
4. ^rNr TT^nftffwwt ^rm ftoT (f^rr ?) ^nrY wr?r i
1725.
Ends:

JTWTCTWSmf^ft TT^TTTT^ft TTWTJfVfTTf?! WT'eTT-

Add. 1326.
Paper; 225 leaves, 6 lines, 15^x4 in. ; dated N. S. 839
(A.D. 1719).
Dhara^I-sangraha.
Good close and regular Nepalese hand-writing.
At the beginning and end of the work are somewhat brilliant
illuminations of deities, etc. The binding-boards are also illuminated.
A collection of Dharanls different from the Dharani-sangraha of
R. A. S. Cat. No. 55, and also from Add. MS. 1485.
Begins, after invocatory preface:
The collection contains many hundreds of short dharanls, connected
with all the chief personages of the Buddhist Pantheon, as well aa
with some of the chief literary works: e.g. the 'Lotus' and the
Lankavatara (8b).
The colophon commences (2236) in what is intended (see below)
for Sanskrit :

TRWWT^T^rrf^ri: ...etc. ^HWhffT-^ft ^^t^Tt
M*l<Sl I P^^W^ft^TTT WT ^7^° etc. I . . . ^T%'S5T. . ."^tlTST-

t Wright's Nepal, p. 48.
4
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■4 MM fa

^l^TTR TT ^Tl^fV "3ft ^ VTTT^W^W^, fad* 1*1rR^ **3<H<<!J faRsId 3RT ^% Blfadl ^f^T II TTO
The vernacular colophon accordingly follows.
after which :

Then a blessing ;

^ffN ^£~*TT^«PT^TTO i^tfR^. . . etc.

(For these and other scribe's verses see Max Miiller, Rigveda Pref.
p. xi.). Then follow a line of vernacular and the final invocation.

Add. 1327.
Paper ; 78 leaves, 6—7 lines, 15| x 3^ in.; in various hands,
xvili—xixth cent.
DvAVIMgATYAVADANA-KATHA.
Carelessly written.
Ends:

For the beginning see Add. 1274.

TfH « I Haifa TCtTOTqTOt ^«<dH<l«KlPiiUPd:
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This MS. does not contain the epilogue found in Add. 1274 and
the Paris MS., but ends with its 22nd avadana. The names in the
index on the cover do not in all cases accord with the colophons.

Add. 1328.
Paper; 81 leaves, 14—16 lines, 13| x 6 in. ; modern.
Jataka-mala.
A transcript of the Jdtakamdld, containing 34 jatakas. See
Add. 1415 for an account of the work. After the close of the 34th
Jataka (80a), ending as in Add. 1415, a short concluding chapter is
«dded in this MS.
Begins :

Ends :

After which the colophon of the last tale is repeated :

Add. 1329.
Paper; 67 leaves, 9 lines, 13| x 4f in. ; modem.
GUHYASAMAJA (PtjRVARDDHA).
This MS. is a copy made for Dr D. Wright, unfortunately from
the same MS. from which Add. 901 is taken; compare the marks
of lacunae which coincide throughout. The only slight differences I
have noted are in two titles, see Add. 901 supra. Ch. i. ends 5a;
ii. 6a; iii. la; iv. 8a; v. 86; vi. 10a; vii. 12a; viii. 13a; ix. 146;
x. 16a; xi. 186; xii. 216 ; xiii. 296; xiv. 35a; xv. 43a; xvi. 48a;
xvii. 576; xviii. 67a.
4—2
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Add. 1330.
Stout yellow paper; 84 leaves, 6 lines, 12J x 3 in. ; dated
N. s. 761 (a. d. 1641).
Karanpa-vyuha (prose version).
The lines are ruled and the writing is regular, though not so fine
as we sometimes find at this time.
There are five illustrations, somewhat poor in colour and drawing.
The colophon is in the vernacular. See Add. 1267.
Ends:
^i4*k^°^*hi**m^<«km with

Add. 1331.
Paper; 33 leaves, 6 lines, 8^ x 3£ in.; modern.
Part of the Amara-koca.
Ends abruptly with the lines in the bhumi-varga :
VWT ^^Ifft— (ii. i. 2).

Add. 1332.
Paper; 22 leaves, folded backwards and forwards, 7 lines,
8i x 2fin. ; xvmth cent.[?
Nama-sangiti and stotras.
A "volume of gathas and stotras, addressed to Lokanath
(Macchendra?), AvaIokite9vara, &c. in very corrupt Sanskrit, and
occasionally perhaps in some native dialect. Stotra is always written
totra.
Begins at p. 9 :

^^nfTrTW^ ^TT%

|
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This hymn occurs in Add. 1333 leaf 2.
The following are the colophons of the stotras :

The Nania-sanglti then follows ; see Add. 1323.

Add. 1333.
Paper ; 48 leaves, folded backwards and forwards, 6—7 lines,
7 x 3i in. ; dated N. s. 917 (a.d. 1797).
Stotras.
The MS. is in several hands, some being mere modern scribble.
The book is said to contain hymns and prayers in Sanskrit with
a Newari translation.
The chief colophon runs :

In another page occurs, in a later hand, the date *J««|fls VS>8^ I

Add. 1334.
Paper ; 20 leaves, folded backwards and forwards, 5 lines,
7^ x 3 in. ; modern.
Bhimasena-puja.
Several leaves are blank or only filled with diagrams. The
writing is very careless.
The work contains a short liturgy, with prayers and hymns and
references to ceremonial acts such as candanadi-pujd, &c.
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Begins :
%
?) *rf%*re nmni (?)
Ends :
TfH f^RJwrsrr WTH I

Add. 1335.
Coarse brown paper; 3 leaves, 5 lines, 12f x 3 in. ; modern.
Prayees.
Some tattered leaves containing short passages, and invocations.
The beginning is torn, and there is no regular colophon.
Ends :

Add. 1336.
Paper ; 3 leaves, 6 lines, *}\ x 3 in. ; modern.
Dharanis to Parna-<?avari.
Apparently a fragment from a collection, one leaf being numbered
24. A Parna-cavari-sadhana occurs in the Sadhana-mala-tantra
Add. 1648, leaf 90.

Add. 1337.
.Paper; 1 leaf, 8 lines, 7| x 3 in. ; modern.
Prayers.
This leaf contains short mantras addressed to the eight Matrikds.

Add. 1338.
Coarse brown paper; 9 leaves, 6—7 lines, 8 x 4 in.; modern.
Prayers.
Several of the pages are blank or illustrated with symbols and
coloured drawings of the Matrika goddesses. It contains apparently
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some prayers used in their worship in a very corrupt Sanskrit or
patois.

Add. 1339.
Paper ; 272 leaves, 16—17 lines, 15x7 in. ; modern.
Mahavastu.
An edition of the text with introduction and commentary is now
being published by M. E. Senart. Vol. i. which has already appeared
(Paris, 1882, 8vo.), corresponds to leaves 1—836 of this MS.

T° #T?T^ ^<M <4S^£tH(?)1° I 156.
T° ^ft*T0 JTOTT Hf**: *° I 216.
T° ^frfl0 f*rfi*Jl

*° I 23.

T°
inftaT ^fa: *° i 25.
\° ^tVR" ^cj^ir Hf%'> ^° I 276. etc., the 10th "bhiinii"
ending at 446.

°fTf^ Wm° 576.
°P=(3J$«ft<j ^T^T W° 636.
(The story of Rakshita is wanting in this MS.).
*Hr|*° 656.
°*"«l«Hd WTH 67.
°^TfMt^^ WTT1 706.

"^PflMM^ «*ll<*<^° 76a—6.
°^tf>TBr ^l^lrMpTl0 806.

°*fYVT*rn#° 95.
o^nfr^TTT TRTT^R^rrTnr (»<?) 956.
o*rCrwwr^t^TTCwrrpso 96.
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°V^r«!f<il 5f IfT<*0 98.
"SK^mMTrrS0 986.
0,?WTT^ *^K*l^dl*J ^ITrT^0 996.
°fW*IM*° 100.
"fa^^lM*0 105.
°M^*i^l^ii WT5T 1106.
o^r^iei^Tfl^0 1196.
o^RT^^f TT^TXT^ ^TrpJfqf^T^^T 120.
+

1226.
0 1246.

0^nrerf*rn^rR^f^^° 128.
°^T*rewffiT£° 130.
"ftrffrw^ ^r<i*i« wnr*? 1316.

°*i<*>d*1M<*° 134.
0lT^'5fRr5ITfT^'0 135.
°*i*Kitfr
°^R^tf^rT TT*T
o,?i^t1%fT tto

wnr^° 1356.
trftWTCT 1456.
»ro^pg trft^ir **rrsr ieo.

°^«[T% ^3{*1M*0 1866.
°"3W5rn#° 1866.
°cJM<^Hd*° 1866.
0^Rf^5fTrR>° 187.
°W^nft WFR ^TfT^° 189.
°T3^trTTfr t^VCTOt ^TfT^° 190.
otttt^t^iw snpnrarr^ wfu'y 1926.

Wtetfaf^fPTf ^TrRfr° 2566.
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oftnTT^wpnT w*rnr 205.
°<*I*<j1M*

206.

°^ I\l r«i<* l«I I "d* M P<* <*l 0 207.
o^f^n¥twnT^0 2076.
•T^pf^ TT^pTTft^ ^TrT^° 212.
°WRfft^ M(\<*<!M0 21G.
"M^NdT^ H^t*T° 2164.
°TTlP!W5.$*<K<a ^t^T0 2176.
•^rf^iTWTTT fllrjql0 2216.
°*<^l<Tini<0 ^T^t M4 PH=I I W^3T^?R

227.

°*l*^^*0 232.
<>V^a?^ ^T#?l WTrrt° 241.
°+*U<jt ^lTjld<fir^«*<^M«<0 251.
°+luiH<|-^Y illd*" 252.
°M^<*MT H^TNr^TWt WTrFS° 253.
o^H^alMV0 2556.
•ffapftft^rPlt TTspSTT 256.
° ^TfMrfR^ M \ V^H^^ WTrf^0 257.
°Tra^nr^r° 258.
°*jfa<*^ ^TT^r^T^^TTTT'^T ~Qa I 2606.
o^nfT^

2636.

«^aTl4^ ^ffeWTrnff0 2636.
°^rf^ltW ^M*° 2646.

2676.
6,?rf<

<jwra^° 272.

°1^*HT^'NRX etc. I

^ra^r wrtf i 3

etc. i
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Then come 8 lines in praise of the spiritual benefit etc. of the
book ; after which follows :

Add. 1340.
Paper; 63 leaves, 6 lines, 10 x 3f in. ; dated N. s. 962 (A.D.
1842).
He-vajra-pakinIjalasambara-tantra from the Dvatrim9ATKALPA-TANTRA.
Inaccurately written. In two parts; cf. R. A. S. Cat. No. 40.
consists of a dialogue between Bhagavat and Vajragarbha.
Begins :

It

Part I.
1. 4^441444: tcw. (Cod. ^nt^rww) i 4a.
2. ^<4^lfa«ft*H<!mfcK T^SR^Wt f^ffNT I 8a.
3. ^fllMiH^fiT^: I 10a.
4. 34dlfaii<*M4<!iq<Vtf: I 106.
5. [d-HMd^: T^r:ti] (?)
6. ^md<!i: vwn: i 146.
7. Wt»nt>?rf^R^r:(?)TJTRT: I 17a.
8. 'f^r^tf^ft^!
I 216.

*rn?

w^tfMtrrerTwrc^T

9. f^if^re^T ITfl W?: I 23a.
10. ^rf^Nnrc^t

I 266.

T^ntTfV^frfv ittt *<tmj*i: wth: i 276.
Part II.
1.

<?| -3 1 r*"^r SIT^^f^ fft ^ >sM ^ Tf*lW. V&S: 1 29a.

t Not found in MS., but added from Add. 1697. 2, If. 7a.
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2. ^° *r° faf^nHt ttr ^z^ti re?ffa: i 346.
3. ^° W *J<^d«^r«f4l«^i»2n^TTfr (?) *TT*T

MAtsHsU

fffal I 40a.
4. %°

♦j^dT^^^rM^I^ TTO Md^^fi^i: I 486.

5. l^T»5<<<MdW: M^'<H: I 546.
6. TN<*(^lP»>«ft' WRT^T ^df^HMdH: TO: I 556.
7. ^°

^tviftte: *mr: i 566.

8. ^° *r° re*Pnrc^Y sit*t: i 576.
9. ^°

iT»fft^T<Md^n

10. ^° ^8 smnrcwl

I 61a.
i 616.

11. *r^3iT^hft'md*!f wr«nr: i 626.

Add. 1341.
Paper; 97 ieaves, 6 lines, 14 x 4 in. ; dated N. S. 963 (A.D.
1843).
SUVARNAVARNAVADANA.
Written by several scribes. It is a portion of the Vratavadanamala (extant in the As. Soc. Beng. Collection at Calcutta). In 3
chapters.
Begins, after invocations and enumeration of certain Bhikshus :

TsfaTOT ^%3rW7qfrr TTTI JTOTITSITC I 186.
2. TfrT TR0 ^° f^fft^TR^R I 696.
Ends:
TfH W

^S^^RTR TTO ^ffV^T^R WTTT I
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^f*n^i%f^ 3sr8*rr§ ftr^^i ^Htw Tjf*Mi^*r (sic)
The first chapter introduces a sarthavaha Divakara, son. of
Ratnakara, who visits Mahakacyapa.
The origin of the name Suvarnavarna is to be found in the second
chapter, If. 226, 1. 1.
The third chapter tells of a sarthavaha Karna, and commences by
relating the circumstances of the birth of his son, named Dvirupa,
716.
The date is in figures, and the name of Raja Vikramasah is
appended.

Add. 1342.
Paper ; 79 leaves, 7 lines, 13J x 4 in. ; modern.
SUVARNA-PRABHASA.
The beginnings and endings of the chapters substantially the same
as in Add. 875 {which see). The postscript however consists only of
the verse
with another verse of invocation not found in
Add. 875. At the end is a leaf which a note by Dr D. Wright states
to have been put with this MS. simply as a cover. It is the beginning
of a modern copy of the Paramarthanamasangati (see Add. 1347),
giving the first 7 J Qlokas.
Begins :

(sic) II I II

Add. 1343.
Paper; 71 leaves, 4—5 lines, 7x2^ in.; in various hands,
mostly xvnith century.
A Dharani-sangraha.
Leaves 16, 38, 39 are wanting.
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Ends:

We find here several of the charms that are usually comprised in
such collections; e.g. the Vasundhara (4), the Gana-patihridaya (106)
and the Marlci (19); all of which are in the sangralia of R. A. S.
Cat. No. 79.

Add. 1344.
Paper; 79 leaves, 7—9 lines, 11 x4^in. ; ordinary modern
Devanagari hand.
Amara-ko^a.
"Well written with dandas in red ink, and occasional comments in
a small fine hand written over the lines.
The work begins with the stanzas given in Deslongchamps' edition,
p. 1. The first Kanda (If. 16) has its own index and cover. The MS.
concludes with an index.

Add. 1345.
Paper; 17 leaves, 10—12 lines, 13 x 4Jin. ; modern.
KAPigAVADANA.
There are copies at Oxford and Paris. See also Add. 1537.
After a preface of four lines, containing benedictory invocations
and promise of bliss to the reader, it begins :

1. Ends:
TfH *P=I^H^T^ (sic) WW^SFTT TT*T M^*i( «n«f: I
36.
2. THT ^n|Virro TTTSTRffR^^t T° f\rffaT° I 46.
3. ^° tfrl^SPJT^N0 ^rfV^T° I 66.
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4. ^° ^fR^RHT0 ^<5^T0 I 8a.
5. T° ft<WMMy<M«l0

I 9.

6. T° 'fVfTTft^PT ^TT° I 106.
7. T° ^TTtfi^R0

I 136.

. 8. t° *j*rrf^° ^rr^rrgw
Ends :
■sire: wttt i
^ V^3TT#

f^nsTTWf'fr. . (a scribe's verse).

Add. 1347.
Paper ; 63 leaves, 5 lines, 8 x 3 in. ; modern.
Paramaktha-nama-sangati (?).
Very corrupt Sanskrit and vernacular (the latter in red ink).
Begins (after invocations to 'Mahanatha') :

1. '^rwTT^RTnrr tff^ai i 8.
2. jrffTT^nrr?n ^ i 10.
(sic) I 126.

5. ^faa^'M+Nlri^M'USlI M^fa'ajfrT I 266.
6. ,*n<ai>!M<i(^mi^«i!m4<ai(?)i 306.
7. JranrTnTPI TT^r ^r^«Ur<5Ur1v I 456.
8. MMONH TT^IT
9. Tf<T M^riqi'MHITOT
Ends :

H I 59.
I 606.
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^fbrraftjfSwrfafT

Then follows a vernacular version of the above lines.
Add. 1348.
Paper; 27 leaves, 5 lines, 8 x3in.; dated IT. S. 937 (A.D.
1807).
[Maha]-Pratyangira-[dharani].
See R. A. S. Cat. No. 77. A pencil note on the cover by Dr
Wright describes the contents as " Prayers or mantras against
sickness, witches, etc."
Begins :

Ends :
SU4§*^d*lHI<Tl<>i!Fltn fadMM^I ll+WM-Ufadl *WurtjOKi TTrrf^nTT^V tut vR^fr wth: r
^7Ts
(a scribe's verse).

f^T ^IBclP^ ^

^f?r | TfT^t etc.

Add. 1351.
Paper; 19 leaves, 7 lines, 11 x4in. ; dated N. S. 982 (A.D.
1862).
Work on Samvats (Vernacular).
On each leaf is written ^8 ^-W^J^ (thus divided between the
two margins).
Begins :
Ends:
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Add. 1352.
Paper; 15 leaves, 5 lines, 11 x 3 in. ; dated N. s. 985 (A.D.
1865).
Mahakala-tantka.
This is probably an abstract of part of the larger Mahakala-tantraraja (R. A. S. No. 47 and Paris Bibl. Nat. Nos. 47 and 48). See
the account in Burn. Intr. p. 539. On the Tibetan version, see Feer
in Ann. G. ii. 29.
The MS. begins like that of the R. A. S., and on leaves 7a, 10a
the colophons are those of Chapters V. and VII. respectively of
that MS.
We have also (leaf 12) ^yd^: (cf. ibid. Ch. XVII); (13)
4^|*HM° (? cf. Ch. XXII.); (14) ^tWWfrre TJ^hl
Ends :

(leg. °T*T°) dnH^K^H-^Trsti^^tiKI + IHd^^Kri^TTTWR^^ («c) [^JTTH I Then follows the date, see above.

Add. 1353.
Paper ; 26 leaves, 6 lines, 8 x 3 in. ; modern.
Utpata-lakshana-[loke9vara-bhashitam].
A work on omens, in two parts. The work " Lokegwara-paradjika" at Paris, Bibl. Nat. (D. 129) is identical (save in its preface)
with the second part of this work.
Begins, after invocation to Manjugri :
^rMM[:]3rar?rr ^ ^mt sm
i

I£W
Tft^lUi 35*TT33*roft^T (sic) I
The first part of the work, in 54 stanzas or sections ends :
TfH ^rMMH^ | ^^mTTTf^ran" TfH 12a.
Then follow two lines in a vernacular.
Part 2 consists of 55 stanzas with introduction and a long postscript.
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The preface is a short dialogue between Tara and the Buddha.
The first stanza begins ;

The work ends :

fwTfTmTf^T^r spr ii

Add. 1355.
Palm-leaf of a lightish grey, and not of the brown or yellow
colour that is found in early MSS.; 22 leaves, 5 lines, 9£ x 2 in.;
dated N. s. 696 (a.d. 1576).
Vasu-dharani [or Vasudhara-dhara^i].
The handwriting is square, close, and regular. Written in the
reign of Sadaciva. The leaves are numbered 1 —22, of which leaf 14
is missing.
The dharanT is introduced by the narration of part of the tale of
Sucandra (see Add. 1400). .
Begins (after invocation and two lines of preface) : T[<C *i «|T etc.
The tale begins thus (2a line 2) :

Ends :
'?rr^^T^vTTT

vpc^ ^ttttti

f^r%

* For salagulia compare Add, MS. 1354.
5
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^Tl<-5jTTCfi^r+l=H VJ-MTf^ffT I

[Add. .1355.

etc. (see above) I

Add. 1356.
Paper ; 42 leaves, 5 lines (ruled), 6x2{ in. ; dated N. s. 860
(A.D. 1740).
Dharanis.
Leaf 20 is written in a very inferior, and more recent hand.
The collection is called Saptavara in Dr D. Wright's list, Hist, of
Nepal, p. 318. Compare the collections in R. A. S. Cat. No. 59 (where
also the name Saptavara occurs) and No. 79.
Begins :

5a, etc.
^T^w?fri^;^T ^^m^ftwrTr i 136.
,?rNtefr

(«&> ttjt

^rft0 1 196.

WT5TI 22.

Ends :

ftfWrf (sic) TW^TTWTWt

SWfWlf^^t^T^^t-

(?) I Then follow the scribe's verse and the date as above.

* Cf. Wright's Hist, of Nepal, pp. 207—8.
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Add. 1357.
Paper; 36 leaves, 7 lines, 11 x 3|in. ; dated N. s. 973 (A.D.
1853).
Aqvaghosha-naetdimukhavadana with vernacular version.
See R. A. S. Cat. No. 14, and compare Burn. Intr. p. 216 and
Hodgson as there cited.
Begins :

^ fa <u m<5 asH =i 4vTT^fTsrrPT+ 1 f*i«ft i

^wra^-

(sic) I
Ends :

*%W%T*l ^rftWTTm (sic) I
Then date, as above, and a vernacular postscript.
In spite of our possessing three independent MSS., the Sanskrit
is so utterly barbarous, as to render even the main thread of the story
all but unintelligible to the ordinary reader.
The opening of the story however introduces a devl, Vasundhara,
who commands a divine sage (?) Nandimukha-Agvaghosha to be
born in the world of mortals (martyamandala, or, as the MSS. every
where call it, 'matya-mandala'). Nandimukha is visited by a king.
Mistrusting the king's designs, the sage transforms himself through
the power of the devl into a boar and lays waste the palace-garden.
The pursuit of the boar is then described. Presently, beneath an
Agva[-ttha]]-tree an Apsaras appears who proclaims the power of
the "Vasundhara-vrata (116); further incidents illustrating this follow,
a "Vasundhara-vrata-sutra being mentioned at 19a. Story of a maid
servant (cetika) of the palace who practises the vrata. Declaration of
the ten Kucalas by the devl (32). The king and his son practise the
vrata.
Such seems to be an outline of this incoherent emanation of the
latest school of Northern Buddhist mythology.
. 5—2
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Observe, that there appears to be nothing in the book to substan
tiate the statement in Burnouf, as above cited, that the work is byA§vaghosha. It seems rather to be a fragment of his mythical history,
comparable in tone and authority to the mediaeval stories about Virgil.
Add. 1358.
Paper;- 27 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2£ in.; xvmth cent.
Pbatyangira-dharani.
For beginning and end see Add. 1348.
Ends with ^ V%T...and an invocation.
There is a picture of the goddess on leaf L

Add. 1359.
Paper ; 6 leaves, 6 lines, 9 x 3 in. ; xvmth cent.
Bhimasena-dharani.
The work consists of 34 verses.
Begins (after invocations to Bhimasena and the Ratnatraya) :
"WTRT ^7*T MWT^J W TO I

.

Ends:

Add. 1361.
Paper; 12 leaves, folding backwards and forwards, 5 lines,
6 x 3 in.; dated N. S. 977 (A.D. 1857).
Dana-vakya (?).
The above title is given by Dr D. Wright, but the MS. seems to
give no clue. The work consists of 35 numbered stanzas or divisions,
and would seem to be on ritual.
Begins :
Ends :
. . . f\^TTWTf?r
II TTTTII \\\\
The rest of the colophon is in some vernacular dialect.
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Add. 1362.
Paper; 18 leaves, 8-—11 lines, 11 x 5Jin. ; dated N. S. 966
(A.D. 1846).
Sragdhara-stotra (with vernacular commentary).
Text begins as in Add. 1272.
Ends :

V*J<|-5jMlf^fff (?)
Then follow the postscript and date in a vernacular dialect.

Add. 1364.
Palm-leaf; 128 leaves, 6 lines, 13J x 2{ in. ; Bengali hand
of the middle period ; dated Vikramaditya Samvat 1503 (a.d.
1446).
Kalacakra-tantra.
A leaf of this beautifully-written MS. has been reproduced in the
Oriental Series of the Palaeographies! Society PI. 33. See also the
Introduction to the present work.
The two wooden covers are filled on both sides with mythological
pictures. The edges of the leaves have a sort of indistinct pattern.
On the work see R. A. S. Cat. No. 49; Compare also Csoma de
Coros, Asiai. Res. xx. 488; Burnouf, Intr. p. 539.
Begins :

MM6vf'. TT^W: ll (169 stanzas) 21.
2. "^WTWR^^t TT*T VZWf f^Tfft^r: II (180 stanzas) 42.
3.

0,?rf*rWtre:^reTrfta: (203 stanzas) 66.
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4. °^rfcMMd<?l^<i*i: (234 stanzas) 95.

(261 stanzas).
Then follows :

I %T^^T^TT^%^ II 128a.

Add. 1365.
Paper ; 259 leaves, 6 lines> 14 x 4£ in..; dated N. s. 986
(A.D. 1866).
GUHYASAMAJA (P0RVARDDHA and PARARDDHA).
For the remaining portion of the work, see Add. 1617. From
the colophon, 2586, we might infer that only Part 2 is known as
I'atlmgata-guhyaka ; but from the size of the Paris MS. of that name
(255 leaves), it would seem that the name refers to both Piirvarddha
and Pararddha. Mr Hodgson makes the names Guhyasamaja and
Tathagataguhyaka synonymous (Ess. Lit. Nep. 17). The work
ranks as a "dharma" in Nepal; see Burn. Intr. 68, 542.
Begins, after invocations to the Bodhisatvas, etc. :
T£° TJ°
T?;0 ^° *T13T*Tx etc., see Add. 901.
I. (Piirvarddha) :
1 —7 also substantially the same titles.
8 is entitled
(instead of the vox nih'di of Add. 901
8a), 20a.
10—18, see Add. 901.
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Ends :

II. (Pararddha).

Begins (after two invocations) :

V$ HVT ^° T£° ^° *PF?T^ ^rT^JTIrl^T^^T^rTTWW^TTST^TPJ (corr. ^Tfa^f cf. Add. 1617. 1) fV^Tfa I
^T*T3T° I 102a.
1.

^rT^PTfm^RTtVgTTTWr^

fWIT^

^wf^Tf^fl rq K 1 f^TT^TT <\<WKVQ: WW.
I 106a.
2. fTtVf^Tii«(dK tt?t f^fra: ttzt^t: I 1096.
3. t° *° um^f rwi^a^rffa: xr° i nia.
4. T° W° **TCt^
1156.

(cf. Add. 1617, ch. 5) ^r&l *T° I

5. T° W° T^Trf^TT^ frfvf^TTTf^Wt f\t>TW (sic)
WW. V° I 1196.
5 (bis). T° *° w3WTT% TT^TtrT^T^TWTT f^fftW

^° I 1226.
6. T° *° f^»° ra: V° I 1246.

7. T° ^° ^s^rr5 ^rw^T^^^m^T f\<?re ^rw:
l?0l 1286.
8. T° *° *°

^Tf^^tTiMrT<<*lT«f^l*f ^r^T: q° I

1306.
9. Title wanting.
10. T° *° fif° ft^tKrffr^^^nT ^JTTT: H° I 133a.
11. T° *° TV "q;^T^3T: H° I 1396.
12.

^15^^^75:1^^ ?»T^3r: H° I 141a.

13. T° *° f<^*HMrJ*NT IT^TWWT
TtfpS: I 143a.
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14. T° *8 ftp WWZTfatftH* r|* ^HT^ »ITH (cf.
Add. 1617, ch. 6) "^fJ^X:

I 1435.

15. T° *°
*° ^frT^f^T^^ (sic) WT<<*^1»W<H<U TT^T M^Sj: *T° I 145a.
16. t° 0 *d *m if^T^fr^^T^T^T ft^"sr: (sic)T^r: 1 1536.
17. T° U° °W^rTfr^nTT *TT*T 4JHI<aU *T° I 1646 (cf.
Add. 1617, ch. 9).
is. T° *° ft ^^fTT^Y^mir^i^ ^rw^f wnfsr:
T° I 176a.
19. t° *° ^ntrr^<4^<4TT TnfT^ftur v i mb
(cf. Add. 1617, ch. 13).

vzm: i 2016.
21. t° *° wra ^tt^tt^ ffrf^rgTTR^nr^T^*r«iai: i^r: I 2076.
22. t° *° *° ^° wtf^T^^i^T^ ^Tffirfrr: *T° I
2136.
23. T° *° «4d«IHlffi<MPH

wftic: *0 i 2i5a.

24. T° *° MiM*5)*r*H$*i TRT ^ff0 ^° I 219a.
25. Title apparently wanting, see 2226.
26. T° ^° ^^i^<sif*if4Mwr*jcehKi *rm wffar: ^° i
223a. '
27. T° *° *$?TOfa<M*l'*l**TTT3r ITfl ^frft° tjo |
2256.
28. *J=l**iir«KK TI"*ITSIN3i: V7*C WT?T: I 2586.
After which :

^ V^T ...
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W%r[ ^\ (see above) . . . W^f^^Hlfid fiir^TTlirT
m<H«1^^l f^^Kl^r^rT^t^ *TTT%f^ etc. (vernacular). The
scribe appears to be one Vekhanandana.
There is an illustration of a goddess on 2586.

Add. 1366.
Paper; 133 leaves, 8 lines, 15 x 5 in. ; modern.
Ashtami-vrata (Newari).
Cf. E. A. S. Cat. No. 76.

Add. 1367.
Paper ; 94 leaves, 12-14 lines, 14| x 6 in. ; modem.
Kaeuna-punparika.
On the work see Burn. Intr. 72.
Begins (after invocations etc.) with title :
«*^U!MU^O*l^i TRWfW^FS II
after which :
^° TT^° *° **W*S

fTW^fH

tt*t w*m: Tf^rr: i 46.
2. T°

^f^rft^t VTT^^T tff^rt: I 136.

3. T° ^fN>° TOfWt <Mr<l4|jtal¥ta: I 286.

5. T°
Ends:

^ *Nft" . . . etc.

JTH ^ftr^r

w^w. i 876.

I
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Add. 1368.
Paper ; 35 leaves, 7 lines, 18| x 8£ in. ; modern.
SUKHAVATI-VYUHA.
" The title varies between Sukhavati and Sukhavati, but the pre
ponderance of MSS. at present known is in favour of Sukhavati.
See a short abstract of the Sutra in Burnouf's Introduction d
I'histoire du Buddhisms, p. 99 seq. The text of the smaller Sukhavativyuha was published with translation and notes by Professor F. Max
Mttller in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1880, pp. 153—188.
Of the three MSS. which I have collated, those of the Bodleian
Library and the Royal Asiatic Society belong together, while the
Cambridge MS. frequently gives independent readings.
Begins :

Ends:

rtnm ^fK^f' WRrfY*^: wt: 11 Tfri ^ftmrrronrrp?i ^<si i ci rTr«^TWT^T^^ wm$ II II *T^II
The subject is as follows :
Bhagavat was staying at Bajagriha on the Gridhrakuta mountain
and addressed himself to Ananda. Ananda observed the glorious
countenance of Bhagavat, and asked whether this was due to his
Buddha-wisdom or to his remembrance of former Buddhas. Bhaga
vat praised Ananda for thus questioning him, and then told him the
story of a former Buddha. The 81st Tathagata after Dlpankara was
Lokegvara, and among his pupils was a Bhikshu called Dharmakara.
This Bhikshu sang Gathas in praise of Lokegvara, and expressed his
wish to become a Buddha. When asking for instruction, and
particularly for information as to the right qualities of a Buddhacountry, Lokegvara at first told him that he should find them out
for himself. But when Dharmakara declared his inability to do so,
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Loke^ara consented to explain these qualities. After he had
listened to Lokegvara, Dharmakara wished to combine all the good
qualities of the 81 Buddha-countries and concentrate them upon his
own, and, after an absence of five Kalpas, he returned to Lokegvara
with his own pranidhanas or prayers for the good qualities of his own
future Buddha-country. Dharmakara then proceeded to recite his
prayers for blessings to be conferred on his own Buddha-country,
which prayers (varying in number) are very famous and often
referred to by Northern Buddhists. After that, Dharmakara recited
some Gathas in praise of Buddha Lokegvara, and obtained the object
of his prayers. He then performed for many Kalpas all that was
required to become a perfect Buddha, he acquired all the Paramitas,
and taught others to follow his example. When Ananda asked
Bhagavat what had become of that Bodhisattva Dharmakara,
Bhagavat replied that he was living then in the west in Sukhavatl,
and was in fact Amitabha (the chief Buddha of the Northern
Buddhists). Then follow long descriptions of the light of Amitabha,
his various names are given, the number of his followers, and his
boundless age. It is stated that he obtained Buddhahood ten Kalpas
ago. Then follow full accounts of Sukhavatl, its trees, flowers, rivers,
and the enjoyments granted to all who are born into that Buddhacountry. Whatever they wish for they obtain. Buddhas from
other countries come to praise Amitabha, who appears to bis
believers whenever they come to die, and allows them to enter
Sukhavatl. After some more Gathas follows a description of the
Boddhi-tree in that Buddha-country, and the benefits flowing from
it. Two Boddhisattvas are mentioned as having left this Buddhakshetra to be born in Sukhavatl, viz. Avalokitegvara and Mahasthamaprapta. Then follows a new description of the excellencies of
Sukhavatl in which the blessings prayed for in the former Pranidhanas.
are represented as realised, and the inhabitants of Sukhavatl described
as in the full enjoyment of all blessings.
Ananda then expressed a wish to see Amitabha and the'
Boddhisattvas face to face, and at the same moment Amitabha sent a
ray of light illuminating the whole world. They could see the
people of Sukhavatl and the people of Sukhavatl could see
Cakyamuni and all the inhabitants of the Sahalokadhatu.
Then a dialogue follows between Bhagavat and Ajita, Bhagavat
asking Ajita whether, after seeing the people of Sukhavatl, he thinks
that there is any difference between the Paranirmitavacavartin gods
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and the human beings in Sukhavatl. Ajita says that he sees none.
Next comes a question why some of the people are born there
miraculously out of lotus flowers, while others are born after
dwelling for some time within the lotus. The reason is that the
former have had firm faith in Amitabha, the latter had entertained
some doubts. Lastly Ajita asks whether people of this and other
worlds are born in Sukhavatl, and Bhagavat gives a long enumeration
of those who either from this or from other Buddha-countries have
risen to Sukhavatl. The whole ends with the usual panegyric of the
Sukhavativyuha-sutra, and an account of the rewards for learning,
writing, repeating, and teaching it."
For the above account of this MS. I am indebted to Prof. P.
Max Muller, to whom it had been lent when this part of the Catalogue
was in preparation.

Add. 1369.
Paper ; 48 leaves, 6 lines, 10 x 3£ in. ; dated N. S. 963
(A.D. 1843).
Chando-'mbita-lata.
A work on metre, by Amrita Pandita.
manjarl of Gangadasa.
Begins :

Compare the Chando-

[S]Wr^CT SrT^tf^TT II
1. (31 (jlokas) ends :

JT?HTT *i%|^t I 46.
2. T° ^° ^° WfrTTW f^ffaT TT^t I 42.
3. T° W° ^° ^WTW (?
4. T° 5°

wfitZT *T° I 436.

IWTTW ^<T$T *T° I 446.

5. T° W° ^° TIT^T^rll^JI *T^ft *T° I 466.
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Ends:
T° W° ^°
T° I
Then follows the date, as above ; after which :

fwrrr^T -m^ftrg

spry ^ftftnreT

wwr^^,-

The illustrations, as is implied in Mr Hodgson's account of the
work (Ess. Lit. Nepal, p. 18) -are quite Buddhistic in tone, but the
only author quoted by name seems to be Pingala (3, 4).

Add. 1370.
Paper ; 248 leaves, 7 lines, 13f x 4 in. ; dated N. s. 967
(A.D. 1847).
Lalita-vistara.
Begins and ends as in Add. 918. The texts of these two MSS. are
however quite independent, of each other, as also of the Calcutta
MS. (as represented in the printed edition).

Add. 1372.
Paper; 19 leaves, 6 lines, 9 x 4 in. ; clearly-written modern
DevanagarT.
Nama-sangiti.
There are 9 leaves of supply, the 8th, which occurs at 17, being
inadvertently numbered 8.
Begins (after invocations) as Add. 1323, which see.
Ends also like that MS., though with the verse
and
without date.
Add. 1374.
Paper; 114 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x 3| in. ; dated N. s. 993
(AD. 1873).
Karanda-VYUHA (prose version).
See Add. 1267.
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Begins :
?TQT ^nR^rf^R«Tx WTftj *T*raT*TN ^"RW HlHTd

Ends :

The colophon is in a vernacular.
Add. 1375.
Paper ; 72 leaves, 6 lines, 9£ x 3 in. ; modern.
Maijicupavadana.
There is an illustration on the first page.
Begins :

fa^PsifT P«1^P<*jriHsMi ^f^TTT ^^^T^TTWT:
Ends:
Tf*T *n*ifiM^#1WR (sic) WTH II
See Add. 874, of which however this text is independent.

Add. 1376.
Paper; 112 leaves, 5 lines, 10£ x 3 in. ; modern.
SARVA-DURGATI-PARICODHANA (Part 2).
Begins as Add. 1378 (which see).

Add. 1377.
Paper; 64 leaves, 6 lines, 13£ x 3£in. ; modern.
SUGATAVADANA.
Compare Add. 1273, with which this MS. closely agrees.
final subscription however runs :
THT ^THJ*T?TT^"R IWinmnf^T (sic)
«i4aw wrcr: ii

Its
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Add. 1378.
Paper; 88 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 3£ in. ; xvnth or early
xvmth cent.
Sarva-durgati-paricodhana (Part 2).
The leaves are numbered 24—111. There are three pictures of
deities on the first page. A work on tantric ritual, etc.
Begins, after invocation to Vajrasatya :
Tli *PTT

TP W°

*ffft^T$

fVfTt%

Ends :
'^^#^^T%^fwrN^TT^TTTW^T7T^T71fr^T

7TWT-

(see Add. 1376) S^rf W^^j^f 3T#*T^7i: W*1TW. II
^V^T° ... I
^TV^TS^T IT^TT^TTTT'^Tf^rTI etc. (no name mentioned).
The last leaf is wanting, and the colophon ends abruptly :
^f^ll ^t*TW...

Add. 1379.
Paper; 22 leaves folding backwards and forwards, 6 lines,
1\ x 3 in. ; dated N. s. 905 (a.d. 1785).
Stotras.
1. 25 stanzas, beginning:

Ending :

WlN 1&*TTTT I
2. 13 stanzas, ending :
TfH ^TT^TfTrJ^ (sic) ^TTTT
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3. 10 stanzas, ending :
TfH *rrcrTTT<!H«sNfA^ ^ttt i
4. 14 stanzas, ending :
TfH ^VTfjf'T^tfTWTJ^ (sic) WfUii
5. 9 stanzas, ending :
TfH wsftfMV wrk wnr i
6. 27 stanzas, ending :
TfH
7.

f^snrai^rw^

9 stanzas or divisions, ending :

8. 7 stanzas, ending :
From the vernacular colophon it appears that the MS. was
written in the year given above by Qrivajracarya Bhajudhanaracoyaviya (?) at Kantipur (Kathmandu).
Add. 1380.
Paper ; 11 leaves, 9 lines, 13 x 5 in. ; modern.
Snatavadana.
The leaves are numbered 12—22. This tale is found in AvadanaQataka ii. 3, and Ratnavadanamala No. 2. There is a short abstract
by M. Feer in the Journ. Asiat. Aug. 1879, p. 162.
Begins, after invocation to the Ratnatraya :

Ends:

Add. 1381.
Paper; 11 leaves, 9 lines, 13| x 5 in. ; modern.
Kausigha-viryotsahanavadana.
For this tale see Avadana Qataka i. 3 (and Feer, as quoted in the
last MS.) and Ratnavadanamala 1.
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Begins :

*f Trm

i frf^lrg

s>stt rn#T v^-

i
Ends:

Add. 1384.
Paper; 14 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x 3 in.; chiefly xvmth century.
SAEVA-DUEGATI-PARigODHANA (Part 1).
Leaves 6 and 7 are filled in with newer paper and ink.
For beginning, etc., see Add. 1623. 2.
Ends with same sentences as 1623. 2, more briefly expressed, and
title as follows :

Add. 1385.
Paper; 17 leaves, 5 lines, 9J x 3 in.; dated N. s. 779 (a.d.
1659).
' ■
Aparimitatu-dhaeani-sutka.
The leaves are numbered 54—70.
The work stood apparently fifth, from the No. 5 at the beginning,
in a series. Compare Add, 1623.
For beginning and end see Add. 1277. .
On 696 after the title, ^ V^T0, "3pT etc., and full date, the
scribe proceeds :

Tfrrnmi^ w^it^rt f^sr^TT^r
Then after various minor particulars chiefly in the vernacular :

6
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Add. 1386.
Paper; 180 leaves, 12 lines, 13§ x 6 in. ; modern.
AVADANA-£ATAKA.
See under Add. 1611 and Feer as there cited.
Text begins :

Add. 1387.
Paper; 117 leaves; 5—6 lines, 9 x3in.; dated (in words)
N. s. 950 (A.D. 1830).
BUDDHA-CARITA-KAVYA.
Written by several hands.
The leaves run thus; 1—3, 2*, 3* 4—109, 109*, 110—114.
A fresh hand begins at 2*6 which may account for the repeated
numbering. On 109* see below.
On the work see Burnouf, Inlr. p. 556.
■ Begins :

•

1. Ends :

8b.

3. T° w ^fifrccrfTpfrR cnffa: t° i 20a.

5. T° ^IWnsFiWT tut t^tt: w° 1 35.
G. T° ^° ^5^f*T^T TT?T tTg: i4l 406.
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7. t° ^° frn^nram t° wtm: w° i 46.
8. T° ^° ^fT^TTWRt ^TWrgTT: I 55a-6.
9. t°

$*n<i%wr tttt ^nr: w° i 62.

10. vr° wfnsrarr VRTftfm^t tht ^hpt : *° 1 66.
n. t° ^° srnrf^nHt Tr^*i<ai: w° i 73.
12. t° ^° ^rsjir^t *tt*t ^t^: *° 1 su.
13. t° ^8 ^i0 ^TTTf^raT in? w^: 1 88.
14.. T°

^T^T6RW^t 1T*T ^fJ^H: I 93J.

15. t°

^^*Mf<c(dTr«iw m ti^tt : i° 1 1 005.

16. T° ^° V*tw*ft^*i m frsrrr: *° 1 108.
17. T°
5Wf^t^Tt\* m ITT^ *° I 1146.
The MS. terminated originally at leaf 109 : on the back of which
we get a long colophon, chiefly in the vernacular, of which the
following is the first part (intended for clokas) :
a4-*Hiwi*<jJ4il <Rf*f *TT% sfoTT

I

^^rlTT^T f^rf^HT W^TT^f "^^TH (sic, contra metrum)

^ri4i ifrFSt vVsii THPTSi www \ II
Then follow some lines, chiefly in vernacular, as to the reigning
monarch (Rajendra Vikrama). The remainder of the MS. (109*—
114), written in the same hand, on leaves fresher looking and
slightly smaller, contains ch. 17..
Add. 1389.
Paper; 61 leaves, 7 lines, 10x4 in.; xvnth or early
xvinth cent.
Gopi-canbra-natakA (vernacular).
Siddhinrisimha is mentioned at 61a 1. 7.
Compare Dr Pischel's Catal. der Deutschen Morg. Gesellsch.
No. 4 (also a vernacular play), p. 6 med.
6—2
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At lb, 1. 1, Govinda-candra, 'Bangero adhipati', is mentioned.
Begins :
iff TRt 'TrtJIl^KJ I
Ends :
Tftr TTnft^T^mT^: wth: i is&.
The latter part of the MS. is a good deal damaged.
Add. 1395.
Palm-leaf; 123 leaves, 5 lines, 13J x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 505
(A. D. 1385). .
Panca-raksha.
For chapters see Add. 1325 ch. 1, 31ct, also the verse ^ ^WT°
at the end.
At the end of the book after
we find :
I

*lP?f* S^sR "ZWfQT f>T*ft

Another hand on the cover, newer-looking but in the same style
of character, gives a date (] of recitation) n. s. 572, month Jyeshtha,
in a vernacular.
Add. 1398.
Paper ; 46 leaves, 7 lines, 13 x

in. ; modern.

Manicuijavadana.
Begins and ends as Add. 874, which see; compare also Add. 1375.
The text however seems independent of both these MSS.
Add. 1400.
Paper; 18 leaves, 6 lines, 12 x Bin. ; dated N. s. 888 (a.d.
1768).
Vasudharani-katha (?) or Sucandravada[na].
The second title is written on the left-hand margin of each verso.
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The above date though palseographically possible is not altogether
trustworthy, as it is added in a somewhat later hand.
The work is a tale of a rich merchant Sucandra who, with his
wife Candravati, is reduced to poverty, and on consulting the Buddha
is told of the magic efficacy of the Vasudhara-dharanl (10a). Compare
Add. 1355.
Begins with the same words as Add. 1357 (which compare, and
R. A. S. Cat. ib. cit.) ; after which :
rtJW

*HMMV W*Tf^W *ISU«*li W%T-

Ends:
■^fj etc.

(dc) ^1*1*^*1 r^mfMdir^rd («c) n

Add. 1401.
Paper ; 17 leaves, 8—9 lines, 4 x 9 in. ; dated N. s. 926
(a.d. 1806).
Vasundhaka-vrata (from the Vratavadanamala).
The MS. has been recently pieced and mended in most- leaves.
Begins :

TJpagupta then tells the story of a king Suryodaya who gained
offspring, wealth and power by the observance of the Vasundhara-vow.
After 32 verses,. the tale proceeds i-n prose :

Ends :

Then the date, as above.
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Add. 1405.
Coarse paper ; 55 leaves, 5 lines, 9J x 2J in. ; dated N. S. 734
(A.D. 1614).
Caitya-puSqala.
Compare R. A. S. Cat. No. 22.
A very faulty copy. The work is a sutra on the ritual connected
with caityas, the hearer being a king, Indraprishtha.
Begins :
TRT ^T*T II

cl^RflTnT I

W^VTfW^Y*

I ° II

The following sections are marked :
Tfrf ^mWfT^TT^ WPnm»*T II 6b.
TfrT ^rtJM^-'d^^K^ ^UMr^W || 7b.
TffT ^d|M'K*UK* "*l^«ilHh^ I 16.
^rt|-Cl<M*Jfi*m <l*M*yB (sic) I 24.
TffT *lf>ri**M ^^^ITTTW^fTO (sic) I 26 (a-b).
Ends :
Tfir ^^m^-<

i <* y4 ^(sic)^^^ Trrm

^^T«riMr<^< TOTTC I * ^8 . . . etc. (see above).
(The full name of the scribe and some 'scribe's verses' are added
in a much smaller hand.)
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Add. 1409.
Palm-leaf; 143 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 2 in. ; dated N. S. 480
(A.D. 1360).
Ramanka-natika by Dhaemagupta, and fragment.
Besides the leaves numbered as above there is a cover and a sepa
rate leaf with a summary (I) of each act in a vernacular. 43 is missing.
The MS. is the author's autograph (see below).
The work is a play in Sanskrit and the usual Prakrit by Dharmagupta, also called "Balavagigvara" (? a mere complimentary title), son
of Bamadasa, a magistrate of Nepal (see below), in four acts.
The plot is taken from the myth of Bavana and seems to have no
Buddhistic references ; the Nandl, too, ends :

The Prastavana begins thus (after the Nandl) :

TrrrTT *rf% 11
Further on (2a, 11. 3, 4) the original place of production' is thus
referred to :

[? leg. ^t^H] wfwrTT^T^^f^ T«TTwt *nprro f^mr^

On 26 the Vinayaka enquires :
«0t r<4 1
To which the answer is :

wit Tjfnw^fTf^T
Another speaker thus continues :
ftTCT^PT

I

^T<4«rfM^

II
^TrTC^ <Sp!vfT*Tv T^ft Sft
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few
letters obliterated). King Dagaratha is then ■ introduced with his
followers, and the first act begins.
Act 1 ends : TfH 4Hl4l<4Mlfe<M«lt JT*mt Slf I I 406.
Act 2

„

T° ^° 1%<fHt ^: I 706.

Act 3

„

T° T° Wfof" I 1026.

Act 4 „ . T° *T°
After this we read :

I 1606.

Then a verse in praise of the poet's education, etc. :
Then the subscription, giving the date :

^rriT'fTf^rr II
wi^j II
Leaves 141—2 are namaskdras, or short prayers, to various beings
connected with the stage.
Another leaf, in a different hand, is a "namaskaratavali" for the
various acts. .
There are also two leaves, unnumbered, apparently from a play
on a similar subject, Slta and other characters being named.

Add. 1411.
Paper ; 381 leaves, 7 lines, 17 x 4 in. ; dated N. S. 952
(A.D. 1832).
Bhadrakalpavadana.
Copies exist at Calcutta and Paris.
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The work is supposed to be a dialogue between Acoka and
Upagupta, and consists of 28 adhyayas.
Begins after invocation, Ti^T

. thus :

Jinacri is first introduced, reminding Jayacjri (cf. Burn. Intr. 221)
that he has heard from him the " Crilalita-vyuha," and desiring now
to hear "Qakyendra-pratyagamana-satkatha." Jayacri complies, and
accordingly Acoka is introduced as enquiring of Upagupta as follows :

fMMI+i<tsKi ^-4siq<HI(1*l^*jt I
<*ft<!lUs&|Mt

f^W^ f^PCWf% II

■jftrnft ^rnftOre^fwrg wftwr: 11

f^i^^T(5r^ ^rng;fiv ftrrrR^wr^m: 1

These verses give a kind of short summary of the contents of the
book (compare also the titles of the chapters, below). As the work is
entirely in verse, we are not surprised at the confession of posteriority
to the Jataka literature and to the (Lalita-)Vistara. For the
connexion with the former, see, for example, ch. 34; of the latter the
work may be regarded as in some sense a poetical continuation, as it
treats of the middle and later life of the Buddha.
The work also has some interest as bearing a certain analogy of
plan and subject to the Pali Vinaya-Pitakam. Thus the first chapter
corresponds to Mahavagga I. 6, describing the beginning of the
Buddha's ministry, and his meeting with the Pancavargika Bhikshus.
After a number of chapters devoted to Gopa and Yagodhara, the
conversion of several of the celebrated disciples is described, in
somewhat different order to that of the Pali, though chs. 20, 21
correspond to Mahavagga I. 22—24. In some episodes however the
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legends give many particulars not contained in other accounts
hitherto noticed. Thus in ch. 35, Rahula, before his conversion, is
induced by Quddhodana to marry : he accordingly marries Kamala,
and has a son Sakalananda (see next chapter). Rahula is himself
received (as in the Southern account) by Maudgalyayana and Cariputra.
The titles of the chapters are :

HTWR TT*T 1TW S"8TTC: I 116.
2. t°
3. t°

^nfrw^HvT^t irofW^t
1°

^rafT^t^nr^tHTW

1 206.

t^rRrTwrn^

TfT^T *T° Wr[° I 306.
4. T° ^°

^TrfHwHt

^fj.^0 I 486-49.

5. T° ^° 'TmiHWTTTRt T° T^*T° I 55.
6. T° ^° *ft*TTfiPlTfR 1° Vg° I 626.
7. T°

^TfTOToR *T°

s. x°

TsfTw<i«a(:«+i!U«i *rnrTg° 1 73.

9. T°

'nftWTTO'tf TT^ T^TOT 82a.

10.

T° ^°

I 69.

f^3l^tf¥^ITW^T^Wrf^^t *TTTT

^T*T° I 846.
11. T°

Rai4JI*J*J*«*(«*H^<»!! 1° "O;^0 I 866.

12. T°

t^T^WY^TT^T^T^fTWTTT

^TT° I

89.
13. T° ^°

«1 M + *if^^T^^W^ft*Hfr TUT

^T^sft S"8T I 996.
14. T° *f*T^*TdaU*Ms(dl'<KUR0 ^r5^° I 1076.
15. T° qflfUJI^

I 1186.

16. T° f<( fl < I «i MWrfcM*

M s( ^ sTrrT^Wt 1° §T§° I .

136.
17. T° Tts^RTf^nr si *j i si d r^TWt t° w?r^° i 1406.
18.
.

^rf^WflT^t^anPnTW0 1° ^¥T^"° I 149.

19. T° ^^fTTT^^T^KW^TW^TrlTf^TT-sT0 I 1506.
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160.
21. T° WlTT^rft^T^tl. °TT00]-'3XT^ft^^r-TrWTlft^^J-RR ^Y^fWR"W^T^ =K M
22.

T°

< Ul i| f< 4 ° cf° T^f^0 1686.

WT^TT^^T^TW

<\ i| fa ^ | jfiffffit 1°

^Tft° 172.
23. T° *l^MHfl^|l*if1l^<,in T° ^tfl0 179.
24 T° ^<<Til^f*Nwsr° ^(jf^f? I 1875.
25. T° PRfTT^n'RRft^ft T° lift0 2076.
26. T° TT^^nr^iwfr^sRt *r° stt^° i 219.
27. T° Tre^Hlsn^ ft M 1 * ^T^0 T°

I 2256.

28. T° ^W5JTR^rt 1° TOTW I 2345.
29. T° 1V^f*«!|<^M<*'R^T^n^:0 I 2496.
30. T° ^3X^43|*JIMK^0 r^lTfrlTT: | 3026—303.
31. T° ^flT^^T^^SITrmn^0 IF* I 325.
32. T° **iaM^ft0*lfl*M(\4° ^Tf^ I 332.
33. T° Tpra^'if^RftrttVI ailM-* ^T^ITrnT0

I 337.

34. T° ft^T^t^T^ ^W41*WM< *T°
I 3566.
Compare Carya-Pitaka Tales 25, 32 and Jataka-mala (Add. 1415),
Tale 32.

^Tjfr

I 3616. (see above).

36. T° *J**srii^ ^rcnr^w * u si ^TWri^n^t 51°
qT£^° I 3686-369.
37. ^^^T^*TT^fT^° T° ^ff^0 I 376.

Colophons in Sanskrit and vernacular follow, giving the date and
stating that the MS. was written by Niramuni and his son Jinendra,
at the-Yampivihara in Lalitapur.
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Add. 1415.
Paper; 130 leaves, 7 lines, 16x3£in. ; dated N. s. 757
(A.D. 1637).
Jätaka-mälä.
Contains 34 Jätakas, and purports to be the composition of
Äryacüra. (Cf. Journ. Asiatique, May, 1875, pp. 413—417.)
Begins :

The titles are as follows :
1. TTrT «Ul^M* 3T?W I 4.
2. T° Oufa^lM* f^rffa I 86.
3. T° ^^mfM^^ld* Wtftä I 106.
4. T° 3|«ft*IM+(sic)^f53l 13.
5. T° ^r^^^^fa^M*

I 155.

6. X° am*iM* TO^ I 19.
7. T° ^<H!*HM* VfWI 23.
s. t° ^frwsiTrwrg^ I 29.
9. T° r^^TK^M*
10. T° T^Trrö

I 38.
I 416.

11. T° 5U*ÜM**l+l<ai(s;c) I 436.
12. T° sllTjUMM* 41<SH* I 456.
13. T° yJH^^^IM* W^IR I 50.
14. T° ^MKJI«IM<* (sic) ^(i«^ai^ I 54.
15. T° *i«l*MM* M^K'Ji^ I 556.
16. T° TrNn^trT^f^rrrT^ ifTTStö I 566.
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17. T° ^TWTrntf HTT^SPT I 585.
18. T° ^^*lM*+l{il<ai+l I 606.

20. T° ^Ib*IM* ffarfrR I 67.
21. T° ^frfv^TfR^rffaRR (sic) I 706.
22. T° tWI7T# ^Tffjrfflfm I 79.
23. T° ^TfrfWTfT^ ^*T» Raifd*f I 856.
24. T° T^WfWTfT^ ^jffarfrTrnT I 896.
25. T° "3TT*T*rn# Tl^WfrRT I 92.
26. T° ^wr?r* qpfjaifntf i 96.
27. T° *^l<*fM*1M<* WTfTJrfrm I 996.
28. T° ^ I Or! *lTr(3i *\ STfTJfffT^ I 1046.
29. T° "^WRT^^t^f^irTm I 109.
30. T° Tf^I^TfT^ fWrHT I 113.
31. T° WSl*1*IM<*3*RaiTl4 I 122.
32. T° WTT^STTcr^ ^TfWTm I 126.
33. T° Tf^WTrpff -^f^IprRT I 128.
34. t° *aidM^*iM*

^jf#3rfm wrcrfaffT I

15-

As only the words Kritir iyam Zryacurapddd- are written in the
page, and the rest is written in a somewhat more recent hand vertically
on the margin, this MS. may be the original from which the MS. 95
in the Bibl. Nationale was copied ; see Feer, Journ. As. I.e. p. 413.
* The MS. had originally WFPT^0, but the «T has been corrected
in the margin to
(which agrees with the narrative) ; the Paris MS.
reads curiously 5^1?!^°; see Feer, Journ. As. ibid. p. 415.
t M. Feer reads this name as 'l'auguste Qurapada'; but it seems
safer to take it as Aryagura with the honorific addition of pada in the
plural; cf. the mention in the Sahitya-darpana, p. 23, of theauthor's
great-great-grandfather as Narayana-padaih ; and ' Candragomi-pada,'
Add. 1164.
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Add. 1416.
Paper ; 21 leaves, 5 lines, 8£ x 3 in. ; modem.
Sarva-durgati-pari<?odhana (Part 2).
. The same work as Add. 1632. 2, which see.

Add. 1418,
Paper; 11 leaves, 7 lines, 9| x 4 in. ; modern.
Kathinavadana.
A treatise on vinaya, especially on dress, etc. ; not a tale or
avadana in the ordinary sense of the term. See Burn. Intr. p. 39,
Hodgs. Ess. Lit. N~ep. p. 19. This work is found at Paris (Bibl.
Nat.) in MS. 98 (Divyavadana-mala).
Begins :

At 7b a bhikshu Sumana gives an enumeration of the chief
requisites of ritual, etc., in short paragraphs (76 —10a), with titles
such as
I T^fa I , etc.
Ends :
«T^Tf ^TRTfT* (then a scribe's verse).

Add. 1419.
Paper ; 30 leaves, 5—7 lines, 7£ x 3£ in. ; xvnith century,
with recent supply.
LOKE<?VARAgATAKAM by VAJRADATTA.
Leaves 1— 3, 17—30 are a recent copy : but the remainder of the
MS. is in a square hand on paper of last century; words etc. divided
in red ink. The work is a hundred verses .in praise of Lokecvara.
See B. A. S. Cat. p. 23 and Hodgson Essay Lit. Nep. 18.
* The Paris MS. has WJtTfT.
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Begins :

: it ^-^t ifTAfter v. 25 :

WIT I
After v. 75 :
Ttlr *pp*^Nt I
Ends:

Add. 1420.
Paper ; 6 leaves, 7 lines, 7 x 3£ in. ; modern.
LOKEQVARA-PARAJIKA.
Each leaf bears the title ^fl5i ^ iTTTTf^l^T.
A dialogue between Lokecvara and Tara in verse, apparently not
identical with, though similar in subject to, the work at Paris
mentioned under Add. 1353. I have however only examined the
two MSS. apart.
Begins :

Ends :
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Add. 1421.
Paper ; 13 leaves, 7 lines, 7 x 3| in. ; modern ordinary
Devanagari.
Vajra-suci by Acvaghosha.
Edited by Prof. "Weber (Berlin, 1860). This is a distinct work
from tbe treatise of the same name attributed to Qankaracarya, shortly
to be published by the compiler of this Catalogue.
Begins, after invocation to Manjunatha :

Ends:

Add. 1422.
Paper ; 20 leaves, 7 lines, 7J x 3£ in. ; modern.
Dharma-sangraha, attributed to Nagarjuna (called
SaptabhidhANOTTARA in Dr D. Wright's list).
There are some marks indicating hiatus in the original MS.
on 6b, 12b.
A fairly correct MS. ; much more so than the India Office copy,
which contains an interpolation of the period of the later mythology
inserted after the first two lines. The book is a summary of the
terminology of Buddhist philosophy and metaphysics, etc.
Begins :
T«rwrer ii

^rara TRr^rnrPT wstt*j*i^4 ii
rHf rrPTrftfW <«|||S! |

rpSJ^T I

WTTf^T^TrTTW I ^%S^Txnwr: (?)
Mf^rt|ir<+ W^J II \ II

W. fj^^Pd II

I TTW^T^J

Add. 1422.]
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in the same strain for 4 verses, after

which :

ftsnr li ll "^rf^ $!UH*j*iifa ll tttVf^frrqT^ ... etc.
Next come the 4 Brahmaviharas, the 10 Paramitas, and so on.
Ends with an enumeration of the 3 C,ikshas ; after which :
irri-JHU34«mi4n«r^di«i(i.0ffts^?)^^*jijTi: wrTrf^TII

Add. 1423.
Paper ; 8 leaves, 7 lines, 7 x 3 in. ; xvnith cent.
AMOGHAPACA-LOKECVARA-PtjJA.
A tantric manual of devotion, etc.
There are several works extant in the Chinese Tripitaka in honour
of Amoghapaga.
Begins :

Ends:

Add. 1424.
Paper ; 4 leaves (and cover), 7 lines, 7 x 3 in. ; xvnith cent.
Manjughosha-pujavidhi.
Same hand as Add. 1423.
A work of tantric devotion, in very corrupt Sanskrit.
Begins :
^jf ^mt *j43j^nrei i ^Tf ^TiiWfRTWrfT (?) I T*-

Ends:
TfrT -SPC^T TT^m^lTf^fV W*TT* 11
7
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Add. 1444.
Paper ; 5 leaves, 7 lines, 8 x 4 in.; modern.
Tantric fragments.
Chiefly ejaculations to various divinities.

Add. 1445.
Paper ; 2 large sheets, modern.
Newari Songs.
Written down for Dr D. Wright.

Add. 1446-47.
Paper; 6 lines; XVII—xvillth cent.
Tantric Devotions.
1446. 20 leaves, 10 x 2 in. A species of manual of tantric piija;
with a considerable admixture of vernacular phrases.
1447. 2 leaves, 12x4 in. Fragments of the Ushmshavijayadharani. Another copy will be found in E. A. S. Cat. p. 50.
Add. 1449.
Coarse brown paper; 24 leaves, folded backwards and forwards,
5—6 lines, 7 x 3 in. ; modern.
Dharanis, Stotras, &c.
Various prayers &a, in several hands, all barbarous in form and
language.
Add. 1451-53.
Paper ; xvillth cent.
Tantric Fragments.
1451. 8 leaves folded backwards and forwards, 6 lines, 7| x 3 in.
Stotras, in different hands, mainly ejaculations to Manjucrl and
other divinities.
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1452. G leaves folded backwards and forwards, 6 lines, 7 x 2|in.
Devotions, partly vernacular; ejaculations to Avalokitecvara and
others.
1453. 7 leaves, 5 lines, 7| x 3 in. Fragment (leaves 5—11) of
the Aikajata-dharanl.

Add. 1454.
Paper; 2 leaves, 5 lines, 8 x 3 in. ; dated N, s. 927 (a.d.
1807).
Fragment of the Stuti-dharma-cantu (?).
Ejaculation of praise to Avalokitecvara and the Sukhavatiloka,
chiefly interesting from containing the exact date and place of writing,
which latter occurs thus :

Add. 1455-56.
Paper; modern writing.
Tantric Fragments.
1455. 3 leaves, 5 lines, 7| x 2£ in. Fragment of a dharani or
stotra, partly corrupt Sanskrit, partly vernacular.
1456. 1 leaf, 6 lines, 8 x 3 in. Part of a tantra, chiefly
vernacular.

Add. 1460.
Thick paper; 50 leaves, 5 lines, 11 x3in. ; dated N. s. 792
(A.D. 1672).
Pancaraksha.
The beginning, and the ends of the chapters, are substantially the
same as in Add. 1325 (which see).
.7—2
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After the title at the end, 49a L 5, follows the verse
and invocations of blessing on teachers and parents in terms nearly
identical with those used in Add. 875 (which compare). Then follows,
(496, 1. 4) :
^RTl
•i^^TRTTrfV'jfrT
(titles) ^PTWRTTl-

*r?TfanT ^K'^T(?)^^in<^i<iTvr87T-mv«y^sT-^T-

\!H^ rRf «fTf^(wc)T*rf*T-*n^t W sftfff^ (!) w€t
^r^Ktit

^r^^Tt i ii <t ftnr^ (sic) i ^i«mf?T

M?f*J*=frT ^><L^ (exact day, etc.) f^rf^sTTfa WZri < d <?l *JH M TjTfrfrt

wiw^iwwttt^ (?) wnrHNtrf%f?srTf^<f I *TOT T^1" (a scribe's verse).

Add. 1464.
Palm-leaf ; 227 leaves (numbered in letters and figures) ;
5—6 lines, 21 x 2 in. ; Kutila character; dated 5th year of
Maoipala of Bengal (circa A.D. 1020).
ASHTASAHASRIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA.
This MS., which is in excellent preservation, has several illustra
tions—chiefly of Buddhas, showing various mudras etc. —both near
the beginning and end of the MS. and on the binding boards.
On the date and palaeography see the Introductions. There are
several glosses (e.g. at 193—4) in a hand from which it would appear
that the MS. remained in Bengal many centuries after it was written.
The last leaf is much obliterated, but the subscriptions are in the
same form as those of Add. 1688 ; in that beginning with the formula
the name mentioned also bears some resemblance,
^i?>i;f?f^fw - ^rrsT^rr (Cf. ^rj^t ^jt^t Add. less).
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The colophon runs thus :

On the work see Add. 866.

Add. 1465.
Palm-leaf; originally 299 leaves (see below), 7 lines,
13 x 2 in.; dated N. s. 384 (?) (a.d. 1264).
ASHTASAHASRIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA.
Leaves 32, 46, 108* 110, 145—147, 188, 191, 193, 197, 211, 238—
243, 245, 297, are missing.
There are also two leaves which belong to other places, or to
other MSS., numbered 113 and 11... (last fig. indistinct): there
evidently however is some confusion in this part of the MS., as the
real number 113, formerly placed elsewhere, and 114 do not quite fit
(see the passage in 866, 79a 1. 6 fin.) and moreover leaves 118—121
were originally numbered 116—119. There are also several other
corrections of pagination.
The date is somewhat doubtful ; it is expressed in letter-numerals
but not on the usual system. The first figure is clearly
so that
the digits are expressed each by a unit-figure, not, as usual, with
separate notation for tens and hundreds. The middle number is of
strange form. It may be meant for (3* (5), or for ^ or f» (8)*—
though it more resembles the syllable
The latter value is
however preferable on chronological grounds, as regards the king
( Abhaya-malla) named. (See Hist. Introd.) The last figure is certain.
As in Add. 866, the number of verses in each chapter is given at the
end. On the work see Add. 866.
The colophon, after some verses in praise of the book and the
verse
runs thus :

(?) V^MW.. . etc. I
* See Bhagwanlal in the Indian Antiquary, vi. 46.
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Add. 1467.
Paper; 297 leaves, 9 lines, 18 x 5 in. ; modern.
GAJsTDA-VYttHA.
There is an illustration on If. 1.
Add. 917.

On the work, see under

Add. 1468.
Paper; 132 leaves, 11—12 lines, 14 x 5^ in. ; modern.
Vrihat-svayambhu-pubana.
The leaves are numbered 1—48, 48*, 49—131.
hands are observable.
On the work see Add. 870.

At least three

Add. 1469.
Paper; 153 leaves, 13 lines, 13J x 7 in. ; modern.
Madhyama-Svayambhu-purIna (also called SvayambhiJtpattikatha), with vernacular translation.
Begins :

rR^^^^r^ai ^wrf^r S4hmi<<ms 11

mIX^Ph*!**: * wtfVw

^^rv ii

frwr^rgrr "faw^re^Y: ^nrnursr: i
^rftwwMPwt TO f^fTTT wtftw: H°
For chapters etc., see Dr Pischel, cited under Add. 870.
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Add. 1470.
Paper; 50 leaves, 9 lines, 12 x 5 in. ; dated N. s. 962 (a.d.
1842).
[Ekara0 or Ekallaviratantram] CanpamahaROSHANATANTRAM.
Compare Add. 1319, and R. A. S. Cat No. 46.
Begins :

Ends:
TfH ^ WRTtTWrl^
II 495.
Then a mantra of one page : after which date ut supra ; then :
^ W^TWttV^^RI ^Wl ft [1 legend. U*^MJ

Add. 1471.
Paper ; 10 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x 3 in. ; modern.
Bhadracari-pranidhana.
See Add. 899. 2.

Add. 1472.
Paper ; 6 leaves, 5 lines, 8 x 4 in. ; modern.
VMSHTiciNTAiLAsri, by Raja Pratapa Malla.
A charm for rain in 34 numbered stanzas or sections.
royal author see "Wright's Nepal, p. 213.
Begins :

Ends:

On the
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Add. 1473.
Paper; 16 leaves, 7 lines, 9£ x 4 in.; modern Devanagari band.
^AgA-JATAKAVADANA (Northern redaction in verse).
This is a different redaction of the story both from the Qacajataka
of the Avadana-mala (Add. 1415) and from- that of the collection of
Add. 1598. Its distinctively northern character is shown by the
cosmogony referred to on 2a, 1. 1, where Adi-buddha is mentioned.
The MS. begins with an invocation to Padmakara of two verses.
Then a dialogue ensues between TJpagupta and Agoka, thus :

TT^TS T^«TTlNfT% ^^>nt (sic) JgHT I
^rTrewt'T srwsrn wwt: i^t: ii
The actual story of the hare is only reached on leaf 86, and from
here to the end it will be seen that the verses of the (prose and verse)
story in the Jataka-mala are to be found in our MS.
Thus v. 1 (p. 59 ed. Fausboll, "Five Jatakas" 1861) is to be found
on 9a 1. 1, and the last verse on 156 1. 1.
The dramatis personae (which may be compared with the list in
the Pali tale, Fausb., "Five Jatakas," p. 58, 1. 9) are thus given
(156—16) :
sit TrCT[^]?r^T^Y ^tttrw ^'fHr: I
aii^M^: 3£*m?rt s~^t^w\ «imO swfij
^
Ends:

W^T^WfrT ^Kftw II

TTrT IHTWrrRrR^T^ ^TTH II
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Add. 1475.
Paper; originally 114 leaves (see below), 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ;
xvilth century.
Pancaraksha.
Leaves 17, 29, 92 and 104 are wanting.
The last leaf is written on different paper and in a slightly more
recent hand than the rest. It contains the date N. s. 802 (a. d. 1682) ;
but there is every reason to believe that it is simply a fresh copy of
leaf found to be damaged. See Introduction, and compare Add. 1644.
The postscript consists of the verse
etc. and the
following note :
<S<^*«MN
**KKI*in£<M (sic) W^TTTftST

For chapters etc. see Add. 1325; but the ending of ch. 1 seems
to have been on the missing leaf 17.
Two leaves (numbered 1 and 38) of a Tantric Sutra, size and writing
similar to the supply-leaf mentioned above, have been used probably
as covers. The forms are barbarous throughout. Leaf 1 begins,
after salutation to Ganeca and the Ratnatraya,
*TCT ^ArW*^Tt**re ^*reTT: TJ^^ fa^fa . . .
Mystic syllables follow soon after.

Add. 1476.
Black paper ; 29 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x 3 in. ; late xvilth or
xvmth cent.
Dhabanis.
The leaves are numbered 3—31. Written in gold-coloured letters.
There are illustrations of the deities to whom the dharanis are
addressed.
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Leaves 3—9 contain the Mahdpratisard-dhdr".
10,
Mahdsdhasrapramardirii-dh''.
„
XV, 11
xx
„
„
12-166 „
Mahamdyun-dh0.
Mahagitavatirdh".
„ 166—186 „
Mahdmantrdnu8drani-dha.
„ 186—206 „
At 21a the names of the preceding Dharanls are recapitulated:
then (till 22a) Abhaya-kali (?) dharatvi.
Leaves 226 to the end contain the Aryd-tdrd-dlidranl.

Add. 1478.
Paper; 166 leaves, 6—8 lines, 13J x 2 in. ; chiefly Bengali
hand ; XIV—Xvth cent.
QlKSHA-SAMUCCAYA by JAYADEVA.
The earlier leaves have been renumbered; we have 14 and 14*,
but no 1 8. The writing is Bengali, with several antique features, e. g.
medial i written as a simple curve above its consonant, not before it.
122a med. to 132a are written in a hooked-top Nepalese hand, with,
some early forms of letters ; e. g. that of V.
This MS. is the archetype of the Hodgson MS. (No. 15) in the
India Office.
From the reference to the work in "Wassiliew's Taranath, p. 208,
it would seem that the work was compiled by Jayadeva in or about
the 7th cent. a. d.
The work is a compendium of Buddhist teaching on vinaya and
practical religious duty. It abounds in quotations, the chief sources
of which are given below.
Often the quotation is not fully given and the word H*4 1 <!1 , or
abbreviated
(Pal. peyydlam), placed to mark the omission.
Works cited are :
Ratnolkddhdrani 2.
Gandwvyuha-sutra 2, 4, 736, 76, 86, 137.
Dagadharma-siitra 36.
Niyatdniyatdvatdra-s" 46, 49.
Tathdgataguhyaka 56, 646, 1076, 141, 163.
(Juranffama-s" 6.
Bhadrakcdpikars" 6.
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Dagabhumis0 76, 126 (called there Dagabhumaha-s").
Ahdgagarblia-8a 76, 8, 346.
Sagcvramati-s0 9a, 276, 64, 65, 716, 876, 1196.
Kshitigarbha-s° 96, 49.
Akshayamati-s" 8, 22, 616, 806, 896, 105, 106, 1186, 120
(°ti-mahdyanars°), 1226, 126, 1416.
Saddharmasmrityupasthdna-s'' 86.
Bhais]mjyavaiduryaprahhdrdja-sa 96, 836.
Manjiigr%uddhahsh^tragunavyuhdlankdrar80 10, 316, 846.
Adhydgayasancodana-s0 11a, 526, 1596.
Pragdntavinigcayaprdtihdrya-s0 lla, 47a6, 486.
Candrapradipars 116, 126, 14*a, 32,55, ("£dya-sambara niadhye")
606, 77, 856, 896, 906, 1076, 120.
Ratnameghctrs* 12, 856, 97, 117, 1196, 128, 137, 157.
Ndrdyanaparipricclw, 14.
Eatnacuda-s" 14*(a), 1046, 1056, 119.
Mdshtrapdla-s" 14*6, 326, 756, 916.
Vajradhvaja-s° 15.
Gaganaganja-s" 226, 28, 296, 306, 606, 646, 118a, 6.
Viradatta-paripri° 23, 104.
Ugradattorparip" (cf. Ugra-p" below) 24, 856, 86.
Cnnidldsimhanddars0 26.
Aslttasahasrikdprajndpdramitd 276.
Saddharmapundafikd 29, 516, 586.
Simhaparipricchd 316.
Ratnardgi-s" 326, 65, 68a, 6, 936, 138.
Updyakaugalya-s" 39, 796, 806, 81.
Kshiti-s0 396.
Pravrajydnurdya-s" (? "anugaya") 406.
Qradd/idbalddhdndvatdratnudrd-s'' 37, 1376.
Avalokand-s° 50, 1316.
K(wmavarai}avigtiddhar80 50, 82.
SarvadhMrmapravnltirnirdega 506, 546.
Curangamasamddhi-s0 51.
Mahdha/rurja-s° 52, 136.
Aryasarvadharmavaiptdyasangraha-s" 526.
BharmasangUi 616, 626, 636, 64, 646, 756, 1036, 105, 1156, 1246,
1446.
Brahmaparipricchd 64.
Ugraparipriccha 67, 72, 906, 916, 92, 117, 1186, 141.
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VirrwlahlrtinirAeqa 716, 116, 1176.
Ralnakuta-s" (?) 72.
Arya-manjufrlvikridita-s? 736.
Updliparipri" 81, 85.
Vajracchedika 82, 120.
Pushpakutadhdranl 83.
Zrya[mah&\meg7ia (not "meghasutra) 87.
Jnanavaipulya-s° 906.
Lalitavistara 956, 106a.
Rajdvavadaka-s" 956.
Suvarnabhdsottamatantra 100.
Pitriputrasamdgatna(*) 108.
TafMya<a-[<jrMA2/ci]-ra<w.a-s0 1 196.
Vajravara-s" 121.
Vrihatsdgarcmdgardjaparipricchd 1 366.
Prajndpdramita 1396, 160.
Zrydnupurvasamicdgatar-parivartta (of some other work ?) 1386
(cf. also supra).
Ratnakdraiidaka-s" 162.
Begins :
W S^TWW «K<*ir<*l'«5linTTfi4l^lT<^+i'l>g:rR-

The titles of the sections are as follows :
1. TT% far^TWW^ <MMKfadl

Tf^%T: I

23a.
*T8 I 28a.
3. t° v^frwrf^T^T *?fta: q° i 346.
4. ^JTJ^'
I 536. (No general title, chiefly anarthds and
different kinds of mvMpatti).
tr° I 16a.
* This is the name of an adhyaya of the Bhadrakalp&vadana
(MS. 1411, 1876—2076 p. 91, supra).
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6. T° ^mjnrTcfT^T to: v° i 7i«.
7. T° WTTWT^T ¥TT*T: 17° I 776.
8. T° TPnfr*R*rg*r: v i 856.
9. T° ^if^HMKi^dl ^° *R*T: I 89a.
10. T° ^Hmrf^nTT *r ^tr: i 906.
11. t° ^TW^r »ii^*i<ai: tt° i 94«.
12. T°
#?T^tW^ f^-HMr<*^ 1?° ^T^ITfW I 1036.
13. T° W^WT^Tft'^": WT^Ti: I 107a.
14. T° ^loH^NMr^a^r^^ci^: ^° I H7a.
10. T° witoi^: M^^ai:
i ii9a.
16. T° fsr^unjw^ x*.^ifafV: ^irfl:

1 1316.

17. t° ^rr^fai^T^w^ ^r^rreprsfaT ^fr^ir:
i
141a.
18. - T° TIT0 ^ T^^T^frT TTTrrgT^in0 (sic) I 157a.
19. T° f^TrR^pfTt ^tJT<^fTT^t ^f^rT^^f^^t^T-

W^Tf^RWII
S%^V^T^t^fr: ftl^TOTWT
?targ

Tffrf^«j^*^

I 166a-6.

f^ftv tt^ wTft ww: ii "

^ I f^"cr . . (then in a modern Nepalese hand)

Add. 1480.
Paper ; 1 leaf, 7 lines, 14 x 4 in. ; modern.
Fragment of a Mahayanasutra.
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On left *T. *J J ^ ; on right *f^ : \.
Begins (after invocations to Buddha) :
r^^<Td <M*i«j(t in^rfr ^<fi'^iMr<f^ri<i<*i§:

Ends:

7T *HI3M^ II
Then follow more invocations as above.
extend beyond the eight introductory clokas.

The whole does not

Add. 1481.
Paper; 235 leaves, 6 lines, 15 x 4J in. ; dated N. s. 915 (a.d.
1795).
Samadhi-raja.
On the work see Add. 916.
The postscript states that the MS. was written in the year men
tioned, in the reign of Bana-Bahadur (Wright, pp. 282, sqq.), at
Kathmandu, by Karnajoti : names of scribe's relatives etc. are added.
Chapters 1 and 2 as in Add. 916.
Ch. 3 (16) title as in Add. 916 ch. 4; ch. 4 (186—19), WTftPJ0 '.
For the other chapters see Add. 916.
Ends like the R. A. S. MS., with the same curious corruption,
apparently, of
Hfiai0 for -qcHlXaifrlfl*!0 '. ; compare above
p. 28, note.

Add. 1482.
Paper; 313 leaves, 6—8 lines, 16 x 4 in. ; modern.
AgOKAVADANA-MALA.
On the work see Burn. Intr. p. 358 sqq., 435, etc.
The tales are written in clokas.
Begins, after four verses of homage to Buddha, etc. :
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Ends:
1. *7s*PnTHlsD + <l*H<l<M TT?mt S-JJTTT: \\[ 96.
2-

fr*iq^HN<H *"*TTTT I ^ I 326.

3. «,rtW*i=KM ^an*<*Hi=KM wrrrn I ^ I 836.
1*8 I 92.
5. Tmn° $iH«iM<Mt *° i *j 1056.
6. Tf«T

^° I $ I 1266.

7. TfH P«K*|*iaMMsUll<l<l^ ^° I « I 1316.
8. I c I TfH f<2Tj?fTTTWW0 *° I 1536.
«*
9. This chapter is subdivided into paricchedas, as follows (these
subdivisions, however, are numbered on, in figures, as if they were
divisions of the main work, the original numbering being afterwards
reverted to) :
TffT WTf^f^TTT^W: I *-l (=1) 155.
T° MiM<aHi f^<ffa:MK^: i \° i 157.
flf^rnrftW TTTf ^rffa: qP<^<: I U I 158.
Crfvfwrtrmtt ttr
mk%4* i ^ i 160.
Tfw ^rrspRT""^* (sic) t^t: m(\^4: i ^ i 163.
T° ^ir^MKr+MT to: mT<^?<: i \v i 1656.
T° ^\^m<r*irrr ^rm: w> i vu 1706.
T° "ttlMMKfarH UTrrgT: *T° I

I 176.

T° HT|IMI<r^f1i 1R ^ro: *T° I V© I 181.
TfH ^^nTTNW^T'' I £-11 1836.
10. icy^<M4d^d-^MW^e'§

1946.

* Cf. Burn. Intr. p. 374 note,
t Burn. Intr. p. 415, note.
\ Cf. ibid., p. 425.
§ A smaller work called AhoratravratakathCi exists in the R. A. S.
Lond. ; another also (uncertain what) at Paris.
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11. t° ^WTTf^m^;0 n^i 207.
This is the same tale as the separate work of the same name in
prose and verse at Paris, described by Burn. Intr. p. 556. Copies
appear to exist also in Calcutta.
12. TfH *TW3pm^T5T WW* I ^ I 215.
The same story as Avadana-sara-samuccaya No. 4, Add. 1598,
43—56.
13. T° MliKl^cKM *° I
I 2186.
14. T° ^r8*^l*MM4° ^° I \« I 2246.
The story of kings Ajatacatru, Prasenajit and a Qreshthin.
15. T° r<«yi^M4MN<° *° I
231.
(Comp. Avad.-Qat. n. 10, and see Feer in Journ. Asiatiqxie, 1879,
xiv. p. 164).
16. T° 4<s*l«sKM<M W° I
Cf. Avad.-Q. ni 10; Feer, p. 166.

I 2366.

17. T° Wr^^TT^;0 *° I
I 2426.
See another form of the tale in Avad.-Cat. v. 10; Feer, p. 172.
18. T° ^WTSRT H5I 2476.
See Avad.-Q. vi. 10; Feer, p. 175.
19. T°
I \L.\ 255.
See Avad.-Cat. vn. 10; Feer, p. 177.
20. T° 1JK^N^° I 263.
This is the story of Virupa, who had formerly stood at the churn
(T^fT) Avad.-Qat. nil! 10; Feer, p. 180.
21. T° TT8MMl=K° ^° I ^\ I 270.
See Avad.-Qat. ix. 10; Feer, p. 184. All the three episodes of
previous births are narrated and at somewhat greater length than in
the Avad.-Cat.
22. T° W^PRT^"0 *° I ^ I 2766.
This tale describes Indra in his glory in heaven, but feeling
apprehension as to the ending of his present power and life. After
a long conference with Qaci it is decided to seek a remedy in
JambudvTpa. A troop of (jramanas are seen, and Indra subsequently
applies in person to the Buddha himself, who reinstates the god in
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his glory. On the church's enquiring the reason of this act, the
Buddha explains that on the death of the ancient Buddha Krakucchandra, a king named Cbbha had built him a fine stQpa ; for this
he had obtained his desire of being deified; but his godhead lasted
only for a time: the Buddha had therefore reinstated him, the
Buddha having been born as Krakucchandra, and Indra having been
Cobha.
23. T° TOM^' *° I 283.
Some merchants' sons from Pataliputra, in quest of sandal, apply
to Punyasena ; their subsequent adventures, visit to the Buddha, and
meetiug with a king Candraloka and others, are described.
24. T° ^WIT^R^0 W° I ^8 I 2886.
A Brahman, Ci-utavarman, has a son Bhavacarman by his wife;
Jayasena. Bhavacarman grows up : his amorous experiences are
described ; he is detected in breaking into a palace; repenting of his
evil ways, he reforms, practises various penances, and finally becomes
a convert.
25. ^WWW°"ISI^I 2956.
Birth and education of Madhurasvara, son of Sudhira and Sumetra,
Ananda comes to beg at the house and induces Madhurasvara to follow
him ; he is however permitted to return after a while to take leave
of his parents. Ananda then sends him forth on his wanderings as a
bhikshu. He falls among thieves, whom he converts and ordains.
Subsequent conversion and rejoicing of Sudhira.
26. TfH M<y<*N^0 U° I ^ I 302.
Padmaka, son of Manasa a merchant of Cravasti, sees the bhikshu
Upasena. Padmaka gains his father's consent to his becoming a
bhikshu. The first house at which he begs is that of a courtezan,
Cagilekha; her attempted seductions; to which Padmaka turns a
deaf ear and goes away with empty bowl. Qagilekha, however, by the
help of another veqyti, a chandali, Mantrabala, tries to draw him back
by love-mantras, etc. This attempt also is unsuccessful ; and Padmaka
succeeds in converting both women. They are received by the
Buddha at Qravasti : on the bhikshus' enquiring the reason of this
favourable reception, the Buddha explains that formerly by Kagyapa's
preaching a man, Mitra, and his maids, Nanda and Sunanda, had
been converted ; on their going to the sisterhood they were abused by
one of the sisters; she was born, for a punishment, as a Chandali vepjd;
8
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Padmaka is Mitra. Another birth of Padmaka was as Pushpasena,
who had met a Buddha in a flower-garden. Acoka and the rest
discourse for a while on this story.

Scene in Indra's heaven. Buddha addresses the Devas, Kinnaras
etc. Alarm of Indra. Buddha, after some conversation, reassures
him and his followers, telling them, inter alia, of the Sarvaduryati$odhanadhdranl* : afterwards, lie proclaims the samadhi called
Vajradhishthana ; recital of the Guhyahridaya and of other dharanis
and mantras. Buddha also addresses the Lokapalas and other mytho
logical personages.
Ends:
Tfn ift ^aTl*N4l«1*il^T ^TTTfT II
In the same covers is a leaf, blank on one side and perhaps
intended as a cover, containing 9 numbered verses on the results of
actions, etc.

Add. 1483.
Paper; 178 leaves, 9 lines, 15x44 in. > dated N. S. 901
(A.D. 1781); good Devanagari hand.
Madhyamaka-vritti (called Vinaya-Sutra, see below)
by CandrakIrti.
There are a few marks of lacunae or the like in the archetype. On
the work see Burn. Intr., 559 et al. ; Hodgson, Ess. Lit. Nep. 20.
It consists of 27 chapters (TT^CW), corresponding to the 27 topics
enumerated by Csoma ( = Feer in Ann. Mus. Guim. ii. 207).
Begins :

W^TTT W

^T^W^ WWT ^1T^ II \ II
etc.

S0
* See Add. 1623.
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«#Tf^[T]^rr^f^rrTt

(leg.

W^°) TTW II 8 II
Then follow the "quelques ligues d'introduction" (five in our MS.)
of which Burnouf (1. c.) speaks.
The text of the siitra itself begins with the words :

irf^hfl II
On which the commentary thus commences :

WW WWT7Tx II
The quotations from Buddha-palita (referred to by Burnouf)
occur in 5a-b (cf. also 66, 1. 7; 7a, 1. 4; and 10a, 1. 7): from Bhavaviveka in 10.
The chapters end thus :
1. ^H^^frfol^T^Tf^r?TT TT^TTTTT^t ^174«tTt TTrtJ<IM-0'^T TT*T TTWIT^TW I 276.
2. Kr$° TrTnTrTxrftm 1° f^rfT^ TT° I 336.
3. m° ^TT<0r«^^M<Y^T *T° <?7TT^ 3T° I 36.
4. ^rr° ^whtNt *t° Mri*iif0 1 38.
5.

^llfiMO^T *T°

Xf° I 40.

G. ^TT° TT'K'tM'Cl^M+i&qtt (sic) JT° I 42.
7. ^TT° *jt*«1M<V^T *T° W^T(«c)Tr° I 52.
8. W
K* M <TNT1T<* < «ll *H
I 56.
o. ,srro xrsfrpfNT i° i^t ire>TW i 59.
10. '^SreftefW T°

• 64.

11. M^IM<*l<ftqft^T *n#FT^° TT° I 67.
12. ^IW^^T T° ^TT° I 69.
13. ^<*KM° WT«ro I 72.
14.

^r^° I 75.

15. ^*TT5R0

I 80.
8—2
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16. *Rnft^° tfT^!0 I 866.
17.

I 97a-b.

18. ^fTrJPT0 ^TgT^TI0 I 109.
19.

'IT^t^rfTJr0 I 111.

20. *T*nJfa0 fW3l° I 118.
21. ^Rf^m11 T*<Sfi0 I 1246.
22. fTOPTrTO0 ^° 131.
23. f^Nrre^0 wrf^ 140.
24. ^T^mft^T 1° ^fjff° 1546.
25. f^RTO0

162.

26. Tirajt^0 Wff0 171.

Works cited (considerable extracts often being given) are :
Akshayamati-stitra 11, 33.
Ratnakuta-s" 126, 1026.
Subhuti-paripi'iccha (dialogue from this work) 136- 14a.
[Arya-] Vajra-manda-dharanl.
Gaganagaiijasamadhi-sutra 38.
Samadhiraja-s" 38, 40, 586, 796, 95.
^Mi l\ g "^(jT prob. = Upaliparipricclia 556.
Anavataptahradapasankramana-s0 70.
Prajnaparamita 80, 1336.
Arya-dhyapitamushti-s0 85, 153.
Maradamana-s° 86.
Agama 95.
Vimalakirtinirdeca 95.
Ratnacuda-s° 956.
Cataka (without further distinction) 101.
Ashtasabasrikaprajfiaparamita 101.
Tathagataguhyaka-s" 102, 1036 (bis).
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In 135 we read 3T^T
contain the name of a work in a corrupt form.
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which seems to

Add. 1485.
Black paper with gold letters; 39 leaves, 5 lines, 9 J x 3 in. ;
dated n. s. 797 (a.d. 1677).
A collection of Dharanis, etc.
The leaves are numbered 16—54. The hand is of the square,
close, and somewhat illegible character usual in MSS. of this material.
The contents are as follows :
1, Prajndparamitahridayam.
The Chinese version of this work is translated by Prof. Beal,
Journ. R. A. S. 1875, p. 27. The identity of the works will be
seen by comparing with his version the opening sentences of the
sutra itself.
Begins :

*rofHT«ri Tr^Tqirfarn^rr ^tow ^rc^rcrsnft (sic)
and, a few lines further on :

1^

I t^5TT JJj* etc. I ilT "S^f ... I ^T^T

... I fqWT "SJ." . . . I

ailP<M^ *fv*#T : ^WT-

TJ^IT WWT 'SRrq^T ^f'T^T: . . .
The words supplied by Prof. Beal on conjecture (p. 28) thus
appear (18, 1. 2): 1^ 1^ Tr^TT HT^^rT^ ftfW W^T I
The sutra then concludes with a few lines such as are usually
found in these works.
Nos. 2—6 are the Dharanis ; the same, and in the same order as
in R. A. S. MS. 79, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 : viz. the dharanis called
Vajravidaran.1 (206), Gaiiapatihridaya (226), Ushnishavijaya (256),
Mdrici (29), and Graliamatrika (38).
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7. Pratyanjira-dhdrani (526).
See R. A. S. Cat. No. 77.
After this follow two pages of invocations, etc. ; after which :
^Nfr S^J ^7TV ^0£jS> (month, nakshatra, day etc.) . . .
TT7TT\?r f*rnift . . ; 3rrg*P!?q*HTt . . . ^Y<«i=N^ (?)... i

Add. 1486.
Paper; 41 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x 3^ in.; dated N. S. 841 (A.D.
1721).
AyvAGHOSHA-NANDiMUKHAVADANA (with vernacular version).
Begins :
^VTTt ^T1" ^T etc- (see Add- 1357)Ends :

^f^T*^ «l«»r|v ^\ (then nakshatra etc., after which) :
lar).

^^RTWTT^T I ^RSrfVr^ ^ftftpf^ (?)...etc. (vernacu
The scribe's name is Prabhakara.

Add. 1487.
Paper; 121 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x Sin. ; dated N. s. 928 (A.D.
1808).
Uposiiad[h]a-vrata, vernacular.
Cf. R. A. S„ No. 76.

Add. 1488.
Palm-leaf; 129 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x 2 in. ; xivth cent, (date
retouched, see below).
Amara-ko^A.
Begins with the live introductory i^lokas given in ed. Deslongchamps, p. 2 (after invocation of Buddha).
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The letters are much faded, especially towards the beginning,
and accordingly the last few pages, and some other passages, have been
retraced with modern ink. Preface, etc. as in printed editions.
Ends :
1276.

Then follows a short summary of contents, after which :

33ft ^t^^jt f?r^t t^frR^

¥T-9i^t5t

*ft*renjt

^nTrTv ^f^rfrTqft f*RTf%7T . . . (here an erasure) . . . PfffT' I
W THT **^IMM

(erasure) fSRW*!

f<H *T^T<TT^

^T^T^Rft ^f^%W f%fW7Tf*rffT I *T*IT \t etc. II
On the back, in a slightly larger, but probably contemporary
hand :

ffTftl f^fPC*jfU T^T ^rT (?)
(read
^TTTffTfT I
This seems to be for nepdla saru[vai] abdlii-vindu-vishaye = 504
= A. d. 1 384. Vindu as a word-numeral is not known : but in these
MSS. the sign of zero is frequently a more dot, like anusvara (vindu).
The king's name is next given :
JRMWWt^T IT^1^ ... I ^^r^HTTT^Rt (sic)
...

^THimS* (? 1. rf°) ^TTfrT I

This date (1384) will accord with MSS. Add. 1689 and 1395; in
the former of which we find Jayarjuna (or °jana) reigning in A. D.
1374, and in the latter, Jayasthiti in 1385. Compare the nearly
coeval date in the note to Add. 1544.

Add. 1533.
Paper ; 18 leaves, 6 linos, 7h x 3 in. ; xvnith cent.
A^VAGHOSHA-NANDIMUKHAVADANA.
*...* This is written over in quite modern ink;—what was
underneath is undecipherable.
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Leaf 1 is missing.
The language is almost as hopelessly barbarous as in the other
MSS. of the work (Add. 1357 et al. q. v.). The last two leaves are
in a slightly different hand. A recent corrector has retouched the
MS. here and there, in the vain endeavour to make the jargon into
something like correct Sanskrit. The MS. shows some distinct
varieties of reading, as compared with the other copies.
A leaf at the beginning, serving as a cover, contains a fragment of
the Vasudhdrd dharani, and begins :
^

tpraitk' ^T^^HWTTTt II

^wct ?w(t ^ TOfhft4(\<Ki: ii

Add. 1534.
Paper ; 36 leaves, 6 lines (ruled), 8|x3 in. ; dated N. s.
811 (A.D. 1C91).
Megha-sutra.
This MS. was not used for my printed edition, owing to its not
having been identified in the printed list: see Add. 1689 and RiS,
Journal, Apr. 1880.
At the end :
f«rNr?H

(?) HRr^n:

\<««<u f*rf*sra

Then follow a scribe's verse and the date.

Add. 1535.
Paper; 6 leaves, 7 lines (ruled), 9£ x 3 in.; xvillth cent.
PlNDAPATRAVADANA-KATHA, attributed to DlPANKARA.
Bad writing and full of barbarisms.
Apparently the same work as in R. A. S. Cat. No. 45, but not
the same as Add. 1305, supra. It also exists in Paris, Bibl. Nat.
MS. 98 ("Divyavadana-mala").
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The speaker is the Tathagata, Dipankara; the hearer king
Sarvananda.

The latter half of the work (46—6a) consists of short paragraphs in
verse on the various offerings suitable to be made to a bhikshu with a
pinda-patra, etc. ; and concludes (66) with a few words on appropriate
seasons, months, etc.
Ends :
TfH ^r^H^T^rrTOT'TW (sic) fq^THfTM ^TT^T

Add. 1536.
Paper ; 32 leaves, 5 lines, 9 x 3 in. ; dated N. s. 803 (A. D.
1683).
Svayambhu-PUEANA (smallest redaction).
See Add. 870.
Illustrations on leaves 1, 2, and 32.
Ends (with date as above, and scribe's name) :
f*rf*sr<r *nmi^-«jsk3«i "rOt (sic).

Add. 1537.
Paper ; 48 leaves, 5 lines, 10| x 3 in. ; modern Nepalese
hand, but squarer and more regular than usual.
KAPiyAVADANA.
The leaves are numbered 1—25, 27—49.
There are words of comment, and divisions of words, occasionally
written above the lines in red, or in black.
The MS. seems to be an exact reproduction of the archetype of
Add. 1345, as the preface, titles, and even the concluding scribe's
verse, are identical.
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Add. 1538.
Paper; 40 leaves, G lines (ruled), 14 x 3£in. ; dated N. S. 964
(A.D. 1844).
ViRAKuglVADANA, from the Divyavadana.
Text very faulty. Copies at Paris and Calcutta.
This is a story in praise of the ashtami-vrata, or fast on the eighth
day, and probably composed to be read on solemn occasions of this
kind. The subject matter purports to be taken from the Divyavadana
(much of which seems to have perished), and illustrates the merit of
the fast, etc.
Begins in verse thus (after invocation) :

tT*T I etc.
After a few more verses, the prose begins thus :

The king observes the ashtamlvrata in honour of Amogha-paca and
Avalokitegvara (3a. 1); and is rewarded by the miraculous birth of a
son from a sugar-cane (ikshu), therefore called Ikshvaku. A short
story is now told of a sarthavaha, Supriya, who gained a shower of
jewels by a vrata (Aa-b). The king abdicates in favour of his son
Ikshvaku (46, 1—2). The queen Alinda (after due attention to the
vrata) bears a son ; his name was to have been Kucjala, but is
shortened by his mother to Kuca (6a, 5-6); he performs sundry
deeds of prowess, whence he gains the name of Vira-kuca (66. 5).
The life of Vira-kuca is now detailed, and the moral is thus summed
up in the last line :
^tfl-fl (sic) K7TTOtW9 Sift rT^ftj Ml mi ^
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^tf^T^T%^7T ^^[WjWr^in^RrT^ (sic)

Add. 1543.
Palm-leaf; 113 leaves, 6 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; xnth cent.
StrviKRANTAVlKRAMI-PARIPRICCHA,
or Sarddhadvisahasrika prajnaparamita.
The hand is very similar to that of R. A. S. Cat. No. 2 : see the
plate there, and compare that in Palseographical Soc. Orient. Ser.,
PI. 43. The MS. is corrected in several hands, mostly of considerable
antiquity.
This redaction has 7 parivarttas and 2500 verses. See Wassiliew,
Taran. 159 (147), and Csoma As. Res. xx. 395 (also Ann. Mus. Guini.
ii. 201) as to its Tibetan form, etc.
After 15 lines of invocation and preface, the text begius (26) :
T£ef *TCT ^rR^f^Tv

*TWTX TT^TS^ TTf^frT

The chapters end :
i. ^T^Tr^T^TTf^mTf^T^ sum: i m.

246.
3. <T*mT ml^ffT fTTTT <?rfhi: 376.
4.

"^M«IM(X«|-fn TT*T "^fj^: I 60.

5. wWt^0 VW> I m.
6. ^Nft^0 WZl I 94.

mrf^mT ^RTTTT I
Then follows the verse
, with which the other
Prajnaparamita in 2500 verses begins (Add. MSS. 1628 and 1629).
The works, however, seem distinct; see Wassiliew (supra cit.). As
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to the subject, Suvikrantavikramin's first questions of the Buddha
give some notion of the general drift and are thus expressed (3a-b) :

TTfT0 XT^T^TTf^TW^<?T THX' ^HffaT'RTTTt

[I]

In ch. 2, at the beginning, the speakers are Ananda and Qaradvatlputra (Qarip0) ; in ch. 5, Qaradvatiputra and Subhuti. Elsewhere
they seem to be Suvikrantavikramin and the Buddha.
At the end is an odd leaf, found in Add. 1680, written by the
scribe of this MS. in precisely the same style, and containing quite
similar matter; but it is not numbered like the rest.

Add. 1544.
Paper ; 172 leaves, 7 lines, 20 x 2 in. ; xnth cent.
ASHTASAHASHIKA-PRAJNAPARAMITA.
See Palseograph. Soc. Or. Series, Plate 57, where Professors
Cowell and Eggeling assign the MS. to the xnth cent. Note also
that the conjecture there given as to the individual peculiarity of the
sloping hand is confirmed by leaves 84—87 of Add. 1708.
For the postscript see Add. 1163.
. There are dates of recitation written on the back of both the first
and the last leaves; the one being n. s. 492, the other 499. The last
two figures of the latter are obscure : the former is interesting as being
expressed both in figures and words (I^T^T WIT 1
"t^^l^f^fT).
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Add. 1546. 1.
Black paper; 3 leaves, 5 lines, 6x2| in.; xvilth cent.
A collection of Dharanis.
Written in gold letters.
There is an illustration on If. 1.
Begins :
Tf?T ^^THf *TT* VTTfW WTTf I 2a.
T° vfrmrv

„

„

„

2b.

T° TWT^faf^ I 3a.
Add. 1546. 2.
Blue-black paper ; 7 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2£ in. ; xvnth cent.
Maha-sambara-hridaya-dharani.
The leaves are numbered 3—7, 9, 10.
Written in gold, silver, and bronze letters.
Begins :
On leaf 5 are spaces for pictures.
Ends:

Add. 1547.
Paper; 18 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2^ in. ; xvinth cent.
AlKAJATA-STOTRA.
The leaves are numbered with small figures in the right-hand
corner at the foot.
On the work see Add. 1453.
Begins :

Ends :
.... ^WH^rffT ||
^rk

II

H 1 4 £j* ^TWft^T^T
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Add. 1548.
Paper ; 23 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2| in. ; xvmth cent.
Nama-sangiti.
The leaves are numbered 52—73, so that the MS. was apparently
part of a collection of works ; cf. Add. 1104.
Begins and ends as Add. 1323.

Add. 1549.
Paper; 9 leaves, 5 lines, 6x2 in.; dated N. s. 921 (a.d. 1801).
Namashtottara-cataka.
There is an illustration of a goddess on the first page.
Begins :
*3i nit ^fta^wre I
Ends:
ctttt *i£ir<*i«T: wmiiTiTi-w* ^fWf^?T
WT5T I
Then follows the date, as above ; but the last figure is indistinct.

Add. 1550.
Paper; 21 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2^ in.; modern.
Panca-maha-raksha-sutrani.
A collection of dharanis in connexion with the same 5 Qaktis as
those of the Panca-raksha, Add. 1325 (which see). Spaces are left
for pictures of the Qaktis at the heads of the chapters.
Begins :

1. w^mrnrfrf^TT^T ^3 *rfr vR^ft ^tttt: i 8.
2. ^rNhRTreTT^^Tfr^ wqtH 10.

3. (?) ^i^^i^^-f^nrrgV

wre: is.
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**ttct: ia

TT^frfrr^r? (sic) % fH ^rr^*i^inffT0 . . . .<&<4ift wra:
(see Add. 1325).
etc.
*faT*R$ pTT^[ ( = N. s. 950 (?) = A.D. 1830).

Add. 1551.
Paper ; 23 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2 in. ; modern.
A collection of Dharanis.
There are illustrations at the beginning of Nos. 1 and 4.
1. Qakracambara (X)-dharani.
Begins (leaf 2a) :

2. A stotra to TWra-devl, in 21 numbered stanzas, ending 86.
3. A stotra (?) to VajrctrSatva and Tatlmgatas. Ends 126.
4. AryamaltOrkdlard/idrant. Ends 196.
5. CandamahdrosJianatantra-dh°, 216.
Ends:
TfH ^V^ttt^w WT'rnre;^ wmi( 1
Leaf 16 contains the last words of the postscript of something else :
-rr^^Tf^ ITCTOm (sic).

Add. 1552.
Paper; 2 leaves (numbered 11, 12), 5 lines, 7x2 in.; modern.
Fragment of the Kalacakra-mantra-dharani.
Ends:
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Add. 1553.
Paper ; 15 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 22 in. ; modern.
A collection of Dharanis.
The leaves are numbered 1 —11, 13, 15, 18, 19.
There are illustrations of deities.
1. PaiUiavini^atikd^ajiiapdramitahndai/a-dh''. Ends at lb.
2. SaJut8rahhuja(1)-lokegvara-dterani.
Ends:

Add. 1554.
Paper ; 3 leaves, 5 lines, 6x2\ in. ; xvmth cent.
Prajnaparamita-hridaya-dharani.
The work consists chiefly of invocations, eta It is not the same
as Add. 1485. 1.
Begins :
TR: #RfWR II etc.
Ends :

Add. 1555.
Paper ; 8 leaves, 5 lines, 6 x 2 in. ; modern.
Dharanis.
1. MaJiagambara-dharanl.
Ends:
2. BhiUa-(V)fambara-dharani.
Ends:

Add. 1580.
Palm-leaf; 4 leaves, 5 lines, 10 x 2 in.; dated N. s. 547 (a.d.
1427).
Qambukavadana.

Add. 1580.]
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The MS. gives the title with the strange barbarism tj*-^^0 .
The style and subject of the tale are not unlike the Paiica-tantra,
the first personages introduced being seven shells (sambhukah) and
a fisherman named Riipaka; further on, both personages and scenery
are distinctively Buddhistic.
Begins, after 4 clokas of prefatory invocation :

(»ic) ^TTR^T^r^^rw^f^JTT (sic) T*mi«j^rTT I fUTf ITT WT W^C (?)
Ends:

1%f%rT

^T^"R>^T^rNf

WTO: (?)

Add. 1581.
Paper; 8 leaves, 8 lines, 9 x 5 in.; modern Devanagarl hand.
DharmA-LAKSHMI-samvada (vernacular) .
The syllable ^1*1° is placed above each page-number.
The work is divided into 8 adhyayas.
Ends:
TfH -^r^w^rw^jj ^nmt (sic)

i

Add. 1585.
Paper; 13 leaves, 10 lines (ruled), 14x3 in.; fine, minute
hand-writing of the xvnth cent.
SUMAGADHAVADANA and part of the
Dacaku^alajam Phalam.
On the right side of each leaf (1—12) "SJ*TT*TVT.
On the tale see Bumouf, Intr. p. 566, and Rajendralala, Nep.
Buddh. Lit. p. 237.
Begins :
to: ^T^^^fTf^¥%"«i : i
^t^ttv -ftmm
9
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Ends:
iwrerR^nr wnr i i3a.
On 136 there is marked at the side <^3U=g3^T.
Then, after invocations to Buddha, etc. :

The MS. ends 'abruptly with this leaf.
Add. 1586.
Paper ; 20 leaves, 10 lines (ruled), 14 x 3 in. ; fine, minute
hand-writing, dated N. s. 781 (A.D. 1661).
Rashtrapala-paripricchA.
The title of the work is cited in Bohtlingk and Roth from the
Vyutpatti : see two citations in Add. 1478 above.
Mr Nanjio informs me that there is a Chinese translation of this
work, made by Jnanagupta under the Sin dynasty (a. d. 589—618),
being No. 23 (18) of the Chinese Tripitaka. On the Tibetan see Feer,
in Ann. G. ii. 254. [See also the account in the Supplementary note
at the end of the text.]
After the invocation, a line of preface commences with the words
W^rW^^^^frT^T^TZfTt...; then follow TJ^^T 3JfT
and a large list of Bodhisattvas etc., forming the audience.
Ends:

date (see above)
Add. 1589.
Paper; 144 leaves, 8 lines, 13 x 5 in. ; dated N. s. 994
(a.d. 1874).
vlcitrakarnikavadana-mala or papragekhara-avadana
(Newari).
Preface begins in Sanskrit :
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Text (!) begins :

1. Ends:

2. (?)
3. TT?T

°T^T^ ^nHtSW^: I 536.

4. T°

WWWT

I (i.e. ^TT^WT-

^T°) 65.
5. t° f t° ^iwrswre: i 766.
6. T°

1° TO^t S^0 I 896.

7. T° *T T° ^HRt

I 100.

8. ^° ^° 1° ^TgTRt

I 111.

The work ends :
This last title seems to occur only in this place.

Add. 1590.
Paper; 257 leaves, 10 lines, 13 x 4 in. ; modern.
Kalpadkumavadana-mala.
See Feer in Journ. Asiatique 1879, p. 283 ; also the list of tales,
ibid., p. 304; and likewise the long account in Dr Eajendralala Mitra,
Nep. Buddh. Lit. pp. 292 sqq.
Add. MS. 900 is a copy of the last two tales.

Add. 1592.
Paper; 121 leaves, 10 lines, 12 x Sin. ; modern.
Part of the Ratnavadana-mala (17 tales).
In Add. 1615 the work is said to be 'spoken' by Qrfghana.
For a general account see Feer, Journ. Asiatique 1879, pp. 283
sqq.; and his full list of Tales, ibid., 305.
The titles coincide with those of the Paris MS., except where
otherwise stated.
9—2
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1 ends 96.
2 ii 176.
3 ii 256.
4 ii 336 (irfrpirra^T0).
5 n 376.
6 ii 416 C^frKfa^Tf) (sic).
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ii
ii
n
ii
n
ii
ii
ii
ii

466 (WJTRR^R).
49«-6 (AHJHtKI "ST^R).
57.
65.
71.
83.

95 («!Ulf>r|*W«^R).
1046.
109 (^R^^TW^R, Paris MS. and Feer, 1. c,
II
p. 298, tale No. 16).
No
title. Story of a merchant, Nanda, at Qravasti
16
ii
»
(cf. Paris MS. No. 25), 1176.
Ends with tale 17, T"f<T ^TR^PR^R WTO II Paris MS.,
tale 15.

Add. 1593.
Paper ; 253 leaves, 7—8 lines, 12 x 3£ in. ; in several hands,
the last giving a date N. s. 939 (a.d. 1819).
SlDHANA-MALA-TANTRA.
Add. 1686 is a large fragment of an old MS. of the same work :
see the account of that MS.
Begins :
5RT 4*||4HTO II f*TT *#rreRrTRv 7fWWTVTTRv
VTJ§ TjfT: 3£YWR*T TTTI ^ftR WR^IWt: II etc.
A little further on :
?ra: x?w ^TffT *rsp?t ^mwf^fv^T ^x^srrfr
**tf*R faf^BT *«lir<* IR^r^ II iff
iff W^TT etc.

S^IT^
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Ends:
^tw^^m xfreiPTW ^f^m^r: 11 w^t **?rrv ^tt-

Date (in serai-vernacular),

Add. 1596.
Paper; 26 leaves, 6 lines, 13£x3iu. ; dated N. s. 950
(A.D. 1830).
Ratnaguna-sancaya.
The leaves have the double numbering, 1 —26, and (more con
spicuously) 71—96, so that the present MS. would seem to have
belonged to a series.
Apparently a collection of gathas illustrative of the Ashtasahasrika
Prajna-paramita; for none of them seem to occur in the text of that
work, as we have it in Add. 866.
In 32 short chapters, corresponding to those of the Ashtas0.
Begins :
to

w

^rWi^T^fl+Ki+^^WT^ (?) *?*Mtof

qftTrff TTO TTTO TOTTO: I (74).
5. *T° T° ^ V *TT*T f^rfta I
6. T° T° H^n^TJTO^^WVTTWm^fflrn ^W^TT
fT*T *fH*.* V?V*° etc.
For the other titles see Add. 866.
Ends :

*t*TfT (sic) *T'MrfJI (?) T^'re^TT^T^t WT?n I
Then follow date, etc., as above.
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The above titles, etc. may serve as examples of the barbarously
incorrect character of the MS.

Add. 1598.
Paper; 171 leaves, 5 lines, 11 x 4 in. ; modern.
AVADANA-SAKA-SAMUCCAYA.
The MS. is torn in places, and ends abruptly at the same word as
Add 1585.
Many of the leaves have on their left margin
fiT" 1°, so that
I have supposed this to be part of the work No. 48 in Mr Hodgson's
list (Essay Lit. Nep. p. 38).
Begins :

1. TfH ^*JI«HltMM+ WTTT » 22a.
2. T°

.

1° I 33a.

3. T° W9<M«<l=KT*r (sic) I 436.
4. T° W*faf*'H° I 566.
5. T° ^T^TWrT^ | 636.
6. T° inpTTfr^ i 70.
7. T° ^pW*nWT I 78.
8. T° WP*f<T

I 856.

9. T° **ftj«IMtf I 1016.
10. T° ^RT^TTRf I 1116.
11. T° ^^Trpff I 121a.
12. t° Trarwnr* i 1376.
©\
The remainder of the MS. coincides exactly with Add. 1585,
containing the Sumaghadavadana and the fragment there noticed.

Add. 1598.]
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Tale 1 is apparently different from the tale of the sarthavaha
Dharmalabha in the Mahavastu (Add. 1339, leaves 232—241).
Tale 2 is also different from its homonym in the Avadanakalpa-loka (Add. 913, leaves 15 — 17); though the merit of sacrificing
even one's body for another's benefit is a moral pointed in both.
Tale 3 is the story of a sarthavaha named Nanda, who is
punished for his excessive accumulation of wealth in a former birth,
by a miserable spirit of miserly jealousy
in this.
Tale 4 is the same as Ac,okav. No. 1 2 ; thus the verses of
lamentation uttered by the lapasvinl at the birth of her son,
beginning WT7T *T^.., (49i), are identical: the bulk of both tales
consists of discourses on abhid/iarma, etc. The beginning of this story
however corresponds with 208a. line 4, not 2076, of Add. 1482, as
the tale there has several pages of introduction and scenery.
Tale 5 is the story of a sarthavaha named Supriya, in the reign of
Brahmadatta at Benares.
Tale 6. Yid. Add. 1473 ef aL ib. cit.
Tale 7. On Candraprabha see Burn. Intr. 138, 160.
Tale 8. See Divyavadana, Tale xxxii.
Tale 9. A long tale of Brahmadatta, king of Benares and his
experiences in elephant-hunting : different from the tale of the same
name in the Jataka-mala.
Tale 10. A tale illustrative of the virtue of kshanti, in which
the chief actors are a certain Kalinga-raja and Candrakumara. (The
Chanda-kumara-jataka in the Cariya-pitaka is illustrative of dana.)
Tale 11. One of the numerous deer-births. In praise of virya.
Tale 12. A story of a peacock, Suvarnavabhasa.

Add. 1603.
Paper; 18 leaves, 6 lines, 12| x 3^ in.; dated N. s. 919 (a.d.
1799).
Uposhadhavadana, [Devaputrotpatti,]
and DOSHANIRNAYAVADANA.
These are clearly the same works as R. A. S. No. 15 (q. v.).
See also Add. 1610.
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Begins (after invocations of the Ratnatraya and Avalokitecvara) :

etc.

^■R^T^ JT*W I 0 I 10a.
Ends:
^^W^NT*WVT ^T^Icl^H ^TTTTfiTfH I (Date as above).
The titles ^Jl
and ^rfS° occur at the right hand of many
leaves ; on the cover is the general title cfTf*) g I <H <^ I «1 .

Add. 1607.
Paper; 224 leaves, 6 lines, 12£x3in.; dated N. s. 902
(A.D. 1782).
SADDHARM \ -LANKAVATARA.
On the work see Add. 915, and add a reference to Feer in Ann.
Mus. Guim. ii. 237. This MS. represents an independent text, for
though both are often faulty, passages are preserved here (e.g. 168a,&,
ending as Add. 915, 12a, 2) that are marked as lacunae in that MS.

Add. 1609.
Paper; 52 leaves folding backwards and forwards, 7 lines,
9 x 3£ in. ; xviith cent.
Manual of Tantric puja (Bali-puja or Cakra puja ?).
The paper is mounted on muslin and gauze.
The title ^^HT^fT is given on the wrapper.
The title Bali-puja given in Dr Wright's list is partly substan
tiated by the ending of the work; which runs:
after 3 lines i[fl[3iT ^f%.
The final colophon is simply TffT ^^IT WT?fT|| 0 II
* Cf. Oxf. Cat. 3886, 1. 1.

Add. 1610.]
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Add. 1610.
Paper; 14 leaves, 9 lines, 13 x 5 in. ; modern.
Uposhadhavadana.
This is the same work as R. A. S. Oat. No. 15, which is there
called "Uposhadhavadanam and Doshanirnayavadanam ", but the
form
is written on the right hand of several leaves
throughout our MS., showing that "TJposhadha" is a general name
for the whole work. It consists of 2 adhyayas.
This avadana belongs to the latest style of composition. There is
no continuous plot, but the work is a somewhat rambling dialogue
between the Buddha, Vacishtha and others : there are several pages of
invocations etc. At 11a there occurs a short story about Dharmapala
king of Vaigall. See more in Rajendralala Mitra, Nep. B. Lit. p. 265.
Text begins :

Ends:

Add. 1611.
Paper; 98 leaves, 13 lines, 14 x 4 in. ; dated N. s. 765 (A.D.
1645).
AVADANA-^ATAKA.
This MS. is fully described by M. Feer in the Journ, Asiatique
(Aug.—Dec. 1879). Cf. especially p. 144 : "Oe MS. est sans doute le
seul representant des anciens manuscrits de cet ouvrage."
A full list of the tales is to be found ibid. p. 302. For the
numbering compare p. 159, note.
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Add. 1614.
Paper; 36 leaves, 7 lines, 13 x 4 in. ; late xvilltb. cent., with
modern supply.
A collection of Stotras and Songs.
The MS. consists of 19 leaves originally numbered 20—38, now
13—31, written in a square and regular Devanagari hand (perhaps of
the end of the xvmth cent.), with lines and margins ruled; the
remainder (1 — 12, 32, 36) is a very recent supply by Nepalese scribes.
The verses in each hymn are numbered, and the numbers are
accordingly given below.
Begins :
^r^^tf^ww^ it frfwtre n
The following are the first occurring titles :

wnr ii ^ ii 3.
TWT^T0' ^P^tT^^I^

*° II \\\\ 5.

T^n%° w mm i ^8 1 66.
TWT^T° cR^T^wH *° I \^l 76.
tw° *iHM<«*r ^° i ^ i n.
tw° ^TW^Nrftr^TTW0 *° i \e i 86.
ifrTW ^° K I 9.
Short hymns to Avalokitecvara continue till 13 (the original MS.)
where we get :

and T° ITSTTTTTf^TT^ffi: *° I ibid.
The hymns next following are chiefly addressed to Qakya-simha, and
are attributed to 'Harsha-deva-bhiipati' (15) and Yacodhara (16, 17).
Among the next following are hymns purporting to be taken from
the Bhadrakalpavadana, by Navagraha (176), and from the Svayambhupurana (20). From 33 onwards the hymns are called- 'songs'
. Each consists of about a score of numbered verses, the laet
being entitled ^fl^'^'fN .
The collection has no general title or colophon.

Add. 1615.]
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Add. 1615.
Paper; 143 leaves, 10 lines, 11 x 6 in. ; dated in words N. S.
923 (a.d. 1803) ; large modern Nepalese hand, often sloping to
the right.
Parts of the RatnavadanamAlA and of other collections of tales.
Each tale, as a rule, has its own pagination, and on the margin
are written the names of the collection and of the tale.
The tales are as follows :
I. From the Ratnavaddna (see the names of the tales in Add.
1592). The scribe seems to have transcribed what he could find in an
imperfect copy; so he has written it in seven portions of 24, 12, 9,
34, 11, 18, and 7 leaves, respectively, making 109 leaves in all.
ends
12a. 4. Tale 13 (here called g&ntika)
1. Tale 1
» 2
„
23a.
(lacuna on 186) ends 196.
»
6a.
346.
„ H breaks off at
2. » 6
126. 5. „ 18
ends
86.
>> 7'
»
,, 8
breaks off at
126.
„ 19
breaks off at
136.
ends
116.
3. „ 11 (here called Hastava- 6. „ 25
dana) breaks off at
66.
9a. 7. „ 27
8a.
„ 28 breaks off at
II. From the Dvavirji^atyavadana, 7 leaves.
The text seems independent of that of Add. 1274. Tale 1 ends 5a;
2 ends 56; 3 ends 6a; 4 ends 7a; 5 breaks off at 76. This last is
not the same as tale 5 in Add. 1274.
III. Work on the 12 Tlrthas of Nepal.
14 leaves. In verse throughout.
Text begins :
^r^^r^f Tnfwrfa rfr^TOr snr5^ ^ i
Ends abruptly (14a) :

3RT wircrr^Tw ^rarsf^w *nrrTv 11
IV. Uposhadhavaddna (2nd adhyaya).
13 leaves, numbered 1—13, though the MS. begins somewhat
abruptly at a point corresponding to 7a, 1. 1 fin., of Add. 1610 (q. v.).
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Ends :

etc.

II ^ V^T... II
Add. 1617.

Paper ; 55 leaves, 7 lines, 18| x 4 in. ; date at end N. s. 945
(a.d. 1825).
guhya-samaja (aparardha).
On the whole work see Add. 1365, and add a reference to the
detailed account of it in Rajendralal's Lalita Vistara, Intr. pp. 1 1 —1 6 ;
and Nep. B. L., 259. There is another copy of this part in R. A~ S.
Cat No. 44.
Begins:

iTWTrrv ^*iM<ri^«i*nM<iai: jrrt: ^Z^fl 8.
2.

°^r^T?Twr f^pfta: i 15.

16—17.
4. °TT^ ^TT^f^TV^
5.

^TJ^tR^r: I 18.

°^^t^° 21.

6. °^?TfMt^%rRfWCN *TT*T° 23.
7. "^rrf^T'T0 27.
8. °fT^TT^ TCgVl0 30.
9. °M*T«r(frT*f*3'H0 346.
10. [The title of this chapter, as in the R. A. S. MS., seems to
be wanting.]
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11. °ffT^r^T"^^TW^T5T° 38.
12. 0,?mJT^tWSreo 426.
13.

0 M^* ^M^^sfiT^fT

476.

14. TT?m^^T% ^TOR *TCf{° 50b.
15. "^^^r^TTTSlf^TTfrT^r*

TT*T

t^ti: t^r: |

The date is retouched, but it cannot be far wrong.
Add. 1618.
Paper; 138 leaves, 7 lines, 14 x 4^ in. ; modern.
DAgABHUMigVARA.
For beginning, chapters, etc., see MS. 867.
Ends:

Add. 1620.
Paper; 119 leaves, 7 lines, 14 x 3| in.; xvn—xvmth cent.
Ratnavadanamala (first 13 tales).
Leaf 13, as well as 63 which apparently gave the title of tale 8,
are missing.
Cf. Add. MS. 1592 and Feer ib. cit.
Add. 1623.
Black paper with gold letters; 100 leaves, 5 lines, 15^ x 4 in.;
dated n. s. 820 (a.d. 1700).
This MS. is in three parts, written by the same scribe and with
continuous numbering.
I.

Leaves 1—10 (formerly marked Add. 1622).
Aparimitayu-sutra.
The text is equally barbarous with that of Add. 1277 (q. v.).
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Ends:

II.

Leaves 11—20.
SARVA-DURGATI-PARICODHANA (Part 1).

Begins :
TTf^jftvTTT^ (?)
This portion of the work consists entirely of invocations and the
like.
Ends:

III.

Leaves 21—100.
SARVA-DURGATI-PARICODHANA (Part 2).

Begins, after invocation to Yajrasatva :
i£<i ?T5rr ^° n:0 *° *rw| ♦^•firUHK^v™)
Ends (98, 1. 5) as Add. 1378 (which see); after which follows :
^T-V%S*T

M=K*i^l«H^ir«H'J-M<4TlMia|*M<wr-

Then follow the usual acknowledgment to parents, teachers, etc.,
and a mention of the reigning king, Bhupatlndra Malla.
After this the scribe gives details as to his family and patrons,
and adds some notes in the vernacular. The date, etc., are thus
given :
^5frTs ^1° *lPtS***H4l (sic)

WT^lt frf^T

TVl?f M Thrift f^rlTTf^TW ^^Tf€ T£rT7Tx f%*f fwfjcRT
^m^f^Pdl f%f%^ ^ft ^TgTTT'^T- *i

M 'it (sic) ^ft <T^
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The colophon concludes with a scribe's verse.

Add. 1625.
Paper ; 406 leaves, 7 lines, 14 x 4£ in. ; dated N. s. 948 (A.D.
1828).
ASHTASAHASRIKA-PRAJNAPARAMITA.
The MS. is bound in coloured boards, with designs, etc., on both
sides. On leaf 1 is a brightly coloured picture of the deity enthroned
and adored by two devotees bearing sacred vessels. Each page i8
bordered by a rim of red and green stripes.
For the work see Add. 866.
After date, etc., as given above, the scribe proceeds :

Add. 1627.
Paper; 400 leaves, 17—18 lines, 14J x 7 in. ; modern.
Qatasahasri Prajnaparamita, Part (Khanda) 3.
On the whole work see Add. 1633.
This part contains chapters 26—37.
Text begins :

* Cf. MS. 1373.
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Ch. xxvi ends 1936; ch. xxx, 3106; ch. xxxv, 373.
Ends :

Add. 1628.
Paper; 594 leaves, 9 lines, 17 x 4 in.; on the date see below.
PANCAVIMgATISAHASRIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA.
Leaves 412—559 are paper of the xvnth or early xvmth cent. ;
the rest is recent supply. The work is in 8 parivarttas, and is
preceded by an introductory treatise in 8 adhikaras, ascribed to
Maitreyanatha (leaf 9) ; see next MS.
Begins :
*t: **4'Tpf*fi ^pt<?iwt irr^fw:

*rr *rnf-

<4<r«r( TTTRT fwi ^TT ^*HT I rT% ^TR^tfW^TfW^lf

The titles of the chapters are given under the next MS., in which
they are more clearly marked.

Add. 1629.
Paper; 384 leaves (and cover), 12 lines, 12| x 7 in. ; dated
in words [n. s.] 9 . . 5.
PANCAVIM9ATISAHASRIKA PRAJNAPARAMITA.
The word IHT^ l«i*iffTII is written on the left margin of 1; there
is a large illustration on the same page.
For the beginning see the last MS.
Chapters etc. end as follows :
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2. °"3TO TIT^TrTTf^rTft firffa: qT\^^: I 3.
3. °W *f^rTTf^<*K^rfftj: 1jft^T: | 36.
4. °% ^T^TTTTf'T'jftfV^ K M fi^ I V I 46.
The 5th (^Tfa**reTfV0), 6th (TRT^TfiT*l***llfV0)
and 7th (T^^WTW0) adhikaras end on 56.
°"aTT% V#FTTTTfv^TTT S¥^: 6.
"With these compare the account of the work in Rajendralal,
JVep. B. L. 193.

Tmv i irfcKi^^wrrsreT [°t^t^° Add. 1628, if. 9]
The main work begins on the next page (66) with the usual
■^WiTTr ^TrRT and a list of Bodhisattvas, etc.
The first parivartta has no regular subdivision : much of it is in
the form of a dialogue between $ubhuti and Qariputra. It ends thus:
^T^M % N Ul ffT¥T?fWT^t ^^5JT WRTTf^HTT^T-

^nr: TOfrnfT^": ww. i \ i 126&.
^t^° TT^r^^rf^f^- v° f^ffhi: i ^ i i9o*.
^rNr° tt^ttiIt^-:
i 270& (=4116, Add. 1623).
^T^0 ftr^TTlftljf^0 T^TI I 3306 ( = 503 ibid.).
*%r§° TPrawftren?0
1 3346 (= 510 ibid.).
*%r£(o fsiwrfT^TTfTR0 wtrt: i 3436.
Ends:
A number of verses follow, by the scribe Indramuni, both in
Sanskrit and the vernacular.
Add. 1630.
Paper ; 479 leaves, 9 lines, 18 x 6 in. ; modern.
Qatasahasri Prajnaparamita, Part 2.
On leaf 1, left-hand margin, is the abbreviation
10
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Another copy of this Part is in It. A. S. Cat. 63.
Khanda, contains parivarttas xiii—xxv.
Begins :

[Add. 1630.
This Part, or

tfiTII
The first chapters have numerous subdivisions, unnumbered at
first, and subsequently with numbers running up to 42.
Parivartta xiv ends 1706; xv. 1956; xvi. 273 ; xvii. 280; xviii.
291 ; xix. 2966 ; xx. 298 ; xxL 312 ; xxii. 322; xxiii. 382; xxiv. 410.
Ends:
"am*r^° vrrfa0 M^Rai0
i TfH f^ftwis:
A verse or two follows in praise of the work, etc.
Add. 1631.
Paper; 490 leaves, 10 lines, 20x5£in. ; dated in words
N. s. 983 (A.D. 1863).
CatasahasrI Prajnaparamita.
Text begins :

Part 3 (Chapters 26—37).

^TO <9Ml*rJn"^" (sic) TTTThrfT *T*M«rl+H<<ft-<lrls
HT5pfR° etc. (see Add. 1627).
Ch. 26 ends 252.
Ends :
°^r^T sirfcfftrRj 11 ^n^^t ^w^tt: (sic) wss° ttzN^tT*?: Hft^° I Then follows the date (see above) I "?ft

^rT (?) ^jJtffT II
Add. 1632.
Paper; 607 leaves, 10—11 lines, 17 x 5 in. ; dated N. s. 923
(A.D. 1803).
Qatasahasri Prajnaparamita. Part 4 (Chapters 38—72).
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Text begins :
M-5HMK(*MT^ TTTTTT UfTW^IT I M *!l 1R*| I WrcfiYfffrTt Wm TTWTW^ II fvwt frfw^Rt WW *Trff^f*TO I TT^TirT^f^TW TOTfa ^WTTJT* II
Parivartta 38 ends 606; 39, 726; 40, 786; 41, 966; 50, 184;
55, 509 ; 60, 5906.
Ends, 607 :

(This is the only instance I have observed
in this MS. of the indication of a chapter's contents at the end.)
*<^<TM^J|c1Mv0 etc
WfWPiR-^PsrfTn ^TTTTT

^TfJ^^M<Jm-5|*J<5^1"0

ITrtJrl|«!)Rt TTTrTT0

V^-

'H'fl^T . . . ^fHV^T^'f'TVT'rr ... and so on, in praise of the
book and its study, for a dozen lines ; after which date and name of
scribe, as follows :

The place of writing (Lalita-pura) and the reigning monarch
(Glrvana-yuddha) are also mentioned.
In spite of the mention of a fifth Khanda in Dr D. Wright's list,
which however does not appear in our collection, it would seem from
the tone and form of the above colophon, that this is either the
conclusion of the whole work, or that at all events the account given
by Mr Hodgson's Pandit (Hodgs. Essay Lit. Nep. p. 16) is correct;
that " Sata Sahasrika is a collective name of the first four Khands, to
which the fifth is not necessarily adjunct ; and indeed it is one of the
several abstracts of the Sahasrika." The Tibetan version (see Csoma,
and Feer in Ann. G. ii. 197) has 75 chapters.

Add. 1633.
Palm-leaf; 494 leaves, 11 lines, 17J x 5 in. ; dated N. s. 926
(A.D. 1806).
10—2
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Qatasahasri PrajnIparamita, Part 1.
There is an illustration on leaf 1.
"U"?J<R" is written on the left margin of many leaves.
The MS. is enclosed by a pair of veiy finely carved boards.
This appears to be the second known redaction of the Prajnaparamita, the chief philosophical work of Northern Buddhism.
It abounds in repetitions, etc., in the most wearisome style of
Buddhist literature. For general notices see Hodgson Ess. 16, Burn.
Intr. 462 etc., and especially Bajendralal, Nep. Buddh. Lit. pp.
177, sqq.
Notices of the Tibetan versions are given in Wassiliew and Csoma
(Feer in Ann. Guimet, ii. 197).
Begins :
W ^5° IT *° *T° TTWSt fV W I T^^^W
Parivartta i. ends 96 ; ii. 139 ; iii. 1476 ; iv. ? ; v. 2656 ; vi. 354 ;
vii. 416; viii. 419; ix. 4266; x. 4506; xi. 482.
Ends:

wrTrf^TffT ii 3 v^t° i
etc i w?tv
farr^TT^
spiral ^fj^ftfrr^r Ntttt^ ^spfffi ^m^^rfffpff (?)_ ^ <JJ f?T - ^TT -

- ^tT^TTWf?T :

TT^TW-

«w«-*iNKfa?nn*!* ,ftwRrTf^T3itt i 0 1 f*rf*srw ^t-

Then follows a line or two as to the writing, and in praise of the
book.
Add. 1634.
Paper ; 37 leaves, 5 lines (ruled in red), 7£ x 2 in. ; dated
in words N. s. 772 (a.d. 1652).
KlRTIPATAKA by KUNC?ARMAN.
In 126 numbered verses.

Add. 1634.]
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Begins :

ft

f\ *T*IM«f^ <^ftrT ^"fnvff?5 TW: II

^rrwro^g ^t^^m^^tt ii
Then follows another introductory verse.
The work thus appears to be a description of certain places in
Nepal. It commences with Lalitapura thus :

Ends :

^f^^^^f^^TfTT?J ^% etc. (see above).

Add. 1635.
Paper; 62 leaves and cover, 5 lines, 8| x 3 in. ; dated (in
words) N. s. 805 (a.d. 1685).
AgvAGHOSHA-NANDiMUKHAVADANA, with vernacular version.
Begins and ends as Add. MSS. 1357, I486 (which see).

Add. 1638. 3.
Paper; 18 leaves, 6 lines, 7 x 3 in. ; XVlith cent.
Fragment of the AMARA-K09A (Book 2).
Contains Book 2 to end of ch. vii. (p. 159, ed. Deslongchamps).

Sic metri gratia.
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Add. 1639.
Paper ; 6 leaves, 5 lines, 7 x 2| in. ; modern.
Fragment of the Amarakoca.
This fragment was perhaps intended as a supply for the full
original of Add. 1638. 3 or a work of similar size. It contains the
beginning of the book.

Add. 1641.
Paper; 28 leaves folding backwards and forwards, 7—6 lines,
8 x 3 in. ; XVII—XVllIth cent.
I.

SaxgIta-tarodayacudamani by Raja Pratapa-malla.
Dated N. s. 783 (a.d. 1663).

The work is a treatise on music, especially on tala or time.
On the royal author and his literary tastes see Wright's Nepal,
p. 215.
The work is in two parts, but some of the first part appears to be
missing, unless it be represented by the 5 verses on the outside cover
in a later hand, now almost illegible.
The second part is (unlike the first) in numbered verses (110).
It begins (p. 6) with a discussion of the tala or musical time called
or ^T^M^: several other tolas are mentioned, corresponding
with those in the Puranasarvasva (Aufr. Ox/. Cat. 87a).
The work ends:

^f^^^rT^Tf^^f^fT^TfW (sic) II

Then follow subscriptions, chiefly in the vernacular, giving the day
of writing as Sunday, and the scribe's name as Purnacandra, resident
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at the Dharmaklrti-vihara, and the father of 3 sons, Jayakalyana,
Jayakucala, and Jayadh[a]rama.
II (p. 27). Vernacular work in 44 numbered verses.
III. A manual of devotion to various deities.
Begins (p. 34) :
^T^WTOI

^^ZT^R^T ft*rlMd«H

^T^fwrew wf»TO^T ^T^SWTwmT ^r^T^TTTfVTraT f^r^rftnr (sic) xnij ^rnaifT
i
Several other prayers, etc., are added, chiefly in the vernacular, or
in Sanskrit like the specimen just given.

Add. 1643.
Palm-leaf; 223 leaves, 6 lines, 21| x 2 in.; dated N. S. 135
(A.D. 1015).
ASHTASAHASRIKA PrAJNAPARAMITA.
There are illustrations on many leaves, throughout the book.
The insides of the binding-boards bear also several more than
usually artistic figures, many of which correspond to those in Von
Siebold's Japan, Vol. v. (Plates).
See the Palaeographical Society's Oriental Series, Plate 32, where
a leaf is reproduced : also the Introduction to the present work.
On the work see Add. 866.
The subscription is in verse, occasionally faulty in metre :

II

^Y<!f ^ * I ^^fT^T[-rTJ^f%f^tTT^SW^i II

* Read Hlrj % though both are against the metre,
t Here some corrector has disturbed metre and sense.
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(mt^lt

(? wr?j) fTtrrw^fWT^t II
Then follows (in the hooked Nepalese hand) :
^<tT TrRfrT f\r?T^
^T^rTT Tjf\l?T ^JTT-

*TT7TTfa<?Tro^^NTTr: [corr. °^f°T TnTHfT II
Then follow two or three inoi-e lines in a similar strain, praising
the "fruit" of reading the book.
On the other side of the last leaf is the conclusion (last 5 lines) of
a short treatise connected with the Prajfiaparamita, and in the same
hand as the main work, ending thus :
srsrfcrsRftwTTi (? *r^5io)
wcttt ii

Add. 1644.
Palm-leaf ; 94 leaves, 5 lines, 2x21 in. ; dated N. s. 325
(a.d. 1205, see below).
Panca-raksha.
Each division or chapter of the work has its own numbering.
Thus ch. i. has 25 leaves ; ch. ii. 26; ch. iii. 35; ch. iv. 3; ch. v. 5.
The titles etc. are substantially the same as in Add. 1325 ; and,
except at the end of ch. iii. each is followed by a blank side, forming
volumes.
The last leaf is much mutilated, and is supplied by a paper leaf.
On the palm-leaf fragment can still be made out, (1) the be
ginning of the final title ^T^^TTr^'PrT'TWTft^ . . . ; (2) the end
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(tops of figures

only, visible)
f^^nr^^^r^^TT^ ... On the reverse are the remains of a
postscript in a finer and later hand, in Newari, with half-obliterated,
but still certain, date, n. s. 579 (a.d. 1459). Above are left a fewwords in the original hand :

The MS. concludes with a leaf of paper supply which is remarkable,
inasmuch as it appears to be a copy of the real last leaf of our MS.
when it was in a rather more perfect condition, though perhaps even
thon it may have been compared with another MS., as the last words
of the book and the title show discrepancies of forms, etc.
The date and ssribe's name are thus given :

The date is especially remarkable, as it seems a clear instance of a
copied date—the hand as well as paper being modern. The copy
however is neither a forgery, nor a mere thoughtless repetition, but
simply added as a testimony to the antiquity of a final leaf which was
in a perishing condition, doubtless even when the supply was made.
See the Palaeographical Introduction.

Add. 1647.
Palm-leaf; 132 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 2 in.; xvnith cent.
Panca-raksha.
The MS. is illustrated (of. Add. 1164) with figures of the 5 Qaktis
at the beginnings of the chapters.
The boards are also illuminated with 6 figures of Buddha and
other smaller figures.
Begins, after invocation to the Bodhisattvas :
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The chapters are differently arranged from the other MSS.
Ch. I of Add. 1325 is fourth here; so that the beginning of that
MS. will be found on leaf 986 of this.
Ch. II (Add. 1325) = Ch. 1 ends 386.
Ch. Ill „
„ = Ch. 2 „ 936.
Ch. IV „
„ = Ch. 3 „ 97.
Ends :
^ 1 4 *^

w^TT^f^nTTWT ^nrr: i ^ v3t° etc.

Add. 1648.
Palm-leaf; 228 leaves, 7 lines, 12 J x 2 in.; xnith cent., reign
of Arimalla.
Sadhana-samuccaya.
On the hand-writing see the Introduction and Table.
The date (336) has clearly been retouched, possibly by one of the
persons who wrote the numerous dates (of the next century) on the
cover. Comparing the forms of 2 and 3 in the latter part of the MS.,
we should certainly pronounce the figures to be 2's : but the ordinary
form of 2 (though not of 3) is found even in the later part of the MS.
e.g. leaves 209, 210.
The day of the week and month, which Prof. Adams has kindly
worked out for me, do not tally for the year 336 : nor does that year
quite accord with chronological accounts (see the table in Historical
Introduction). The numbers have therefore probably been incorrectly
restored.
The first date on the cover is that of an
I *J*T (devotional
or liturgical use of the sadhanas 1), y. a. 458 (a. d. 1338), by one
Anandajlvabhadra, at the Crinaka-vihara.
The writing is fine and clear; with many early features, e.g. the
manner of writing I medial, of which both the earlier and later forms
are seen.
The chalk-powder is still distinctly traceable on many leaves (see
Introduction).
The work is a collection of sadhanas or charms (cf. Add. 1686),
to which a full index will be found on an extra leaf written by the
second hand. Thus :
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*T["^]\ {begins) V^HH^H l
(this sadhana is by a Pandit
Kumudakara).
*T
£^^TTT^rr^0 by Pandit Ratnakaragupta,
etc., etc. (51 in all).
The colophon runs thus: ^rf^ [^] (»ee above)

The words in brackets are rewritten by a second hand.
follows a page of Dharanis to Mahakala.

Then

Add. 1649.
Palm-leaf; 107 leaves, 5 lines, 12£ x 2 in. ; dated n. s. 532
(A.D. 1412).
Siddhi-sara by Raja-jyotiraja-malla.
The subject of the Work is astrology and auspicious seasons; it has
no regular chapters, but numerous small unnumbered divisions.
Begins :

^ "faf^TTT^ wrf?ret wf^^r ti
Ends:

f f These words have unfortunately been retraced; but the name
Jayajyoti(r)m°t or "dyoti m° is established by the verse at the
beginning of the book. See also the Historical Introduction.
* Cf. Burgess, Journ. Am. Or. Soc. vi. 236.
t For the form of the name cf. Add. 1695.
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Add. 1650.
Palm-leaf; originally 87 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 1J in. ; XIV—
xvth cent.
AltfARA-KOCA.
Leaves 31, 32, 58, 83, 84, and 86, are wanting.
Leaf 2 is modern supply.
The MS. ends abruptly in the middle of the last line but one of
the work.

Add. 1651.
Palm-leaf; 51 leaves, 7 lines, 11 \ x 2 in. ; xivth cent.
Amara-ko£A.
Leaves, 7, 14, 20, 40, 45, are missing.
Written in a clear, square and upright hand.
Begins (after the invocation) with the 5 distichs given in
Deslongchamps' edition; ends abruptly with the word S^RTf?
in. vi. 4.

Add. 1653.
Palm-leaf; 16 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x l|in. ; XIV—xvth cent.
Tattwa-saSgraha.
This is probably the work mentioned in Hiouen-Thsang (trans
lation of M. St. Julien, I, 186) as "Tri-tchin-lun", which, we are told,
"veut dire litteralement 'Le traits ou sont rassemblees les veriteV"—
for which M. Julien suggests 'Tattva-samuccaya'.
The MS. is incomplete.
Begins :

^ ^ ^ ^ i «JT*TT^^frT^TffSRT (?) I
^t^t Tf^<r^i<ii<i"^ Trfa«riuirii(?) ii

Add. 1653.]
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^rftrrwr5^ . . . etc.

The whole -work seems to be a collection of barbarously expressed
tantric devotion and ceremonial, of ■which the above may serve as a
specimen.

Add. 1656.
Palm-leaf and paper supply ; 143 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 2 in. ;
chiefly xillth century (see below).
Panca-raksha.
On the handwriting generally see the Palaeographical Intro
duction.
The paper supply is quite modern.
The last page of the MS. as we now have it is in a hand of the
Xivth century. The colophon records that the MS. was the offering
of one Lalitakrama (see also Add. 1701). The date (n. s. 518) and
king's name (Jayasthiti) have been retouched.
This page was written on the back of a leaf (of an avadana ?),
which is in the same hand (viz., that of the xmth cent.) as the bulk
of the MS., but is not divided into columns, as that is.

Add. 1657. 1.
Palm-leaf; originally 71 leaves, 5—6 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; xmth
cent.
Commentary on part of the Candra-vyakarana
(Adhy. II, pada ii).
Leaves 16, 21, 24—26, 28, 29, 33—36, 41, 59, 60, 66, 68 are
missing.
For the text and other commentaries see Add. 1691. 4—6.
Text begins without invocation, probably because the MS. formed
part of a series of commentaries :

(sic) Mrtjn?K*r^r "fafw^w^T^T rT^nrwftrarrs
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The examples (uddliarana) seem not to be drawn from distinctively
Buddhist works.
On 7a Panini and Katyayana are referred to. ■ Panini is also
cited 116, 326, 496 and 556.
The MS. terminates abruptly; probably however not many leaves
are lost; as the comment on the last sutra of the pada commences 64a.

Add. 1657. 2.
Palm-leaf; 3 leaves, 7—8 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 319
(A.D. 1199).
Fragment of Anandadatta's commentary on the
Candra-vyakarana.
This fragment contains the beginning and the end of Adhyaya n,
pada i.
On the date see note to the Table of Numbers; and on the hand
see the Introduction.
The first leaf is in a different hand or hands from the others :
the forms of the letters however (e. g. ^1
and V) are very similar.
The number of this leaf has perished : the others are 31 and 32.
MS. 1705 (q. v.) is a nearly complete copy of this part of the
commentary : the present MS. however, at the beginning, for ^sfrf ',
Tf°..M reads simply ^TOT<3g :
Ends :

Add. 1657. 3.
Palm-leaf; 4 leaves, 8 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; xvth cent.
Fragment of a Commentary on part of the
Candra-vyakarana.
The leaves are in very bad preservation.
The sutras are given in full.

Add. 1657. 3.]
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This fragment begins in the middle of the comment on the part of
the text (v. 1) occurring in Add. 1691. 4 29b, L 3, med. The first
sutra given is ftfl d^PeJT^TT^f.
Add. 1691. 4, which gives the text, has lost part of this pada,
so that leaf 4 of the present MS. cannot be certainly identified; the
last sutra,
on leaf 296 of the text occurs here at leaf 3a,
line 4, fin.
Several sutras, however, on 4a correspond with Pan. vi. i. 74,
sqq., and, as the earlier parts of this pada correspond with the same
pada of Panini, the identification of this leaf may be regarded as
very probable.

Add. 1658.
Palm-leaf; 29 leaves, 5 lines, 11x2 in.; circa A.D. 1390
(see below).
Abhinava-raghavananda-nataka by Manika.
Part of a play on the life of Rama, originally produced at
Bhatgaon (see below).
The MS. contains the Nandl (leaves numbered independently 1,
2), Prastavana, and Acts i.—iii. and part of iv. (leaves 1—27).
A curious and somewhat illegible note on the cover mentions the
Ramayana as the source of the play.
The Nandi and Prastavana contain several allusions to the reigning
dynasty, fixing the date of the play and agreeing with the interesting
inscription lately discovered at the great temple of Pagupati (Indian
Antiquary, ix. 183).
The Nandi, which is pronounced by a sage Bhringin, with some
remarks from the Vinayaka and others, begins with mythological
genealogy thus :

(^STT ^RTTf^"^TWPfTfT^i || etc.
After this the place of performance (Bhatgaon) is thus fixed :
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II f*rf^° II *t ipft ^T^m^T Wff% I

^mf^rs: ii(TTT)ii

II ^RrH^ witto TfH II
^f^rx "q^mTTO: ii Tfrf f*r:*i«<i: u
The Prastavana, then follows :

The sage says that he has arrived at Bhatgaon, ^\ I *Q fr| <^ I ■JfllTTf^TfT^fV TTTHt Sf^ff WKPTff : further (2a), that he is under
the orders of JayasthitL The royal family are referred to thus :

Then follows a line in praise of Jayasthiti, who has amongst other
titles ^t^WIT^^I I [°W°] (cf. Inscription L 17) : also of the
assembly of the grandees of Nepal. Next, various compliments are
paid to the heir-apparent Jaya-dharma-malla, mention is also made
of Jyotirmalla who is spoken of as
1 ^l^T I This seems to
put the composition of the play at least 20 years before the inscription
(of n. s. 533 or A. d. 1413) as we there find Jyotirmalla the father of
three adult children.
* Cf. inscr. supr. cit. for the name and whole phrase, and note "
thereon.
t...t The text is half obliterated here.
§ Inscr. ver. 2.

Add. 16j8.]
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After tliis an actress enters from the Nepathya and the Sutradhara
thus reminds her of the name of the play and its author :—(26—3a)

The actress invokes Natyegvara and refers to the sacrifices offered.
After her apprehensions have been removed, the subject of the
play is introduced; and Act 1 accordingly begins (36) with the entry
of Vicvamitra, solus; who is presently joined by Dacaratha and
others.
Act i. ends 1 3, with title, thus : rfT^TRTff (?) TfJH TT^t Slf : I
„ ii. „ 226, •aftrTTtrftwr f^fnft sir : i
„ iii. „ 266, "9M*n **ll«^an
<§lfRT Slf : I
The MS. ends abruptly after a speech or two of Act 4.
With this MS. are several fragments, consisting of single leaves,
with writing of the xv—xvith century, as follows :
1. Part of the first leaf of a play, containing the Nandi. Hand
writing very similar to that of the preceding play.
2. A leaf (numbered 53) of a work on magic or ritual; 5 lines,
8 x 2 in. In the last line a ceremony called pindakrishti and the
use of mantras are mentioned.
3. A leaf (numbered 37) of the Hitopadega (ed. Johnson, ii.
108—119).
4. A cover of a book, 8 x 2 in., containing only the words :

*frT(?) I

Add. 1661.
Palm-leaf; 103 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 2 in.; dated N. s. 545
(A.D. 1425), but see below.
Amara-ko^a.
11
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At the end there is one page o£ postscript by the scribe,
Avantapala, in praise of the book, etc.; then a second postscript,
partly obliterated, in a different, but probably contemporaneous,
hand, beginning :
%rerTs^ (?) _ qnshr* - fnr - iw? ttt"^ tV?t ^fcrCr
Yaksha-malla, the reigning king, is twice mentioned.

Add. 1662.
Palm-leaf; 135 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; the last two leaves
are late palm-leaf supply, dated N. s. 739 (a.d. 1619), the rest is
of the XII—xmth cent.
Panca-kaksha.
Leaves 38, 40, 129—132, 135 are wanting. Each division of the
■work has also its own pagination. There are remains of illuminations
on the binding-boards. On the work see Add. 1164. The division
of the work called "Mahasahasrapramardini", usually second, is here
placed first.
Ends:
oinrr%f>n ^^q^T^rera^Twft^ ^ -31 Prep-

(hiatus) fffft . . . etc. (the rest is in a vernacular).

Add. 1679.
A mass of palm-leaf fragments ; 12 x 2 inches in size, unless
otherwise described.
[The distinctively Buddhistic character of some of these fragments is of course
doubtful.]
I.

Naishadha-carita.
[Non-Buddhistic]

* Cf. Burnell, S. Ind. Palajogr., ed. 1., p. 58.

Abb. 1679.]
II.
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Originally 20 leaves, 5 lines ; XV—xvith cent.
Ganapati-stotra.

Leaf 19 is missing.
A tantric manual of devotion ; apparently Buddhistic, as the
Saniskaras (106) and other characteristics of Buddhism are mentioned.
Begins :
*T*P<Hl<!J (sic) I Jra*WS^|i?TfH (?) I ^T^X fVfa
Ends:

III. One leaf, numbered 67, 6 lines, 12£ x 2£ in. ; Bengali
hand of xv—xvith cent.
Amaka-ko^a.
The leaf contains Am. in. L 26—45.
IV. The beginning of a work on the eight Matbis.
One leaf has a page-number 19, the rest are torn off. 4 and 5
lines to a page.
On the Matris, see B. and R. s. v. f{TS and the var. lect. of the
Aniara-koca in Aufr. Ox/. Cat. p. 184a. Their cult seems to belong
rather to tantric worship than to genuine Buddhism or Brahmanism.
V. 1 leaf, numbered 18 (?), 5 lines; straight-topped charac
ters ; xvth cent.
Fragment of an Avadana.
On 2a and 46 a person spoken of as WTT^f • is mentioned as
practising penance, VuiefTT, etc.
VI.

9 x If in. ; xiv—xvth cent.

Fragment of an Avadana (?).
Small Nepalese hand. The stops etc. are marked with red.
3 verses (numbered 9—12) of a metrical tale or the like.
VII. VIII.

[non-Buddhistic]
11—2
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IX. 1 leaf, numbered 3, 5 lines, straight-topped hand ;
xv—xvith cent.
Leaf of a work on the expiation of offences, "Durgatiparicodhana " or the like.
The leaf is mutilated.
X.

Two leaves on philosophy or astrology.

The first is numbered 1, but each leaf begins with a sign like S
that used for
at commencements. Straight-topped characters
except 26, which is in the hooked Nepalese of the xvth cent., and
seems to be by the same hand as the next fragment.
la begins :

16 begins :

(clearly astrological).
2a begins :
(sic)
26 begins :

XI.
One leaf.
Begins :

On Astrology.

See last fragment.

The outside seems to be a cover, and contains ejaculatory prayers
etc., in a later hand.
XII.

Fragment of an Astronomical or Astrological work.

Writing, etc., very similar to No. X.
Begins :

Add. 1679.]
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Aryabhata is cited in line 2.
The other side is a cover with writing nearly obliterated.
XIII.

8 leaves (leaf 1 wanting), 5 lines.
Part of a work on Astrology.

Writing, etc., similar to the preceding.
Begins :

Ends (abruptly) :

rrTfTTI VT'(!)
XIV. 5 leaves, numbered on right-hand margin, 81—85 (?),
5 lines ; xvth cent.
Part of a work on Astrology.
The speakers are Mahabhairava and a devi, so that the work may
be partly, if not wholly, Civaic (cf. Burn. Intr. 551).
Begins (after invocations to Mahabhairava) :
i

^ *m^r *M*i*<w<*i«ri* (?) i ° i

On 56 (which ends abruptly) we find the subscription "^"j^ ^<J.
f^HT'R Wrf%fT?TTW^"

XV.

1 leaf, 5 lines ; XV—XVith cent.
The first page of a Lexicon or Glossary.

In short sections of about a couple of lines, each section con
taining words beginning with the same letter.
This fragment extends as far as
and contains inter alia
the forms TfTifr, TSTEn^farT; also ^TfpffTf^- and ^T^^T.
Begins :
WTfa fxrarRT ...
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1 leaf, 5 lines, 7 x 1| in. ; modern hand.

Fragment on the groups of letters.
A summary, apparently, of the mystical import of the letters.
Begins :

XVII.

1 leaf, originally 8 lines ; XV—xvith cent.

Fragment on Sacked Topography.
Bengali hand of a square form somewhat similar to that of Add.
1364. The rivers Ganges, Jumna, Godavari, and Sarasvati, are
named in line 3 ; there is also reference to bathing therein.
On the other side are notes in a slightly different style of writing.
XVIII.

1 leaf, 6 lines ; in sections, numbered 34—37.

Fragment on Ritual (?), partly vernacular.
Page numbered 62 (in figures and letters) ; stops and emphatic
words smeared with red. Frequent mention of
, ^rT, etc.
XIX.

1 leaf, 5 lines, xivth cent.

Fragment on Oblations or Cookery.
Compare R. A. S. Cat. No. 7i (photographed), both in writing
and subject.
The chief articles discussed here are oil, milk, ghee and bilva
(*, L 1).
Begins :

XX.

1 leaf, 4—5 lines ; xvth cent.
Detached sentences on Oblations.

The last part of one sentence,

faciei U^*H "tfa rfHT-

VS^R^TTWn I, recalls Paiica-tantra II. 115.
XXI. 10 leaves (numbered 2—11), 5 lines; fine, clear hand
of the xiv—xvth cent.
Part of a work on Magic.

Add. 1679.]
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The work abounds in curious combinations of letters, similar to
those found in Buddhist books from Tibet and Japan. Its general
character may be seen from colophons like '^frl =( pJ| «JlTir (26 and 36) ;
TfH ,3TR^fi (116); TjH ^T*W> (last leaf).
XXII.

5 lines ; XV—xvith cent.

Three fragments of a work on Magic.
In numbered sections.
These, and the present form of the leaves, seem to show that we
have here fragments from different parts of the work : part 1
comprising the leaves now numbered 1 —5 ; part 2, 6 and pt 3. 7—8.
The only remaining (original) numbers are 12 on 3, and 14 on 6. The
contents of the book seem to be stotras etc. connected with magical
rites : thus on 8, we have the colophon
wf{jy : ii
XXIII.

1 leaf numbered 57, 5 lines, XV—xvith cent.
Magic and Mysticism.
Subject : nydsas and the mystical value of letters (a5-61).
XXIV.—XXX.
These numbers are leaves of tantric stotras and prayers too
unimportant to need description.
Besides the above numbered fragments, some 20 or 30 leaves still
remain, either belonging to works clearly non-Buddhistic (and there
fore not noticed in this catalogue), or fragments too slight or indistinct
for recognition.

Add. 1680.
This number represents a heterogeneous mass of palm-leaves
of various dates, which arrived, in many cases, caked together
by mud and damp. Each measures about 12J by 2 inches,
unless otherwise noted.
The works are as follows :
I.

Bhadracari-pranidhana-raja.
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Palm-leaf; 6 leaves, 6 lines, 11 x 2 in.; dated N. s. 188 (a.d.
1068).
On the handwriting see the Palaeographic Introduction.
See R. A. S. Cat. 33 and Add. MS. 899. 2 ; also Chinese Tripit.
1142 (Nanjio).
Begins like Add. 899. 2, reading °^<ft S^=fT ^fRT° in line 1.
Ends :

vt^m wt

f^rfwrTfirfrr II

II. 8 leaves, numbered 1— 3, 18, also a leaf numbered 2
from another volume ; 5—6 lines, square hand, xiv—xvth cent.
Fragments of the Avadana-Qataka (ivth and vth decades).
The fragment contains the stories of Dharmapala, Civi, and
Surupa (Av.-Qat. iv. 3—5); see MSS. 1386, 1622, and Feer ib. cit.
Lf. 18 gives the end of the Anathapindadavad" (iv. 9). The leaf
numbered 2 is from the Gudacalavad" (v. 3) (line 1 = Add. 1386,
78 a, 1. 4).
The text on 46, 1. 6 shows considerable discrepancy with the
corresponding passage in Add. 1386 ( = 606 11. 7—8).
III.

21 leaves, 5 lines.

Fragments of the Divyavadana.
Apparently same scribe as No. II.
The complete MS. was divided into volumes with independent
numbering.
On the work generally see Add. 865. A collation of these
fragments will probably be given in the forthcoming edition by
Prof. Cowell and Mr Neil.
IV. Leaf of the Manicudavadana.
Same writing as the preceding fragments.
Text corresponds to Add. 874, 7b. 1. 3 sqq.
V. Leaf of an Avadana.
Same hand as the preceding.
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The leaf is numbered 17.
It describes a conversation between the Buddha and a Rakshasa;
the Buddha gives him food and drink.
VI.

5 lines ; xv—xvith cent.

First leaf of the VasudharanI-katha.
The introduction is somewhat shorter than in Add. 1355. The
tale begins, as there, ?T*T TjJ*T Vft I
^T^T^IT TT^TfT^T

VII.

16 leaves, 7 lines; xiiith cent.

Part of a work on Astrology.
Numbered from 9 to 40.
The first portion of the fragment treats of the nakshatras : the
concluding leaves of sudden or untimely death C^M*ifN I, ^H^i-

VIII.

45 leaves, 5 lines; XII—xiiith cent.

Dharanis.
These fragments appear to be the remains of several volumes of
collected charms. There are two illustrations of caityas etc. One
volume has pages with letter- as well as figure-numbering, running
from 2 to 17 ; each page is written in two distinct columns.
A second is generally paged only in figures (these are all between
9 and 35), and has no full columns, but only square spaces round the
string-hole. There are also two leaves with columns on one side and
space on the other.
In the first vol., we find the ends of the following dharanis, etc. :
Phaldphalahridaya (4a) ; Jdti-smard-dh? (46) ; Kallajayd-dh0 (96) ;
Ushnlshavijayd (lib).
In the second volume the following: Vajrottard-dh" (12a), Laksha
(14a); Hrishtapratyayah Stutidhard-dh° (146); Sarvatathagatahridayddh° (156); Hemanga-dh" Janguld mahdvidyd (17); Aksliobhyd-dh"
(17*6); Vajrottara (ib.), cf. supra; Kondrd dhdrani-caityakaraiia vidhih
(18); Jrya Mahddharanl (21); Bnddhahridayd^dh" (226); Samantabliadrd-dh" (23) ; Dhdtukdrandd (236) ; Svapnandadd-dh (276) ;
Kallajaya (32) cf. supra ; Aryamahd dluirani (33), cf. supra ; Sarvarucirdngayashti 36; Sarvamangald (ib.) ; ,5arvaroga-pra$amarii (366).
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The two leaves with columns described above are numbered 9 and
11 respectively.
9 has the colophon :
￼
11. *rgTTOf?T.
On leaves without (original) numbers, we find : Grahamatrikd-dh''
(1) ; Mdrvii (26) ; Samanta-bhadraprajna-dh" (4) ; Ashtamahabhayatdranl (5); Jatismara-dh" (p) cf. supra.
IX. 3 leaves, 6 lines, xn—xinth cent.
form part of one MS.

Apparently these

Fragments of works connected with the Prajnaparamita.
One is the second and last leaf of
Prajnaparamita in 9 clokas by Kambila.
Ends:
￼
fNfr (?) Trf¥Vfrfra wr^i ^rfasrfrr 11
Tfri sprats:

Tnrimi'ftmT wt?ttii

ufriTT^T^-

Then follow 4 glokas said to be by Nagarjuna in praise of the reader
of the Nammamgiti. After several lines of epithets, etc., it ends :

^ f^mTfj: Tr#iT5«fMv ii ^rr^TTir^'rTTT^T^f 11
The second leaf contains the end of the
PANCAVIMCATIKA-PRAJNAPARAMITAHRIDAYA.
The text seems to be the same as that of Add. 1486.
The third is apparently the beginning of some redaction of the
Prajnaparamita.
After the usual introductory phrases, Avalokitegvara addresses
Bhagavan as follows : ^"JTCTrJ $ *T*(3 1 *JfWPTlTT*TrTT ^TWT^TT TTWTWt...
si
X. 4 lines, xvith cent.
Leaf of a MYSTICAL work.

Add. 1680.]
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In the first line we find

The next line treats of the mystical value of letters. The verso
is nearly obliterated, only the page number 2 being visible.
XL

7 lines, Bengali hand, xvith cent. (?).

Leaf of work on Ritual.
The form of the work seems to be instruction to pupils ; but the
whole leaf is very indistinct. One sentence begins (1. 3) :
cm: fsm: ^i^tm to...; and (i. 5) rra: ftr^rat:
...
The fragment concludes with the 5th line of the verso.
XII.

6 lines, xil—xmth cent.
Leaf of a work on Buddhist MudbAs.

In line 1 we find :
On the verso, 1. 2, is the colophon
wrapp (?) trc^rgTjV: ii
At the beginning of the next chapter occur the names of
Cuddhodhana, Aralli, Rahula, etc.
XIII.

XIV.

(NlRUTTARA TANTRA).
[Non-Buddhistic. ]

Late palm-leaf.
Fragments of Stotras, etc.

Chiefly invocations,

^Tt etc., to various personages.

Add. 1681.
Alphabets, etc., compiled by Pandit Gunanand.
Written for use in deciphering the MSS. of the present collection.
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Add. 1682.
Palm-leaf ; 83 leaves, 5 lines, 21 x 2 in. ; Nepalese band of
the Xlth cent.
Saddharma-punparika.
Chap. 10 ends 78a, 1. ; the MS. consequently terminates towards
the end of Chap. 11.
On the work see MS. 1032.

Add. 1683.
Palm-leaf; 139 leaves, 5 lines, 21 x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 159
(A.D. 1039).
Saddharma-punparika.
By several scribes ; leaf 566 ( = Paris MS., 99a med — 996) is
commenced by the second scribe, but on 57a the same passage is
written over again.
The MS., though as a rule beautifully written, is much damaged
by worms, etc.
The first part of the colophon, so far as it remains on the mutilated
final leaf, coincides with Add. 1032, except that we have
^tf3T5f] for H^Tl(T*T0 (see p. 24, line 28).
The next legible words are as follows :
^ndrr
W ff^TfJ I
^1 «1 TK I

. . . firrfw^r: i[r5Eff*re: («c) '^<I*ih^j
W3T^T<Tr«rT[*r| ...<?) ... (hiatus) W*TJTO
WTTTTT^ (corr. °rajn°) f^rf%fTftrf?T I ^PTv

\U^> (in letter-numerals) tlTT^T I^lfi" ^ffhTT^t 3^*f<^ I
A note (of recitation ?) in vernacular follows, dated N. s. 803.
For the work see Add. 1032. This and the preceding MS. have
been used by Prof. Kern for his edition of the text.

Add. 1684.]
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Add. 1684.
Palm-leaf; originally 156 or 157 leaves, 5—6 lines, 21 x 2 in.;
dated N. s. 185 (a.d. 1065).
SADDHARMA-PUNrpARIKA.
The leaves run thus: 2—10, 10* 11—117, 119—152, 154—156.
Chap. 15 is wrongly numbered 16, and the mistake continues to
the end of the MS. On the reigning king and on the writing see
the Introductions.
The colophon runs :

+J*=)<1s
(in letter-numerals) t^XT^^li^ I <^ 31 *K I I *H7T*rS"R^r^tT7^WTJfTtW (sic, v. Introd.) "*T% f^^^Ta^ri^frT # # (hiatus) 15 (?)

(?) f5RTf?T^TT*i 1 * 1 1 1> <* T-

(Then a scribe's verse) I
"With this MS. is a stray leaf of a Buddhistical treatise in handwriting etc., similar in all respects, with the leaf number ^3T
o
(1) 310 (cf. table of numbers, note).
The first syllables are : °<«i<* l< Jl*5^° . . . ; the last, ^t^FP?.

Add. 1685.
Palm-leaf; 64 leaves, 6 lines^ 13£ x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 500
(A.D. 1380).
AmARA-KO£A.
The final subscription, after date and scribe's verses partly faded,
seems to run thus :
, » „ WWfWR?* 11 %*sn*- ^Vtn? f^Tft TVR-

^niwiTT^ (?)

11
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Add. 1686.
Palm-leaf; 119 leaves, 6 lines, 11 J x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 287
(A.D. 1167).
Sadhana-mala-tantka.
The MS. is very defective, and was perhaps copied from a faultyarchetype.
The leaf-numbers fall into two sets or volumes.
The first leaf, which corresponds to Add. 1593, 256, 1, is numbered
43, and this numeration continues to leaf 57, the end of which cor
responds to leaf 346 in the same MS. The first volume was regarded
as ending at 58a, for here we find the date ; and the leaf number is
added on the recto in an ancient, though nevertheless a second, hand.
The second part or volume was regarded as beginning at 586 ; for
here a new series of numbers begins, not however with leaf 1, but
with 34, perhaps because the leaf was the 34th of the whole extant
archetype, at the time when our present MS. was copied. Be that
as it may, we find the leaf common to the two parts with 58 on the
recto and 34 on the verso. After this leaf, which corresponds to 346
fin.—356, 2, of Add. 1593, there is a gap, and the next leaf, numbered
44, corresponds to 496 of the other MS. Leaf 53 (1st series) and
leaves 34—43, 46, 78, 114, and 138—-141 (2nd series), are missing.
129 is erroneously repeated (129*); The MS. terminates abruptly at
leaf 152 ( = Add. 1593, 1886, 1. 5). On the writing, the first dated
example of hooked Nepalese hand, see the Palseographical Intro
duction. On the work see the account of Add. 1 593. It may be
observed that there is nothing in either MS. to show the reason for
the division into volumes found in the present MS. The division
occurs after a charm (sadhana) apparently quite like the rest. The
date and title of the charm are given thus :
f^K^* WtWi WHT II * ^^TSRTTW frf (sic)

Add. 1687.
Coarse brownish paper; 129 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ;
dated N. s. 753 (a.d. 1633).
Karani?a-vyuha (Prose version).

Add. 1687.]
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Written at Bhatgaon in the reign of Jagajjyotir Malla (see below).
For the work see Add. 1267.
Ends :

(date v. supra) I ^ft^r^Nl- #l*rf^^f*T *#tVT *5R3T ^T-

^rrwrf^n

^<*^m^* (^ < r<ri i mtttst-

Add. 1688.
Palm-leaf; originally 70 leaves, 6 lines, 22 x 2 in. ; Kutila
character ; dated 14th year of Nayapala of Bengal (circa A. D.
1054).
Panca-raksha.
Leaf 27 is missing. On the date and writing see the Introductions.
The MS. is copiously illustrated with figures of buddhas, divini
ties, and eaityas: and the ends of the chapters have elaborate patterns
etc. On the work see Add. 1325 and add a reference to Rajendralal,
Nep. Buddh. Lit, p. 164.
The 5 chapters (for which see Add. MS. 1325) end respectively
196, 1; 45a, 1; 646, 4; 67a, 2; 70a, 4.
The final subscriptions are as follows :

tt^t ^rix in

f^r

1%f^m^ ^Tft^T TJH I

* Wright's Nepal, pp. 242—3.
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Add. 1689.
Palm-leaf; 23 leaves, 5 lines, 16 x 2 in.; dated N. s. 494
(A.D. 1374).
Megha-sutra.
Edited with notes and a translation, in the Journal of the Royal
As. Soc, 1880, by the compiler of this catalogue. See also a
learned, but occasionally over subtle, criticism in the China Review,
May, 1882.
Begins :

Ends:

The postscript consists of the verse, ^1 win etc.
Then follows :
f^V#t S^^ct<^^|^H^Tf^«Ttr^t7TfTtr<4i<*||5iri!l*.
Next come salutations to acarya and parents (cf. Add. MS.
1623. 3 supra), then date (day and month); reign of Jayarjunadeva
w^rNr -^-<j*r^t #i (sic) f*rfwfa^ *rwT^rwfri
Then follow two of the ordinary scribe's verses.

Add. 1690.
I.

Palm- leaf ; 4 leaves, 5 lines, 17 x 2 in. ; xv—xvith cent.*
Fragments of the VasudharI-dharani-katha.

* The supposed date given in Dr D. Wright's list is founded on a
misreading of a date of recitation, now removed to Add. 1689, to
which it originally belonged.
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This fragment contains the first and last leaves of the book, the
other two being numbered 13, 14. See Add. MS. 1355.

II.

Fragments of stotras, etc.

Size and writing similar to the preceding.
Chiefly invocations and the like.

III. Palm-leaf; 3| lines, written on one side only ; 2x16,
but originally perhaps 18 in. ; xn—xmth cent.; has 3 stringholes.
Leaf of a work on the YAnas.
In 1. 2 vaipulycir and nirdega-sutras are mentioned.
The fragment ends abruptly thus :
M<4{|3{q<IM44«tJ4 ?<^H I [partial hiatus] I ^rft?

Add. 1691.
I. Palm-leaf; 8 leaves, 7 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; apparently dated
N. s. 311 (a.d. 1191).
HlRANYA-SAPTAKA.
The date of writing is given in another hand, as noticed in the
Palaeographical Introduction. The letter numerals of the date are
difficult to identify. The first probably represents the figure 3,
which is also used as a letter-numeral (for the use of the unit 3, to
express 300 in the letter-sjstem, compare Add. 1465). The second
is tolerably clearly 10. The last, which resembles
is extremely
doubtful. A second subscription in the vernacular, probably relating
to a recitation, twice mentions Yakshamalla and gives the date N. s.
574 (a.d. 1454);
The work is a collection of 16 saptakas or groups of seven stanzas.
Begins :

12
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The saptakaa have the following titles : niddno-saptaka, jdti-8°,
dosha-s0, guna-s°, lihga-8°, prdrambha-8°, prandla-s", pramana-s' (sic 1),
drona-s", khdta-s", digvacv-8" (?), mandala-8°, mantras", kriyd-s",
ardma-s°, phala-s°.
The subscription runs thus :

Then, in the second hand above referred to :
^fi*iw ^r^T

i tott^

( i ?) ^TfrPir («c)

WT (? ^f^T)
f^rf^TfTfTlf^ II
Then the last subscription in vernacular, as above mentioned.
On the back of the last leaf is a page, numbered ^ffy, in a hand
very similar to that of the MS. itself ; there are however only 6 lines
of writing (instead of 7). It is the beginning of a work on the use
of arms, entitled Khadga-pujd-vidhi.
Begins :

^TR: I Cf. Add. 1701. 1.
II. Palm-leaf; 23 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x l^in. ; early hooked
Nepalese hand, probably written A.D. 1179 (see below).
KtTRUKULLA -KALPA.
The date N. s. 299 was given by Dr D. Wright, but the first
figure alone is now left : the name of the reigning king is also torn
away, all but the first letter, which however is enough to fix the
king, Ananda. The date is however probably correct, as this year
comes within Ananda's reign (see Table in Historical Introd.), and the
writing seems also of this date (see Palseographical Introduction
and Table of letters).
This is a work on ritual in connection with the goddess Kurukulla,
who is mentioned by Schiefner (ap. B & R s. v. ^T^^TST).
Begins:
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fT^f ^nmw| I fTT^rifT TT*T *T?Tf^W* [lacuna] II
^ fWT^ 3tTRs TT^TlPT^ W^^%fft: I

T&rmwtrwfr&i: i 46.

Ends:
TT^^^T^^t^-sgT: ... etc.
^fT^^ej}?ll*^r: WTW. II TTTTTWT^T^TTfT^TnT:
'frfrf (?) rTTfT^^rT T^T II ^

etc. I

etc. I
1TfTN ^ . . . . (see above)
"^[T^WI wfaprfsTSTW^ f%f^Trrf^frT II
A few invocations etc. to Kurukulla follow, in a later band.
III. Palm-leaf; 15 leaves, 6 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; dated N. s.
560 (A.D. 1440).
Abhisheka-vidhi.
A work on late Buddhistic ritual.
Begins :

The divisions of the work are not numbered ; the following may
serve as some clue to its contents :
4*j*ifim?T5T i 3.
f^ajiftr<n*JiifafVi 36.
^rr^T^TTtlrf^fVl 46.
ifasifafy i ib.

^Slfafa: I 66.

m^rTf^w: i 7a.

*j|fc(Md(?)fir^l-

^^mrTTfwfV: I 76.
86 and so on.
12—2
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Ends:
^rftR*farw: w^nrr: i

in^ ^rwr i

A few lines of prayer to various deities are added by the scribe.
There are also a few lines on the cover, nearly obliterated.
IV. Palm-leaf; originally 44 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; N. s.
532 (a.d. 1412).
Candra-vtakarana by Candragomin.
Leaves 1—7, 26, 27 and 30 are missing.
A work on grammar, in 6 adhyayas, each subdivided into 4 padas.
On Candragomin see Wassiliew, Taranath, pp. 52, 207 ; his school,
the Candras, are mentioned in Siddh-K. on Pan. m. ii. 36.
The author follows Panini both in style, treatment, and often in
actual words, many of the sutras being identical. Adhyayas IV, v
correspond to Pan. v, VI, respectively.
This MS. commences in Adhy. 1, pada iv, thus :
*nft: 11 fzTreT^rr 11 ^ito: ii m*: % I

^tctt-

Adhy. 1 ends 9b; adh. 11, 156; adh. ill, 21a; adh. iv, 29a; adh.
v, 376.
Ends : '
^7: irft f\ffto: 11

■srra ^° 1 Ttf\^tw^ 1 *ns?"Erf3 ^ ^f^ffi! i ¥T*ttt-

V.

Palm-leaf; 18 leaves, 5—7 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; xvth cent.

Commentary on one pada of the Candra-vtakarana (v. iv).
Closely written and much blurred in places.
The text is given in its entirety.

Add. 1691.]
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i ^fTTWt^T ^ i (oT^fffa*: Add.

1694. 4.) I ^JT WW
Ends with the comment on the last sutra but three of this pada :
?r«T : w«i : i
VI.
cent.

Palm-leaf; 14 leaves, 8 lines, 12 x 2£ in. ; XII—xmth
Part of ANANDADATTA'S COMMENTARY on the
Candra-vyakarana (i. iii).

The writing is the ordinary hooked Nepalese, but the early forms
of ^ and are used.
Of the commentator nothing seems to be known.
The text is indicated by abbreviations.
The first page (unlike the rest of the MS., which is clear and
well-preserved, and has the sutras divided by red marks) is mutilated,
and somewhat indistinct.
The commentary on the first sutra that is legible (leaf 2a) begins
thus :
tmt- [cf. Pan.' in. iii. 175] II TrfTT^Tg fTf?^ IW-

*<THr*l^rT(^ I
W^tftfrf TT^t TTfrl^V: . . . etc.
Three lines lower, Vimalamati is cited as an authority.
The last sutra commented on is the word «1l f«s| I , on which
the comment begins :
5fH: ^TWf^T SW<^TfTx . . .
Ends :

VII.
cent.

One palm-leaf (numbered 51), 5 lines, 8 x 2 in.; xvth
Candra-vyakarana (text).

This leaf was found amongst the fragments of Add. 1679.
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The passage is Candra-vy. v. ii. med., and corresponds to Add.
1694, If. 316, L 2—32a, 4 (med.).
VIII.
cent.

Palm-leaf ; 3 leaves, 6 lines, 11 x 2 in. ; xill—xivth

Fragment of a treatise on Astrology, or of an Avadana.
The leaves are broken at the edges where the numbers were
apparently placed.
In the work much is said of births, conjunctions, etc.; but
characters are also introduced, especially a merchant Mikira and
his wife Bhidrika.
Thus the fragment may be from an astrological treatise with
illustrations from tales, or an astrological episode of an avadana.

Add. 1693.
Palm-leaf; 295 leaves, 6 lines, 17 x 2^ in. ; Kutila or early
Devanagarl hand as modified in the Xllth cent. A.D. ; dated
N. s. 285 (AD. 1165).
Ashtasahasrika Prajnaparamita.
The pagination is in letters and figures, but there is an error of
3 in the former throughout.
On the reigning monarch (Ananda) and on the writing see the
Introductions and Plates.
The colophon, giving also the name and residence (the Dharmacakra-mahavihara) of the scribe, is partially obliterated in its latter
part :

sr^w fW*Ki^n

nflOs<K(?) ^t*T*reref(?) WT-

«^wj* (?) ^^w*r^TfT?TTTfwrf*^ irrw^^^"f^WHii
Pm^-n ti^Tfwf^r ^ft^Tt(?)Tm-

On the book see Add. 866.
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Add. 1695.
Paper; 24 leaves, folding backwards and forwards, 7 lines,
9 x 3 in. ; dated N. s. 749 (a.d. 1629), month of Jyeshtha, at an
eclipse of the sun.
Haragauri-vivaha-nataka by Raja Jagajjyotir
Halla of Bhatgaon.
This eclipse has been kindly calculated for me by Professor
Adams, who reports that a small eclipse was visible at Bhatgaon on
June 21st, 1629 a.d. (new style) from 7.56 a.m. to 9.17 a.m., local time.
The play is in a vernacular, but like several others of the kind
(cf. Pischel, Catal. der Bibl. der D. M. G.) has stage directions, and
incidental glokas in more or less corrupt Sanskrit.
The piece seems to partake of the nature of an opera; as it
contains 55 songs in various modes ('ragas,' e.g. the Malava-raga) ;
moreover the colophon
W^TT frequently occurs, apparently
denoting an instrumental accompaniment or interlude.
Besides Civa and Gaurl, the chief dramatis personae seem to be
Gauri's parents, Himalaya and Mena, and a rishi, Bhringin.
The piece is in 10 ' sambandhas,' the first of which, and part of
the second, seem to be missing.
The colophon runs as follows :

Add. 1697.
I.
cent.

Palm-leaf; 165 leaves, 5 lines, 12£ x 2 in. ; XIII—xivth

KRIYAPANJIKA of KULADATTA.
The earlier part of the MS. had both letter- and word-numbering,
but, owing to mutilation of the edges, much of it has been renumbered,
* Cf. Wright's Nepal, p. 216 1. 12 and B. & R. s. v. fJ^TR^W.
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and many leaves in the latter part, which had faded, have also been
recently retouched. The MS. is imperfect at the end.
The work is on the ritual of later northern Buddhism. Part of
an index of the various 'vidhis,' etc., is found on the back of leaf 1.
R. A. S. MS. No. 42 contains a small portion of the work. The first
part, at all events, is divided into numbered prakaranas, but these
divisions seem to cease further on.
The text begins, after salutations to Buddha and the Triratna :

4^h-A *p»rerra
I. Ends:

r*<w *r*rr 11

14 a—b.
3. T° 1° W^T? Tf° 29.
4. TfH Wnrf^rpft^^;0 Ofi°
3T° I 336.
The rest of the work seems to be divided into short unnumbered
sections, describing various points of ritual: e.g. at leaves 141 sqq.
the ' sthapamani,' or settings up of images of various deities.
On the last page occurs the section-title
The MS. terminates abruptly 2 lines below.
II. Palm-leaf; originally 34 leaves, 7 lines, 11x2 in. ;
xv—xvith cent.
Hevajra-pakinijalasambara-tantka.
Bengali hand, obscure and somewhat careless. Leaf 22 is missing.
For the work see Add. 1340.
Ends :

III. Palm-leaf; 9 leaves (numbered 2—10), 5—6 lines,
12 x 2 in. ; xvith cent.
Part of a work on Ritual, etc.
The handwriting is poor and careless.
First section (leaf 3a) : ^TT^Wrf^fV WTTTfafrT (cf.
Add. 1706)||

Then «Wt ^TfWT^

0«* l«t«<«1 . . .
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The second section ends on leaf 6a : ejj*H <Cl<* K^ftf^jft ^ SI I
^tot: (°^TTwf^rTr° ?).
Section 3 ends 96—10a :
Section 4 begins : T^Tt
II
«1fHA«I«TtTf%'...(?)..., and ends abruptly on the next page.
IV. Palm-leaf; 16 leaves and cover, 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ;
dated N. s. 583 (a.d. 1463).
Balimalika and two dharanis.
The Balimalika is a short work on ritual in 52 numbered sections.
It consists chiefly of invocations, mystic formulae, and the like.
The text begins :
tjrra ^t%^t%t irtfwr : ^#snfR : 11
T^nfiTf^*

tiTvrtvt rm : i

Ends:
inrcfti i ^ i wt^nmiwr wttt : wrtutoi
The first dharani commences on the back of the same leaf (14)
(on which there are traces of obliterated writing) thus :

P«imM*ir«KM4 fHf^r^q •wiui* ii
The second dharani (ff. 15—16) contains 21 verses in honour of
Vajra-yoginl beginning :

*T*rfr T^frfl'fl" II \ II
Ending :
WffN ^ TO *fV ^

f^f^ 1T%fK ^T?7TfTT-

^pCtttth
V. and VI. Palm -leaf; 21 leaves, 7—8 lines, 13x2 in.;
Bengali hand of XV—xvith cent.
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The two MSS. are apparently by one scribe.
The writing is faint, somewhat careless, and very indistinct.
The first work (1697. 5) appears to be a treatise on letters and
their mystical value (cf. 1699. 1, etc.). The opening words can now
hardly be deciphered, but in the first line the book seems to be described
as *rfrr^r*rf*!r.
The work appears to consist of 4 leaves, (3 being numbered), with
some kind of table or diagram on the last page. No colophon or
title of any sort remains.
The next work (1697. 6) seems to be on astrology, astronomy or
the like.
It appears to begin at leaf 16; while la seems to have something
in common with both treatises, being both on letters and auspicious
days.
The work begins thus (f. 16) :

fwr% ^Trpjrr^T wttt^. . .
The end is almost obliterated.
VII. Palm-leaf; 4 leaves, 5 lines, 12^ x 2 in.; xv—xvith
cent.
Cakrasambaradanpakastuti and other stotras.
The first stotra is in 4 numbered sections, the last of which ends :
^ffWt (?) ^ffT
I 8 I ^N**JfaK<<l^W7T
tjuhui
The next stotra, which seems to be unfinished, begins :

VIII. Palm-leaf; 4 leaves and covers, 12x2 in. ; dated
N. s. 475 (A. D. 1355).
Fragments.
1. Leaf of the Ekallavira-tantra.
Contains the end of Ch. 23 ( = Add. 1319, 67o—26 4).
2. Leaf of a Commentary.
Page-number 5.
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Begins :

Ends:

3. Two leaves of notes, etc., in various hands.
The first leaf consists of short prayers to Amoghasiddha ; the
second has only a few lines of writing in a vernacular.

Add. 1698.
Palm-leaf; 161 leaves, 5 lines, 13 x 2 in. ; dated N. s. 506
(a.d. 1386).
Amaka-ko<?a, with Newari commentary called Vivkiti, by
Makikya.
Written at Bhatgaon in the reign of Jayasthiti Malla.
The first leaf, which contains some prefatory remarks (partly in
the vernacular), is much mutilated.
The text ^TCWR etc. begins 26.
The colophon is in verse (161a) :

^M\d\ ^^^[jf^rTwfwr^TTT^w: 11
^ w^rre fafW^ri 2Jfanir^hni7Tv i
^ft*{diM$<yiMi

UVii£\ *uus*fifarr: 11

*rrfwwftre Trf^r^prmT ^f^rT^Tn?: 11

wzrfK (sic) t^tpt

^rrf%% *nr% ^

i
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After this conies a scribe's (benedictory) verse.
Then follows :

Add. 1699.
This number consists of three works and a fragment, written byone scribe, Kacrlgayakara, in three successive years (1198—1200 a.d.)
in the Bengali character, forming the earliest example of that writing
at present found. See the Palseographical Introduction to the present
work and my description in the Palaeographical Society's Oriental
Series, Plate 81. The leaves measure ll|x 2 inches, and are in
remarkably fresh preservation. There are 6 to 8 lines on each page.
I.

5 leaves ; dated 38th year of Govindapala (a.d. 1199).

Pancakara.
On the king see the Historical Introduction.
For the subject, divination, etc., by means of letters, compare the
Pancasvara (Rajendralal Mitra, Not. Skt. MSS., No. 1478).
Begins :

T^fnrrt Teg ^ttjtt: . . . twi ^ u

For the final colophon, see the Historical Introduction.
II. 18 leaves; dated in the 37th year of Govinda-Pala
(A.D. 1198, cf. No. I.).
Guhyavali-vivjkiti by Ghanadeva.
* Cf. Add. MS. 1358 and inscr. ib. cit
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Writing larger and generally fainter than in No. 1, but similar in
all essential characteristics. Important words etc., are marked with
a red smear; some corrections, stops, etc., with yellow.
A mystical work in 25 paragraphs ('glokas').
Begins :
T^TT^T II f^Tfrfrre ire fJw<«MlRl*-

T$r*im ii

For leaf 96 see Pal. Soc. Or. Ser. PI. 81.
Ends :

7r^T^ftf%^t>f: i

III.

fat fa: iif^wf^^R^ra 11

70 leaves; dated a.d. 1200 (see below).

Yogaratna-mala, a commentary on the Hevajra by
Krishna or Kahna.
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Leaves 30, 51 and 62 are missing.
The divisions (kalpa) and subdivisions (patala) of the work
answer to those of the Hevajra (Add. 1340); the first kalpa ending
at leaf 43. The text is given only in abbreviations.
Text begins :

Patala 1 ends :
jthw. *rc*r: i iia.
Ends:
0 ^t^tttV^t^ ^rrtVgij^ (sic) i mTTwrr^n^rr
f%*rt ^pt: ii

^t%wrf%^T •^friTsWWT

11

II lifrTft^ *rf^m^HfafarniPIT^T*TTftrfc| II TT^T^TT-

^8 f*rf%?rf?Tt ^* irT^trorar^ftr II
IV.

2 leaves.

Fragment (unfinished) of the Guhyavali-vivjriti.
The first leaf is numbered 9, the second has no number and is
written on only one side.
The fragment contains section 17, with parts of 16 and 18,
corresponding to leaves 12—13 of No. II. It is written in the
same hand.

Add. 1701.
I. Palm-leaf; 154 leaves, 5 lines, 12 x 2 in.; dated N. s. 509
(A.D. 1389), see below.
Panca-eaksha.
The date and name of the reigning king are written in a different,
but apparently contemporary, hand.
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There is another date, probably of recitation, but nearly obliterated,
inside the cover.
As to the book, see Add. 1164, el al.
The colophon runs :

^nnro ii

^-^cwetc....

tmivsi

Trrrrf^frni

^t-

TT^TfVrr*r^ w^f^f^T*mw5rj^ra3*n («<o 11
II.

Palm-leaf; 5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; XIV—xvth cent.

First two leaves of the Dharmasangraha.
The text differs somewhat from that of Add. 1422; after the
mention of the 5 skandhas (26, 3 = Add. 1422, 26, 3), it passes
directly to the prafityasamutpada (ibid., 5a, 1).
The fragment ends in the enumeration of the seven bodhyahgas.
in. [Non-Buddhistic].

Add. 1702.
Palm-leaf; 144 remaining leaves, 6—8 lines, 12 x 2 in.;
ixth cent.
BODHISATTVA-BHUMI.
The MS. is imperfect and very shattered at the edges, in par
ticular many of the leaf-numbers being broken off. The original
order has been restored, as far as possible, from the writing and
subject of the leaves. On the palaeography and date see the excursus
appended to the Palseographical Introduction. No other MS. or
version of the work seems to exist.
The subject of the work is the mental and spiritual development
of a bodhisattva. For the use of 'bhumi' in the sense of 'stage of
* These names occur in the postscript of Add. 1656 ; but there
also there is some doubt as to the date.
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progress,' compare the Dacabhumi above ; the stages, seven in this
case, are enumerated at the beginning of Chapter 3, Part 3 (see
below). Compare also M. Senart's Mahavastu, p. xxxv, note.
The subjects of the various chapters may be seen from their titles,
and may be gathered more explicitly from a statement, usually in a
catechetical form, occurring at the beginning of each. These titles,
etc., so far as they are at present discoverable, are given below. The
main divisions of the work are three.
[The leaves are tentatively numbered, and are referred to on the
same plan as in Add. 1049 above.]
I. ACHARA-TOGASTHANA.
Chap. 1 ends and chapter 2 begins :

'nnm "^rft w^htttt piwwtw^
-h^-h TNI »i i

^rr..." 936.

Chap. 2 ends: ^°
fVrftTqT^":
I 100a.
Chap. 3 begins with an enumeration of the seven 'sthanas' of
the bodhisattva.
These are svartha, parartha, tattvartha, prabhava, sattvaparipaka
(cf. chapters 3—6), atmano buddhadharmaparipaka and anuttara
samyaksambodhi. 'Svartha' is then further explained.
Ends : w° ^rr° ^Mii^Md'si wfirZ 107&.
Chap. 4 (<1T*( I ^H&<!>) commences by declaring tattvartha to be
of two kinds, samanta and laukika (?). Ends 636.
Chap. 5. On prabhava, begins (636, 1. 3) with the curiously
expressed declaration that the highest innate prabhava of Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas is the " Agvatthddbhutadharmatd", doubtless an
allusion to Cakyamuni's tree.
Chap. 6 is on paripaka, which it commences (16a) by describing
as ?f^^T^rt^^f?["«T<SJ '. . These six are svabhava, pudgala, prabltava, upaya, and two others which are not legible. Ends 106.
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Chap. 7 (106) treats apparently of bodhi. This is described as
dvividha, but the further definition is nearly obliterated.
The final title is lost.
Chap. 8 ends W° ^IT0 ^RfNMdtd I 8^>6.
• Then follows the introductory verse of ch. 9, which is on the first
pdramitd, dana :
^r^r* ii ^wr? %3 *f ^ ^-sfft ^wt
[i]
^TWIrtfi^iil^ ^ W(^TTt ff%^ ^ [||]

f^t" ^tfwf^it ^TT%fTwnT^<r: ii
These, we are told, are the nine kinds of dana (leaf 8^6).
The bodhisattva must practise this and the five other paramitas.
The chapter ends 1&a.
Chaps. 10—14 accordingly treat of the other paramitas, the same
udddna being repeated or cited at the beginning of each.
Chap. 10 aflHMdH, ends
„
„
„
„
Chap.

11 'SJTffPT

„

(826).

12^Hp?°
„
13 "^TT^0
„ ^86.
14ITWT0
„ *$b.
15, the title of which is lost, begins on the same leaf with

the query <*c(*H
Chap. 16 TTWrf^TTTTIT^nT^W ends L&a.
Chap. 17 begins with an udddna and a question, as follows, on
shame or remorse :

WKFS WPSrfrTOTW

3Tf<T^f%T» [I]

wr^^Tr wr v^tfTT^yg*TRs 11
* For the form cf. B. and R. s.v. ^¥^T«T.
t fsRTTTrNNi' seems to be the right reading from what follows.
13
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Ends:
^TT°
ClTW^PT0
Chap. 18 begins with the following uddana :

uffarT^roT irr^r: wr^nreT*nTT (?) 11
The chapter and section end thus :

WfUif I WTTRTVTt ^tWT^} (\\%) b.
II.

Adhara-dharma or Adharanudharma yogasthana.

Chap. 1 begins with the uddana :

Ends :

Chap. 2.

Uddana :

Ends: ^° ^°
^WT° U^aChap. 3. The uddana (which is somewhat indistinct) and the
opening sentences describe vatsalya in its seven forms.
These are: ^RTO ^W^T%^T^Tf^rT Wrf^T f%1%W (sic)
[i.e., from what follows, ft^ft ^].
Ends : W° ^VT^T^^0 N° WW \\°b.
Chap. 4. Uddana :

wsfj t '^nW^nT (sic) wnjrwq ^rt^t^ irfrr^f^^
tfTT^ ^T^rT^TTTrfTTnfT fTfTT: II
This summarises the twelve vihdras of the bodhisattva, which
form the subject of the chapter.
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The chapter and section end :

III.
Chap. 1 ends :

Adhara-nishtha yogasthana.

Chap. 2 briefly treats of parigraha, which is said to be six-fold :
mkritsatvasatva-pariyraha (?), ddhipatya-p", uddddnarp", dlrghakdlika,
adirghakalika, and carama.
Ends : ^°
fV f^TT1*0 I
Chap. 3.
Trst^T^m^t [coir. c#°] w^ra Hi^Kgm^R

(read ^T°) ^WTrTT*IllT<ft Vlfw. [I] ^t^f^T: ^tV*TV^rW>

TTffRfrr^0 "R^fT^0 T^TcT^TT-

TT^f\rTtTfTT: ^ITsjir^tIt: ^tVafr^TfVf^TrfH° ^rgTfvTTwiWTT: *nrt*rg f^fHrft twt:
(and so on, through the viharas and bhumis).
Ends :
^VTT^tWT^ <3"rTH -%J?>mo 130a.
Chap. 4. On caryd ; begins with a division of the subject under
four heads, pdramitd-caryd, bodhipaksha-e", abhijiid-c0 and satvaparipakac".
The chapter ends :
Of chap. 5 the title is lost ; it commences with a brief reference to
some of the chief categories : the 32 Mahdpurushalakshandni, etc.
Chap. 6 ends :
Then follows a summary of the progress of the bodhisattva and of
the work (the leaf is unfortunately much faded) :
13—2
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^rtt^ inpsra [446] tw^ttr: ^rw#ix . . . *wr, 'sraflrg::

The next two lines tell how he gains adhimukti and imparts it
(samdddayati, sic) to others : he gains freedom from the sorrow of
fresh births (samsaraduhkliapariklieda), becomes skilled in the f<zstras; then after completing the punyasambluira and jndnasambJiara,
*nfr»TTSRr5lf IT^TT (line 6), and thus *HI^MMf<M4lW

^rfw^f**...
What immediately follows is mostly obliterated, but in the last
line of this page and the beginning of the first line of the next
(the final) leaf, we read :

In line 3 we find :
ITfrT^fTRWfW^: TT^T^^TWf^W: frfVW«n"(?)^TT^TOTT; below, ^WTXnmTfTg ^TOTT ^tfi^Tf^T
by various forms of kuc^ala one becomes finally
*m^TRWr?3r: (line 6). Of the following lines little connected
sense can be made.
The work ends as follows :
rim trTTfiww: f*renrf?rei*ffT^wT *for ^Trf^fr (?)

II WTTTT ^ ^tfwt^fa: II
From this necessarily very imperfect outline it will appear that
the work is important for the vinaya, and to some extent for the
abhidliarma, of the Northern School. Several, though by no means
all, of the numerous categories appear in the Pali works as known to
us through Childers and Dr Oldenberg.
* These letters I supply by conjecture, the leaf being broken.
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Add. 1703.
Palm-leaf; 125 leaves, 6 lines, 11^ x 2 in.; dated N. S. 549
(A.D. 1429).
Vajravali by Abhayakaragupta.
Good Nepalcse hand. Written by Jivaylbhadra.
The work is a treatise on magic and ritual, styling itself a
"mandalopayika" (see below), and divided into short "vidhis" e.g.,

^f^: 86.
Begins : TTfl ^Tp^T^ I
^f^T^t
Ends: ^P^T^T^TTf^'f^fV: followed by several verses be
ginning :

After which :
^T^f^rTT(sic),?f^T^^Tr-f5R:f^rrT ^T^V fTTf
^TJJPTT (sic) fTT^T TT3TP?^% -jrfTn-^^- gpre^

Add. 1704.
Palm-leaf, with some paper supply; originally 83 leaves,
4—5 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; Nepalese hand of the xith cent., with
some later additions.
Catuhpitha-tantra.
Leaves 81 and 82 are lost. 83 and part of 80 are xvnth cent,
paper supply. There are occasional corrections in the hooked-top
hand of the xn—xmth cent.
The work is undoubtedly the original of that described by
Csoma as existing in Rgyut iv. 6 (see now Ann, du Musee Guimet,
ii. 297).
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The first leaf is faded. The work consists of 5 praharanas, sub
divided into patalas, which end as follows (corresponding to the four
plthas together with an introduction) :
TTrT U*!mn<*TW ^TTT ll 86.
Tfrr

'smspfte ¥*TT?T II 17.

TTrf TT^TW Wft? WTCT II 39.
T° H° %1ifT7 *° II 596.
The final title is nearly obliterated, but we find from the sub
ordinate patalas that the title of the last prakaraim was
whence the supposed title of the whole work as given in Dr
D. Wright's list. The real title (see also the Tibetan) may be just
discerned on the back of leaf 1.
At the end is a leaf containing, on one side only, 4| lines of Nepalese
writing of the xin—xivth cent. The title is^T1^TT(?)-$'*M f**JT.
The fragment is in glokas, and apparently discusses the relations of
impregnation and hereditary knowledge. It begins :

wrnwt sf> f^Ri ^nrnxr^ ¥*fr^7T 11
Ends : WffTW (?)?TOT M

TRWTrT I

Add. 1705.
Palm- leaf ; 35 leaves, 8 lines, 12 x 2 in. ; xnith cent.
ANANDADATTA's Commentary on part of the
Candravyakarana (ii. i).
For the text, which is here given only in abbreviations, see
Add. MS. 1691. 4, leaves 9—11.
Add. MS. 1657. 2 (q. v.) is a fragment of this same portion of
commentary. There are numerous citations from Jayaditya, the
compiler of the Kacika-vritti ; v. 76, 8a, 10a, 116 ("Jayadityadih").
Jinendra is cited 10a, 1. 3; and 'Bhashyakara' (Patanjali ?), 9a,
186 : also 'Acarya' Panini, 26a, 286 fin.
The commentary on the first sutra, which extends over seven
leaves, begins thus (after invocation to Buddha) :
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TT^TTTtT tj^RfT (i. frP) Tq: ^t: WtfTrT I

A comparison of Add. 1657. 2 shows that a line or two is missing
at the end.

Add. 1706.
A collection of palm-leaf fragments and volumes of works
chiefly on ritual, the construction of images, etc. All ori
ginally about 11 J x l£in.
I. 4 leaves, 5 lines, 7 x 1£ in. ; dated N. s. 381, middle figure
doubtful (a. D. 1261).
Khapga-pujavidhi.
A short treatise in verse on the use of arms, etc.
Qivaic.
Begins :

Tantric or

The same metre seems to be continued throughout the work.
Ends:
WJffTf^fw wr?r: i worn: ^\(?)
[?^r>rot
frNft ^WTT (?)
f^rf^fff3Rf?T I TTWrf^TT^riT^T
(sic)

[?

] ^ TTT^^TTftfT I ^ t^T^^YfH^ ^f-

f^f^TT i
II.

Pratimalakshanam, from Varahamihira's
Brihatsaivihita.
[Non-Buddhistic].
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7 leaves, 5 lines, 8 x 2 in. ; xinth cent.

BUDDHA-PBATIMALAKSHANAM.
• A short treatise in two parts on images of Buddha, probably more
or less in imitation of Varahamihira's work just noticed.
The work is in regular sutra-form, beginning :
*m: ^r^re ii tt^ ^T^rr ^nr . . .
Qariputra enquires thus of Bhagavan :

To which the reply is :
*rf*r ^ ^frf^t^ tti 5?rat^ffn^ ^rrcwre

The rest of the work discusses the dimensions, pose, etc., of the
various members of the images, ending thus :
Trrrrf*T ^ w^rrfa ^WTfsT tVt*?w: I
*v<U *ri!m*ri'*i*n"$ ^^tCt^t T^r^cr%?rv 11
T^TWT^fT^ etc. . . . 'STHR'S^'rerfft ii

w^^^*rrfarf

IV. Dimensions, writing, etc., same as No. Ill ; originally
17 leaves.
Pratimalakshanavivabanam.
A commentary on the last work.
Begins :
*mT <j^i4f i ^trt^"r^t Ire
*T<*rr
f^^d I

TTTWII
Ends :
Tf^T ^^HTfWrflTfrT^T^^W^TW
(f. 17 wanting).

II ***<T ....
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Dimensions and writing as before ; 23 leaves.

Part of a Commentary on a work similar to the two last.
Leaf 1 missing ; leaf 2 mutilated, and much obliterated on the
outside. Leaf 1 9 is numbered 2 9 by mistake. Compare also No. VIII.
The Buddhistic character of the work is determined by several
passages, e. g. 1 9a, 1. 4 :

The main work ends thus :
■fat^m TWf*nrre: n

fMai-riMd^^rniEn" 11

Tfrf

frrfrTii
After a break, there follows on the next leaf (23) a short
appendix on the pindikd or pedestal of the image beginning :
T^Tsftf^l Pug <* I
«i! *i fatfteffi || and ending(withoutcolophon)

W\fH II
VI.

Dimensions and writing as above ; 13 leaves.

A work on the dimensions of Caityas and of Images.
The first few leaves are mutilated on the right hand edges.
Leaves 8 and 9 are wanting.
Text begins (without invocation) :

c*4 1 *| I *4=h 75 . . . [hiatus] . . . f^TWWT^*i*)l'i ^TT^T?W^
^TOTsfiTT: I W^TW^F?:^Tt^"[t] . . . f^SM ||
At 3a the second part of the work, on images, begins thus :
irffTTn'wf ^T^arRTf^
wrF® wmjii i
Leaves 10—13 contain little but measurements, in figures, of
various images, with subscriptions such as :
^rfWfPJWRt ^TrTT^rwrW II (11a); Tf>T *TZrTT*T
%1TT?frm^mv (12) II ;
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The work ends :

VII. 2 leaves, same size as the preceding; writing some
what later and less accurate.
Fragment of a work on Measurements, similar to the preceding.
Begins :

m tf^TT^t TWrfWTT: (sic) I
As several abstract objects of veneration are mentioned in connec
tion with measurements, we may possibly suppose the work to treat
of temple-inscriptions or of personifications of these objects.
Thus at 2a we read ft<3K>43 ^(JT'NN'rtJ P^S^T ^[^JEnds abruptly.
VIII.

22 leaves.

A somewhat later but complete copy of the work described
under No. V.
Begins :

After the ending °^T^Wf*Tf<T, as in No. V,, we find the verse:
^^TW^rS (?) ^T^T: TT¥T^i I

IX.

7 leaves, 5 lines ; writing similar to that of No. I.

Qambara-panjika.
A short manual on the ritual or worship of Qambara. It consists
chiefly of invocations and the like.
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Begins :

Ends:
Tsr*nj (sic)
M<M<I

wurx i ^^i%^n^TiTt ^ (?)

<TTI *mTT\ *fW*JT% R?TW^ (?) I

Add. 1708.
I. Palm-leaf ; originally 115 leaves (see below), 5—7 lines,
12 x 2 in. ; on the date see below.
Nama-saStgiti-tika by Vilasavajra (?).
Leaves 4, 5, 8, 9, 19—22, 26, 42, 43, 47, 49, 50, 59, 63, 80, 91,
92, 94, 97, 99, 109, 110, 112—3 are missing.
The pages are numbered with figures only.
This is apparently a different commentary from R. A. S. Cat.,
No. 35, though several chapters partly correspond. It consists of 1 2
adhikaras. The number of sections in each is in several cases indi
cated by numerals, as shown below.
The work begins : ^T^T+l ^ f^T^^T . . .
Then, 3 lines lower, seems to follow a table or summary of
contents :

fT^T ^I^WT TrfrTSR'T . . . (see colophons of Add. 1323).
On 2a this summary is further explained; e.g. (I. 1) TJcf
. . and (L 3) TT7T ffl^fMrT^Tf*r^TCTWT*rT° (see Add. 1323).
(The end of Ch. 1 appears to be missing with the missing leaves. )
2 ends
^Tfrn^TTf^TT: flrfta: I 106—11.
3. ^rr^TT0 f{^°
4.

^^TW^riTfv^TT^ff^i: 1 116.

(Title apparently missing.)
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i 306.
6 (?). . II ^ II U° *T° *3[1. 1]f^5^V^VTf5^TT^rtjfW+K [W] (?) 546.
7.

II «\ II ^fT°

1°

^T^3f^T^^^TT^^Tf^TT :

WZW. II 606.
8.

ii ^vjji

w> iraitwwi*i#T wtifttiCl

s-gn: 826.
9.

?T0 ^JTrTrSfTT^RTt^ ^wfv° T^T: I 956.

10. TIT0 1° 15(Zrr^^T1WT"OTfV0 ^W. I 1026.
11. ^n"0 *T° uiNUKUrfiftitK il*<»ld*i: irftwrTT: I 1026—103.
The last leaf but one (114) is mutilated; what remains of the
colophon runs as follows :

TTfwr ....¥jtth: ii
Then a verse in praise of the study of the work ; after which :
^fT^Tra[^f]tffT^T WTTTT I WmfWT:
^TwT^fT^r (sic) i wfHrrqr^ fWrcsr^? T^r^f^n-f%^: i ^t^^ • • • • Tf^r^rei ir....f.... ^MiftreTwii

<5r*gr«T^T (sic)
■^fWFS ^t^ftHTW 75 xrar. .... Tf^rf ^ T5fT%^t
5^ w^r: ll
If the first member of the partly mutilated compound word
expressing the figures of the year stands for agva, the date is N. s.
5 (ishu) 7 (mahldhara) 7 (agva) or a.d. 1457.
II.

Palm-leaf ; 2 leaves, 6 lines, 1 2 x 2 in.
Fragment of the Nama-sangiti (text).
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A different hand from the last, perhaps slightly earlier.
pages are numbered with letters and figures.
Begins as Add. 1323.
III.
cent.

The

Palm-leaf; 4 leaves, 5 lines, 12x2 in. ; xv-xvith
Fragment of a Buddhist tantra.

The leaves are numbered 2, 4, 6, 7.
There are no regular titles or subscriptions. On 2a, 1. 4, we find :
On 66 something is said on the favourite tantric subject of the
mystical value of the letters.
The fragment ends abruptly with the words :

TFT Hf^WT

Add. 1952.
Paper; 184 leaves, 9 lines, 11 x4£in. ; recent Devanagarl
hand.
VAM£AVALI (PaEBATIYA).
Translated by Dr D. Wright and munshi Shew Shunker Singh,
and published at Cambridge, 1877.
Begins :
i *nrr T«prere i
sqTfft^j T^T^ ^TUfff f*r<*rff I
WnfY^j ^T^f ^TT^I TTTTWt II

%<-UM<*HT ^TRT TO^^V 3Tt%^lW (i.e.
Then the Parbatiya text :

II
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Supplementary Note to Add. 1586.
As this work seems to have gained some note in its various
redactions and versions in the several parts of the Buddhist world,
the following additional notice may be of interest. After a long
description of the scenery of the dialogue, followed (26-36) by gdthds
and expressions of homage addressed by Rashtrapala to the Buddha,
at 36, line 8, the following question is reached :
cjTcT^frrra W. ^psfTTTTT frfVWT ^TSTWT *TW-

TTfrT^nT^I
In the pages following, several categories of dharmas occur, which
may be compared with those referred to in the index to Burnouf's
Lotus, s.v. quatre.

W^T^mT frfV^ffT TTTr^f^mt TR^f^ TTf?H*r»T7T I 4a.
The four aqvdsapratildbhd dharmdh are dhdranl-pratildbha,
kalydnamitrapr0, gambhlradharmakshdntipr0, pariquddhagilasamdcarata (46, 1. 5). Similarly we have, at line 10, the four pritikarand
dharmdh; and (5a) ananutdpakarand dh° (buddhadarqanam, anulomadharmagravanam, sarvasvaparitydgah, dnupalambhadharmakshctntih).
Next follow the various groups of hindrances to the bodhisattva.
The four kinds of prapdta, (apparently = 'moral declension,' though
the word is not found in this sense) viz., agauravatd, akritajnatd
qathyasevanatd*, Idbhasatkaradhyavasdnani, kuhanalapanatayd labhasatkardnutpadanam (6a).
The four bodhiparipanthakdrakd dharmdh are acraddadhdnata,
kausidyam, manah, parapushtershyd mdtsaryam (66).
At 7a, 1. 2, we find :

* From the form of the passage these two seem to count as one
quality, though the reason is not clear to me.
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Finally, the four bandhanani are pardtimanyutd, laukikenopttyena
blwxanatd prayoganimittasamjfui, anigrihitacittasya jndnavirahitasya
pramUdasevanatH, and pratibaddluicittasya kulasavistavah.
At 11a, I 2, occurs the subscription fl^llMK^'ri I
The second division of the work then begins :

II

The book concludes with a tale about a bodhisattva, the hero
being a certain Punyaracmi, which ends at 196, where the Buddha
thus sums up :

5^fTv II
On the last page Rashtrapala enquires :

To which the Buddha replies :

INDEX L

TITLES OP MSS.
Abhidharmakoga-vyakhya, 25
Abhinava-raghavananda-nataka,
159
Abhisheka-vidhi, 179
Agokavadana-mala, 110
Agvaghosha-nandimukhavadana,
118, 119; (with vernacular
version), 67
. Adiyoga-samadbi, 39, 46
Aikajata-stotra, 125
Alphabets, etc., 171
Amara-koga, 52, 61, 118, 149,
150, 151, 156, 161, 163, 173,
186, 187
Amoghapaga-lokegvara-puja, 97
Amrita-kanika, 29
Aparimitayu(-dharam)-sutra, 38,
81, 141
Arya-tarabhattarikaya namashtottaragataka, 45
Aryavritta, 14
Ashtami-vrata (vernacular), 73
Ashtamlvratavidhana-katha, 15
Ashtasahasrika Prajnaparamita,
1, 32, 100, 101, 124, 143, 151,
182
Astrology, fragments of works
on, 164, 165, 169, 182
Astronomical diagram, 25
Avadana-gataka, 82, 137, 168

Avadanasarasamuccaya, 134
Avalokitegvaraguna-karandavyuha, 9, 34, 47
Balimalika, 185
Bali-puja (?), 136
Bhadracarl-pranidhana-raja, 14,
103, 167
Bhadrakalpavadana, 88
Bhlmasena-dharanl, 68
Bhlmasena-puja, 53
Bodhicaryavatara, 6
Bodhisattva-bhiimi, 191
Bodhisattvavadana-kalpalata, 18,
41
Buddha-carita-kavya, 82
Buddha-pratimalakshana, 200
(lagajataka, 104
Caityas, fragment on, 201
Caitya-pungala, 86
Cakra-puja, 136
Cakrasamharadandakastuti, 186
Cambara-panjika, 202
Cambukavadana, 128
Canda-maharoshanatantra, 45
Candra-pradlpasiitra ("!), 4
Candravyakarana, 157, 158 (bis),
180, 181, 198
Qatasahasri Prajnaparamita, 143,
145, 146, 148
CatuhpTtha-tantra, 197
14
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Chando-'mrita-lata, 76
Cikshasamuccaya, 104
Cishyalekha-dharmakavya, 31
Da§abhumlcvara, 4, 141
Dacakugalajam phalam, 129
Dana-vakya (J), 68
Devaputrotpatti, 135
Dharanis, 33, 44, 66, 98, 105,
' 117, 125, 128, 169
Dharanl-sangraha, 49, 60, 86
Dharma-lakshml-samvada, 129
Dharma-sangraha, 96, 191
Divyavadana, 1, 122, 168
Doshanirnayavadana, 135
Dvatrimgatkalpa-tantra, 58
Dvavimgatyavadana-katha, 36,
50, 139
Ekaravlra-tantra, 45, 113, 186
Ganapati-stotra, 163
Ganda-vyuha, 23, 102
Gopi-candra-nataka, 83
Guhya-samaja (Aparardha), 140
Guhya-samaja (Purvardha and
Parardha), 70
Guhya-samaja (Purvardha), 15,51
Guhyavali-vivriti, 188, 190
Haragauri-vivaha-nataka, 183
He-vajra-dakimjalasainbara-tantra, 58,' 184
Hiranya-saptaka, 177
Jataka-mala, 51, 92
Jnanarnava-tantra, 28
Kalacakra-mantra-dharanT, 127
Kalacakra-tantra, 69
Kalpadrumavadana-mala, 131
Kaplgavadana, 61, 121
Karanda-vyuha (prose version), 4,
34, 38, 52, 77, 174; (poetical
version) see Avalokitegvai-agunakar".

Karuna-pundavlka, 73
Kathinavadana, 94
Kausigha-viryotsahanavadana, 80
Khadga-pujavidhi, 199
Klrtipataka, 148
Kriyapanjika, 183
Kurukullil-kalpa, 178
Lalita-vistara, 24, 77
Lexicon, fragment of a, 1 65
Lokecvaracataka, 94
Lokegvara-parajika, 95
Madhyamaka-vritti, 114
Madhyama-svayambhu-puraiia,
102
Magic, fragments of works on, 167
Mahakala-tantra, 64
Maha-sambara-hridaya-dliaranl,
125
Mahavastu, 55
Maniciidavadana, 11, 78, 84, 168
Mafijughosha-pujavidhi, 97
Megha-sutra, 120, 176
Nairatmaguhyegvari-mantradharanl, 33
Nama-saiiglti, 29, 52, 77, 126, 204
(with Newaii ver
sion), 47
Namashtottara-^ataka, 26
Nama-sanglti-tlka, 203
tippanl, 29
Nepallya-devata-stuti-kalyanapancavimgatika, 13
Newari songs, 98
Nishpanua-yogambara-tantra, 40
Pancakara, 188
Pafica-maha-raksha-sutrani, 126
Panca-raksha, 33, 48, 99, 105,
152, 153, 157, 162, 175, 190
Paficavim oatika-prajfiaparam itahridaya, 33, 170
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Paricavimgatisabasrika Praj iiaparamita, 144 (bis)
Papa-parimocana, 38
Papragekkara-avadana, 1 30
Paramarthanamasangati (?), 62
Paraniegvara-tantra, 27
Pindapatravadana, 40
Pindapatravadana-katka, 120
Prajnaparamita (in 9 glokas), 170
(see also Asktasakasrika, Prajfiap", Qatasak", Pancavimgatisak°, Saptagatika, Sarddkadvisakasrika)
Prajflaparamitahlidayadkaranl,
128
Pratimalaksbana, 199
Pratimalakshanavivarana, 200
Pratyangira-dkaranI, 63, 68, 118
Ranianka-natika, 87
Rasktrapala-paripriccha, 130, 206
Ratnaguna-saficaya, 133
Ratnavadanamala, 131, 139, 141
Saddkarma-lankavatara, 136
Saddkanna-pundarlka, 24, 48,
172 (bis), 173
Sadkana-mala-tantra, 132
Sadkana-samuccaya, 154
Samadki-raja, 22, 110
Samvats, work on (vernacular),
63
Sangita-tarodayacudamani, 150
Saptabkidkanottara, 96
Saptabuddba-stotra, 14
Saptagatika, Prajnaparamita, 5
Sarddkadvisakasrika, Prajnapara
mita, 123
Sarva-durgati-parigodkana, 78,
81, 94, 142
Siddkisara, 155
Snatavadana, 80

Spkutartba, (Abkidkarmakogavyakkya), 25
Sragdkara-stotra, 29; (witk ver
nacular commentary), 35, 69
Stotras, 53, 79, 127, 138
Stuti-dkarma-gantu (1), 99
Sucandravada[na], 84
Sugatavadana, 35, 78
Sukkavati-vyuka, 74
Sumagadbavadilna, 129
Suvarnaprabkasa, 12, 60
Suvarnavarnavadana, 59
Suvikrantaviki-ami-paripriccha,
123
Svayambku-purana (smallest re
daction), 9, 121; (otker redac
tions) see Vrikat-sv0, Madbyama-sv°
Svayambkiitpatti-katha, 102
Tantric fragments, 45, 98, 205
Tattva-sangraka, 156
Uposkadka-vrata, 118
Uposkadhavadana, 135, 137, 139
Utpata-lakshana, 61
Vagigvara-puja, 34
Vajra-suci (of Agvagkoska), 96
Vajravali, 197
Vamgavali, 31, 205
Vasudkara-dkarani, 65, 84, 169,
176
Vasudkaranl-katha, see Vasudkara-dharam
Vasundbara-vrata, 85
Vicitrakarnikavadana-mala, 130
Vlrakugavadana, 122
Vivriti, 187
Vratavadanamala, 85
Vrikat-svayambhu-purana, 7, 102
Vriskticintamani, 103
Yogaratna-mala, 189
14—2
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INDEX II.
NAMES OF AUTHOKS AND COMMENTATORS.
Abhayakaragupta, 197
Agvagkosha, 96
Amara, see Index I., Amara-koga
Amrita or Amritananda, 76
Anandadatta, 158, 181, 198
Aryagura, 92
Candragomin, 31, 180
Candraklrti, 114
Crighana, 131, 139
Dlpankara, 120
Dharrnagupta, 87
Ghanadeva, 188
Gunanand, 171
Jagajjyotir-malla, 183
Jyotiraja-malla, 155

Kahna, 189
Kambila, 170
Krishna, 189
Kshemendra, 18, 41
Kuladatta, 183
Kunugarman, 148
Manika, 159
Manikya, 187
Nagarjuna, 96, 191
Pratapa-malla, 150
Vajradatta, 94
Vasubandhu, 25
Vilasavajra (?), 203
Yagomitra, '25

III.

GENERAL INDEX.
The spaced type and thick figures denote references already given
in Index L This Index does not include the names of those kings
of Nepal and Bengal that are given in the Tables at pp. xii—xvi.
Sanskrit words, used in a technical sense or otherwise of interest or
importance, are given in italics, where these occur as chapter titles,
(t) has been added. To obviate the necessity of separate indices,
several general headings have been made, the chief of which are :
Avadanas, Dharanis, Inscriptions, Jatakas, Kathas (tales), Scribes
(and their patrons), and Viharas.

Abhidharmakoga- vyakhy a,
25
abhijnd-carya, 195
abhimukhi (bhumi), 5
Abhinava-raghavananda-nataka, 159
abhisamaya, (t), 21
Abhisheka-vidhi, 179
acala (bhumi), 5
Agoka character, xlvii, sqq.
Agokavadana-mala, 110
agraddadhdnatd, 206
Agvaghosha-nandimukhavadana, 118, 119; (with ver
nacular version), 76
Agvalayana, 21
a$vasapratildbhd dharmdh, the
four, 206
a<;vatthadbhutadharmata, 192

ddharayogastliana, 197
nishtha-y", 195
anudliarma-y", 194
adhimukticarya (bhumi,) 195
adhipatya-parigraha, 1 95 .
adhyctyaya (t), 195
Adhyagayasancodanasiitra, 107
adlrghakdlika parigraha, 195
Adiyoga-samadhi, 39, 46
Agama (quoted), 116
agauravata, 206
Aikajata-stotra, 125
Ajatagatru, 112
Ajita, 75
Akagagarbha-sutra, 107
akritajnatd, 206
Akshayamati-sutra, 107, 116
Alinda, (queen), 122
Alphabets, etc., 171
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Amara-koga, 52, 61, 118, 149,
150,151,156, 161, 163, 173, 186,
187 ; pref. p. x
Amguvarman, xxxix, sqq.
Amitabha, 75
Amoghapaga-lokegvara-piija,
97
Amoghavajra, 14
Amrita-kanika, 29
Amritananda (scribe?), 133, [cf.
Index ii.]
Amrita Pandita, 76
Ananda, 74
Anantamalla, king of Kashmir, 42
ananutapakaraiia (dharmdh), 206
Anavataptahradapasankramanasiitra, 116
Angulimalaka, (cited), 22
anigrihitacitta, 207
anulomadharmaqravatia, 206
anupalambhadharmakshantih,%06
Aparimitayu(dharanl)-sutra,
38, 81, 141
Uradhana, 154
Aralli, 171
aranyasamvarnana, (t) 109
arcishmati (bhumi), 5
Ariano-Pali (character), xx
Aryacura, 92
Aryasanga, 23
Arya-tarabhattarikaya namashtottaragataka, 45
Aryavritta, 14
Ashtamivratavidhana-katha, 15, cf. 73
Ashtasahasrika. Prajilaparamita, 1, 33, 100, 101, 107, 124,
143, 151, 182
A_strology, fragments of
works on, 164, 165, 169, 182

Astronomical diagram, 25
atmdbhdvapariquddhi (t), 109
atmapartksha (t), 116
dtmapTtha, 198
aupamya (t), 3
Avadanagataka, 82, 137, 168
Avadanas.
[The Avadanas of the Avadanacataka, Kalpadrumavadana-mala, and Ratnavadanamala are not given here. See
the lists of M. Feer, cited on
p. 131, 137. Those of the
Dlvyavadana are in course
of publication ; see p. 1.]
Agokadamana, 111
Agokan ripatipamgupradana,
111
Agvaghosha-nandimukh'a,i\ su
pra s. voc.
Adlnapunya, 18, 42
Ahoratravratacaityasevanugamsa, 111
Ajatagatru-pitridroha, 19, 43
Asthisena, 57
Bhadrakalpa, 88
Bhavagarman, 43
Bhavalubdhaka, 112, 134
Bodhicaryayataranugamsa, 111
Bodhisattva, 19
Qagaka, 19, 43
Cakracyavana, 19, 43, 112
Qambuka, 128
Calistamba, 19, 42
Citrahasti-gayyatiputra, 19, 43
Civi-subhashita, 43
Qonavasi, 42
Qreshtimahajana, 112
Quddhodana, 19, 43

INDEX III.
Avadanas :
Dagakarmapluti, 18, 42
Dhanika, 19, 43
Dharmarajikapratishtha, 43
Dharmaruci, 19, 43
Divyannapradana, 112
Ekagringa 19, 43
Gargarastha, 112
Gopalanagadamana, 18, 42
Hamsa, 112
Hastaka, 42
Hasti, 19, 43
Hetuttama, 19, 43
Hiranyapani, 19, 43
Hitaishi, 19, 43
Jambala, 112
Jlmutavahana, 19, 43
Kacchapa, 19, 43
Kaineyaka, 43
Kanaka, 42
Kanakavarman, 19, 43, 132
Kapiga, 61, 121
Kapiiijala, 19, 43
Karshaka, 43
Kathina, 94
KausighavTryotsahana, 80
Kavikumara, 19, 42
Kritajna, 43
Kunala, 18, 43, 112
Madhyantika, 42
Madhurasvara, 19, 43, 113
Mahakagyapa, 18, 42
Mahendrasena, 19, 43
Maitrakanyaka, 19, 43
Mallapataka 112
Manicuda, v. sub. voc.
Matsarananda, 134
Nagadutagreshana, 43
Nagakumara, 18, 42
Naraka-purvika, 19, 43
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Avadanas :
Padmaka, 19, 43, 113
PadmavatI, 42
Pandita, 19, 42
Papracekhara, 130
Pindapatra, 40
Pragantikaruna, 132
Pragnottara, 132
Pratityasamutpada, 43
Pretika, 132
Prithivlpradana, 43
Priyapinda, 19, 42
Punakprabhasa, 19, 43
Punyabala, 18, 42
Punyaragi, 112
Punyasena, 113
Ealiula-karmapluti, 43 ■
Raivata, 43
Rasktrapala, 112
RukmatI, 19, 42
Samudra, 19, 43
Sangharakshita, 19, 42
Saptakumarika, 112
Sarvamdada, 18, 42, 134
Sarvarthasiddha, 19, 42
Sattvaushadha, 18, 42
Shaddanta, 19, 43
Simha, 19, 43.
Snata, 80
Stupa, 42
Subhashita, 19
Subhashitagaveshin, 19, 43
Sucandra, 65, 84
Sudhanakinnari, 19, 43,(cf. 91)
Sugata, 35, 78
Sukarl, 132
Sumagadha, 19, 43, 129, 134
Tapasa, 19, 43
Triratnabhajananugamsa, 111
Upagupta, 42, 111
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Avadanas :
TJpaguptacokaraja, 111
XJposhadha, 135, 137, 139
Valgusvara, 112
Vapushman, 132
Vidura, 43
VirakuQa, 122
Vitacoka, 111
Vyaghra, 43
Yacoda, 18, 42, 90
Yacomitra, 19, 43
Avalokana-sutra, 107
Avalokitegvaraguna-karandavyuha, 9, 34, 47
Bahubuddha-sutra, 55, 57
Bali, 41
Balimalika, 185
Bali-puja (?), 131
bandhanani, four, 207
Bengali writing, xlvii, etc.
(Al)-Berunl, xli
Bhadracar I-p ranidhanaraja, 14, 103, 167
Bhadrakalpavadana, 88
Bhaishajyavaidiiryaprabharaja,
107
Bhavabhuti, a rishi, 11
Bhava^arman, 113
Bhavaviveka, 115
Bhidrika, a merchant's wife, 182
Bhimasena-puja, 53
Bhringin, a rishi, 159, 183
Bimbisara, 91
bodhi, 193
bodhicittaparigraha, 111
pramada, 111
bodhipaksha-carya, 195 (cf. 194)
bodhiparipanthakaraka dharmah,
four kinds, 206

Bodhisattva-bhumi, 191
Bodhisattvavadana-kal palata, 18, 41
Brahmadatta (a king), 11, 135
Brahmaparipriccha, 107
brahmaviharas (four), 97
Budd ha-carita, 82
Buddha-palita (cited), 115
buddhadargana, 192
buddhadharmaparipaka, 206
Buddhapratimalakshana, 102
Qagajataka, 104
caccaputa, a musical measure, 150
gacUekha, 113
•Caityas, fragment on, 201
Caitya-pungala, 86
Cakra-puja, 136
Cakrasambaradandakastu ti,
186
Qaktis, five, 153
Qambara-panjika, 202
Cambiikavadana, 128
Canda-maharoshanatantra
45,' (cf. 127)
candanadi-puja, 53
Candragomin, Candrakirti ; see
Index II.
Candrakumara, 135
Candraloka, 113
Candraprabha (hero of a tale), 135
Candra-pradipastitra (]), 4,
107
Candravati, 85
Candravyakarana, 157, 158
(bis), 180, 181, 198
Cankara-deva, king of Nepal,
xviii
(Jarada writing, xliv, sqq.
cararna, 195
Qariputra, 5, 90

INDEX III.
Cariya-pitaka, 91, 135
cart/a, four kinds of, 195
Catasahasri Prajnaparamita,
143, 145, 146, 148
qathyasevanata, 206
Catuhpitha-tantra, 197
Chandomanjarl, 76
Chando-'nirita-lata, 76
gikshds, three, 97
Cikshasamuccaya, 104
Cishyalekha-dharmakavya,
* 36
cittotpdda, 192
Qobha, 113
Craddhabaladhanavataramudrasutra (quoted), 107
CrTghana, 131, 139
Crilalita-vytiha, 89
Crimalasimhanada-sutra, 107
Crutavarman, 113
$uddliagaya-bhumi, 195
Quddhodana, 90, 171
Curarigatnasamadhi-siitra, 107
Daijabhumi, 107
DagabhumiQvaraj 141
Dacjakucalajam Phalam, 129
ddna, nine kinds of, 193
Dana-vakya (}), 68
Devaputrotpatti, 135
dharani-pratilablia, 206
Dharanls :
Abhaya-kali (?), 106
Aikajata, 99
Akshobhya, 125
Amitabha, 125
Amoghasiddhi, 125
Ashtamahabhaya-tarani, 70
Bhlmasena, 68
Bhutacambara, 128
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Dharanls :
Buddhahridaya, 169
Ganapatihridaya, 117
Grahamatrika, 44, 117, 170
Hemaiiga, 169
Hrishtapratyayah Stutidhara,
169'
Jangula mahavidya, 169
Jatismara, 170
Kalacakra - mantra, 127
Kallajaya, 169
Laksha, 169
Mahagambara, 128
(Arya)mahadharam, 169
(Arya)maha-kala, 127 (cf. 44)
Maha-sambara-hridaya, 125
Maiici, 44, 66, 117, 170
Nairatmaguhyegvari-mantra, 33
Navagrahamatrika-dh", 66
Pannagapati, 44
Phalaphalahridaya, 169
Pratyangira, 63, 68, 118
Samantabhadra, 169
Samanta-bhadraprajna, 170
Sarvamangala, 169
SarvarogapragamanI, 169
Sarvaruciranga-yashti, 169
Sarvatathagatahridaya, 169
Svapnandada, 169
(Arya)-tara, 106
Tathagatavyaptacatam, 33
Ushmshavijaya, 66, 98
Vajra-manda, 116
Vajrottara, 169
Vasudhara, 65, 84, 163, 176
Dharmakara, 74
Dharmalabha, 135
Dharma-lakshml-samvada,129
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dharmamedySL (-bhumi), 5
Dharmapala, 137
DharmasangTti (quoted), 107
Dharmasangraha, 96, 191
DJiatukaranda, 169
Dhatuparlksha, (t), 115
(Arya)-dhyapitamushti-sutra, 116
Dinajpur genealogical inscription,
iii
Dlpankara (cf. Index n), 74
dlrghakalika, 195
Divyavadana, 1, 122, 168
Divyavadana-mala, 35, 94
Doshanirnayavadana, 135,
137
durangama (-bhurni), 5
Dushprasaha, 11
D vatrimgatkalpa-tantra, 58
Dvavimgatyavadana-katha,
36, 50, 139
Ekagringa, muni, 91
Ekaravlra-tantra, 45, 103, 186
Gaganaganjasamadhi-sutra, 116
Gaganagailja-sutra, 107
gambhiradharmakshanti-pratildbha, 206
Ganapati-stotra, 163
Ganda-vyuha, 23, 102
Gandhavati, a city, 36
Gangadasa, 76
glmrghariku, 165
Gopa, 89
Gopadatta, 20
Gopi-candra-nataka, 83
Gorkha sovereigns, xi, etc.
Gotrabhumi, 195
Govinda-candra, a king, 84
guhyapitlia, 192
Guhya-samaja (Aparardha),
140

Guhya-samaja (Piirvarddha
and Parardha), 70
Guhya-samaja (Purvarddha),
15, 51
Guhyavali--vivfiti, 188, 190
Gupta character, xliv, sqq.
Haragaurl- vivaha-nataka,
183
'Harsha-deva-bhupati,' 138
Hastikaksha (name of a book), 22
He-vajra-dakinij alasambaratantra, 58, 184
Hiouen Thsang, 25, 156
Hiranya-saptaka, 177
Hitopadeca, 161
Images, 201
Indo-Pali alphabet, xx
Indra, 114
Indraprishtha, 36, 86
Inscriptions :
Bareli, xxv
Deogarh, xxv, xliii, sqq.
Dinajpur, iii
Dhara, xxv
Gopala, xlv
Mathura, xlv
Morvi, xliii, sqq.
Samangarh, xxv
Sarnath, ii
Jataka-mala, 51, 92
Jatakas :
Agastya, 92
Agnlndhana, 115
Ajnatakaundinya, 57
Amaraye karmarakadhltaye, 56
Aputra, 93
Arindama-raja, 57
Avisajyagreshthi, 92

INDEX III.
Jatakas :
Ayogriha, 93
Ayushmata, purnamaitrayani
putrasya, 57
Brahmana, 92
Brahma, 93
Buddhabodhi, 93
0a9a, 92, 134
Qakra, 92
Cakuntaka, 56
Campaka-nagaraja, 65
Candra, 134
Candraprabha, 134
Carabha, 57, 93
Carakshepana, 56
Ciri, 56
Qiriprabha-mrigaraja, 56
Qivi, 92
greshthi, 92, 93
Cyama, 56
Qyamaka, 56
Dharmalabdha-sarthavaha, 57
Dharmapala, 56
Hamsa, 93
Hasti, 93, 134
Hastini, 57
Hastinika, 57
Kaka, 57
Kalmashapindl, 93
Kinnari, 56
Ko§alaraja, 57
Kshanti, 93
Kumbha, 93
Mahabodhi, 93
Mahakapi, 33
Mahisha, 93
Maitribala, 92
Maksha, 92
Manjarl, 55
Markata, 55
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Jatakas :
Matiiposhahasti, 91
Mayura, 134
Mriga, 134
Nalini, 57
Paiicakanam bhadravargikanam, 57
PunyavatI, 56
Rishabha, 55
Ruru, 93
Riipyavati, 134
Sarthavaha, 134
Soma, 91
Sudhanakinnari, see Avadanas
Suparaga, 92
Supriyasarthavaha, 91
Sutasoma, 93
Trigakuniya, 55
Unmadayanti, 92
Upaligangapala, 57
Vadaradvlpa, 134
Visa, 93
Vigvantara, 92
Vyaghrl, 92
Yacodhara Vyaghrlbhuta, 55
Japanese forms of Indian writing,
xliii, sqq.
Jayacrl, 89
Jayaditya, 19, 198 .
' Jayadityadih,' 198
Jayamuni, 134
Jhera or Jhara, in Magadha, iv, 70
Jhul, a village, xviii
JinagrI, 10, 89
Jinendra, 91, 198
JMnagupta, 130
Jnanaketu, 36
Jnanarna va-tantra, 28
Jnanavaipulya-sutra, 108
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Kacika-vritti, 198
Kagyapa, 5, 113
Kalacakra-tantra, 69
Kaliigaraja, 135
Kalpadrumavadana-mala,131
kalyanamitra-pratilabha, 206
Kamala, 90
Kanishka writing, xlviii, etc.
Kapigavadana, 61, 121
Karanda-vyiiha (prose version),
4, 34, 38, 52, 77, 174; (poeti
cal version) see Avalokitegvara-gunakar"
karma (t), 46
Karmavarana-viquddha-sutra, 107
Karuna-pundarika, 73
Kashmir, iv
Kathas :
Ashtamlvrata-vidliana, 15
Bhojana, 37
Qakyendra-pratyagamana-satkatha, 89
Dharinagravanaprotsahana, 37
Dhatvaropa, 37
Dlpa, 37
Jirnoddharanavimba, 37
Kantamati, 11
Kricchapa, 56
Kunkumadidana, 37
Manushyadurlabha, 37
Mandala-k, 37
PadmavatI, 11
Panadana, 37
Pranama, 37
Punyakama, 37
Punyaprotsahana, 37
Punyaprotsahe danakatha, 37
Pushpa, 37
Snana, 37

Kathas :
Ujvalikadana, 37
Vastra, 37
Vihara, 37
Kathinavadana, 94
Katyayana (sage), 5
—
(grammarian), 21, 158
kausidya, 206
Kausigha-viryotsahana vadana, 80
Kaushthila, 5
Khadgapujavidhi, 199, 178
Klrtipataka, 148
Kondra-dharanl-caityakarana-vidhih, 169
Krakucchandra, 113
Kriyapanjika, 183
Kshemendra, (see Ind. II.)
Kshitigarbha-sutra, 107
Kshiti-sutra, 107
kugala, 196
kuhanalapanald, 206
Kuladevata, ix
Kumudakara, 155
Kurukulla, 78
Kurukulla-kalpa, 178
labhasatkarddhi/avasanam, 206
Lalitavistara, 24, 77, 108, 117
Lankavatara, 49
Lexicon, fragment of a, 165
Lokapalas, the, 114
Lokegvaragataka, 94
Lokegvara-parajika, 95
Madhusvara, 113
Madhyamaka-vritti, 114
Madhyama- svayambhu - pu rana, 102, 7
Magic, fragments of a work on,
167
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Mahakala, 64, 155
Maliakarunasutra, 101
Mahasthanaprapta, 75
Mahatsvayambhupurana, 7
Mahavagga, 89
Mahavastu, 55, 135
mcina, 206
Manasa, 113
Mane5vari, a goddess, ix
Manicudavadana, 11,78,84,168
ManjuQribuddhakshetraguiiavyuhalahkara-sutra, 107
(Arya-)maiiju9rlvikridita-s0, 108
Maiijugliosha-pujavidhi, 97
Mantrabala, 113
mantras, 39
Marici (rishi), 11
Maradamana-siitra, 116
Matrihds, the eight, 54
Maudgalyayana, 5, 90
Megha-sutra, 120, 176
Mena, 183
Mikira, a merchant, 182
Mitra, 113
mudras, 39, 171
muldpaiti, 118
Nagarjuna (cf. Index n), 170
Nagira, 11
Nakka, 19
Nalini, 91
Nama-sanglti, 52, 77, 126, 204;
(with Newari version), 47
tika, 203
-tippani, 29
Namashtottara-9ataka, 26
Nanda, 132, 135
Nanda, 113
Nandimukha-a^vaghosha, 67
Naradatta, 91
Narayanaparipriccha, 107
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Natye9vara, 161
Navagraha, 138
Nepallya-devata-stuti-kalyanapancavim9atika, 13
Newari Songs, 98
Nirde9a-sutras, 177
niraya (t), 2
nirvana, 116
Nishpanna- yogambara - tantra, 40
nishtagamana, 198
niyata-bhumi, 195
niyatacaryd-hhumi, 195
nyasas, 167
Pa9upatas (sect), 21
Padmaka, 113
Padmottara, 11
paksha, 14
Pala dynasty, ii
Paiicakara, 188
Paiica-maha - raksha-sutrani,
126
Panca-raksha, 33, 48, 99, 105,
152, 157, 162, 175, 190
Paiicavargika Bhikshus, 39
Pancaviin.9atika-praj iiaparamitahridaya, 33, 170
Pancavim9atisahasrika-prajnaparamita, 144 (bis)
Panini, 21, .158, 180, 198
Panjabi writing, xlix
papadecana papa9odhana, 109
Papa-parimocana, 38
Papra9ekhara-avadana, 130
Paramarthanamasangatl (!),
63
Parame9vara-tantra, 27
paramita-caryd, 195
pUramitas, (the ten), 9
Paranirmitava9avartin gods, 75
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parapitha, 170
parapushtershya mdtsaryaiii, 206
parart/ia-sthana, 192
par&timanyuta, 207
pariquddhafilasamflcClrata, 206
parigraha, six kinds, 19a
paripaka, 192
Patafijali, 198
pindakrishti, 161
Pindapatravadana, 40
Pindapatra vadana-katha,
120
pindiku, 201
Pingala, 77
Pitriputrasaniagama 57, 108
prabhakari (-bhumi), 5
prabhava, 192
Pragllntavinigcayaprittiharyassutra, 101
Prajnaparamita, 108, 116
Prajnaparamita (in 9 glokas),
170 (see also Ashtasahasrika
Prajnap0, Qatasah", Paiicavimgatisah0, Saptagutika,
Sarddhadvisahasrika
Prajnaparamitahridaya, 117,
128
pramctdasevanata, 207
prapata, four kinds, 206
Prasenajit, 112
Pratapamalla, 103
pratibouLdhacittasya kulasanistavah, 207
Pratimalakshana, 199
Pratiinalakshanavivarana,
200
pratipatti-bhumi, ] 95
pratishtha (t), 195
Pravrajyanuraya ("1 anugaya")
-sutra, 107

prltikarmm dharma, four kinds,
206
priyavadita svabhdva, 113
Punyaragnii, 207
Punyasena, 113
Punyavati, 36
Purna, 5
purvdparakotiparlkshd, 115
rdgarakta-parlksltd, 115
Rahula, 57, 90, 171 "
Raivata, 19
Rajavavadaka-sutra, 108
Ramadasa (a magistrate of
Nepal), 87
Ramaiika-natika, 87
Rashtrapala, 112, 206
Rashtrapala-paripriccka, 130,
206 '
Rashtrapala-sutra, 107
Ratnacuda-siitra, 107, 116
Ratnaguna-saiicaya, 133
Ratnakaragupta, 155
Ratuakarandaka-sutra, 108
Ratnakuta-siitra, 108, 116
Ratnamegha- sutra, 107
Ratnaragi-sfitra, 107
Ratnavadanamala, 131, 139, 141
Ravana, 87
Riipaka (a fisherman), 1 29
Saddharma-lankavatara, 136
saddliarma-parigraha, 108
Saddharma-pundarlka, 24,
48, 107, 172 (bis), 173
Saddharmasmrityupasthana-sutra, 107
sadhanas, 154
Sadhana-mala-tantra, 54, 132
Sadhana-samuccaya, 154
sadhumatl {-bhumi), 5
Sagaramati-sutra, 107
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Sahalokadhatu (region), 75
Sakalananda, 90
Saketa (place), 11
sakritsatvasatva-parigraha, 193
Samadhi-raja, 22, 110, 116
samagrl (t), 116
sambhava-vibhava-(parivarta) (t),
116
samprajanya (t), 11
Samskrita-parikshcL, 115
Sangita-tarodayacudamani, 150
Sankhyas, 21
Saptabhidhanottara, 96
Saptabuddha-stotra, 14
Saptagatika Prajnaparamita, 5
Saptarshi era, the, 18
Saptavara, 66
Sarddhadvisahasrika Prajnaparamita, 123
Sarvadharmapravrittirnirdecasutra, 107
(Arya)sarvadharmavaipulyasaiigrana-sutra, 107
Sarva-durgati-pari^odhana,
70, 78, 81, 94, 142
Sarvajnamitra, 35
saroasvaparityaga, 206
Sarva-tathdgata-dvddacasahasrapdrajika-vinaya-sutra, 38
sattvaparipdka, 192
sattvaparipakacarya, 195
Scribes (with their patrons, etc.):
Avantapala, 162
Cikiddhisimha (1), 153
Citrananda, 140
Daddaka (queen), 175
Indramuni, 145
Jagandala (patron), 109

i
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Scribes (with their patrons, etc.):
Jambhiinanda, 13
Jinendra, son of Niramuni, 91
JinTdeva, 80
Jivaylbhadra, 197
Kacjrlgayakara, 188
Karnajoti, 110
Ladaka (queen), 100
Lalitakrama (patroness), 191
Mafljubhadrasudhi, 42
Mafijucriya (sic), 182
Niramuni, 91, 109
Patideva, 50
Piirnacandra, 150
Raniadatta, 173
Rama pasida (?) (patron), 101
Ratnadevi, 100
Siddhisena, 26
Siiryadeva, 86
Vekhananda, 73
ViQvabhadra, 12
Vilasimhadeva, 175 (t. e. Vlras")
Siddhisara, 155
Simhaparipriccha (quoted), 107
Skandapurana, 49
Skandha-parlkshii, 115
Snatavadana, 80
Somendra, son of Kshemendra,
19
Sphutartha (Abhidharmakogavyakhya), 25
Sragdhara-stotra, 29; (with
vernacular commentary), 35,
69
sthanas, the seven, 192
Stotras, 53, 127, 138
Stuti-dharma-gantu (]), 99
Subhiiti, 145 etc.
Subhuti-paripricclia, 116
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Sucandra, 45 (cf. 84)
Sudhira, 113
sudurjaya (bhumi), 5
Sukhavatiloka, 99
Sukhavati-vyiiha, 74
Sumagadhavadana, 129
Sumanas, 94
Sumetra, 113
Sunanda, 41
Sunanda, 113
Supriya, 135
Suryodaya, 85
Suvarnabhasottamatantra, 103
Suvarnaprabhasa, 12
Suvamavabhasa, 135
svabhdva, (t), 115
svartJia, 192
Svayambhunatha, the hill of, 20
S vayambhupurana, 138(smallest redaction), 9, 121 ; (other
redactions) see Vrihat-sv°,
Madhyama-sv"
Svayambhutpatti-katha,, 102
Tantric fragments, 45, 98, 205
Taradevi, stotra to, 127
" Tarkikdh," 21
Tathagataguhyaka-sutra, 116
Tathagata-[guhya]-ratna-sutra,
108
tathata (t), 145
tattvartha, 192
Tattva-sangraha, 156
Tirthas, the twelve, of Nepal, 139
udddCLna, 195
Ugradatta-paripriccha, 107
Ugraparipriccha, 107
Upaliparipriccha, 108, 116
upapatti, (t), 195
Upasena, 113
upayahatir(alyavnm{l7tisa (t), 3

Upayakaucalya-sutra, 107
Uposhadha, see Avadanas
Uposhadha-vrata, 114
Utpata-lakshana, 64
Vaglcvara, 34
Vagl5vara-puja, 34
Vaigeshikas, the, 21
Vaipulya-stras, 177
Vajracchedika, 108
Vajradhvaja-siitra, 107
Vajragarbha, 158
Vajra-suci(ofAgvaghosha),96
Vajravali, 197
Vajravara-sutra, 108
Vajrottara, 169
Valmlki, 21
Vamgavali, 31, 205
Varahamihira, 199
Vasubandhu, 25, 36
Vasudharanl-katha, see Dharanis, Vasudhara-dharanI
Vasundhara, a devi, 67
Vasundhara-vrata, 85
vatsalya in seven forms, 194
Vicitrakarnikavadana-mala,
130
vi^uddhi, (t), 2
viharas, the twelve, of the Bodhisattva, 194
Viharas (in Nepal) named in the
colophons of the MSS :
Cakra-mahavihara(Manadevasamskarita), 148
(jMlham, 4, 152
Crinaka, 154
Crlvaccha, 191
Dharmacakra-mahavihara(colophon ofthe reign ofManadeva;
cf. Cakra-mahavi0), 182

INDEX III.
Viliaras (in Nepal) named in the
colophons of the MSS :
Dharmaklrti, 151
Gophalatora, 12
Harnavarna-mahavi", 197
Kvatha, 132, 134
Lhain, see Crilham
MaitiTpurl, 81
Paravarta, 50
Tarumura, 143
Vampi, 173
Yampi, 91
Vimala (bhumi), 5
Vinialaklrtinifdeca (quoted), 108,
116
vinaya, 40, 94
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Vinaya-Pitaka, 89
Viradatta-paripriccha, 107
Virakugayadana, 122
Virupa, 112
Vlryabhadra, 20
Vivriti, 187
Vratavadanamala, 59, 85
Vrihatsagaranagarajaparipriccha,
108
Vrihat Svayambhu-purana
7, 102
Vrishti-cintamani, 103
Yacpdhara, 89, 138
Yajnavalkya, 21
Yasodhara (sic), xviii
yoga-pltha, 198
Yogaratna-mala, 189
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CATALOGUES OF MANUSCRIPTS.
GENERAL.
A Catalogue of the manuscripts preserved in the library of the
University of Cambridge. 5 Vols. 8vo. 1856-67. 10*. each.
A Catalogue of Adversaria and printed books containing MS.
notes preserved in the library of the University of Cambridge. 8vo.
1864. 3«. 6d.
Index (to the preceding six volumes). By H. R. Luard, M.A.
8vo. 1867. 10«.
ORIENTAL.
Catalogue of the Hebrew manuscripts preserved in the Uni
versity Library, Cambridge. By Dr S. M. Schiller-Szinesst,
Vol. I. containing Section I. The Holy Scriptures. Section II, Com
mentaries on the Bible. 8vo. 1876. 9s.
Vol. II. containing Section ill. Talmudic Literature. Section iv.
Liturgy. In the Press.
Catalogus librorum orientalium M.SS. nummorum, aliorumque
cimeliorum, quibus Academics Cantabrigiehsis bibliothecam locupletavit Reverendus Vir Georgius Lewis, Archidiaconus Midensis, 1727.
8vo. (1727.) Out ofprint.
Catalogus Bibliothecse Burckhardtianse, cum Appendice libro
rum aliorum orientalium in bibliotheca Academioe Cantabrigiensis
asservatorum. Confecit T. Preston, A.M. 4to. 1853. 5*.
Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts preserved in
the University Library, Cambridge, with introductory notices and
illustrations of the palaeography and chronology of Nepal and Bengal.
By C. Bendall, M.A. 8vo. 1883. 12s.
A Chronological list of Graces, documents, and other papers
in the University Registry, which concern the University Library.
By H. R. Luard, M.A, Registrary. 8vo. 1870. 2*. 6d.
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THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, &c.
THE CAMBRIDGE PARAGRAPH BIBLE
of the Authorized English Version, with the Text Revised by a Colla
tion of its Early and other Principal Editions, the Use of the Italic
Type made uniform, the Marginal References remodelled, and a Criti
cal Introduction prefixed, by the Rev. F. H. Scrivener, M.A.,LL.D.,
Editor of the Greek Testament, Codex Augiensis, &c, and one of
the Revisers of the Authorized Version. Crown 4to. gilt. 2W.
From the Times.
Syndics of the Cambridge University Press,
"Students of the Bible should be partial- an edition of the English Bible, according; to
larly grateful to (the Cambridge University the text of r6i i, revised by a comparison with
Press) for having produced, with the able as- later issues on principles stated by him in his
sistance of Dr Scrivener, a complete critical Introduction. Here heenters at length into
edition of the Authorized Version of the Eng- the history ofthe chief editions of the version,
lish Bible, an edition such as, to use the words and of such features as the marginal notes,
of the Editor, * would have been executed the use of italic type, and the changes of orlong ago had this version been nothing moro thography, as well as into the most interesting
than the greatest and best known of English question as to the original texts from which
classics.' Falling at a time when the formal our translation is produced."
revision
of this version
has been
undertaken
by
a distinguished
company
of scholars
and
„ *.rom 'he Methodist Recorder.
divines, the publication of this edition must . Th,s noble quarto of over r3oo pages is
be considered most opportune."
m every respect worthy of editor and pubFrom the Athenieum.
1'sh.crs *hke- Th.<= name of the Cambridge
"Apart from its religious importance, the University Press is guarantee enough for its
English Bible has the glory, which but few P«fect!on ln ""'ward form the name of the
sister versions indeed can claim, of being the edltor 15 e?'!al guarantee for the worth and
chief classic of the language, of having, in f.0?"?0??',."? contents Without question,
conjunction with Shakspeare, and in an im- " '? *«= bej' Paragraph Bible ever published,
measurable degree more than he, fixed the an.d, .lts "duced P"" of a guinea brings it
language beyond any possibility ofimportant wlthln reach of a larSe number of students."
change. Thus the recent contributions to the
From the London Quarterly Review.
literature of the subject, by such workers as
"The work is worthy in every respect of
MrFrancisFryandCanonWestcott,appealto the editor's fame, and of the Cambridge
a wide range of sympathies; and to these may University Press. The noble English Vernow be added Dr Scrivener, well known for sion, to which our country and religion owe
his labours in the cause of the Greek Testa- so much, was probably never presented bement criticism, who has brought out, for the fore in so perfect a form."
THE CAMBRIDGE PARAGRAPH BIBLE.
Student's Edition, on good writing paper, with one column of
print and wide margin to each page for MS. notes. This edition will
be found of great use to those who are engaged in the task of
Biblical criticism. Two Vols. Crown 4to. gilt. 31s. 6d.
THE LECTIONARY BIBLE, WITH APOCRYPHA,
divided into Sections adapted to the Calendar and Tables of Lessons
of 1 87 1. Crown 8vo. 3s, 6d.
THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES,
With Notes and Introduction. By the Very Rev. E. H. Plumptre,
D.D.j Dean of Wells. Large Paper Edition. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.
" No one can say that the Old Testament which we can point in English exegesis of
is a dull or worn-out subject after reading the Old Testament; indeed, even Delitzsch,
this singularly attractive and also instructive whose pride it is to leave no source of illuscommentary. Its wealth of literary and his- tration unexplored, is far inferior on this head
torical illustration surpasses anything to to Dr Plumptre."—Academy, Sept. 10, 1881.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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BREVIARIUM
AD USUM INSIGNIS ECCLESIAE SARUM.
Juxta Editionem maximam pro Claudio Chevallon et Francisco
Regnault A.d. mdxxxi. in Alma Parisiorum Academia impressam :
labore ac studio Francisci Procter, A.M., et Christophori
Wordsworth, A.M.
Fasciculus I. In quo continentur Kalendarium, et Ordo
Temporalis sive Proprium de Tempore totius anni, una cum
ordinali suo quod usitato vocabulo dicitur Pica sive Directorium
Sacerdotum. Demy 8vo. \%s.
" The value of this reprint is considerable made its cost prohibitory to all but a few. . . .
to liturgical students, who will now be able Messrs Procter and Wordsworth have disto consult in their own libraries a work abso- charged their editorial task with much care
lutely indispensable to a right understanding and judgment, though the conditions under
of the history of the Prayer-Book, but which which they have been working are such as
till now usually necessitated a visit to some to hide that fact from all but experts."—
public library, since the rarity of the volume Literary Churchman.
FASCICULUS II. In quo continentur Psalterium, cum ordinario
Officii totius hebdomadae juxta Horas Canonicas, et proprio Completorii, Litania, Commune Sanctorum, Ordinarium Missae
cum Canone et xiii Missis, &c. &c. Demy 8vo. \is.
" Not only experts in liturgiology, but all this volume, we can only speak in terms of the
persons interested in the history of the very highest commendation."—The ExAnglican Book of Common Prayer, will be aminer.
grateful to the Syndicate of the Cambridge
" Cambridge has worthily taken the lead
University Press for forwarding the publica- with the Breviary, which is of especial value
lion of the volume which bears the above for that part of the reform of the Prayer-Book
title, and which has recently appeared under which will fit it for the wants of our time....
their auspices. "—Notes and Queries.
For all persons of religious tastes the Brevi" We have here the first instalment of the ary, with its mixture of Psahn and Anthem
celebrated Sarum Breviary, of which no en- and Prayer and Hymn, all hanging one on
tire edition has hitherto been printed since the other, and connected into a harmonious
the year 1557. . . Ofthe valuable explanatory whole, must be deeply interesting."—Chjtrch
notes, as well as the learned introduction to Quarterly Review.
Fasciculus III. Nearly ready.
GREEK AND ENGLISH TESTAMENT,
in parallel Columns on the same page. Edited by J. Scholefield,
M.A. late Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Small
Odlavo. New Edition, with the Marginal References as arranged
and revised by Dr Scrivener. Cloth, red edges. "]s. 6d.
GREEK AND ENGLISH TESTAMENT,
The Student's Edition of the above, on large writingpaper. 4to. 1 2s.
GREEK TESTAMENT,
ex editione Stephani tertia, 1550. Small 8vo. 3J. 6d.
THE NEW TESTAMENT IN GREEK
according to the text followed in the Authorised Version, with the
Variations adopted in the Revised Version. Edited by F. H. A.
Scrivener, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 6s. Morocco boards
or limp. I2J.
THE PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
AND ENGLISH,
being the Authorised Version set forth in 161 1 Arranged in Parallel
Columns with the Revised Version of 1881, and with the original
Greek, as edited by F. H. A Scrivener, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D. Pre
bendary of Exeter and Vicar of Hendon. The Revised Version is the
Joint Property of the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford. Crown
8vo. 1 2j. 6d.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW
in Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions, synoptically arranged:
with Collations of the best Manuscripts. By J. M. Kemble, M.A.
and Archdeacon Hardwick. Demy 410. ioj.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK
in Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions synoptically arranged:
with Collations exhibiting all the Readings of all the MSS. Edited
by the Rev. Professor Skeat, M.A. late Fellow of Christ's College,
and author of a MCESO-GOTHIC Dictionary. Demy 4to. I or.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE,
uniform with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 410. ioj.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN,
uniform with the preceding, by the same Editor. Demy 410. ioj.
" The Gospel according to St John, in J. M. Kemble, some forty years ago. Of
Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian Versions: the particular volume now before usf we can
Edited for the Syndics of the University only say it is worthy of its two predecessors.
Press, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A, We repeat that the service rendered to the
Elrington and Bosworth Professor of Anglo- study of Anglo-Saxon by this Synoptic colSaxon in the University of Cambridge, lection cannot easily be overstated. —Concompletes an undertaking designed and temporary Review.
by that distinguished scholar,
THE POINTED PRAYER BOOK,
being the Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter or Psalms of
David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in Churches. Royal
241110. Cloth, is. 6d.
The same in square 32mo. cloth. 6d.
"The 'Pointed Prayer Book' deserves and still more for the terseness and clearmention for the new and ingenious system ness of the directions given for using it."—
on which the pointing has been marked, Times.
THE CAMBRIDGE PSALTER,
for the use of Choirs and Organists. Specially adapted for Congre
gations in which the " Cambridge Pointed Prayer Book" is used.
Demy 8vo. cloth extra, y. 6d. Cloth limp, cut flush. 2s. 6d.
THE PARAGRAPH PSALTER,
arranged for the use of Choirs by Brooke Foss Westcott, DD.,
Canon of Peterborough, and Regius Professor of Divinity in the
University of Cambridge. Fcap. 4to. 5J.
The same in royal 32mo. Cloth Is. Leather Is. &/.
" The Paragraph Psalter exhibits all expect to find, and there is not a clergyman
the care, thought, and learning that those or organist in England who should be withacquainted with the works of the Regius out this Psalter as a work of reference."—
Professor of Divinity at Cambridge would Morning Post.
THE MISSING FRAGMENT OF THE LATIN
TRANSLATION of the FOURTH BOOK OF EZRA,
discovered, and edited with an Introduction and Notes, and a
facsimile of the MS., by Robert L. Bensly, M.A., Sub-Librarian
of the University Library, and Reader in Hebrew, Gonville and Caius
College, Cambridge. Demy 4to. ioj.
" Edited with true scholarly complete- if by the Bible we understand that of the
ness."—Westminster Review.
larger size which contains the Apocrypha,
"It has been said of this book that it has and if the Second Book of Esdras can be
added a new chapter to the Bible, and, start- fairly called a part of the Apocrypha."—
ling as the statement may at first sight ap- Saturday Review.
pear, it is no exaggeration of the actual fact.
London; Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.

THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
THEOLOGY-(ANCIENT).
THE GREEK LITURGIES.
Chiefly from original Authorities. By C. A. Swainson, D.D., Master
of Christ's College.
[In the Press.
THE PALESTINIAN MISHNA,
By W. H. Lowe, M.A. Lecturer in Hebrew at Christ's College,
Cambridge. Royal 8vo. 21s.
SAYINGS OF THE JEWISH FATHERS,
comprising Pirqe Aboth and Pereq R. Meir in Hebrew and English,
with Critical and Illustrative Notes. By Charles Taylor, D.D.
Master
of St John's
KingTs College,
London.College,
DemyCambridge,
8vo. 10s. and Honorary Fellow of
"The ' Masseketh Aboth' stands at the in an ordinary critical edition. . . The Talhead of Hebrew non-canonical writings. It mudic books, which have been so strangely
is of ancient date, claiming to contain the neglected, we foresee will be the most imdicta of teachers who flourished from B.c. 200 portant aids of the future for the proper un
to the same year of our era. The precise derstanding of the Bible. . . The Sayings of
time of its compilation in its present form is, the Jeivish Fathers may claim to be scholarof course, in doubt. Mr Taylor's explana- ly, and, moreover, of a scholarship unusually
tory and illustrative commentary is very full thorough and finished."—Dublin C/niverand satisfactory."—Spectator.
sity Magazine.
"If we mistake not, this is the first pre"A careful and thorough edition which
eise translation into the English language does credit to English scholarship, of a short
accompanied by scholarly notes, of any por- treatise from the Mishna, containing a series
tion of the Talmud. In other words, it is of sentences or maxims ascribed mostly to
the first instance of that most valuable and Jewish teachers immediately preceding, or
neglected portion of Jewish literature being immediately following the Christian era. . . "
treated in the same wav as a Greek classic —Contemporary Review.
THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA'S COMMENTARY
ON THE MINOR EPISTLES OF S. PAUL.
The Latin Version with the Greek Fragments, edited from the MSS.
with Notes and an Introduction, by H. B. Swete, D.D., Rector of
Ashdon, Essex, and late Fellow of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge. In Two Volumes. Vol. I., containing the Introduction,
with Facsimiles of the MSS., and the Commentary upon Galatians—
Colossians. Demy 8vo. I2J.
" In dem oben verzeichneten Buche liegt handschriften . . . sind vortreffliche photouns die erste Hälfte einer vollständigen, graphische Facsimile's beigegeben, wie überebenso sorgfältig gearbeiteten wie schön haupt das ganze Werk von der University
ausgestatteten Ausgabe des Commentars mit Press zu Cambridge mit bekannter Eleganz
ausführlichen Prolegomena und reichhaltigen ausgestattet ist." —Theologische Literaturkritischen und erläuternden Anmerkungen zeitung.
vor."—Literarisches Centraiblatt.
''It is a hopeful sign, amid forebodings
" It is the result of thorough, careful, and which arise about the theological learning
patient investigation of all the points bearing of the Universities, that we have before us
on the subject, and the results are presented the first instalment of a thoroughly scientific
with admirable good sense and modesty."— and painstaking work, commenced at CamGuardian.
bridge and completed at a country rectory."
** Auf Grund dieser Quellen ist der Text — Church Quarterly Review (Jan. 1881).
bei Swete mit musterhafter Akribie herge" Hernn Swete's Leistung ist eine so
stellt. Aber auch sonst hat der Herausgeber tüchtige dass wir das Werk in keinen besseren
mit unermüdlichem Fleisse und eingehend- Händen wissen möchten, und mit den sichster Sachkenntniss sein Werk mit allen den- ersten Erwartungen auf das Gelingen der
jenigen Zugaben ausgerüstet, welche bei einer Fortsetzung entgegen sehen."—Göttingische
solchen Text-Ausgabe nur irgend erwartet gelehrte Anzeigen (Sept. 1881).
werden können. . . . Von den drei HauptVOLUME II., containing the Commentary on i Thessalonians—
Philemon, Appendices and Indices. I2J.
"Eine Ausgabe . . . für welche alle zu" Mit deiselben Sorgfalt bearbeitet die wir
gänglichen Hülfsmittel in musterhafter Weise bei dem ersten TheiTe gerühmt haben."—
benützt wurden . . . eine reife Frucht sieben- Literarisches Centraiblatt (July 29, 1882).
jährigen Fleisses."—Theologische Literaturzeituug- (Sept. 23, 1882).
London: Cambridge Warehouse^ 17 Paternoster Row,

PUBLICATIONS OF
SANCTI IREN^I EPISCOPI LUGDUNENSIS
libros quinque adversus Hasreses, versione Latina cum Codicibus
Claromontano ac Arundeliano denuo collata, praemissa de placitis
Gnosticorum prolusione, fragmenta necnon Graece, Syriace, Armeliiace,
commentatione perpetua et indicibus variis edidit W. Wigan Harvey,
S.T.B. Collegii Regalis olim Socius. 2 Vols. Demy 8vo. l8f.
M. MINUCII FELICIS OCTAVIUS.
The text newly revised from the original MS., with an English Com
mentary, Analysis, Introduction, and Copious Indices. Edited by
H. A. Holden, LL.D. late Head Master of Ipswich School, formerly
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.
THEOPHILI EPISCOPI ANTIOCHENSIS
LIBRI TRES AD AUTOLYCUM
edidit, Prolegomenis Versione Notulis Indicibus instruxit GULIELMUS
Gilson Humphry, S.T.B. Collegii Sandtiss. Trin. apud Cantabrigienses quondam Socius. Post 8vo. $s.
THEOPHYLACTI IN EVANGELIUM
S. MATTHjEI COMMENTARIUS,
edited by W. G. Humphry, B.D. Prebendary of St Paul's, late
Fellow of Trinity College. Demy Svo. ys. 6d.
TERTULLIANUS DE CORONA MILITIS, DE
SPECTACULIS, DE IDOLOLATRIA,
with Analysis and English Notes, by George Currey, D.D. Preacher
at the Charter House, late Fellow and Tutor of St John's College.
Crown 8vo. $s.
THEOLOGY—(ENGLISH).
WORKS OF ISAAC BARROW,
compared with the Original MSS., enlarged with Materials hitherto
unpublished. A new Edition, by A. Napier, M.A. of Trinity College,
Vicar of Holkham, Norfolk. 9 Vols. Demy 8vo. £3. y.
TREATISE OF THE POPE'S SUPREMACY,
and a Discourse concerning the Unity of the Church, by ISAAC
Barrow. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.
PEARSON'S EXPOSITION OF THE CREED,
edited by Temple Chevallier, B.D. late Fellow and Tutor of
St Catharine's College, Cambridge. New Edition. Revised by
R. Sinker, B.D., Librarian of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 12$.
" A new edition of Bishop Pearson's fa- themselves have been adapted to the best
mous work On the Creedhas just been issued and newest texts of the several authors—
by the Cambridge University Press. It is texts which have undergone vast improvethe well-known edition of Temple Chevallier, ments within the last two centuries. The
thoroughly overhauled by the Rev. R. Sinker, Indices have also been revised and enlarged.
of Trinity College. The whole text and notes
Altogether this appears to be the most
have been most carefully examined and cor- complete and convenient edition as yet pubrected, and special pains have been taken to lished of a work which has long been recogverify the almost innumerable references. nised in all quarters as a standard one."—
These have been more clearly and accurately Guardian.
given in very many places, and the citations
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPOSITION OF
THE CREED
written by the Right Rev. John Pearson, D.D. late Lord Bishop
of Chester, by W. H. Mill, D.D. late Regius Professor of Hebrew
in the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. sj.
WHEATLY ON THE COMMON PRAYER,
edited by G. E. Corrie, D.D. Master of Jesus College, Examining
Chaplain to the late Lord Bishop of Ely. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.
C^SAR MORGAN'S INVESTIGATION OF THE
TRINITY OF PLATO,
and of Philo Judasus, and of the effedls which an attachment to their
writings had upon the principles and reasonings of the Fathers of the
Christian Church. Revised by H. A. Holden, LL.D. late Head Master
of Ipswich School, formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo. 4^.
TWO FORMS OF PRAYER OF THE TIME OF
QUEEN ELIZABETH. Now First Reprinted. Demy 8vo. 6</„
" From 'Collections and Notes' 1867— of Occasional Forms of Prayer, but it had
1876, by W. Carew Hazlitt (p. 340), we learn been lost sight of for 200 years.* By the
that—* A very remarkable volume, in the kindness of the present possessor of this
original vellum cover, and containing 25 valuable volume, containing in all 25 distinct
Forms of Prayer of the reign of Elizabeth, publications, I am enabled to reprint in the
each with the autograph of Humphrey Dyson, following pages the two Forms of Prayer
has lately fallen into the hands of my friend supposed to have been lost."—Extractfrom.
Mr H. Pyne. It is mentioned specially in the Preface.
the Preface to the Parker Society's volume
SELECT DISCOURSES,
by John Smith, late Fellow of Queens' College, Cambridge. Edited by
H. G. Williams, B.D. late Professor of Arabic. Royal 8vo. ys. 6d.
" The ' Select Discourses' of John Smith, with the richest lights of meditative genius..,
collected and published from his papers after He was one of those rare thinkers in whom
his death, are, in my opinion, much the most largeness of view, and depth, and wealth of
considerable work left to usby this Cambridge poetic and speculative insight, only served to
School [the Cambridge Platonists]. They evoke more fully the religious spirit, and
have a right to a place in English literary while he drew the mould of his thought from
history."—Mr Matthew Arnold, in the Plotinus, he vivified the substance of it from
Contemporary Review.
St Paul."—Principal Tulloch, Rational
"Of all the products of the Cambridge Theology in England in the xjik Century.
School, the 'Select Discourses' are perhaps
"We may instance Mr Henry Griffin
the highest, as they are the most accessible Williams's revised edition of Mr John Smith's
and the most widely appreciated...and indeed 'Select Discourses,* which have won Mr
no spiritually thoughtful mind can read them Matthew Arnold's admiration, as an example
unmoved. They carry us so directly into an of worthy work for an University Press to
atmosphere of divine philosophy, luminous undertake."—Times.
THE HOMILIES,
with Various Readings, and the Quotations from the Fathers given
at length in the Original Languages. Edited by G. E. CORRIE, D.D.
Master of Jesus College. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.
DE OBLIGATIONE CONSCIENTLE PR^ELECTIONES decern Oxonii in Schola Theologica habitae a Roberto
Sanderson, SS. Theologiae ibidem Professore Regio. With English
Notes, including an abridged Translation, by W. WHEWELL, D.D.
late Master of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. ys. 6d.
London; Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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ARCHBISHOP USHER'S ANSWER TO A JESUIT,
with other Tracts on Popery. Edited by J. Scholefield, M.A. late
Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.
WILSON'S ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD
of explaining the New Testament, by the early opinions of Jews and
Christians concerning Christ. Edited by T. TuRTON, D.D. late Lord
Bishop of Ely. Demy 8vo. 5*.
LECTURES ON DIVINITY
delivered in the University of Cambridge, by JOHN Hey, D.D.
Third Edition, revised by T. Turton, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Ely.
2 vols. Demy 8vo. 15*.
ARABIC, SANSKRIT AND SYRIAC.
POEMS OF BEHA ED DIN ZOHEIR OF EGYPT.
With a Metrical Translation, Notes and Introduction, by E. H.
Palmer, M.A., Barrister-at-Law of the Middle Temple, late Lord
Almoner's Professor of Arabic, formerly Fellow of St John's College
in the University of Cambridge. 3 vols. Crown 4to.
Vol. I. The Arabic Text. 10s. 6d.\ Cloth extra. 15J.
Vol. II. English Translation, ioj. 6d. ; Cloth extra. 15s.
" We have no hesitation in saying that in
*' This sumptuous edition of the poems of
both Prof. Palmerhasmade an addition to Ori- BehA-ed-dtn Zoheir is a very welcome addiental literature for which scholars should be tion to the small series of Eastern poets
grateful ; and that, while his knowledge of accessible to readers who are not OrientalArabic is a sufficient guarantee for his mas- ists. ... In all there is that exquisite finish of
tery of the original, his English compositions which Arabic poetry is susceptible in so rare
are distinguished by versatility, command of a degree. The form is almost always beaulanguage, rhythmical cadence, and, as we tiful, be the thought what it may . . . Altohave remarked, by not unskilful imitations of gether the inside of the book is worthy of the
the styles of several of our own favourite beautiful arabesque binding that rejoices the
poets, living and dead."—Saturday Review. eye of the lover of Arab art."—Academy.
THE CHRONICLE OF JOSHUA THE STYLITE,
composed in Syriac a.d. 507 with an English translation and notes, by
W. Wright, LL.D., Professor of Arabic. Demy 8vo. ior. 6d.
" Die lehrreiche kleine Chronik Josuas hat Unterricht ; es erscheint auch gerade zur
nach Assemani und Martin in Wright einen rechten Zeit, da die zweite Ausgabe von
dritten Bearbeiter gefunden, der sich urn die Roedigers syrischer Chrestomathie im BuchEmendation des Textes wie um die Erkla- handel vollstandig vergriffen und diejenige
rung der Realienwesentlichverdientgemacht von Kirsch-Bernstein nur noch in wenigen
hat . . . Ws. Josua-Ausgabe ist eine sehr dan- Exemplaren vorhanden ist."—Deutsche Litkenswerte Gabe und besonders empfehlens- tcraturzeitung.
wert als ein Lehrmittel fur den syrischen
nalopAkhyanam, or, the tale OF NALA ;
containing the Sanskrit Text in Roman Characters, followed by a
Vocabulary in which each word is placed under its root, with references
to derived words in Cognate Languages, and a sketch of Sanskrit
Grammar. By the late Rev. Thomas Jarrett, M.A. Trinity College,
Regius Professor of Hebrew, late Professor of Arabic, and formerly
Fellow of St Catharine's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. ioj.
NOTES ON THE TALE OF NALA,
for the use of Classical Students, by J. Peile, M.A. Fellow and Tutor
of Christ's College. Demy 8vo. I2J.
CATALOGUE OF THE BUDDHIST SANSKRIT
MANUSCRIPTS in the University Library, Cambridge. Edited
by C. Bendall, B.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College.
[In the Press.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS, &c. (See also pp. 24r-27.)
A SELECTION OF GREEK INSCRIPTIONS,
With Introductions and Annotations by E. S. Roberts, M.A.
Fellow and Tutor of Caius College.
[Preparing.
THE AGAMEMNON OF AESCHYLUS.
With a Translation in English Rhythm, and Notes Critical and Ex
planatory. New Edition Revised. By Benjamin Hall Kennedy,
D.D., Regius Professor of Greek. Crown 8vo. 6s.
" One of the best editions of the master- value of this volume alike to the poetical
piece of Greek tragedy. "—A themewn.
translator, the critical scholar, and the ethical
"It is needless to multiply proofs of the student."—Sat. Rev.
THE CEDIPUS TYRANNUS OF SOPHOCLES with
a Translation and Notes by the same Editor. Crown 8vo. 6s.
" Dr Kennedy's edition of the CEdipus no more valuable contribution to the study
Tyrannus is a worthy companion to his of Sophocles has appeared of late years."—
Agamemnon, and we may say at once that Saturday Review.
THE THE^TETUS OF PLATO with a Translation
and Notes by the same Editor. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.
PLATO'S PH^DO,
literally translated, by the late E. M. Cope, Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5*.
ARISTOTLE.—nEPI ATKAIOSTNH2.
THE FIFTH BOOK OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS OF
ARISTOTLE. Edited by Henry Jackson, M.A., Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 6s.
"It is not too much to say that some of Scholars will hope that this is not the only
the points he discusses have never had so portion of the Aristotelian writings which he
much light thrown upon them before. . . . is likely to edit."—Athenaum.
ARISTOTLE.—nEPI ^TXHS.
ARISTOTLE'S PSYCHOLOGY, in Greek and English, with Intro
duction and Notes, by Edwin Wallace, M.A., Fellow and Tutor
of Worcester College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. i8j.
" In an elaborate introduction Mr Wallace
" He possesses a hermeneutical talent of
collects and correlates all the passages from the very highest order. . . . Everywhere we
the various works of Aristotle bearing on meet with evidences of a long and careful
these points, and this he does with a width study of the works of Aristotle, and a patient
of learning that marks him out as one Oi endeavour to arrive at his real meaning."—
our foremost Aristotlic scholars, and with a Mind.
critical acumen that is far from common."—
"The notes are exactly what such notes
Glasgow Herald.
ought to be,—helps to the student, not mere
"As a clear exposition of the opinions of displays of learning, By far the more valuAristotle on psychology, Mr Wallace's work able parts of the notes are neither critical
is of distinct value—the introduction is ex- nor literary, but philosophical and expository
cellentlywrought out, the translation is good, of the thought, and of the connection of
the notes are thoughtful, scholarly, and full. thought, in the treatise itself. In this relaWe therefore can welcome a volume like this, lion the notes are invaluable. Of the transwhich is useful both to those who study it as lation, it may be said that an English reader
scholars, and to those who read it as students may-fairly master by means of it this great
of philosophy."—Scotsman.
treatise of Aristotle. —Spectator.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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ARISTOTLE.
THE RHETORIC. With a Commentary by the late E. M. Cope,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, revised and edited by J. E.
Sandys, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St John's College, Cambridge,
and Public Orator. With a biographical Memoir by H. A. J. Munro,
M.A. Three Volumes, Demy 8vo. £,\.\\s.f>d.
" This work is in many ways creditable to
" Mr Sandys has performed his arduous
the University of Cambridge. If an English duties with marked ability and admirable
student wishes to have a full conception of tact
In every part of his work
what is contained in the Rhetoric of Aris- —revising, supplementing, and completing—
totle, to Mr Cope's edition he must go."— he has done exceedingly well."—Examiner.
Academy.
PRIVATE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES,
with Introductions and English Notes, by F. A. Paley, M.A. Editor
of Aeschylus, etc. and J. E. Sandys, M.A. Fellow and Tutor of St
John's College, and Public Orator in the University of Cambridge.
Part 1. Contra Phormionem, Lacritum, Pantaenetum, Boeotum de
Nomine, Boeotum de Dote, Dionysodorum. Crown 8vo. 6s.
" Mr Paley's scholarship is sound and literature which bears upon his author, and
accurate, his experience of editing wide, ana the elucidation of matters of daily life, in the
if he is content to devote his learning and delineation of which Demosthenes is so rich,
abilities to the production of such manuals obtains full justice at his hands
We
as these, they will be received with gratitude hope this edition may lead the way to a mote
throughout the higher schools of the country. general study of these speeches in schools
Mr Sandys is deeply read in the German than has hitherto been possible."—Academy.
Part II. Pro Phormione, Contra Stephanum I. II. ; Nicostratum,
Cononem, Calliclem. 7j. 6d.
" To give even a brief sketch of these excellent running commentary .... and no
speeches [Pro Pkortnio/ie and Contra Ste- one can say that he is ever deficient
pkanum\ would be incompatible with our in the needful help which enables us to
limits, though we can hardly conceive a task form a sound estimate of the rights of the
more useful to the classical or professional case."—Sat. Rev.
scholar than to make one for himself.. ...
"
the edition reflects credit on
It is a great boon to those who set them* Cambridge scholarship, and ought to be exselves to unravel the thread of arguments tensively used."—Athenomm.
pro and con to have the aid of Mr Sandys's
DEMOSTHENES AGAINST ANDROTION AND
AGAINST TIMOCRATES, with Introductions and English Com
mentary, by William Wayte, M.A., late Professor of Greek,
University College, London, Formerly Fellow of King's College,
Cambridge, and Assistant Master at Eton. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.
"The editor has devoted special atten- full help without unduly encouraging 'the
tion to the principles and practice of Attic less industrious sort;"* and they certainly
law, of which these speeches afford many afford as much help, and of the right kind,
rich illustrations. In the notes, which in- as any reasonable student is likely to declude serviceable abstracts of the speeches, sire."—The Scotsman.
his object, he tells us, has been "to afford
PINDAR.
OLYMPIAN AND PYTHIAN ODES. With Notes Explanatory
and Critical, Introductions and Introductory Essays. Edited by
C. A. M. Fennell, M.A., late Fellow of Jesus College. Crown 8vo.
"Mr Fennell deserves the thanks of all
"Considered simply as a contribution to
classical students for his careful and scholarly the study and criticism of Pindar, Mr Fenedition of the Olympian and Pythian odes. nelPs edition is a work of great merit. .. AltoHe brings to his task the necessary enthu- gether, this edition is a welcome and wholesiasm for his author, great industry, a sound some sign of the vitality and development of
judgment, and, in particular, copious and Cambridge scholarship, and we are glad to
minute learning in comparative philology. see that it is to be continued."—Saturday
To his qualifications in this last respect every Reznevi.
page bears witness.".—A thenceum.
THE NEMEAN AND ISTHMIAN ODES. By the same
Editor. Crown 8vo. gs.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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THE BACCHAE OF EURIpTdEsT'
with Introduction, Critical Notes, and Archaeological Illustrations,
by J. E. Sandys, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St John's College, Cam
bridge, and Public Orator. Crown 8vo. \os. 6d.
" Of the present edition of the Baccha by its predecessors. The volume will add to the
Mr Sandys we may safely say that never already wide popularity of a unique drama,
before has a Greek play, in Kngland at and must be reckoned among the most imieast, had fuller justice done to its criii- portant classical publications of the year."—
cism, interpretation, and archseological il- Atkeneeum.
lustration, whether for the young student or
" It has not, like so many such books, been
the more advanced scholar. The Cambridge hastily produced to meet the momentary
Public Orator may be said to have taken the need of some particular examination ; but it
lead in issuing a complete edition of a Greek has employed for some years the labour and
play, which is destined perhaps to gain re- thought of a highly finished scholar, whose
doubled favour now that the study of ancient aim seems to have been that his book should
monuments has been applied to its illustra- go forth totus teres atgue rotundus, armed
tion."—Saturday Review.
at all points with all that may throw light
" The volume is interspersed with well- upon its subject. The result is a work which
executed woodcuts, and its general attractive- will not only assist the schoolboy or underness of form reflects great credit on the graduate in his tasks, but will adorn the
University Press. In the notes Mr Sandys library of the scholar.*' . . *' The description
has more than sustained his well-earned of the woodcuts abounds in interesting and
reputation as a careful and learned editor, suggestive information upon various points
and shows considerable advance in freedom of ancient art, and is a further instance
and lightness of style
Under such cir- of the very thorough as well as scholarcumstances it is superfluous to say that for like manner in which Mr Sandys deals
the purposes of teachers and advanced stu- with his subject at every point."— The
dents this handsome edition tar surpasses all Guardian.
THE TYPES OF GREEK COINS. By Percy Gard
ner, M.A., F.S.A., Disney Professor of Archaeology. With 16 Auto
type plates, containing photographs of Coins of all parts of the Greek
World. Impl. 4to. Cloth extra, £i. us. 6d.; Morocco backs, £2. 2s.
ESSAYS ON THE ART OF PHEIDIAS.
By C. Waldstein, M.A., Phil. D., Reader in Classical Archaeology
in the University of Cambridge. Royal 8vo. With Illustrations.
[In the Press.
M. TULLI CICERONIS DE FINIBUS BONORUM
ET MALORUM LIBRI QUINQUE. The text revised and ex
plained; With a Translation by James S. Reid, M.L., Fellow and
Assistant Tutor of Gonville and Caius College.
[In the Press.
M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBRI TRES,
with Marginal Analysis, an English Commentary, and copious Indices,
by H. A. Holden, LL.D., late Head Master of Ipswich School, late Fel
low of Trinity College, Cambridge, Classical Examiner to the University
of London. Fourth Edition. Revised and considerably enlarged.
Crown 8vo. gs.
"Dr Holden truly states that 'Text,
" Dr Holden has issued an edition ofwhat
Analysis, and Commentary in this edition is perhaps the easiest and most popularof
have been again subjected to a thorough Cicero's philosophical works, the de Ojfficiis,
revision.' It is now certainly the best edition which, especially in the form which it has now
extant. . . . The Introduction (after Heine} assumed after two most thorough revisions,
and notes leave nothing to be desired in point leaves little or nothing to be desired in the
of fulness, accuracy, and neatness ; the typo- fullness and accuracy of its treatment alike
graphical execution will satisfy the most fas- of the matter and the language."—Academy.
tidious eye."—Notes and Queries.
M. TVLLI CICERONIS PRO C RABIRIO [PERDVELLIONIS REO] ORATIO AD QVIRITES With Notes Intro
duction and Appendices by W E Heitland MA, Fellow and Lec
turer of St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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M. TULLII CICERONIS DE NATURA DEORUM
Libri Tres, with Introduction and Commentary by Joseph B. Mayor,
M.A., Professor of Moral Philosophy at King's College, London,
formerly Fellow and Tutor of St John's College, Cambridge, together
with a new collation of several of the English MSS. by J. H. Swainson,
M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity Coll., Cambridge. Vol. I. Demy8vo.
i or. 6d.
[Vol. II. In the Press.
" Such editions as that of which Prof. and is in every way admirably suited to meet
Mayor has given us the first instalment will the needs of the student
The notes of
doubtless do much to remedy
sdy tthis undeserved the editor are all that could be expected
neglect. It is one on which great pains and from his well-known learning and scholar
much learning have evidently been expended, ship."—A cademy.
P. VERGILI MARONIS OPERA
cum Prolegomenis et Commentario Critico pro Syndicis Preli
Academici edidit Benjamin Hall Kennedy, S.T.P., Graecae
Linguae Professor Regius. Extra Fcap. 8vo. $s.
MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS.
By Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural
Philosophy, in the University of Glasgow. Collected from different
Scientific Periodicals from May 1841, to the present time. Vol. L
[Vol. II. In the Press.
Demy 8vo. iSs.
" Wherever exact science has found a fol borated and promulgated a series of rules and
lower Sir William Thomson's name is known units which are but the detailed outcome of
as a leader and a master. For a space of 40 the principles laid down in these papers."—
years each of his successive contributions to The Times.
knowledge in the domain of experimental
** We are convinced that nothing has had
and mathematical physics has been recog a greater effect on the progress of the
nized as marking a stage in the progress of theories of electricity and magnetism during
the subject. But, unhappily for the mere the last ten years than the publication of Sir
learner, he is no writer of text-books. His W. Thomson's reprint of papers on electro
eager fertility overflows into the nearest statics and magnetism, and we believe that
available journal . . . The papers in this the present volume is destined in no less
volume deal largely with the subject of the degree to further the advancement of phsidynamics of heat. They begin with two or cal science. We owe the modern dynamical
three articles which were in part written at theory of heat almost wholly to Joule and
fcne age of 17, before the author had com
Thomson, and Clausiusand Rankine, and we
menced residence as an undergraduate in have here collected together the whole of
Cambridge . . . No student of mechanical Thomson's investigations on this subject,
engineering, who aims at the higher levels together with the papers published jointly
of his profession, can afford to be ignorant by himself and Joule. We would fain linger
of the principles and methods set forth in over this fascinating subject, but space does
these great memoirs . . . The article on the not permit ; and we can only ask those who
absolute measurement of electric and gal
really wish to study thermo-dynamics to
vanic quantities (1851) has borne rich and know something of the great theory of the
abundant fruit. Twenty years after its date dissipation of energy originated by the author
the International Conference of Electricians to give his days and nights to the volume
at Paris, assisted by the author himself, ela- before us."—Glasgow Herald.
MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS,
By George Gabriel Stokes, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow
of Pembroke College, and Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the
University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original Journals and
Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author. Vol. I. Demy
8vo. 1 5s.
"The volume of Professor Stokes's papers and still necessary, dissertations. There no
contains much more than his hydrodynamical thing is slurred over, nothing extenuated.
papers. The undulatory theory of light is We learn exactly the weaknesses of the
treated, and the difficulties connected with theory, and the direction in which the com
its application to certain phenomena, such as pleter theory of the future must be sought
aberration, are carefully examined and re for. The same spirit pervades the papers
solved. Such difficulties are commonly pas?ed on pure mathematics which are included in
over with scant notice in the text-books.... the volume. They have a severe accuracy
Those to whom difficulties like these are real of style which well befits the subtle nature
stumbling-blocks will still turn for enlighten
of the subjects, and inspires the completest
ment to Professor Stokes's old, but still fresh confidence in their author."— The Times.
Vol. II. Nearly ready.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE PROF.
J. CLERK MAXWELL. Edited by W. D. NlVEN, M.A. In 2 vols.
Royal 4to.
[In the Press.
A TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
By Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural
Philosophy in the University of Glasgow, and P. G. Tait, M.A.,
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.
Vol. 1. Part I. Demy 8vo. i6s.
" In this, the second edition, we notice a could form within the time at our disposal
large amount of new matter, the importance would be utterly inadequate."—Mature.
of which is such that any opinion which we
Part II. Demy'8vo. i8j.
ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
By Professors Sir W. Thomson and P. G. Tait. Part I. Demy 8vo.
Second Edition, qs.
A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETER
MINANTS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN ANALYSIS
AND GEOMETRY, by Robert Forsyth Scott, M.A., of
St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 12s.
"This able and comprehensive treatise tant researches on this subject which have
will be welcomed by the student as bringing hitherto been for the most part inaccessible
within his reach the results of many impor- to him."—Atheweum.
HYDRODYNAMICS,
A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of the Motion of Fluids, by
HORACE Lamb, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge;
Professor of Mathematics in the University of Adelaide. Demy8vo. I2J.
THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT,
By Joseph Fourier. Translated, with Notes, by A. Freeman, M.A.,
Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 16s.
"It is time that Fourier's masterpiece, ployed by the author." — Contemporary
The Analytical Theory of Heat, trans- Review, October, 1878.
lated by Mr Alex. Freeman, should be in"There cannot be two opinions as to the
troduced to those English students of Mathe- value and importance of the Theorie de la
matics who do not follow with freedom a Chabeur....\\ is still the text-book of Heat
treatise in any language but their own. It Conduction, and there seems little present
is a model ofmathematical reasoning applied prospect of its being superseded, though
to physical phenomena, and is remarkable for it is already more than half a century old."—
the ingenuity of the analytical process em- Nature.
THE ELECTRICAL RESEARCHES OF THE
HONOURABLE HENRY CAVENDISH, F.R.S.
Written between 1771 and 1781, Edited from the original manuscripts
in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, K. G., by J. Clerk
Maxwell, F.R.S. Demy 8vo. i8j.
" Every department of editorial duty satisfaction to Prof. Maxwell to see this
appears to have been most conscientiously goodly volume completed before his life's
performed ; and it must have been no small work was done."—Athenaum.
An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on QUATERNIONS,
By P. G. Tait, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Univer
sity of Edinburgh. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 14J.
THE MATHEMATICAL WORKS OF
ISAAC BARROW, D.D.
Edited by W. Whewell, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.

PUBLICATIONS OF
NOTES ON QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.
Concise and Explanatory. By H. J. H. Fenton, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Demonstrator of Chemistry in the University of Cambridge. Late
Scholar of Christ's College. Crown 4to. 7s. 6d.
A TREATISE ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS,
by S. H. Vines, M.A., Fellow of Christ's College.
[In the Press.
THE FOSSILS AND PALyEONTOLOGICAL AF
FINITIES OF THE NEOCOMIAN DEPOSITS OF UPWARE
AND BRICKHILL with Plates, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay for
the Year 1879. By Walter Keeping, M.A., F.G.S. Demy8vo. ios.6d.
COUNTERPOINT.
A Practical Course of Study, by Professor G. A. Macfarren, M.A.,
Mus. Doc. Fourth Edition, revised. Demy 4to. 7s. 6d.
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
made at the Observatory of Cambridge by the Rev. James Challis,
M.A, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experi
mental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, and Fellow of
Trinity College. For various Years, from 1846 to i860.
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
from 1861 to 1865. Vol. XXI. Royal 410. 15J.
A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF BIRDS
formed by the late H. E. Strickland, now in the possession of the
University of Cambridge. By OsBERT Salvin, M.A., F.R.S., &c.
Strickland Curator in the University of Cambridge. Demy8vo. £1. is.
" The discriminating notes which Mr
"The author has formed a definite and,
Salvin has here and there introduced make as it seems to us, a righteous idea of what
the book indispensable to every worker on the catalogue of a collection should be, and,
what the Americans call "the higher plane" allowing for some occasional slips, has efFecof the science of birds."—Academy.
' lively carried it out."—Notes and Queries.
A CATALOGUE OF AUSTRALIAN FOSSILS
(including Tasmania and the Island of Timor), Stratigraphically and
Zoologically arranged, by Robert Etheridge, Jun., F.G.S., Acting
Palaeontologist, H.M. Geol. Survey of Scotland, ^formerly AssistantGeologist, Geol. Survey of Victoria). Demy 8vo. ioj. 6d.
"The work is arranged with great clear- papers consulted by the author, and an index
ness, and contains a full list of the books and to the genera."—Saturday Review.
ILLUSTRATIONS
OF COMPARATIVE ANA
TOMY, VERTEBRATE AND INVERTEBRATE,
for the Use of Students in the Museum of Zoology and Comparative
Anatomy. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.
A SYNOPSIS OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF
THE BRITISH PALAEOZOIC ROCKS,
by the Rev. Adam Sedgwick, M.A, F.R.S., and Frederick
M°Coy, F.G.S. One vol., Royal 4to. Plates, £1. is.
A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF
CAMBRIAN AND SILURIAN FOSSILS
contained in the Geological Museum of the University of Cambridge,
by J. W. Salter, F.G.S. With a Portrait of Professor Sedgwick.
Royal 4to. 7s. 6d.
CATALOGUE OF OSTEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS
contained in the Anatomical Museum of the University of Cam
bridge. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster How.
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LAW.
AN ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY.
By E. C. Clark, LL.D., Regius Professor of Civil Law in the
University of Cambridge, also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at Law.
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
"Prof. Clark's little book is the sub- sanctions". . . Students of jurisprudence
stance of lectures delivered by him upon will find much to interest and instruct them
those portions of Austin's work on juris- in the work of Prof. Clark."—Atheneeum.
prudence which deal with the "operation of
PRACTICAL JURISPRUDENCE
A COMMENT ON AUSTIN. By E. C. Clark, LL.D. Regius
Professor of Civil Law.
[Nearly ready.
A SELECTION OF THE STATE TRIALS.
By J. W. Willis-Bund, M.A., LL.B., Barrister-at-Law, Professor of
Constitutional Law and History, University College, London. Vol. I.
Trials for Treason (1327— 1660). Crown 8vo. iSs.
"Mr Willis-Bund has edited 'A Selection those of impeachment for treason before Parof Cases from the State Trials' which is Hament, which he proposes to treat in a future
likely to form a very valuable addition to volume under the general head ' Proceedings
the standard literature. . . There can in Parliament."*— The Academy.
be no doubt, therefore, of the interest that
"This is a work of such obvious utility
can be found in the State trials. But they that the only wonder is that no one should
are large and unwieldy, and it is impossible have undertaken it before. ... In many
for the general reader to come across them. respects therefore, although the trials are
Mr Willis-Bund has therefore done good more or less abridged, this is for the ordinary
service in making a selection that is in the student's purpose not only a more handy,
first volume reduced to a commodious form." but a more useful work than Howell's."—
—The Examiner.
Saturday Review.
" This work is a very useful contribution
" Of the importance of this subject, or of
to that important branch of the constitutional the want of a book of this kind, referring
history of England which is concerned with not vaguely but precisely to the grounds of
the growth and development of the law of constitutional doctrines, both of past and
treason, as it may be gathered from trials be- present times, no reader of history can feel
fore the ordinary courts. The author has any doubt."—Daily News.
very wisely distinguished these cases from
Vol. II. In two parts. Price 145. each.
" But, although the book is most interest- form a judicious selection of the principal
ing to the historian of constitutional law, it statutes and the leading cases bearing on
is also not without considerable value to the crime of treason .... For all classes of
those who seek information with regard to readers these volumes possess an indirect
procedure and the growth of the law of evi- interest, arising from the nature of the cases
dence. We should add that Mr Willis-Bund themselves, from the men who were actors
has given short prefaces and appendices to in them, and from the numerous points of
the trials, so as to form a connected narrative social life which are incidentally illustrated
of the events in history to which they relate. in the course of the trials. On these features
We can thoroughly recommend the book." we have not dwelt, but have preferred to show
—Law Times.
that the book is a valuable contribution to the
" To a large class of readers Mr Willis- study of the subject with which it professes
Bund's compilation will thus be of great to deal, namely, the history of the law of treaassistance, for he presents in a convenient son."—Athenceum.
Vol. III. In the Press.
THE FRAGMENTS OF THE PERPETUAL
EDICT OF SALVIUS JULIANUS,
collected, arranged, and annotated by Bryan Walker, M.A. LL.D.,
Law Lecturer of St John's College, and late Fellow of Corpus Christi
College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.
"In the present book we have the fruits English student, and such a student will be
of the same kind of thorough and well- interested as well as perhaps surprised to find
ordered study which was brought to bear how abundantly the extant fragments illusupon the notes to the Commentaries and trate and clear up points which have attracted
the Institutes . . . Hitherto the Edict has his attention in the Commentaries, or the
been almost inaccessible to the ordinary Institutes, or the Digest."—Law Times.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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PUBLICATIONS OF

THE COMMENTARIES OF GAIUS AND RULES
OF ULPIAN. (New Edition, revised and enlarged.)
With a Translation and Notes, by J. T. Abdy, LL.D., Judge of County
Courts, late Regius Professor of Laws in the University of Cambridge,
and Bryan Walker, M.A., LL.D., Law Lecturer of St John's
College, Cambridge, formerly Law Student of Trinity Hail and
Chancellor's Medallist for Legal Studies. Crown 8vo. 16s.
" As scholars and as editors Messrs Abdy explanation. Thus the Roman jurist is
and Walker have done their work well. allowed to speak for himself, and the reader
For one thing the editors deserve feels that he is really studying Roman lav.
special commendation. They have presented in the original, and not a fanciful representaGaius to the reader with few notes and those tion of it."—Athetueum.
merely by way of reference or necessary
THE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN,
translated with Notes by J. T. Abdy, LL.D., Judge of County Courts,
late Regius Professor of Laws in the University of Cambridge, and
formerly Fellow of Trinity Hall ; and Bryan Walker, M.A., LL.D.,
Law Lecturer of St John's College, Cambridge; late Fellow and
Lecturer of Corpus Christi College ; and formerly Law Student of
Trinity Hall. Crown 8vo. i6j.
" We welcome here a valuable contribution attention is distracted from the subject-matter
to the study of jurisprudence. The text of by the difficulty of struggling through the
the Institutes is occasionally perplexing, even language in which it is contained, it will be
to practised scholars, whose knowledge of almost indispensable."—Spectator.
classical models does not always avail them
" The notes are learned and carefully coinin dealing with the technicalities of legal piled, and this edition will be found useful
phraseology. Nor can the ordinary diction- to students."—Laiv Times.
aries be expected to furnish all the help that
" Dr Abdy and Dr Walker have produced
is wanted. This translation will then be of a book which is both elegant and useful."—
great use. To the ordinary student, whose Athenceum.
SELECTED TITLES FROM THE DIGEST,
annotated by B. Walker, M.A., LL.D. Part I. Mandati vel
Contra. Digest XVII. I. Crown 8vo. 5.?.
"This small volume is published as an ex- say that Mr Walker deserves credit for the
periinent. The author proposes to publish an way in which he has performed the task unannotated edition and translation of several dertaken. The translation, as might be exbooks of the Digest if this one is received pected, is scholarly."—Law Times.
with favour. We are pleased to be able to
Part II. De Adquirendo rerum dominio and De Adquirenda vel amittenda possessione. Digest xli. 1 and 11. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Part III. De Condictionious. Digest XII. 1 and4—7 and Digest XIII.
1 —3. Crown 8vo. 6s.
DIGEST. Book VII. Title I. De Usufructu.
With Introduction and full Explanatory Notes, intended as an Intro
duction to the study of the Digest. By Henry John Roby, M.A.,
Formerly Fellow of St John's College.
[Preparing.
GROTIUS DE JURE BELLI ET PACIS,
with the Notes of Barbeyrac and others ; accompanied by an abridged
Translation of the Text, by W. Whewell, D.D. late Master of Trinity
College. 3 Vols. Demy 8vo. I2J. The translation separate, 6s.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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HISTORY.
THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH INDUSTRY
AND COMMERCE,
by W. Cunningham, M.A., late Deputy to the Knightbridge Pro
fessor in the University of Cambridge. With Maps and Charts.
Crown 8vo. lis.
"He is, however, undoubtedly sound in account of the dimensions to which English
the main, and his work deserves recognition industry and commerce have grown. It is
as the result of immense industry and re with the process of growth that he is con
search in a field in which the labourers have cerned ; and this process he traces with the
hitherto been comparatively few. "Scotsman. philosophical insight which distinguishes be
" Mr Cunningham is not likely to dis
tween what is important and what is trivial.
appoint any readers except such as begin by He thus follows with care, skill, and de
mistaking the character of his book. He liberation a single thread through the maze
does not promise, and does not give, an of general English history."—Guardian*
LIFE AND TIMES OF STEIN, OR GERMANY
AND PRUSSIA IN THE NAPOLEONIC AGE,
by J. R. SEELEY, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History in
the University of Cambridge, with Portraits and Maps. 3 Vols.
Demy 8vo. 48s.
' If we could conceive anything similar
" In a notice of this kind scantjustice can
to a protective system in the intellectual de be done to a work like the one before us; no
partment, we might perhaps look forward to short resume' can give even the most meagre
a time when our historians would raise the notion of the contents of these volumes, which
ery of protection for native industry. Of contain no page that is superfluous, and
the unquestionably greatest German men of none that is uninteresting
To under
modern history—I speak of Frederick the stand the Germany of to-day one must study
Great, Goethe and Stein—the first two found the Germany of many yesterdays, and now
long since in Carlyle and Lewes biographers that study has been made easy by this work,
who have undoubtedly driven their German to which no one can hesitate to assign a very
competitors out of the field. And now in the high place among those recent histories which
year just past Professor Seeley of Cambridge have aimed at original research."-^ thetueum.
has presented us with a biography of Stein
"The book before us fills an important
which, though it modestly declines competi gap in English—nay, European—historical
tion with German works and disowns the literature, and bridges over the history of
presumption of teaching us Germans our own Prussia from the time of Frederick the Great
history, yet casts into the shade by its bril to the days of Kaiser Wilhelm. It thus gives
liant superiority all that we have ourselves the reader standing ground whence he may
hitherto written about Stein."—Deutsche regard contemporary events in Germany in
their proper historic light
We conRundschau.
" Dr Busch's volume has made people fratulate Cambridge and her Professor of
listory on the appearance of such a note
think and talk even more than usual of Prince
Bismarck, and ProfessorSeeley's very learned worthy production. And we may add that it
work on Stein will turn attention to an earlier is something upon which we may congratulate
and an almost equally eminent German states England that on the especial field of the Ger
man.
It is soothing to the national mans, history, on the history of their own
self-respect to find a few Englishmen, such country, by the use of their own literary
as the late Mr Lewes and Professor Seeley, weapons, an Englishman has produced a his
doing for German as well as English readers tory of Germany in the Napoleonic age far
what many German scholars have done for superior to any that exists in German."—
Examiner.
us."—Times.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE FROM
THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE ROYAL
INJUNCTIONS OF 1535,
by"We
James
Bass
Mullinger,
M.A. 'L Demy
(734
12s.
trust Mr
Mullinger
will yet continue
1T": 8vo.
:"' during
>--;"
- thepp.),
•- - ii--the University
troublous
times of
his history and bring it down to our own the Reformation and the Civil War."—Atheday."—Academy.
ncBum.
*' Mr Mullinger's work is one of great
" He has brought together a mass of in
structive details respecting the rise and pro learning and research, which can hardly fail
gress, not only of his own University, but of to become a standard book of reference on
all the principal Universities of the Middle the subject. . . . We can most strongly recom
Ages
We hope some day that he may mend this book to our readers."—Spectator.
continue his labours, and give us a history of
VOL. II. In the Press.
London : Cambridge Warehouse^ 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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PUBLICATIONS OF

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES OF GREEK HISTORY.
Accompanied by a short narrative of events, with references to the
sources of information and extracts from the ancient authorities, by
Carl Peter. Translated from the German by G. Chawner, M.A.,
Fellow and Lecturer of King's College, Cambridge. Demy 4to. iar.
"Asa handy book of reference for gen- some particular point as quickly as possible,
uine students, or even for learned men who the Tables are useful.''—Academy.
want to lay their hands on an authority for
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE OF ST JOHN
THE EVANGELIST,
by Thomas Baker, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited by John E. B.
Mayor, M.A., Fellow of St John's. Two Vols. Demy 8vo. 24J.
' ' To antiquaries the book will be a source
" The work displays very wide reading,
of ahnost inexhaustible amusement, by his- and it will be of great use to members of the
torians it will be found a work of considerable college and of the university, and, perhaps,
service on questions respecting our social of still greater use to students of English
progress n past times; and the care and history, ecclesiastical, political, social, literary
thoroughness with which Mr Mayor has dis- and academical, who have hitherto had to be
charged his editorial functions are creditable content with 'Dyer.'"—Academy.
to his learning and industry."—Atkenepum.
HISTORY OF NEPAL,
translated by Munshi Shew Shunker Singh and Pandit ShrI
Gunanand ; edited with an Introductory Sketch of the Country and
People by Dr D. Wright, late Residency Surgeon at Kathmandu,
and with facsimiles of native drawings, and portraits of Sir Jung
Bahadur, the King of Nepal, &c. Super-royal 8vo. 2u.
"The Cambridge University Press have graphic plates are interesting."—Nature.
done well in publishing this work. Such
"The history has appeared at a very optranslations are valuable not only to the his- portune moment. ..The volume. ..is beautifully
torian but also to the ethnologist; Dr printed, and supplied with portraits of Sir
Wright's Introduction is based on personal Jung Bahadoor and others, and with excelinquiry and observation, is written intelli- lent coloured sketches illustrating Nepaulese
gently and candidly, and adds much to the architecture and religion."—Examiner,
value of the volume. The coloured lithoSCHOLAE ACADEMICAE:
Some Account of the Studies at the English Universities in the
Eighteenth Century. By Christopher Wordsworth, M.A.,
Fellow of Peterhouse ; Author of " Social Life at the English
Universities in the Eighteenth Century." Demy 8vo. 15J.
"The general object of Mr Wordsworth's
"Only those who have engaged in like labook is sufficiently apparent from its title. bours will be able fully to appreciate the
He has collected a great quantity of minute sustained industry and conscientious accuracy
and curious information about the working discernible in every page. . . . Of the whole
of Cambridge institutions in the last century, volume it may be said that it is a genuine
with an occasional comparison of the corre- service rendered to the study of University
sponding state of things at Oxford....To a history, and that the habits of thought ofany
great extent it is purely a book of reference, writer educated at either seat of learning in
and as such it will be of permanent value the last century will, in many cases, be far
for the historical knowledge of English edu- better understood after a consideration of the
cation and learning."—Saturday Revieiv.
materials here collected."—Academy
THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES OF CAMBRIDGE,
By the late Professor Willis, M.A. With numerous Maps, Plans,
and Illustrations. Continued to the present time, and edited
by John Willis Clark, M.A., formerly Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge.
[In the Press.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
A CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT MARBLES IN
GREAT BRITAIN, by Prof. Adolf Michaelis. Translated by
C. A. M. Fennell, M.A., late Fellow of Jesus College. Royal 8vo.
£2. 2S.
"The object of the present work of Michaelis performs the same office for the
Michaelis is to describe and make known the still less known private hoards of antique
vast treasures of ancient sculpture now accu sculptures for which our country is so re
mulated in the galleries of Great Britain, the markable. The book is beautifully executed,
extent and value of which are scarcely appre and with its few handsome plates, and
ciated, and chiefly so because there has excellent indexes, does much credit to the
hitherto been little accessible information Cambridge Press. It has not been printed
about them. To the loving labours of a in German, but appears for the first time in
learned German the owners of art treasures the English translation. All lovers of true
in England are for the second time indebted art and of good work should be grateful to
for a full description of their rich possessions. the Syndics of the University Press for the
Waagen gave to the private collections of liberal facilities afforded by them towards
pictures the advantage of his inspection and the production of this important volume by
cultivated acquaintance with art, and now Professor Michaelis."—Saturday Review.
THE WOODCUTTERS OF THE NETHERLANDS
during the last quarter of the Fifteenth Century. In two parts.
I. History of the Woodcutters. II. Catalogue of their Woodcuts.
By William Martin Conway.
[In the Press.
A GRAMMAR OF THE IRISH LANGUAGE.
By Prof. Windisch. Translated by Dr Norman Moore. Crown
8vo. ys. 6d.
LECTURES ON TEACHING,
Delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1880.
By J. G. Fitch, M.A., Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools.
Crown 8vo. New Edition. 55.
"The lectures will be found most in has got at his fingers' ends the working of
teresting, and deserve to be carefully studied, primary education, while as assistant com
not only by persons directly concerned with missioner to the late Endowed Schools Com
instruction, but by parents who wish to be mission he has seen something of the maable to exercise an intelligent judgment in chinery of our higher schools. . . . Mr
the choice of schools and teachers for their Fitch's book covers so wide a field and
children. For ourselves, we could almost touches on so many burning questions that
wish to be of school age again, to learn we must be content to recommend it as the
history and geography from some one who best existing vade mecum for the teacher.
could teach them after the pattern set by . . . He is always sensible, alwaysjudicious,
Mr Fitch to his audience
But perhaps never wanting in tact. . . . Mr Fitch is a
Mr Fitch's observations on the general con scholar; he pretends to.no knowledge that
ditions of school-work are even more im he does not possess ; he brings to his work
portant than what he says on this or that the ripe experience of a wtm-stored mind,
and he possesses in a remarkable degree the
branch of study."—Saturday Review.
" It comprises fifteen lectures, dealing art of exposition."—Pall Mail Gazette.
" In no other work in the English language,
with such subjects as organisation, discipline,
examining,language, factknowledge, science, so far as we know, are the principles and
and methods of instruction; ana though the methods which most conduce to successful
lectures make no pretention to systematic or teaching laid down and illustrated with such
exhaustive treatment, they yet leave very piecision and fulness of detail as they are
little of the ground uncovered; and they here."—Leeds Mercury.
combine in an admirable way the exposition
"Therefore, without reviewing the book
of sound principles with practical suggestions for the second time, we are glad to avail
and illustrations which are evidently derived ourselves of the opportunity of calling atten
from wide and varied experience, both in tion to the re-issue of the volume in the
teaching and in examining. While Mr Fitch five-shilling forjn, bringing it within the
addresses himself specially to secondary reach of the rank and hie of the profession.
school-masters, he does not by any means We cannot let the occasion pass without
disregard or ignore the needs of the primary making special reference to the excellent
section on 'punishments' in the lecture on
school."—Scotsman.
"As principal of a training college and as 'Discipline.' "—School Board Chronicle.
a Government inspector of schools, Mr Fitch
London; Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.

PUBLICATIONS OF
STATUTA ACADEMIC CANTABRIGIENSIS.
Demy 8vo. is. sewed.
STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE.
With some Acts of Parliament relating to the University. Demy 8vo.
■y. Cut.
ORDINATIONES ACADEMIC CANTABRIGIENSIS.
Demy 8vo. y. 6d.
TRUSTS, STATUTES AND DIRECTIONS affecting
(i) The Professorships of the University. (2) The Scholarships and
Prizes. (3) Other Gifts and Endowments. Demy 8vo. 5s.
COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS,
for the use of persons in Statu Pupillari. Demy 8vo. 6d.
CATALOGUE OF THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS
preserved in the University Library, Cambridge. By Dr S. M.
Schiller-Szinessy. Volume I. containing Section 1. The Holy,
Scripturesj Section II. Commentaries on the Bible. Demy 8vo. gs.
A CATALOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPTS
preserved in the Library of the University of Cambridge. Demy
8vo. 5 Vols. 10s. each.
INDEX TO THE CATALOGUE. Demy 8vo. ioj.
A CATALOGUE OF ADVERSARIA and printed
books containing MS. notes, preserved in the Library of the University
of Cambridge. 3s. 6d.
THE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS IN THE
LIBRARY OF THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM,
Catalogued with Descriptions, and an Introduction, by William
George SeaRLE, M.A., late Fellow of Queens' College, and Vicar of
Hockington, Cambridgeshire. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.
A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE GRACES,
Documents, and other Papers in the University Registry which con
cern the University Library. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.
CATALOGUS BIBLIOTHEOE BURCKHARDTIAN^E. Demy 4to. £r.
Landau: Cambridge Warehouse 17 Faiernoster Row.
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General Editor : J. J. S. Perowne> D.D., Dean of
Peterborough.
The want of an Annotated Edition of the Bible, in handy portions,
suitable for School use, has long been felt.
In order to provide Text-books for School and Examination pur
poses, the Cambridge University Press has arranged to publish the
several books of the Bible in separate portions at a moderate price,
with introductions and explanatory notes.
The Very Reverend J. J. S. Perowne, D.D., Dean of Peter
borough, has undertaken the general editorial supervision of the work,
assisted by a staff of eminent coadjutors. Some of the books have
been already edited or undertaken by the following gentlemen :
Rev. A. Carr, M.A., Assistant Master at Wellington College.
Rev. T. K. Cheyne, M.A., Fellow ofBalliol College, Oxford.
Rev. S. Cox, Nottingham.
Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Edinburgh.
Rev. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Canon of Westminster.
Rev. A. E. Humphreys, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Rev. A. F. Kirkpatrick, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Regius
Professor ofHebrew.
Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A., late Professor at St David's College, Lampeter.
Rev. J. R. Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor ofDivinity.
Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D., Warden of StAugustine's Coll., Canterbury.
Rev. H. C. G. MouLE, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Principal of
Ridley Hall, Cambridge.
Rev.W. F. Moulton, D.D., Head Master ofthe Leys School, Cambridge.
Rev. E. H. Perowne, D.D., Master of Corpus Christi College, Cam
bridge, Examining Chaplain to the Bishop ofSt Asaphi
The Ven. T. T.' Perowne, M.A., Archdeacon ofNorwich.
Rev. A. Plummer, M.A., D.D., Master of University College, Durham.
The Very Rev. E. H. Pi.umptre, D.D., Dean of Wells.
Rev. W. Sanday, M.A., Principal ofBishop Hatfield Hall, Durham.
Rev. W. Simcox, M.A., Rector of Weyhill, Hants.
Rev. W. Robertson Smith, M.A., Edinburgh.
Rev. A. W. Streane, M.A, Fellow ofCorpus Christi Coll.,Cambruigc.
The Ven. H. W. Watkins, M.A., Archdeacon ofNorthumberland.
Rev. G. H. Whitaker, M.A., Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge.
feev. C. Wordsworth, M.A., Rector of Glaston, Rutland.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.

PUBLICATIONS OF
THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOB SCHOOLS & COLLEGES.
Continued.
Now Beady. Cloth, Extra Fcap. 8vo.
THE BOOK OF JOSHUA. By the Rev. G. F.
Maclear, D.D. With i Maps. is. 6d.
THE BOOK OF JUDGES. By the Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A.
With Map. 3*. 6d.
THE FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev.
Professor Kirkpatrick, M.A. With Map. y. 6d.
THE SECOND BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev.
Professor Kirkpatrick, M.A. With i Maps. $s. 6d.
THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES. By the Very Rev.
E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Dean of Wells. $s.
THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH. By the Rev. A. W.
Streane, M.A. With Map. +s. 6d.
THE BOOKS OF OBADIAH AND JONAH. By Arch
deacon Perowne. is. 6d.
THE BOOK OF JONAH. By Archdn. Perowne. is. 6d.
THE BOOK OF MICAH. By the Rev. T. K. Cheyne,
M.A. ij. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW.
By the Rev. A. Carr, M.A. With i Maps. is. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the
Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D. With i Maps. is. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By
the Rev. F. W. Farrar, D.D. With 4 Maps. +f. 6d.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By
the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A., D.D. With Four Maps. 4s. 6d.
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev.
Professor Lumry, D.D. Part 1. Chaps. I—XIV. With 1 Maps.
is. 6d.
Part II. Chaps. XV. to end. 2s. 6d.
Parts I. and II., complete. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.
THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev.
H. C. G. Moule, M.A. 3s. 6d.
THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.
By the Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. With a Map and Plan. is.
THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.
By the Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A. is.
THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By the Rev.
F. W. Farrar, D.D. 3s. 6d.
THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF ST JAMES. By the
Very Rev. E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Dean of Wells, it. 6d.
THE EPISTLES OF ST PETER AND ST JUDE.
By the same Editor, is. 6d.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row,
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES.
Continued.
Preparing.
THE BOOKS OF HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH.
Archdeacon Perowne.
THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN.
I'LUMMER, M.A., D.D.

By

By the Rev. A.

THE CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT,
FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES,
with a Revised Text, based on the most recent critical authorities, and
English Notes, prepared under the direction of the General Editor,
The Very Reverend J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D.,
DEAN OF PETERBOROUGH.
Now Ready.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the
Rev. A. Carr, M.A. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.
"With the 'Notes,' in the volume before us, we are much pleased; so far as we have
searched, they are scholarly and sound. _ The quotations from the Classics are apt ; and the
references to modern Greek form a pleasing feature."— The Churchman.
" Copious illustrations, gathered from a great variety of sources, make his notes a very
valuable aid to the student. They are indeed remarkably interesting, while all explana
tions on meanings, applications, and the like are distinguished by their lucidity and
good sense."—Fall Mall Gazette.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev.
A. Plummer, M.A., D.D. "With 4 Maps. 6s.
*'A valuable addition has also been made to 'The Cambridge Greek Testament for
Schools,' Dr Plummer's notes on 'the Gospel according to St John' are scholarly, concise,
and instructive, and embody the results of much thought and wide reading."—Expositor.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK.
G. F. Maclear, D.D. With 3 Maps. 4s. 6d.

By the Rev.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By the
Rev. F. W. Farrar, D.D.
[Preparing.
The books will be published separately, as in the "Cambridge Bible
for Schools."
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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I. GREEK.
THE ANABASIS OF XENOPHON, Book IV. With
a Map and English Notes by Alfred Pretor, M.A., Fellow of
St Catharine's College, Cambridge ; Editor of Persius and Cicero ad Atticum
Book I. is.
*' In Mr Pretor's edition of the Anabasis the text of Kflhner has been followed In the main,
while the exhaustive and admirable notes of the great German editor have been largely utilised.
These notes deal with the minutest as well as the most important difficulties in construction, and
all questions of history, antiquity, and geography are briefly but very effectually elucidated."—The
Examiner.
" We welcome this addition to the other books of the Anabasis so ably edited by Mr Pretor.
Although originally intended for the use of candidates at the university local examinations, yet
this edition will be found adapted not only to meet the wants of the junior student, but even
advanced scholars will find much in this work that will repay its perusal."—The Schoolmaster.
"Mr Pretor's 'Anabasis of Xenophon, Book IV.' displays a union of accurate Cambridge
scholarship, with experience of what is required by learners gained in examining middle-class
schools. The text is large and clearly printed, and the notes explain all difficulties. . . . Mr
Pretor's notes seem to be all that could be wished as regards grammar, geography, and other
matters."—The Academy.
BOOKS I. III. & V. By the same Editor. 2s. each.
BOOKS II. VI. and VII. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d. each.
"Another Greek text, designed it would seem for students preparing for the local examinations,
is 'Xenophon's Anabasis,' Book II., with English Notes, by Alfred Pretor, M.A. The editor has
exercised his usual discrimination in utilising the text and notes of Kuhner, with the occasional
assistance of the best hints of Schneider, Vollbrecht and Macmichael on critical matters, and of
Mr R. W. Taylor on points of history and geography. . . When Mr Pretor commits himself to
Commentator's work, he is eminently helpful. . . Had we to introduce a young Greek scholar
to Xenophon, we should esteem ourselves fortunate in having Pretor's text-book as our chart and
guide."—Contemporary Review.
THE ANABASIS OF XENOPHON, by A. Pretor, M.A.,
Text and Notes, complete in two Volumes, "js. 6d.
AGESILAUS OF XENOPHON.
The Text revised
with Critical and Explanatory Notes, Introduction, Analysis, and Indices.
By H. Hailstone, M.A., late Scholar of Peterhouse, Cambridge, Editor of
Xenophon's Hellenics, etc. is. 6d.
ARISTOPHANES—RANAE. With English Notes and
Introduction by W. C. Green, M.A., Assistant Master at Rugby School.
3-r. 6d.
ARISTOPHANES—AVES. By the sartte Editor. New
Edition. $s. 6d.
"The notes to both plays are excellent. Much has been done in these two volumes to render
the study of Aristophanes a real treat to a boy instead of a drudgery, by helping him to under
stand the fun and to express it in his mother tongue."— The Examiner.
ARISTOPHANES—PLUTUS. By the same Editor. 3s. 6d.
EURIPIDES.
HERCULES FURENS.
With Intro
ductions, Notes and Analysis. By J. T. Hutchinson, M.A., Christ's College,
and A. Gray, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College. 2s.
"Messrs Hutchinson and Gray have produced a careful and useful edition."—Saturday
Review.
THE HERACLEID^ OF EURIPIDES, with Introduc
tion and Critical Notes by E. A Beck, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. 3s. 6tf.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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LUCIANI SOMNIUM CHARON PISCATOR ET DE
LUCTU, with English Notes by W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow of
St John's College, Cambridge. New Edition, with Appendix, ^s. 6d.
OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE.
Edited by E. Wallace, M.A. (See p. 30.)
II. LATIN.
M. T. CICERONIS DE AMICITIA. Edited by J. S.
Reid, M.L., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge. 3J.
** Mr Reid has decidedly attained his aim, namely, *a thorough examination of the Latinity
of the dialogue. *
The revision of the text is most valuable, and comprehends sundry
acute corrections. . . . This volume, like Mr Reid's other editions, is a solid gain to the scholar
ship of the country."—Athen&um.
"A more distinct gain to scholarship is Mr Reid's able and thorough edition of the De
Amicitid of Cicero, a work of which, whether we regard the exhaustive introduction or the
instructive and most suggestive commentary, it would be difficult to speak too highly. . . . When
we come to the commentary, we are only amazed by its fulness in proportion to its bulk.
Nothing is overlooked which can tend to enlarge the learner's general knowledge of Ciceronian
Latin or to elucidate the text."—Saturday Review.
M. T. CICERONIS CATO MAJOR DE SENECTUTE.
Edited by J. S. Reid, M.L. $s. 6d.
" The notes are excellent and scholarlike, adapted for the upper forms of public schools, and
likely to be useful even to more advanced students."—Guardian.
M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO ARCHIA POETA.
Edited by J. S. Reid, M.L. is. 6d.
" It is an admirable specimen of careful editing. An Introduction tells us everything we could
wish to know about Archias, about Cicero's connexion with him, about the merits of the trial, and
the genuineness of the speech. The text is well and carefully printed. The notes are clear and
scholar-like. . . . No boy can master this little volume without feeling that he has advanced a long
step in scholarship."— Tlie Academy.
M. T. CICERONIS PRO L. CORNELIO BALBO ORATIO. Edited by J. S. Reid, M.L. Fellow of Caius College, Camb. is.6d.
" We are bound to recognize the pains devoted in the annotation of these two orations to the
minute and thorough study of their Latinity, both in the ordinary notes and in the textual
appendices.'*—Saturday Review.
M. T. CICERONIS PRO P. CORNELIO SULLA
ORATIO. Edited by J. S. Reid, M.L. 3s. 6d.
M. T. CICERONIS PRO CN. PLANCIO ORATIO.
Edited by H. A. Holden, LL.D., late Head Master of Ipswich School.
4*. 6d.
"As a book for students this edition can have few rivals. It is enriched by an excellent intro
duction and a chronological table of the principal events of the life of Cicero; while in its ap
pendix, and in the notes on the text which are added, there is much of the greatest value. The
volume is neatly got up, and is in every way commendable."— The Scotsman.
"Dr Holden's own edition is all that could be expected from his elegant and practised
scholarship. . . . Dr Holden has evidently made up his mind as to the character of the
commentary most likely to be generally useful ; and he has carried out his views with admirable
thoroughness."—Academy,
** Dr Holden has given us here an excellent edition. The commentary is even unusually full
and complete ; and after going through it carefully, we find little or nothing to criticize. There
is an excellent introduction, lucidly explaining the circumstances under which the speech was
delivered, a table of events in the life of Cicero and a useful index." Spectator, Oct. 29, 1881.
M. T. CICERONIS IN Q. CAECILIUM DIVINATIO
ET IN C. VERREM ACTIO PRIMA. With Introduction and Notes
by W. E. Heitland, M.A., and Herbert Cowie, M.A., Fellows of
St John's College, Cambridge. $s.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO L. MURENA, with
English Introduction and Notes. By W. E. Heitland. M.A., Fellow
and Classical Lecturer of St John's College, Cambridge. Second Edition,
carefully revised. 3*.
" Those students are to be deemed fortunate who have to read Cicero's lively and brilliant
oration for L. Murena with Mr Heitland s handy edition, which may be pronounced 'four-square'
in point of equipment, and which has, not without good reason, attained the honours of a
second edition."—Saturday Review.
M. T. CICERONIS IN GAIUM VERREM ACTIO
PRIMA. With Introduction and Notes. By H. Cowie, M.A, Fellow
of St John's College, Cambridge, is. 6d.
M. T. CICERONIS ORATIO PRO T. A. MILONE,
with a Translation of Asconius' Introduction, Marginal Analysis and
English Notes. Edited by the Rev. John Smyth Purton, B.D., late
President and Tutor of St Catharine's College. is. 6d.
"The editorial work is excellently done."—The Academy.
M. T. CICERONIS SOMNIUM SCIPIONIS. With In
troduction and Notes. By W. D. Pearman, M.A.
[In the Press.
P. OVIDII NASONIS FASTORUM Liber VI. With
a Plan of Rome and Notes by A. Sidgwick, M.A. Tutor of Corpus Christi
College, Oxford, is. 6d.
" Mr Sidgwick's editing of the Sixth Book of Ovid's Fasti furnishes a careful and serviceable
volume for average students. It eschews 'construes* which supersede the use of the dictionary,
but gives full explanation of grammatical usages and historical and mythical allusions, besides
illustrating peculiarities of style, true and false derivations, and the more remarkable variations of
the text."—Saturday Review.
" It is eminently good and useful. . . . The Introduction is singularly clear on the astronomy of
Ovid, which is properly shown to be ignorant and confused; there is an excellent little map of
Rome, giving just the places mentioned in the text and no more ; the notes are evidently written
by a practical schoolmaster."—The Academy.
GAI IULI CAESARIS DE BELLO GALLICO COM
MENT. I. II. With English Notes and Map by A. G. Peskett, M.A.,
Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge, Editor of Caesar De Bello Gallico,
VII. 2J. 6d.
GAI IULI CAESARIS DE BELLO GALLICO COM
MENT. III. With Map and Notes by A. G. Peskett, M.A., Fellow
of Magdalene College, Cambridge, is. 6d.
" In an unusually succinct introduction he gives all the preliminary and collateral information
that is likely to be useful to a young student and, wherever we have examined his notes, we
have found them eminently practical and satisfying. . . The book may well be recommended for
careful study in school or college."—Saturday Review.
"The notes are scholarly, short, and a real help to the most elementary beginners in Latin
prose."—The Examiner.
BOOKS IV. AND V. AND Book VII. by the same Editor.
2s. each.
BOOK VI. by the same Editor, is. 6d.
BOOK VIII. by the same Editor.

[In the Press.

London: Cambridge Warehouse, i? Paternoster Row.
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P. VERGILI MARONIS AENEIDOS Liber II. Edited
with Notes by A. Sidgwick, M.A. Tutor of Corpus Christi College,
Oxford, is. 6d.
BOOKS I., IV., V., VI, VII., VIII., X., XI., XII. by the same
Editor, is. 6d. each.
" Mr Arthur Sidgwick's 'Vergil, Aeneid, Book XII.' is worthy of his reputation, and is dis
tinguished by the same acuteness and accuracy of knowledge, appreciation of a boy's difficulties
and ingenuity and resource in meeting them, which we have on other occasions had reason to
praise in these pa^es."—-The Academy.
"As masterly in its clearly divided preface and appendices as in the sound and independent
character of its annotations. . . . There is a great deal more in the notes than mere compilation
and suggestion. . . . No difficulty is left unnoticed or unhandled."—Saturday Review.
"This edition is admirably adapted for the use of junior students, who will find in it the result
of much reading in a condensed form, and clearly expressed."—Cambridge Independent Press.
BOOKS VII. VIII. in one volume. 3s.
BOOKS X., XL, XII. in one volume. 3^. 6d.
QUINTUS CURT I US. A Portion of the History.
(Alexander in India.) By W. E. Heitland, M. A., Fellow and Lecturer
of St John's College, Cambridge, and T. E. Raven, B.A., Assistant Master
in Sherborne School. $s. 6d.
"Equally commendable as a genuine addition to the existing stock of school-books is
Alexander in India, a compilation from the eighth and ninth books of Q. Curtius, edited for
the Pitt Press by Messrs Heitland and Raven. . . . The work of Curtius has merits of its
own, which, in former generations, made it a favourite with English scholars, and which still
make it a popular text-book in Continental schools
The reputation of Mr Heitland is a
sufficient guarantee for the scholarship of the notes, which are ample without being excessive,
and the book is well furnished with all that is needful in the nature of maps, indexes, and ap
pendices." —Academy.
M. ANNAEI LUCANI PHARSALIAE LIBER
PRIMUS, edited with English Introduction and Notes by W. E. Heitland,
M.A. and C. E. Haskins, M.A., Fellows and Lecturers of St John's Col
lege, Cambridge, is. 6d.
"A careful and scholarlike production."—Times.
" In nice parallels of Lucan from Latin poets and from Shakspeare, Mr Haskins and Mr
Heitland deserve praise."—Saturday Review.
BEDA'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BOOKS
III., IV., the Text from the very ancient MS. in the Cambridge University
Library, collated with six other MSS. Edited, with a life from the German 01
Ebert, and with Notes, &c. by J. E. B. Mayor, M.A., Professor of Latin,
and J. R. Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity. Revised edition.
"To young students of English History the illustrative notes will be of great service, while
the study of the texts will be a good introduction to Mediaeval Latin.*'— The Nonconformist.
'* In Bede's works Englishmen can go back to origines of their history, unequalled for
form and matter by any modern European nation. Prof. Mayor has done good service in ren
dering a part of Bede's greatest work accessible to those who can read Latin with ease. He
has adorned this edition of the third and fourth books of the *' Ecclesiastical History" with that
amazing erudition for which he is unrivalled among Englishmen and rarely equalled by Germans.
And however interesting and valuable the text may be, we can certainly apply to his notes
the expression, La sauce vaut mteux que le poisson. They are literally crammed with interest
ing information about early English life. For though ecclesiastical in name, Bede's history treats
of all parts of the national life, since the Church had points of contact with all."—Examiner.
BOOKS I. and II. In the Press.
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III. FRENCH.
LA GUERRE. By Mm. Erckmann-Chatrian. With
Map, Introduction and Commentary by the Rev. A. C. Clapin, M.A.,
St John's College, Cambridge, and Bachelier-es-Lettres of the University of
France ; Assistant Master at Sherborne School. $s.
LA PICCIOLA. By X. B. Saintine. The Text, with
Introduction, Notes and Map, by the same Editor, a*. The Notes sepa
rate, is.
LAZARE HOCHE—par emile de bonnechose.
With Three Maps, Introduction and Commentary, by C. Colbeck, M.A.,
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Assistant Master at Harrow
School. 2s.
HISTOIRE DU SIECLE DE LOUIS XIV PAR
VOLTAIRE. Parti. Chaps. I.—XIII. Edited with Notes Philological and
Historical, Biographical and Geographical Indices, etc. by Gustave Masson,
B. A. Univ. Gallic, Officier d'Acad^mie, Assistant Master of Harrow School,
and G. W. Prothero, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of King's College, Cam
bridge, is. 6d.
"Messrs Masson and Prothero have, to judge from the first part of their work, performed
with much discretion and care the task of editing Voltaire's Siicle de Louis XIV for the 'Pitt
Press Series.' Besides the usual kind of notes, the editors have in this case, influenced by Vol
taire's 'summary way of treating much of the history,' given a good deal of historical informa
tion, in which they have, we think, done well. At the beginning of the book will be found
excellent and succinct accounts of the constitution of the French army and Parliament at the
period treated of."—Saturday Review.
Part II. Chaps. XIV.—XXIV. With Three Maps of the
Period. By the same Editors, is. 6d.
Part III. Chap. XXV. to the end. By the same Editors.
2S. 6d.
LE VERRE D'EAU. A Comedy, by Scribe. With a
Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By
C. Colbeck, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Assistant
Master at Harrow School, is.
*' It may be national prejudice, but we consider this edition far superior to any of the series
which hitherto have been edited exclusively by foreigners. Mr Colbeck seems better to under
stand the wants and difficulties of an English boy. The etymological notes especially are admi
rable. . . . The historical notes and introduction are a piece of thorough honest work."—Journal
ofEducation.
M. DARU, par M. C. A. Sainte-Beuve, (Causeries du
Lundi, Vol. IX.). With Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes
Philological and Historical. By Gustave Masson. is.
LA SUITE DU MENTEUR. A Comedy in Five Acts,
by P. Corneille. Edited with Fontenelle's Memoir of the Author, Voltaire's
Critical Remarks, and Notes Philological and Historical. By Gustave
Masson. is.
LA JEUNE SIBERIENNE. LE LEPREUX DE LA
CITE D'AOSTE. Tales by Count Xavier de Maistre. With Bio
graphical Notice, Critical Appreciations, and Notes. By Gustave Masson.
is.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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LE DIRECTOIRE. (Considerations sur la Revolution
Francaise. Troisieme et quatrieme parties.) Par Madame la Baronne de
Stael-Holstein. With a Critical Notice of the Author, a Chronological
Table, and Notes Historical and Philological, by G. Masson, B.A., and
G. W. Prothero, M.A. Revised and enlarged Edition, is.
*' Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face
respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which
are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes. The latter in particular, an extract from the
world-known work of Madame de Stael on the French Revolution, is beyond all praise for
the excellence both of its style and of its matter."— Times.
DIX ANNEES D'EXIL. Livre II. Chapitres 1—8.
Par Madame la Baronne De Stael-Holstein. With a Biographical
Sketch of the Author, a Selection of Poetical Fragments by Madame de
Stael's Contemporaries, and Notes Historical and Philological. By Gustave
Masson. is.
" The choice made by M. Masson of the second book of the Memoirs of Madame de Stael
appears specially felicitous. . . . This is likely to be one of the most favoured of M. Masson's
editions, and deservedly so."—Academy.
FRfiDEGONDE ET BRUNEHAUT. A Tragedy in Five
Acts, by N. Lemercier. Edited with Notes, Genealogical and Chrono
logical Tables, a Critical Introduction and a Biographical Notice. By
Gustave Masson. is.
LE VIEUX CELIBATAIRE. A Comedy, by Collin
D'Harleville. With a Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary
and Historical Notes. By the same Editor, is.
" M. Masson is doing good work in introducing learners to some of the less-known French
play-writers. The arguments are admirably clear, and the notes are not too abundant."—
Academy.
LA METROMANIE, A Comedy, by Piron, with a Bio
graphical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By the
same Editor, is.
LASCARIS, OU LES GRECS DU XVE. SIECLE,
Nouvelle Historique, par A. F. Villemain, with a Biographical Sketch of
the Author, a Selection of Poems on Greece, and Notes Historical and
Philological. By the same Editor, is.

IV.

GERMAN.

ERNST, HERZOG VON SCHWABEN. UHLAND. With
Introduction and Notes. By H. J. Wolstenholme, B.A. (Lond.),
Lecturer in German at Newnham College, Cambridge,
6d.
ZOPF UND SCHWERT. Lustspiel in fiinf Aufziigen von
Karl Gutzkow. With a Biographical and Historical Introduction, English
Notes, and an Index. By the same Editor, y. 6d.
"We are glad to be able to notice a careful edition of K. Gutzkow's amusing comedy
'Zopf and Schwert' by Mr H. J. Wolstenholme. . . . These notes are abundant and contain
references to standard grammatical works."—Academy.
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster How.
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@oetf)e'a tfnabenjatyu. (1749— 1759.) GOETHE'S BOY
HOOD: being the First Three Books of his Autobiography. Arranged
and Annotated by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. D., late Professor at the
Johanneum, Hamburg. 2s.
HAUFF. DAS WIRTHSHAUS IM SPESSART. Edited
by A. Schlottmann, Ph. D., Assistant Master at Uppingham School.
DER OBERHOF. A Tale of Westphalian Life, by Karl
Immermann. With a Life of Immermann and English Notes, by Wilhelm
Wagner, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg. 3.?.
A BOOK OF GERMAN DACTYLIC POETRY. Arranged and Annotated by the same Editor. 3-f.
2)er crfte ffreujjug (THE FIRST CRUSADE), by Friedrich von Raumer. Condensed from the Author's 'History of the Hohenstaufen', with a life of Raumer, two Plans and English Notes. By
the same Editor. 2s.
" Certainly no more interesting book could be made the subject of examinations. The story
of the First Crusade has an undying interest. The notes are, on the whole, good."—Educational
Times.
A BOOK OF BALLADS ON GERMAN HISTORY.
Arranged and Annotated by the same Editor, sj.
"It carries the reader rapidly through some of the most important incidents connected with
the German race and name, from the invasion of Italy by the Visigoths under their King Alaric,
down to the Franco-German War and the installation of the present Emperor. The notes supply
very well the connecting links between the successive periods, and exhibit in its various phases of
growth and progress, or the reverse, the vast unwieldy mass which constitutes modern Germany."
—Times.
DER STAAT FRIEDRICHS DES GROSSEN. By G.
Freytag. With Notes. By the same Editor is.
"Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face
respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which
are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes."— Times.
GOETHE'S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA. With
an Introduction and Notes. By the same Editor. $s.
"The notes are among the best that we know, with the reservation that they are often too
abundant."—Academy.
2)a« 3af)r 1813 (The Year 1813), by F. Kohlrausch.
With English Notes. By the same Editor, is.
V. ENGLISH.
OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE.
Compiled by Edwin Wallace, M.A., LL.D. (St. Andrews) Felloyv
and Tutor of Worcester College, Oxford. Third Edition Enlarged.
4s. 6d.
THREE LECTURES ON THE PRACTICE OF EDU
CATION. Delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Easter
Term, 1882, under the direction of the Teacher's Training Syndi
cate. 2S.
MILTON'S TRACTATE ON EDUCATION. A facsimile reprint from the Edition of 1673. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by Oscar Browning, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of King's College,
Cambridge, and formerly Assistant Master at Eton College. 2s.
London: Cambridge Warehouse, 17 Paternoster Row.
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LOCKE ON EDUCA1 is > . . 1 Vith Introduction and Notes
by the Rev. R. H. QUICK, M.A. \ .bd.
k "The work before us leaves nothing to be ox-iired. It is of convenient form and reasonable
price, accurately printed, and accompanied by notes which are admirable. There is no teacher
too young to find this book interesting; there is no teacher too old to find it profitable."— The
School Bulletin, New York.
THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN, edited with Intro
duction and Notes by the Rev. Professor Skeat, M.A., formerly Fellow
of Christ's College, Cambridge. $s. 6d.
"This edition of % play that is well worth study, for more reasons than one, by so careful a
scholar as Mr Skeat, deserves a hearty welcome."—A theneeum.
"Mr Skeat is a conscientious editor, and has left no difficulty unexplained."— Times.
BACON'S HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF KING
HENRY VII. With Notes by the Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity ; late Fellow of St Catharine's College. 3J.
SIR THOMAS MORE'S UTOPIA. With Notes by the
Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity; late Fellow
of St Catharine's College, Cambridge. $s. 6d.
" To enthusiasts in history matters, who are not content with mere facts, but like to pursue
their investigations behind the scenes, as it were, Professor Rawson Lumby has in the work now
before us produced a most acceptable contribution to the now constantly increasing store of
illustrative reading."— The Cambridge Review.
"To Dr Lumby we must give praise unqualified and unstinted. He has done his work
admirably
Every student of history, every politician, every social reformer, every one
interested in literary curiosities, every lover of English should buy and carefully read Dr
Lumby's edition of the ' Utopia.' We are afraid to say more lest we should be thought ex
travagant, and our recommendation accordingly lose part of its force."—The Teacher.
* It was originally written in Latin and does not find a place on ordinary bookshelves. A very
great boon has therefore been conferred on the general English reader by the managers of the
Pitt Press Series, in the issue of a convenient little volume of More's Utopia not in the original
Latin, but in the quaint English Translation thereof made by Raphe Robynson, which adds a
linguistic interest to the intrinsic merit of the work. . . . All this has been edited in a most com
plete and scholarly fashion by Dr J. R. Lumby, the Norrisian Professor of Divinity, whose name
alone is a sufficient warrant for its accuracy. It is a real addition to the modern stock of classical
English literature. "—Guardian.
MORE'S HISTORY OF KING RICHARD III. Edited
with Notes, Glossary and Index of Names. By J. Rawson Lumby, D.D.
Norrisian Professor of Divinity, Cambridge ; to which is added the conclusion
of the History of King Richard III. as given in the continuation of Hardyng's
Chronicle, London, 1543. 3*. 6d.
A SKETCH OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY FROM
THALES TO CICERO, by Joseph B. Mayor, M.A., Professor of
Moral Philosophy at King's College, London. $s. 6d.
" In writing this scholarly and attractive sketch, Professor Mayor has had chiefly in view
' undergraduates at the University or others who are commencing the study of the philosophical
works of Cicero or Plato or Aristotle in the original language,' tut also hopes that it ' may be
found interesting and useful by educated readers generally, not merely as an introduction to the
formal history of philosophy, but as supplying a key to our present ways of thinking and judging
in.regard to matters of the highest importance."'—Mind%
*'Professor Mayor contributes to the Pitt Press Series A Sketch of Ancient Philosophy in
which he has endeavoured to give a general view of the philosophical systems illustrated by the
genius of the masters of metaphysical and ethical science from Thales to Cicero. In the course
of his sketch he takes occasion to give concise analyses of Plato's Republic, and of the Ethics and
Politics of Aristotle ; and these abstracts will be to some readers not the least useful portions of
the book. It may be objected against his design in general that ancient philosophy is too vast
and too deep a subject to be dismissed in a ' sketch'—that it should be left to those who will make
it a serious study. But that objection takes no account of the large class of persons who desire
to know, in relation to present discussions and speculations, what famous men in the whole world
thought and wrote on these topics. They have not the scholarship which would be necessary for
original examination of authorities ; but they have an intelligent interest in the relations between
ancient and modern philosophy, and need just such information as Professor Mayor's sketch will
give them."—The Guardian.
[Other Volumes are in preparation^
London : Cambridge Warehouse, 1 7 Paternoster Row.
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